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Abstract 

 

 
The present research examines translator training in Greece, with the ultimate aim being 

to provide suggestions for revising the translation curriculum in Greece. It goes without 

saying that a translation course is usually highly vocational, and an attempt is made to 

simulate professional practices in the classroom. Hence, local market requirements 

should be pinpointed and incorporated into the translation curriculum, if translation 

schools are to produce fully-fledged translators and not churn out dilettantes. That is why 

the identification and analysis of the translation market in Greece was one of the primary 

objectives of the current research work. For this purpose, a questionnaire survey was 

conducted, addressing in-house employees of translation companies in Greece.  

 

Another no less important objective was to explore student needs and expectations. The 

current practice on translator training courses suggests that it should be student-centred 

and not teacher-centred, as used to be the case in the past. Therefore, if we intend to 

contrive an all-round, comprehensive curriculum, learner needs should not be ignored. 

On the contrary, they should be carefully investigated, in order to find out what it is that 

trainees expect to learn in a translation course and why they decided to study translation 

in the first place. Here again, a questionnaire survey was carried out. The respondents 

were not only students, but trainers too, as both groups are important stakeholders in the 

translation classroom. 

 

The data gleaned from the questionnaire surveys on the translation market and student 

needs, combined with a thorough examination of the germane literature on translator 

training, ultimately provided useful feedback which served as a springboard to making 

concrete suggestions about how the translation curriculum in Greece could be 

modernised and about how translation market and student needs could be aligned with 

the overall aims of a translation course.   
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation of research 

 

This PhD thesis is the product of four years of research on translator training, with a 

focus on aligning student needs and market requirements in taught postgraduate 

translation courses in Greece. 

 

My first contact with translation was when I was 19 years old, as I moved to Corfu to 

pursue undergraduate studies in translation in the Department of Foreign Languages, 

Translation and Interpreting of the Ionian University. Studying at the Ionian University 

proved to be an invaluable experience; I spent three years in Corfu and a further year in 

Guildford (University of Surrey) and Barcelona (Autonomous University of Barcelona) 

as a visiting student, delving into the fascinating world of translation.  

 

After finishing my Bachelor’s degree in translation, I moved to London in order to 

specialise further in this discipline, where I attended an MSc in Scientific, Technical and 

Medical Translation with Translation Technology at Imperial College London. 

 

In all four universities I was introduced to an array of different subjects, ranging from 

practical translation, translation theory and translation technology to law, finance, 

linguistics, literature, intercultural and conflict studies, philosophy, EU institutions and 

international relations, semiotics, and stylistics, to name but a few. 

 

As regards practical translation, I attended classes in as many as 9 different language 

combinations - English-Greek, Greek-English, German-Greek, Greek-German, German-

English, Spanish-English, English-Spanish, Spanish-German and German-Spanish - 

translating all sorts of texts: literary, legal, financial, medical, scientific, technical and 

political. 
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Subsequently, I was fortunate enough to teach translation both at undergraduate and 

postgraduate level and to collaborate with five English universities: Imperial College 

London, University of Surrey, Roehampton University London, Middlesex University 

London and London Metropolitan University. As for the subjects I have taught, these are 

practical translation, translation technology (translation memories and machine 

translation), subtitling and corpus linguistics, and I have also supervised numerous 

MA/MSc dissertations. 

 

What became clear to me over the years was that academic translation courses differ to a 

great extent from country to country and even from one institution to the other within the 

same country. Some programmes are more practice-orientated, some more theory-

orientated, while others attempt to strike a balance between the two. In some countries 

the content of the translation curriculum is specified to a great extent by the state (e.g. in 

Spain), while in other countries translation academics have the liberty to teach the 

subjects they desire, with their choice often being informed by their own research 

interests, as in the UK.  

 

Although some of the subjects that I was taught and later on taught myself were no doubt 

very useful and interesting (for instance, practical translation), this was not the case with 

all modules, and sometimes students were left to wonder why they had to attend certain 

classes which seemed to be both dull and of little or no apparent usefulness. Some 

students would also commence their studies without really knowing what they would be 

taught in their translation course or why they would be taught certain subjects in the first 

place. 

 

Often, it seemed that students had to attend a certain module because that is why their 

tutor, course leader, university or even ministry of education commanded, even when 

there was consensus among all stakeholders that this module was of no interest or use and 

that it would not benefit graduates who would later on seek to work as translators. Hence, 
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student needs and expectations were not always met, and this was also the case with 

market requirements. 

 

That was the starting point of my research, i.e. to fill this gap by exploring student needs 

and market requirements in a translation course, and by discussing how these can be 

aligned in the translation curriculum. As I am Greek, I have done my first degree on 

translation in Greece and I deal with Greek translation in general, it does not come as a 

surprise that the focal point of my research has been Greek postgraduate translation 

programmes. 

 

I would argue that taking student and market needs into account constitutes the first step 

towards designing a translation course, a view shared by many translation scholars. For 

instance, Kelly (2005:3) presents her model of “curricular design process” (Figure 1), 

where identifying social and market needs, as well as student profile and needs, is 

regarded as the first stage when designing a translation curriculum: 
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In the same vein, Gabr (2000:17), in his “Cycle of Translation Program Design and 

Development” (Figure 2), identifies market and student needs as the first step towards 

developing a translation programme, which he calls “pre-development stage”: 
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Figure 2: Cycle of Translation Program Design and Development (Gabr 2000) 

 

 

In my research I endeavour to investigate student needs in Greek taught postgraduate 

translation courses, as viewed by both students and trainers, as well as to investigate 

Greek translation market requirements. The specific objectives of my research are 

presented below. 
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1.2  Aims 

 

My research attempts to answer the following three crucial questions: 

 
a) What are the needs and expectations of students on Greek Master’s courses in 

translation? 

 

Every course of study should ideally take the participants’ needs into account, so that it 

remains attractive to them and it fulfils their expectations. Many translation academics 

have discussed the importance of student motivation when teaching translation 

(Zabalbeascoa 2000). 

 

In the surveys I conducted for the purpose of this research question, both students and 

translation tutors were asked about students needs and expectations, as the two of them 

are the most important stakeholders in any translation course. Of course, there are other 

stakeholders too, as Kearns (2006:150) highlights: “without denying that the learner 

occupies a central position in the curriculum, what about the needs of teachers, 

educational administrators, materials designers, or other stakeholders?”. Gabr (2002a) 

also lists the different stakeholders in translation courses: translation departments 

(training providers), trainees (customers), trainers, market (employers), administrators, 

course developers, etc. Hence, it should be noted that the needs of other stakeholders 

have also been taken into consideration in this study; however, they were not the primary 

focus of this research. 

 

Finally, it should also be borne in mind that a balance ought to be struck between student 

needs and the intrinsic limitations of the university.  

 

To sum up, in order to answer this research question, I carried out two questionnaire 

surveys, taking into account similar surveys which were carried out in the past. The two 

questionnaires were addressed to: 
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- Translation students in Greek Master’s courses in translation; 

- Translator trainers in Greek Master’s courses in translation; 

 
b) What does the Greek translation market think of current Master’s courses in 

translation in Greece? 

 

A Master’s course in translation tends to be highly vocational (although there are a few 

MAs that are more theory-orientated), and the needs of the market should be considered 

carefully before designing the programme of study. After all, once students graduate from 

such a course, in all probability they will seek employment in a translation company or 

they will work as freelance translators, and a few of them might even open their own 

translation company. As Mayoral Asensio (2007:94) maintains, “if translator training is 

to be efficient, it should be set within the context of professional practice rather than that 

of theoretical principles”, while Gabr (2002a:online) believes that, if we want to 

guarantee quality assurance in translator training, “the key is to understand the trainee 

and market expectations and to adequately meet, not exceed, them”.  

 

Needless to say, market requirements change constantly and Drugan (2004:online) 

successfully points out that “closely monitoring the evolution of the industry via 

continuing research is clearly vital if our training is to be relevant”. That is why my 

research only captured a snapshot of translation market requirements in Greece at the 

time (2010) and it is obvious that my findings are not going to be valid forever.  

 

In my survey, in-house employees of Greek translation companies are asked their opinion 

about Master’s courses in translation in Greece. In order to answer this research question, 

I conducted one questionnaire survey addressed to in-house employees of Greek 

translation companies. The reason why I did not ask translation professionals about 

translation market requirements and, instead, focused on what they thought of academic 

translation courses was that a very comprehensive survey on the Greek translation market 

had been conducted fairly recently by Christodoulou & Galiatsatou (2008). Hence, it 
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would be superfluous to investigate translation market requirements in Greece, when 

such an extensive research has already been carried out. 

 

Moreover, the question arose of how student needs can be aligned with market needs 

within the overall framework of a postgraduate translation course. On this note Gouadec 

(2003:15) comments as follows: “As for the structure and extent of the program, the 

answer depends on who enrolls and what kind of market is the ultimate horizon”. Making 

a slightly different point, Kelandrias (2008a:53) observes that “In our view, a translation 

course should inspire confidence both in the market and in students themselves" (see also 

García Izquierdo & Borja Albi 2009, Hurtado Albir 2007, Gabr 2007, Olohan 2007). 

 

 

c) To what extent are the existing postgraduate translation courses offered in Greek 

institutions able to meet these needs, and what implications may the findings of this 

research have for the curricula of Greek postgraduate translation courses? 

 

This is the final question my research project attempts to answer. More specifically, I 

look into the strong points of existing courses, and also into how these programmes could 

be potentially improved. A relevant question that I endeavour to answer is how well 

graduates of such courses are prepared to enter the translation profession. My ultimate 

objective is to make concrete recommendations about how best to integrate student and 

market needs into Greek translation curricula.  

 

1.3  Context of surveys 

 

Next, I would like to briefly outline the context within which the surveys were conducted.  

The questionnaire surveys were addressed to Greek higher education institutions and 

Greek translation companies and took place in 2009-2010. In order to collect the data, an 

online survey tool was used, SurveyMonkey. All three questionnaires consisted of mainly 

closed, but also a few open-ended questions. A total of 137 people participated in the 
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surveys, of whom 47 were students (34%), 37 were tutors (27%) and 53 were 

professionals (39%). 

 

In order to establish what kind of questions to include in the questionnaires, I consulted 

the relevant literature as well as past surveys. Furthermore, I conducted face-to-face and 

telephone interviews with Greek translation tutors, as well as a brainstorming session 

with postgraduate translation students, both Greek and others. This way, I got an insight 

into not only what questions to include in the questionnaires, but also into what the 

possible answers to these questions could be, something which is particularly useful 

when designing closed questions.  

 

After collecting all the answers from the survey respondents, I proceeded to the analysis 

of the results, which, first of all, consisted of presenting the opinion of students, trainers 

and professionals.  

 

As quite a few questions were the same in all three questionnaires, it was then possible to 

collate the results and make a comparative analysis of the answers provided by all three 

stakeholders, with a view to finding points of convergence, as well as points of 

divergence, namely to find whether the three stakeholders held similar or dissimilar 

views. 

 

Table 1 below presents succinctly the context within which the three questionnaire 

surveys took place: 

 

Where Greek higher education institutions & Greek translation 
companies 

When 2009-2010 
How Online survey tool (SurveyMonkey) 
Who 137 participants (47 trainees, 37 trainers, 53 professionals) 
What  closed & open-ended questions 
Designing the questions Works on questionnaire design, past surveys, interviews 

with tutors & brainstorming session with postgraduate 
students 

Table 1: Context of surveys 
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1.4  Thesis Outline 

 

In what follows, a brief outline of the thesis contents is presented. The thesis consists of 

10 chapters. Chapter 1, the present one, is an introduction, explaining the motivation 

behind my PhD research and describing the research objectives and the context within 

which my questionnaire surveys took place. 

 

Chapter 2 is the literature review, focusing on recurring issues in translator training, 

such as translation competence, recreation of professional realism in the translation 

classroom, process-oriented versus task/product-oriented approaches to translator 

training, student and teacher motivation, flexibility versus standardisation in translator 

training, sequencing and grading issues and the role of technology in translator training. 

Moreover, past surveys on student needs and translation market requirements are also 

presented, which assisted me in designing my own questionnaires. 

 

Chapter 3 gives an overview of all translator training institutions in Greece, as well as of 

the Greek translation market by focusing on the Greek associations of translators and 

translation companies. It also examines translator training within the context of a minor 

language, with Greek as its focal point, and introduces the Greek system of higher 

education. Finally, it elaborates on the European Master’s in Translation (EMT)1 and the 

European Higher Education Area. 

 

Chapter 4 elaborates on the methodology I used for my research, explaining the various 

stages of the questionnaire design, such as the brainstorming session with students, the 

interviews with translator trainers, the piloting stage of the questionnaires, the actual 

carrying out of the questionnaire surveys and the way the results have been analysed. 

Student and trainer questionnaires are treated together, as they present great similarities, 

while the market questionnaire is dealt with separately. 

 

                                                 
1 http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/translation/programmes/emt/index_en.htm 

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/translation/programmes/emt/index_en.htm
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The presentation and analysis of results begins with Chapter 5, where the views of 

students are given on the Master’s course in translation they attended, by means of 37 

questions they answered in the questionnaire addressed to them. 

 

In Chapter 6 the opinions of translator trainers are presented, again through the 37 

questions they responded to in the questionnaire addressed to them. All trainers teach 

translation (or translation-related modules) in taught postgraduate translation courses in 

Greek higher education institutions. 

 

In the same vein, in Chapter 7 the views of translation professionals are analysed, taking 

into account the 27 questions they answered in the third and final questionnaire which 

was addressed to them. All respondents are in-house employees of Greek translation 

companies. 

 

Chapter 8 is a comparative analysis of the views of all three stakeholders (trainees, 

trainers, professionals). By collating the results of the three surveys, this chapter aims to 

find points of convergence, as well as points of divergence. 

 

Finally, Chapter 9 is the conclusion, recapitulating the results of my investigation / 

study, discussing the main challenges in carrying out my research and suggesting future 

research avenues stemming from my own research. 
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2  Literature review 

2.1  Translator training: An introduction 

 

Notwithstanding the fact that the act of translating, along with interpreting, has been 

performed for centuries, translator training was first institutionalised in the first half of 

the twentieth century. The first universities that started running translation courses were, 

according to Kelly (2005:8), the Moscow Linguistic University (1930), the Ruprecht-

Karls-University in Heidelberg (1933), the University of Geneva (1941), the University 

of Vienna (1943), Innsbruck University (1945), Karl-Franzens-University in Graz (1946), 

the Johannes-Gutenberg-University Mainz, in Germersheim (1947) and the University of 

Saarland (1948). Ever since the number of translation courses has been growing steadily, 

mainly in Europe, and, to a lesser extent, across the world.  

 

Pym (2009b:online) provides us with an interesting view on the reasons why translator 

training programmes have seen, and are still seeing, such a rise: 

 
It would be rash to assume that training programmes have developed in direct response to 
social demands for translators. In many cases youth unemployment has also played a 
role, creating student demand for  vocationally oriented instruction programmes even in 
the absence of rising market demands for well-paid full-time translators and interpreters. 
Another stake-holder in training programmes can be the education system itself. In 
situations where tenured staff in departments of languages-other-than-English are losing 
students, translation programmes can provide continued employment for those teachers to 
the extent that translation students are required to develop more than one foreign 
language. There is also an important political dimension involved in the languages 
selected, especially in situations where translation policies are associated with the 
defence and development of minority languages. For example, official programmes with 
double ‘A languages’ can be found not only in Ireland, Catalonia and Galicia, but also in 
post-Apartheid South Africa. 

 

As might be expected, this institutionalisation of translator training had as a result that 

many translation academics started looking for (new) ways of teaching translation 

efficiently, and this endeavour eventually led to the systematisation of translator training 

methodology. However, Rosas (2004:online) expresses doubts as regards the progress 

made in this respect: 
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The fact that translator training courses have existed only for a few decades allows us to 
assume that a methodology for the training of translators and translation teachers has not 
yet been properly developed. Indeed, examples abound of intuitive, "impressionist" 
methodologies, based for the most part on models imported from other areas and on the 
standards adopted by the institutions offering such courses. Without further discussing 
the inappropriateness of such methodologies, they do not contribute to establishing 
systematic procedures which guarantee some degree of efficiency in training translators 
for the real world. In other words, there seems to be a lack of educators in these 
institutions who can do research on their groups and assess the ever-changing knowledge 
and skills needed by their students, in an attempt to create an environment that fosters a 
professional competence based on reality. 

 

Of course, this was the case in 2004, and since then some progress has taken place in 

translator training. In what follows, an attempt is made to outline the most central issues 

in translator training in Western societies. 

 

Early writing on translator training tended to focus on curricular content, namely what to 

teach, to the detriment of other important considerations, such as pedagogical ones (Kelly 

& Way, 2007a:2). What is more, a prevailing teaching method for many years was the 

teacher-centred transmissionist tradition, whereby the teacher would hand out a text to 

students, which the latter would have to translate at home or impromptu in the class, and 

then the teacher would offer the “correct” version of the translation.  

 

For many years, until the 1990s, translation was almost exclusively taught as part of 

foreign language courses, where translation exercises were employed so as to improve 

students’ foreign language competence. A case in point is Sewell (1996) who discusses 

the place of translation in the foreign language curricula of several BA courses at 

nineteen British universities. Sewell (ibid.:139) identifies some recurring teaching 

patterns for translation modules in these courses, in line with what has been said above 

regarding the transmissionist tradition: 

 
The traditional pattern consists of setting a short passage for translation, with a specified 
hand-in date. The scripts are corrected by the tutor at home, and the class time is spent 
going over the translations the students have submitted, together with the fair version if 
there is one. […] Such a pattern eminently suits the teacher. 
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The problem with this approach lies in the fact that it stifles students’ creativity, as it puts 

forward the idea that there is a single way of translating a text, i.e. the teacher’s way, 

even though such an approach could perhaps be used with younger students, at the 

beginning of their translation training, who are in need of more guidance. Unfortunately, 

such a dated practice is still adhered to in many foreign language departments throughout 

the world, and, even worse, in a great number of translation departments too, and this is 

why it would have to be included in any investigation of teaching approaches in 

translation courses. 

 

2.2 Translation competence, learning outcomes and teaching 

objectives 

 

Translation competence is the macrocompetence that comprises the different 
capacities, skills, knowledge and even attitudes that professional translators 
possess and which are involved in translation as an expert activity. It can be 
broken down into […] sub-competencies, which are all necessary for the success 
of the macrocompetence (Kelly, 2002:14, translation from Spanish by Montalt 
Ressurrecció et al, 2008:online). 

 

One of the first translation scholars who dealt with translator training was Wilss. He was 

also one of the first to talk about “translation competence” (1976), a much discussed 

concept in translator training. In agreement with the aforementioned definition by Kelly, 

the translation competence usually consists of a number of different subcompetences. In 

this vein, Wilss (1976:120) identifies three such subcompetences: (a) a receptive 

competence in the SL (the ability to decode and understand the ST), (b) a productive 

competence in the TL (the ability to use the linguistic and textual resources of the TL) 

and (c) a supercompetence (the ability to transfer messages between the linguistic and 

textual systems of the source and target cultures). The notion of translation competence is 

of utmost importance for curricular design purposes, as it helps to break down and name 

the specific skills that translating entails, and so to provide a methodology as regards 

what it is that translation students have to be taught. Building on Wilss’s concept, many 
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subsequent scholars have attempted to find out which specific elements translation 

competence consists of, hence in this respect his work can be considered seminal.  

 

For instance, Delisle (1980:235) talks about four major competences, namely, linguistic 

(SL and TL), encyclopaedic (subject-specific), comprehension (ST decoding) and re-

expression (TT encoding) competences. Delisle (1993:16) was also one of the first 

scholars to establish learning and teaching objectives for translator training which, 

according to him, should be the following: acquisition of a metalanguage of translation 

for beginners, basic documentary research skills for the translator, a method for 

translation work (translation strategies), the cognitive process of translation, writing 

conventions, lexical difficulties, syntactic difficulties and drafting difficulties. 

Establishing clear objectives is beneficial because this way the communication between 

teachers and students is facilitated, the choice of teaching tools is also facilitated, 

different learning activities can be suggested and, finally, a basis is provided from which 

to assess learning (Delisle, 1998:21-22).  

 

Nord (1991) is another scholar who has grappled with the notion of translation 

competence too. According to her, a translation student needs to develop the following 

competences: text reception and analysis (ST decoding), research competence 

(documentary research), transfer competence (translation competence proper), 

competence of text production (TT encoding), competence of translation quality 

assessment, and linguistic and cultural competence on both SL and TL (ibid.:235). Again, 

this systematisation of the competences a translation student should develop leads to a 

better organisation of translator training, as it spells out the things the student should 

learn in an organised and staggered way. In a later work, Nord (2003:26-7) also discusses 

ways of training translational text-production competence. 

 

Hurtado Albir (1996) also elaborates on the types of competences a translation student 

should develop. These include: linguistic competence in two languages, extralinguistic 

competence, analysis and synthesis, translational competence and professional 

competence, i.e. knowledge about the translation market (ibid.:34). More than a decade 
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later, Hurtado Albir (2007) also proposes a competence-based curriculum for translator 

training which does not differ much from what she had suggested in previous years. In 

her proposed Competence-Based Training (CBT) model, competences are the main 

yardstick for developing guidelines in curriculum design, and are divided into specific (or 

discipline-related) competences and general (or transversal) competences (ibid.:165-7). 

 

Furthermore, Kelly (2005:22) advocates the necessity of integrating teaching objectives 

and learning outcomes into the translation programme, and suggests that intended 

learning outcomes should be defined by social needs (local economy), professional 

standards, industry’s needs, institutional policy, institutional constraints, disciplinary 

considerations, and student and trainee profiles. Needless to say, all these factors vary 

significantly from one country or linguistic community to the other. This proposal of 

Kelly’s is in line with the core of my research, i.e. the identification of student and 

market needs as a determinant in developing a successful curriculum.  

 

Kelly (2008:83) is also one of the few academics who deal with the impact of mobility 

programmes on translator training,2 and in doing so she emphasises once more the 

importance of establishing clear learning outcomes for these programmes too, as the 

latter are not well designed to accommodate the needs of exchange students: 

 

[Learning outcomes] constitute a necessary part of any curricular planning process, and 
would contribute transparency and greater clarity regarding the aims and benefits of 
mobility for all those involved: students, teaching staff at home and host institutions, 
administrators and decision makers, employers and other stakeholders.  

 

Personally, I think that the impact of mobility programmes should be further investigated 

in translation courses, as the benefits of having foreign students in the translation 

classroom are apparently multiple, especially if they are native speakers of the SL or the 

TL being taught.  

 

                                                 
2 See also Conacher (1996) for a discussion of the implications of having exchange students (German) in a 
German-English translation class at the University of Limerick. 
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Finally, Critschley et al. (1996) talked about a skills-led approach to translation teaching 

consisting of five skills which in essence broke down the translation process in a 

rudimentary way, and are perhaps too broad to be operational: a) ability to target a 

document (purpose of translation), b) specifying the text-type (contrastive textology), c) 

subject expertise, d) technical terminology, and e) the ability to produce a translation of a 

professional standard. 

 

2.3 Professional realism in the translation classroom 

 

Many translation scholars concede that translator training programmes cannot possibly be 

successful unless they include a strong vocational element. A case in point is Nord (1991) 

who advocates a learner-centred translator training that should simulate professional 

practice. Moreover, it is worth noting that Nord was one of the first scholars to talk about 

the need to use authentic texts in the classroom, texts that professional translators work 

with, and her suggestion has been followed by other academics later on.  

 

Gouadec (1994) and Vienne (1994) also support professional realism in the translation 

classroom. The former is in favour of incorporating real translation commissions for real 

clients into training programmes, whereas the latter bases his training method on the idea 

that class activity should be made up of a series of translation tasks already carried out by 

teachers professionally (in Kelly 2005:16). Gouadec (2003:13) later on deals with the 

training of trainers too, suggesting that translation teachers should spend at least one 

month in their lives on each of the following: working in a translation firm (working in an 

in-house translation service), and being a freelance professional, thus underscoring even 

further the significance of professional realism being present in a translation course. Both 

Gouadec and Vienne propose the integration of real translation tasks into the classroom 

under the supervision of their tutor, and not simulated ones, as suggested by Nord. 

Nonetheless, the incorporation of real translation commissions, especially at the 

beginning of the course, is rejected by some tutors, as they believe that students cannot 

produce satisfying translations, something that would displease the client.   
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Robinson (1997) puts forward a similar methodology for training translators. As many 

other scholars, he believes that training should simulate professional practice and hands-

on experience in practical translation is necessary. 

 

Colina (2003), taking Skopos theory and functionalism as her theoretical starting point, 

presents a methodology for translator training, whereby it is of crucial significance that 

the student learns how to define the TT purpose in order to translate successfully. Colina 

(ibid.:77) also calls for:  

 

a new classroom dynamic more in tune with the world of professional translation in 
which instruction is student-centered and teacher-guided, the teacher is seen as a resource 
person, student-student discussion is the basis of instruction, the interaction is multisided, 
and students’ roles are active. 

 

Apart from providing useful suggestions on designing the translation course and teaching 

materials, Colina also contrives an evaluation system for translation modules that takes 

into consideration both the purpose of assessment (formative or summative) and the 

object of evaluation (skills or product). However, Peverati (2008:255) criticises Colina’s 

tenacity for functionalism and Skopos theory, as “there seems to be the assumption that 

an awareness of target-text purpose and contextual features is the key to all translating”, 

without taking into account linguistic considerations below the text level. Also, Peverati 

(ibid.) wonders whether it is always possible to define ST and TT functions univocally or 

even whether a text always has an intention.   

 

Kelly (2005), as many other translation scholars, views professional realism in translation 

courses in a favourable way, and therefore talks about the importance of work 

placements, which should be combined with other activities within the translation 

programme in order to raise student awareness about the profession. Some examples are 

visits by professional translators to institutions, day trips to local translation companies, 

analysis of the job market through published advertisements, visits by representatives of 

professional associations, analysis of information available on the websites of 
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professional associations, and simulation of professional practice in the classroom 

(ibid.:93-4). 

 

Kearns touches upon the academic/vocational dichotomy in translation education. He 

(2008b:184-5) maintains that the traditional gap between real-world vocational demands 

and the classical humanist traditions of academe can be bridged by a needs and situation 

analysis upon which curricular renewal in translation programmes can be based. Kearns 

(2006:90) also underscores the fact that curricula always represent certain ideologies, 

and, for instance, a curriculum based on academic rationalism (or rational humanism) 

“prioritises the subject itself and particularly the intellectual tradition and lineage which it 

represents”. The latent ideological position that every curriculum represents should 

always be taken into account when making an attempt to renew an existing translation 

curriculum. Finally, Kearns (ibid:286), as a great number of other scholars, endorses 

professional realism in translation courses, and believes that the latter should be geared 

towards the needs of the market rather than towards lecturers’ own academic interests. 

 

Finally, Mayoral Asensio (2003:9) grapples with the thorny issue of the relation between 

theory and practice in the curriculum, where he is in favour of having students complete a 

certain amount of practice before they are introduced to theoretical concepts. Indeed, as 

he (2007:94) maintains: 

 

if translator training is to be efficient, it should be set within the content of professional 
practice rather than that of theoretical principles or, in other words, it should be based on 
a theory of professional practice and not on a theory of translation as a self-contained 
entity. 

 

All in all, it is evident that the success of a translation course is incident to the 

incorporation of a certain degree of professional realism into the classroom. This 

realisation further fortifies the position of my research, whereby an awareness of 

translation market needs seems to be part and parcel of any complete translation 

programme.   
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2.4 Process-oriented versus task/product-oriented approaches 

to translator training 

 

Some translation academics have endeavoured to establish methodologies where the 

process of translating, namely how professionals actually go about translating, is placed 

at the centre of translator training. 

 

As early as in 1992, Lörscher (1992:159) discusses the importance of process-oriented 

translation research, saying that “the main, if admittedly modest, merit of these 

investigations is that they have helped to locate, describe, and explain deficits in non-

professional translating and have thus contributed to making us aware of aspects of the 

structure and of the complexities of translation”. 

 

Kussmaul (1995) devises a classification of the translation strategies that students should 

learn to employ when translating professionally, by proposing an innovative, for that 

time, process-oriented approach that makes use of think-aloud protocols (TAPs). This 

involves monitoring (usually videotaping) translation students when translating a text 

impromptu, with the students being required to verbalise everything that is going through 

their minds when trying to render the text. The analysis of these data can assist in 

identifying successful techniques and patterns of translation strategies that one should 

learn to use in order to perform a translation task adequately. What is more, students who 

usually lack confidence at the initial stages of their training can develop self-awareness 

and self-confidence by having to verbalise their translation methods, and can ultimately 

become better translators (ibid.:31). The process of translation will henceforth remain at 

the centre of translator training, and in this respect Kussmaul’s proposals are seminal. 

Nevertheless, he does not provide suggestions for teaching these translation strategies, 

something that would definitely be of help to the translation teacher. In the same vein, 

Kiraly (1995:101) also makes use of TAPs to suggest a tentative model of the translation 

process on which to base training.  
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TAPs have also been used by other translation scholars, such as Fraser (1996), who used 

them with professional translators to establish good practices that translation students 

could then follow and Atari & Radwan (2009) who used TAPs to examine the reading 

strategies of translation trainees. 

 

Lee-Jahnke (2005) suggests new methods of process-oriented translation training, and in 

particular cognitive ones. She (ibid.:362) believes that different levels of consciousness 

are activated through different types of activity, and so teaching translation students 

through projects can “increase their ability to infer their learned knowledge and to apply 

it again in similar situations”, as more responsibility is conceded to them. Project 

teaching will also enhance students’ autonomous learning, something which will be 

invaluable to them later on, as life-long learning is an inextricable part of the translator’s 

professional career. 

 

It is also worth mentioning a very recent study of how methods to investigate  translation 

processes can profitably be applied to translator training which has been carried out by 

Massey and Ehrensberger-Dow (2011). They conducted a pilot study in their MA 

programme at the Institute of Translation and Interpreting, Zurich University of Applied 

Sciences, and concluded that (ibid:36): 

 

In general, our investigation confirms […] that applying process research techniques to 
translator training stimulates reflection on decisions made and actions taken and 
heightens awareness of key procedural aspects of translation practice and expertise. It 
also seems to corroborate previous conclusions that process analysis  can  serve as a  
useful, practicable  diagnostic tool for translator trainers, giving instructors more insights 
into  individual and collective translation behaviour than pure product-oriented teaching 
and evaluation can. 

 

On the other hand, Zeng and Lu-Chen (1998) propound a task-based approach to 

translator training, where their methodology is top-down, beginning with the overall 

evaluation of a TT by the students, moving from larger to smaller units. After this first 

stage of TT evaluation, where the ultimate objective is quality assessment, the second 

stage of training involves the translation process proper, where the students are given 

translation assignments to familiarise themselves with the necessary steps that should be 
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followed in order to obtain a high quality translation. This process aims at making 

students internalise these steps when translating professionally. At stage three students 

apply what they have learnt in the previous stages to web translation, which has its own 

particularities. The final, fourth stage involves a project that consists of an annotated 

translation. This model of translator training, albeit by no means all-inclusive and 

detailed, provides a novel approach, as such a complex concept as training is divided up 

into a series of well-defined, distinct tasks that translation students should perform in 

order to improve their translation competence, and paves the way for similar 

methodologies in the future. 

 

Another example is the task-based approach proposed by Hurtado Albir (1999:56, my 

translation), who defines the translation task as “a unit of work in the classroom, 

representative of translation practice, formally directed towards learning how to translate 

and designed with a specific objective, structure and sequence”. The objective being 

pursued, the materials to be used, the implementation of the task, and the assessment and 

comments on how the task has progressed should be established for each task 

individually (Hurtado Albir 2007:176). According to this author, such an approach has 

numerous advantages, the most important being: 

 

a) It allows for simulating situations relating to the professional world and performing 
authentic tasks. 

b) It allows students to grasp principles and also to learn to solve problems and acquire 
strategies for doing so. 

c) A teaching approach can be achieved which focuses on the student, who is constantly 
performing tasks by doing, while the teacher becomes a mere guide. 

d) A flexible curriculum design, open to changes and student participation, is made possible. 
Formative assessment tasks can be incorporated which allow students to learn to assess 
themselves and gauge their own possibilities (thus becoming responsible for their own 
learning and therefore more autonomous), and also allow teachers to assess their own 
teaching and, consequently, make relevant changes. (ibid: 176-7) 

 

Nonetheless, the aforementioned approach is far from flawless. If students carry out tasks 

in the classroom, these tasks are not set within a professional, but within an academic 

context, so they cannot be all that authentic. As regards point c), if students are not shown 

the "right” way, how can they really learn by “constantly performing tasks”? In this way, 
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they are bound to reiterate the same mistakes over and over again. In this sense, the 

teacher cannot really be “a mere guide”. 

 

González Davies (2004), another scholar in favour of a task-based approach to translator 

training, proposes that every activity should be based on detailed intended learning 

outcomes, so that the progress of the student can be monitored closely. According to her, 

there are three main areas that can help students improve their translation competence - 

linguistic skills, encyclopaedic knowledge and transference skill - and she is of the 

opinion that competence in these areas can be enhanced with the use of activities, tasks 

and projects (ibid.:8). Nonetheless, Zhong (2008a:266) criticises the fact that González 

Davies proposes too many projects (3), tasks (23) and activities (70) that could easily 

overwhelm both teachers and students, given the available teaching time. Finally, the 

Spanish academic provides an interesting categorisation of the main approaches to the 

learning process, also relevant to translation training, and which she believes are three: 

 

a) Transmissionist: the traditional product-oriented and teacher-centred learning context 
where model translations are singled out to be received by unquestioning students who 
are instructed to “read and translate”. 

b) Transactional: based on cooperative learning, there is group work and interaction, but the 
teacher still has the final answer to the problems set in the activities; a positive step 
towards empowering the students.                                                     . 
 

c) Transformational: a student and learning-centred context that focuses on collaborative 
study and exploration of the translation process with the teacher acting as guide and 
where procedures that bridge class work and extramural practice have a place (González 
Davies, 2004:14). 

Al-Mijrab (2005) proposes a product-based approach to translator training. His method is 

practical and consists in identifying translation problems when rendering a text, and 

subsequently applying theoretical models for their solution.  Here, error analysis can be 

of great value for monitoring students’ progress and evaluating their performance in 

general. Al-Mijrab (ibid.) recognises that it is difficult to define what constitutes a 

translation error and what the correct translation is for any given ST, and outlines five 

(quite subjective) criteria for evaluating errors:  
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a) The frequency criterion, namely how often an error occurs within a translation. 

b) The generality criterion, i.e. how major or minor the error is.                                         . 

c) The intelligibility criterion, that is, to what extent the communicative goal of the 

translation is achieved (how intelligible the TT is).   

d)  The interpretation criterion, namely how close the TT is to the ST, and whether it 

includes all information needed, without adding, omitting or changing something. 

e) The naturalness criterion, i.e. how naturally the TT reads. 

Al-Mijrab (ibid.) admits that each criterion, apart from the frequency criterion, represents 

a particular translation competence, thus the entire translation should be checked against 

all criteria. The identification and classification of students’ translation errors, and their 

subsequent correction, can certainly lead to an improvement of their translation 

competence, even though this approach should not be employed on its own, but in 

conjunction with other process-oriented methodologies, as the process of translating is of 

equal importance to the students. 

 

Finally, Rodríguez-Inés (2010) talks about integrating electronic corpora and other 

information and communication technology tools into a translation course where a task-

based approach to translator training is adopted. This way “the use of such aids is 

adequately contextualised to provide a realistic and meaningful learning experience” 

(ibid: 270). 

2.5 Student empowerment and student and teacher motivation 

 

Some scholars have dealt with student motivation extensively, as they are of the opinion 

that it is a make-or-break factor in training students successfully. For example, Nord 

(1991) believes that it is of the utmost importance to maintain student motivation, and the 

selection of texts for translation is crucial in this sense. In her opinion, at the beginning of 

their training, students should work with highly conventionalised and universal text types 

that should deal with subject matters pertinent to the students’ sphere of personal 

experience (ibid.:156). This way they will not get demotivated. What is more, the 

translation skopos should be defined in detail by unambiguous translating instructions 
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provided by the tutor, and require the preservation of certain situational factors (ibid). 

Thus, a translation commission, or translation brief, for the text should be provided for 

the student, and should include (for both ST and TT) the intended text functions, the 

addressees (recipients), the time and place of text production and reception, the medium 

(speech and writing) and the motive (why the ST was written and why it is being 

translated) (Nord, 1997:59-62). 

 

Kiraly (2000) grapples with student motivation from a different perspective. He 

undoubtedly became popular in scholarly circles in 2000, when he published his book A 

Social Constructivist Approach to Translator Education: Empowerment from Theory to 

Practice. As the title suggests, his methodology emanates from social constructivism, 

whereby the student is at the centre of training, and not the teacher. Rosas (2004:online), 

commenting on Kiraly’s approach, maintains that “the greatest goal of the trainer is to 

empower students and enable them to develop their professional selves [and] to raise 

their awareness of their responsibility as active participants in a complex communicative 

process”. Thus, the use of realistic translation activities is highly commendable, as is the 

concept of learning through authentic action (ibid). Furthermore, in Kiraly’s model the 

roles of teacher and student are not clear cut, as is the case in traditional (transmissionist) 

classrooms where the teacher just imparts knowledge and the students absorb everything, 

often unquestioningly. In Kiraly’s (2003a:32) own words, “rather than assuming roles of 

knowers and learners respectively, teachers and students become partners, members of a 

mutually supportive learning team”. As students see themselves more equal to their 

tutors, at least to the extent possible, their motivation is enhanced, as they feel free to 

interact with them, question them, suggest alternative ways of working, etc., so that 

teaching becomes a two-way process, unlike the old transmissionist paradigm. In the 

same vein, Kroehnert (2000:9) notes that “the training process involves communication 

with the participants […] Any form of presentation should be a two-way communication 

[…] and must allow for interaction between the trainer/facilitator and the 

trainee/participant”. 
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It is noteworthy that Kiraly’s method has been particularly influential ever since it was 

made public, as it suggests an alternative to conventional translator training methods, and 

a great number of academics have subsequently based their theories or teaching practices 

on social constructivism. For instance, Chus Fernández-Prieto and Francisca Sempere, 

who teach translation at the University of Salford, have their students carry out a group 

translation project that attempts to simulate professional practice, although the 

assessment method employed does not quite reflect professional practice. Here social 

constructivism plays a key role, even in student assessment, which often presents 

problems in group projects: 

 

Group assessment is always problematic, but following our social constructivist 
approach, collaborative work was a key element in the simulation and the learning 
process. To deal with […] possible unfairness, some students taking on a bigger 
workload, etc., we put into place certain elements in the assessment such as peer 
assessment (a simple grid in which they rate other group members' participation) 5% and 
individual self assessment/reflective reports 5% amounting to 10% of the total mark […] 
Of course we don't want to turn the simulation into a negative policing student situation. 
We prefer to give students the chance to integrate in groups and empower them to behave 
as professionals highlighting the benefits of team work and collaboration. (Fernández-
Prieto, 12th September 2008: personal email communication) 

 

Given that the translation market is changing all the time, it is difficult to say what kind 

of subjects translation students should be taught, as what is important today might be 

obsolete tomorrow. Hence, the first and foremost objective of a translation course should 

be to empower students to develop transferable skills that will allow them to adapt to an 

ever changing translation market, and social constructivism advocates exactly this. 

 

Kim (2005:online) also praises the social constructivist approach:  

 
the social constructivist approach is a highly efficacious teaching method to improve 
translation skills as well as generic skills required by society for sustainable development. 
In addition, it has shown that it helps the students realize the social value of translation, 
which will naturally lead to a positive self-image as professional translators. 

 

On the other hand, Kiraly’s social constructivist approach has also received a lot of 

criticism. For instance, Pym (2009b:online) notes that:  
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there are many different ways of applying constructivism in the classroom, and not every 
non-transmissionist teacher will go so far as to allow students to choose their own source 
texts and methods of evaluation. As for peer collaboration as a work ethic, it matches 
poorly with the many professional situations based on hierarchies. More generally, the 
student-centred approach of social constructivism belongs to an educational philosophy 
of the 1960s, making it standard fare in some countries and putting it on a collision 
course with the current ideologies of planned competence-based teaching. The 
constructivist teacher will ideally allow students to participate in the definition of their 
learning objectives, and any standard teaching handbook will insist on an initial needs 
analysis and then some kind of learning contract with the group. All that is hard to do if 
the competencies have been defined and calculated in a pre-established blueprint, as if 
humanistic teaching could operate like a Stalinist five-year plan. 

 

Zhong (2008b) proposes a self-directed learning (SDL) approach in translator training. 

His method is based on the premise that students have different learning needs and also 

that they learn in different ways. Hence, SDL can be tailored to the needs of individual 

students, something which also increases their motivation. In a research that Zhong 

(ibid.:219) conducted with postgraduate translation students, he found that “learners 

participating in the SDL generally liked the pedagogy no matter how much they benefited 

from it”, what suggests that this is another training method which foregrounds students in 

the teaching process.  

 

In the same vein, Kelly (2005) discusses the profiles of students and trainers, the 

protagonists in any translator training context. It is interesting here that she talks about 

the expectations and motivation of not only students, but of trainers too. She recognises 

that becoming professional translators must be one of the major student motivations for 

embarking on a postgraduate translation programme, although this is not always the case 

in undergraduate courses: “many students are motivated by a desire to study in the 

general field of modern languages, but also by a rejection of traditional university courses 

perceived as too narrowly academic and lacking in future employment opportunities” 

(ibid.:50). 

 

This realisation is of decisive importance to the development of the translation 

curriculum, which should take into account the fact that students might only want to 

study languages within a translation course context, and not translation as such. Hence, 

for instance, such an UG translation course should perhaps focus more on pure language 
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modules, and less on practical translation modules, as is precisely the case in a number of 

BAs in Modern Languages with Translation at some British universities.  

 

Factors to be taken into consideration when discussing teacher motivation are, according 

to Kelly (ibid:57): working hours and working conditions in general, salary scales, 

opportunities for promotion, recognition of quality teaching and a pleasant teaching 

atmosphere. 

 

Finally, Gabr (2001b:online) proposes a model approach to translation curriculum 

development, as he calls it, whereby a systematic approach to it, as well as creativity, are 

of equal importance: 

 

Curriculum development in a dichotomy of flair (or creativity) and systematic thinking. 
Creativity in curriculum development without a systematic approach may produce 
interesting class activities, but it will not engender effective training; the broad goals of 
the program will not be achieved. On the other hand, elaborate systematic approaches, 
without the spark of creativity, will result in routine, uninteresting class material and 
activities. They will fail to motivate participants and engage them actively in the learning 
experience. 

 

It is evident that Gabr places particular emphasis on student motivation and needs, 

something that fortifies even more the position of my current research which advocates a 

systematic evaluation of student needs and expectations in Greek translation courses. 

Market needs are of equal significance, and together with student needs, belong to the 

pre-development stage of a translation curriculum development process. In brief, Gabr 

(ibid.) identifies three stages in translation curriculum development: 

 

1. Process Initiation Phase: forming a team of developers, brainstorming for 

developers, task assignment, setting deadlines for task accomplishment. 

2. Pre-development Stage: identifying market needs, identifying student needs.              

3. Development Stage: defining instructional objectives, preparation of materials, 

selection of teaching methods and techniques, selection of teachers, development 

of lesson plans. 
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My present research on Greek translation postgraduate courses can be set within Gabr’s 

pre-development stage of curricular development, as can be seen in table 2 below. Later 

on, Gabr (2007:67) talks about another kind of need that should be examined in parallel 

with student and market needs, namely the needs of translation departments, or in other 

words “the need to initiate change within translation departments to deal with internal 

challenges, which are themselves partially triggered by changes in the requirements of 

the labour market”. 

 
Table 2: Processes included in translator training according to Gabr (2007:74) 
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2.6 Flexibility versus standardisation in translator training 

 

The issue of flexibility versus standardisation in training assumes even more importance 

with the recent attempts on the part of European countries to harmonise their higher 

education systems and curricula through the Bologna process.3 

 

From a technical perspective, Pym (2001a:online) discusses the role of translation 

schools in an era of constant technological changes that have altered the translation 

market, and states that, as traditional teaching practices are no longer adequate, these 

schools have to: 

 

a) train new translation instructors who have original backgrounds in language 

teaching,  

b) retrain established translation instructors who do not know about the new 

technology and its consequences, and                                                              . 

c) increasingly recruit professional technical translators, who need training in 

translation pedagogy.  

 

Although I do agree with the first two points, translation schools have to be cautious with 

the recruitment of professional translators to teach practical translation modules, as often 

they do not conduct their classes within the overall framework of a translation course, 

e.g. professional translators might not know in detail what other subjects students are 

taught, and may not be conversant with working with groups of students or with 

academic marking schemes. 

 

As mentioned above, Pym observes that technological shifts are constant. Translation 

markets also in constant flux, so Pym (1998:online) is of the opinion that translator 

training should be flexible and always watch out for change: “We should be teaching 

                                                 
3 http://ec.europa.eu/education/higher-education/doc1290_en.htm 

http://ec.europa.eu/education/higher-education/doc1290_en.htm
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translation as a general set of communication skills that our students can apply and adapt 

to the changing demands of future markets, and indeed to changing professions”.  

 

Robinson (1997:241), based on Lozanov’s (1971/1992) suggestopedia (accelerated 

learning), proposes an innovative pedagogical approach that entails “multimodal 

experience, eyes-ears, and hands-on exercises that encourage the learner to use as many 

information-processing channels as possible: visual, auditory, and kinaesthetic”. 

Therefore, a wide range of teaching methods should be used in the classroom, such as 

lecturing and small-group work. In the same vein, he states that: 

 

translation is intelligent activity involving complex processes of conscious and 
unconscious learning; we all learn in different ways, and institutional learning should 
therefore be as flexible and as complex and rich as possible, so as to activate the channels 
through which each student learns best (Robinson, 1997:49).  

 

This kind of multi-method approach seems particularly appealing for translator training 

that, as we have already seen, entails so many, divergent competences and skills that 

could not possibly be imparted to students by dint of a single teaching method.  

 

In the same vein, Kelly (2005:57) wisely recognises that there is no single teaching 

methodology appropriate for all translator training contexts, as translation programme 

needs are different in every country: 

 

The pretension of this book is not to give one-size-fits-all solutions, but rather to provide 
food for thought and proposals designed to help improve translator training, by careful 
adaptation to each training context, student population and, importantly, teacher 
population. 
 

In general, Kelly advocates a learner-centred and multi-method outlook that favours 

adapting one’s teaching to the different learning stages and takes into consideration both 

the process and product of translation. 

 

Thelen (2008) is one of the academics who deals with the issue of the standardisation of 

translator training curricula. He refers to the attempts of the Directorate-General for 
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Translation (DGT) of the European Commission (EC) to establish a European Master’s in 

Translation (EMT), where the objective of the curriculum is “to produce highly qualified 

translators who possess all the basic skills required of a professional translator and who 

are capable of carrying out demanding translation and translation-related tasks and of 

acting responsibly as members of their profession” (DGT-EC, 2008:2). Thelen (2008:13) 

believes that international standardisation is necessary for translation quality assessment 

in the curriculum, the translator training curriculum (form, content, objectives), the 

competences and the professional profile, as well as for the requirements for translator 

trainers. At first sight, the concept of pan-European standardisation of translation 

curricula might sound appealing. Nonetheless, Thelen does not take into account the 

specificities of every country as regards translation market needs, student needs and 

expectations, students’ prior knowledge, source and target languages, academic 

infrastructure, etc., factors that would tend to militate against such kind of 

standardisation.  

 

2.7 Sequencing/grading in translator training 

 

Some translation academics have also looked into the issue of sequencing (grading) in 

translation teaching. A case in point is Klaudy (2006:online) who, referring to the 

question of grading, identifies three approaches in designing translation courses: 

 

a) The inductive approach, where the process of teaching is organised by texts that 

the teacher selects and the students have to translate. Here the teacher makes 

recommendations based on students’ translation mistakes. 

b)  The deductive approach, where teaching revolves around topics related to 

translation techniques. The teacher provides students with a categorisation of 

translation problems and finds characteristic examples for these in specific texts.                     

. 

c) The functional approach, where teaching is organised around particular skills to 

be developed, without necessarily using translation tasks. 
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Nevertheless, she is aware that all three approaches present certain problems. In the 

inductive approach, it is not that straightforward to decide which texts are considered 

general and which ones specialised, as there are technical texts addressed to laypeople 

which can equally be regarded as specialised or of a general nature. What is more, texts 

that some students find difficult, others may find easy, and that can be contingent upon 

students’ prior knowledge and academic or professional backgrounds. As for the 

deductive approach, it might be quite problematic to find a real-life text properly 

illustrating a variety of different translation problems. Finally, the functional approach 

could be considered as unrealistic and out of the professional context, especially when no 

translation tasks are undertaken. Moreover, it can be difficult to define accurately which 

skills a translation student should develop, or even what constitutes a certain skill.  

 

Mayoral Asensio (2007), examining the Spanish translation courses, identifies an overlap 

and significant repetition between different course units. The translation academic also 

calls into question the traditional distinction between general and specialised translation, 

so widely used for the sequencing of practical translation classes, as he believes that the 

boundaries between the two are vague:  

 

Specialization is […] a complex question of degree and depends on multiple factors such 
as sender and receiver, vehicle, genre and so on, not just on the subject matter. The same 
subject matter can be dealt with at very different levels of specialization. (ibid.:83) 

 

That is why he calls for the establishment of clear course objectives prior to the selection 

of texts, so as to define what kinds of problems we want students to learn to solve. What 

is more, Mayoral Asensio (ibid.:85) delves into the issue of directionality in translation 

and considers that: “In academic organization, translation into and out of the mother 

tongue have often been entirely separated, with teaching staff specializing in one 

direction and designing separate objectives and methodological approaches”. Hence, 

according to him, this fact can often be a cause for repetition, as the same translation 

problems might be dealt with twice. 
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Finally, Lederer (2007:31) talks about didactic progression and selection of teaching 

materials in the translation classroom, arguing that the order of presentation of texts for 

translator training: 

 

will be based on the criteria of content and form of texts, starting from texts where both 
content and form are easy for beginners, i.e. do not present any specific difficulty either in 
understanding or in reformulating the text in the other language, through texts where 
content is easy but form elaborate, texts whose content is difficult to understand but the 
form simple, to texts with both difficult content and form. 
 

In general, the question of sequencing in translator training, namely what should be 

taught and at what stage, is a recurring theme in translation pedagogy that has not been 

resolved in a satisfactory manner. 

 

2.8 Online teaching and translator training 

 

As mentioned above, technological advances have placed translator training in an entirely 

new context. One of the main areas that has been reconsidered is the actual mode of 

delivery of the courses. For example, Pym (2001) touches upon the issue of distance 

learning and e-learning in translator training. The two terms do not signify exactly the 

same concept, and as Mialdea (2007:5) advocates: 

 

The main difference is that distance learning is an educational strategy, and e-learning is 
a type of delivery. Distance learning modes of delivery are broader and could include 
text-based learning and courses conducted via written correspondence, as well as the use 
of WANs (Wide area networks) i.e. a computer network covering a wide geographical 
area, involving a vast array of computers.  

 

Pym believes that there are many benefits from integrating these two types of learning 

into a translation course. One of its main advantages resides in the fact that e-learning can 

provide for tandem learning arrangements, eg. two students in two different countries 

working together on the same translation. What is more, there is a strong student demand 

for distance learning courses of this kind (Pym, 2001b: online). On the downside, it 

entails a considerable investment of resources (time, money and effort), it can produce 
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stress in students who have difficulties with the technology, and can thus also lead to 

waning student motivation (ibid.). These drawbacks aside, it can be argued that students 

have a lot to gain from employing e-learning for translator training purposes.  

 

Kenny (2006) also discusses the use of e-learning in translator training, utilising virtual 

learning environments (VLEs), such as Blackboard (former WebCT) and Moodle, or 

course management systems (CMSs). One of the advantages of such an environment is 

the independence it brings with it in terms of time and place, although Kenny (ibid.:32) 

does underscore the need for virtual learners to be provided with clear structure and 

guidance on how to use it. Another benefit, provided that students are familiar with e-

learning environments, is the fact that the interactive nature of the online medium makes 

the virtual classroom less teacher-student and more student-student oriented than the 

traditional classroom (ibid:37), as students collaborate with one another and seem to be 

less competitive than in a traditional classroom environment. On the other hand, in online 

contexts there is a paucity of personal contact and problems of information overload.  

 

In the same vein, Varela Salinas (2007) endeavours to show how new technologies can 

improve translation pedagogy, and elaborates on a web-based translator training 

methodology. She discusses the benefits of using an open source learning management 

system, like Moodle, since in this virtual learning environment (VLE), different activities 

can be employed to train translation students. For example, questionnaires and quizzes 

can be employed, where the student has to revise text chunks of a faulty translation by 

comparing it with a ST, with the aim being to select the best translation out of 3 or 4 

possible choices (ibid: online), something which could also be done with hard copies. 

The system even evaluates learners and gives feedback on their performance. Such a 

VLE can also serve as a virtual forum, where students can discuss their translations in 

chat rooms that the instructor will be able to monitor closely. On the downside, a VLE 

“requires investment in staff and equipment, as well as in maintenance and training” 

(ibid.). Still, it offers a complementary approach to traditional teaching methods, and its 

value lies in the fact that it promotes transferable skills and the development of computer 

skills which form an integral part of professional translators’ everyday work.  
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2.9 Surveys on student needs and translation market 

requirements 

 

Some academics have dealt with student needs and translation market needs within the 

translation curriculum, and have conducted germane studies that have provided great 

assistance in my present survey on student and market needs in Greece. 

 

Two of the first large-scale studies were directed by Schmitt (1999) in Germany in the 

period 1989-1992. For his first survey he sent out questionnaires to 622 translators, and 

for his second one he dispatched questionnaires to 4,240 translation agencies, asking 

them about the types of texts usually translated, the main working language pairs, the 

number of translators working in-house and freelance, etc. It is worth noting that until 

that time there were no data on the translation market in Germany.  In order to measure 

the frequency of translation for certain kinds of texts, Schmitt employed a ten-point scale, 

where 0 means that the respondent never translates a particular type of texts and 9 means 

that the respondent translates exclusively that type of texts.  

 

Some of the results of Schmitt’s (ibid.:41) research were the following: 

 

a) The same translation demand is noticed both from and into foreign languages. 

b) One third of translators work as freelancers, and the percentage of freelancers is 

increasing all the time.                                                                                                   

c) The prevailing types of texts for translation are instruction manuals and 

commercial correspondence.                                                                          .                                                     

Some years later, Razmjou (2001) conducted a survey, with the purpose of modifying the 

curriculum for a BA in English Translation in Iranian universities. Razmjou made use of 

the Delphi research method of data collection, which involves a group of experts getting 

together, but where each individual has to generate independently a number of specific 
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research questions in the chosen area (Robson, 2002:57). The responses are then 

collected and passed on to all members of the group, and individuals have to comment on 

the answers of others, until a consensus is reached on the categorisation or ranking of 

responses (ibid). Thirty experts from four Iranian universities, who were teachers of 

English translation, linguistics, translation studies and English literature, took part in the 

survey and had to answer two different questionnaires. The first one was an open-ended 

questionnaire, designed on the basis of the following research questions: (i) what skills 

and content are needed in a translation curriculum, (ii) what strategies should be 

employed to apply these skills, and (iii) what can be done to motivate students. The 

second questionnaire was structured, based on the answers the experts gave to the first 

one. The Likert scale4 was employed for the rating of the results (1 to 5), which are 

presented here succinctly: 

 

a) Translation trainees need to be exposed to a variety of genres in L1 and L2. 
b) Students need to familiarize themselves with different sources of information, such as 

dictionaries, encyclopaedias, the internet, etc.                                                               . 
c) Shifting from a teacher focus in the classroom to a more workshop-like approach would 

help students solve their problems with peers, provided they are under teacher 
supervision.  (Razmjou, 2001:online)                                                                                                                        

 

However, Kearns (2006:107) criticises Razmjou’s study, maintaining that “her project 

presumes that those members of university staff who are responsible for training 

translators are the only stakeholders whose views are relevant to the development of the 

process”. Here, Kearns apparently refers to the views of students who should be as 

important stakeholders as teachers in any university programme but were not approached. 

Be that as it may, Razmou’s research sheds some light for the first time on what needs to 

be improved in Iranian translation curricula, and as such it can be regarded as innovative. 

 

Gabr (2002b) administered a survey using questionnaire and interview techniques, where 

he investigated the student needs and expectations of an Egyptian UG course in English 

language and translation between Arabic and English. First, he carried out structured 

                                                 
4 The Likert scale is a scale commonly used in questionnaires, where respondents specify their level of 
agreement or disagreement with a statement. 
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interviews with translation teachers to establish the types of question he would include in 

his questionnaire, and afterwards he administered the questionnaire to a random sample 

of 100 fourth-year students. The 47 questions revolved around students’ satisfaction with 

the course material, teaching methods, the efficiency of the translation teachers, and, 

finally, the overall translation programme.  

 

Of the 100 students, 85 completed the questionnaire, but ten respondents were eliminated 

(Gabr does not provide us with a reason why), so in the end 75 questionnaires were taken 

into account. Students’ responses were first classified under five headings, also following 

the Likert scale: strongly disagree, disagree, no attitude (neutral), agree, and strongly 

agree. Afterwards, responses were reduced under three taxonomies: negative attitude, 

lack of attitude and positive attitude. The findings demonstrated that the students were 

dissatisfied with the content of the course, the teaching methods used in the course, the 

efficiency of the teachers, and with the overall translation programme offered to UG 

students in the Department of English Language and Literature.  

 

Gabr (2001a:online) also provides concrete suggestions about developing a questionnaire 

to evaluate a translation course, where the respondents are students, instructors, and 

independent evaluators, such as department heads and programme coordinators. Gabr is 

of the opinion that course evaluation should take place before the course begins, during 

the course, and after it has finished, so as to gauge students’ progression effectively (and 

their new levels of skills and knowledge at the end of the course). As regards feedback 

from students, the trainees should be posed questions with respect to:  

 

the timeliness and length of the course, the appropriateness of the course objectives to 
their actual needs, the relevance of the material presented and its quality, the 
appropriateness of the methods and styles of training delivery employed, the 
appropriateness of the learning environment and of the student evaluation tools and 
policy, the efficiency of the roles played by the instructor, the overall performance of the 
course and of the instructor, the achievement of the course objectives, the relevance of 
the course to market needs, suggestions and comments about course content, training 
delivery and instructor’s style, and finally any other suggestions and comments the 
students might have (ibid.). 
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As can be seen, feedback from students covers a wide spectrum of factors influencing 

programme evaluation. The author also developed what he calls a Comprehensive 

Quality Control Model (CQCM) to assess courses, which comprises three levels of 

evaluation: training development, student learning and student reaction (students’ 

perception about the course and its effectiveness). According to the CQCM the 

identification of market needs, as well as of student needs are crucial for contriving an 

all-round translation curriculum.  

 

Another case in point is the empirical study carried out by Li (2002) on the learning 

needs of translation students in the Chinese University of Hong Kong. First of all, he 

conducted a focus group discussion with eight students to gather data to be later used for 

generating a questionnaire. Here six questions serving as a guide were used. The focus 

group discussion was recorded and transcribed in summary form (ibid.:514). Then the 

researcher administered the questionnaire, consisting of 22 multiple-choice questions and 

four open-ended ones, to 70 students. The questions had to do with the respondents’ 

personal information, their perception of translator training and their needs as translation 

students. Finally, Li carried out a follow-up interview to garner qualitative data. The 

interviews, which were semi-structured and which lasted around 45 minutes each, were 

conducted with ten of the participants. So, Li successfully combined three different 

research methods. His survey showed that students value practical modules above 

theoretical ones, and believe that they need to attend more tailor-made language 

enhancement courses in both Chinese, their mother tongue, and English, their foreign 

language, as they do not feel confident in either language. What is more, the majority of 

the students following the course did not intend to become professional translators after 

graduation, but to work in the public sector, where bilingual competence was needed. The 

reason why they chose to study in a translation department and not in a Chinese language 

or English language department was that they wanted to study both languages at the same 

time. 

 

Some years later, Li (2007) conducted an exploratory survey on how administrators of 

translation services perceive translation training in Hong Kong. He disseminated 
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questionnaires containing 19 closed and open-ended questions to administrators of 

translation companies. In his search for administrators’ contact details, Li collected 

information from the HKSAR (The Government of the Hong Kong Special 

Administrative Region) Companies Registry and the Telephone Directory, as well as 

through an internet search and personal contacts (ibid.:107). He mailed 64 companies a 

copy of the questionnaire, together with a cover letter, explaining the aim and procedures 

of the survey, and 33 companies replied (51.6%). Afterwards, he carried out follow-up 

interviews with four administrators. The interviews were semi-structured and relied on 

predetermined questions as a guide. The author aimed to discover the primary 

considerations of administrators when recruiting new translators, the challenges 

translation graduates are faced with when looking for a job for the first time, the levels of 

assistance translation companies provide for new recruits, and finally the views of 

administrators on local translation programmes.  

 

The survey showed that the most important considerations when recruiting new 

translators were the applicants’ translation skills (69.7%), their translation experience 

(51.5%) and their proficiency in English (36.4%). As for the greatest challenges for new 

recruits, these were the lack of necessary field knowledge (69.7%), insufficient mastery 

of specialised terminologies (60.6%) and inadequate translation skills (48.5%). As 

regards the measures of assistance for new recruits, 95% of the companies took measures 

to help them: 57.6% of the companies assign a mentor to each new translator, and 36.4% 

offer a formal training session of a week or two. Finally, with reference to the assessment 

of local translation programmes, over 70% of the administrators were satisfied with 

translation graduates, while 27% expressed reservations.  

 

This last survey on administrators of translation services is certainly seminal, as no 

similar study had been conducted before. Still, although Li (ibid.:106) acknowledges that 

perspectives of all stakeholders should be considered, including translation teachers, 

students, professional translators, administrators of translation services and users of 

translation services, Kearns (2006:124) criticises Li for giving very little attention to 

translation instructors in his work.  
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Lung and Yan (2004) dealt with a literature-oriented translator training curriculum, again 

in Hong Kong. They are in favour of such a curriculum, as they believe that “learning 

literature is the best way to improve the bilingual competence and cultural knowledge of 

students” (ibid.:3). Nonetheless, they felt obliged to ask the opinion of translation 

undergraduates and graduates about the relevance of literature and literary translation in 

translation studies, and thus conducted focus group interviews with five groups, as well 

as one individual interview with 27 participants. It should be noted that participants were 

second year translation students, fresh translation graduates, practicing translators with an 

MA in translation, and interpretation students.  The interviews were semi-structured and 

participants were asked to elaborate on a number of open-ended questions. Group 

interviews which were audio-taped lasted approximately one hour each, and were 

subsequently transcribed.  

 

The results of the interviews showed that opinions as regards the usefulness of literature 

in translation varied, and were contingent upon the level of translation attainment of 

participants. Thus, second year translation students did not regard literature as useful, for 

they did not see how literature would enhance their translation skills, although they did 

concede that its study would help them improve their language competence. On the other 

hand, fresh translation graduates saw a great value in studying literature and literary 

translation, as “you are more likely to explore language issues in literary translation than 

in commercial translation” (ibid.:6).  

 

Practising translators with an MA in translation viewed the help of literature as 

underlying and long-term, and believed that its value could not always be readily 

detected. Finally, interpretation students said that literature assisted them in improving 

their language skills, but saw no other value in it like second year translation students. 

Lung and Yan (ibid.:10), summarising their results, maintained that: 

 

the more experienced one gets in translation or translation training, the more important 
one assumes the role of literature in a translation curriculum to be, no matter what aims 
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the curriculum is intended to achieve. It seems that literary translation training can be 
essential even to the so-called specialist-oriented programs. 

 

Drugan (2004), like Pym, also favours flexibility and change in the translation curriculum 

to reflect an ever changing market. Moreover, she acknowledges the need for introducing 

translation technology into translation courses, and outlines the problems that such an 

endeavour would entail. Many language pairs are still not included in technical training 

courses, it is difficult to recruit qualified staff, and the institutions of certain countries still 

offer less technical training than others. 

 

Furthermore, Drugan moots the question of meeting market needs, in particular with 

reference to the computer competence of translators, and says that closer cooperation is 

required between industry and academia. For this reason, she conducted a questionnaire 

survey, attempting to solicit opinions from language service providers (LSPs) as regards 

their expectations and hopes from graduates of translation studies programmes. The 

researcher received 50 responses. All industry respondents confirmed that advanced 

word-processing skills were essential for translators, and a further 60% of the participants 

stated the opinion that desktop publishing (DTP) skills were also useful. 90% also viewed 

translation memories and terminology management software experience as essential or 

desirable.  

 

Drugan (ibid.) also carried out a survey in which she asked alumni of translation courses 

how relevant their studies had been to their current translation jobs, and in particular as 

far as technical skills are concerned. Respondents came from over ten countries, 

including native speakers of Arabic, Chinese and Japanese. Regarding word-processing 

and DTP skills, the results were similar to the previous survey. As for experience in 

translation memories though, there was a total consensus (100%) among graduate 

respondents that this was essential or desirable in order to gain a new job in the 

translation industry.  

 

Kemble (2006) sent a questionnaire to course leaders of PG translation courses in one 

Irish and twenty four British institutions to ascertain the frequency and range of 
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interaction of these courses with the translation profession. The questionnaire, which was 

less than three pages long, consisted of four parts. Part 1 asked information about the 

respondents’ course. Part 2 had to do with human interaction (academics who translated 

themselves and the employment by universities of professional translators on a full-time 

or part-time basis). Part 3 dealt with material interaction, i.e. whether professionally 

translated texts were made use of in the practical translation modules. Finally, part 4 

investigated professional interaction, i.e. whether speakers from the professional world 

were invited to classes, whether the course included a work placement, etc.  

 

What Kemble aimed to investigate was whether the programmes were theoretically-

orientated, vocationally-orientated or whether there was a balance between theory and 

practice. The author found out that 24% of the institutions declared themselves as more 

theoretically-orientated, 48% more vocationally-orientated and 28% of the institutions 

declared their courses to be balanced between theory and practice. 

 

Finally, the British Institute of Translation & Interpreting (ITI) (ITI, 2006) conducted a 

questionnaire survey in 2005 where the aim was to glean information on the CPD 

(Continuing Professional Development) requirements of translators and interpreters, 

taking into account their training needs. 255 people answered the questionnaire which 

included 28 questions, 26 closed and 2 open-ended questions.  The questionnaire asked 

whether respondents were engaged in CPD activities, whether they had attended training 

seminars organised by ITI, other translation associations, their employer or by 

universities, what was the purpose of their training (what goals they wanted to achieve), 

what the respondents’ preferred format for training was (online or classroom training), 

their preferred duration of training, etc. It also posed questions as to the content of the 

training that respondents desired, e.g. language skills, subject knowledge, business skills, 

IT skills, personal skills, etc. 

 

It is worth mentioning that many respondents had never received any kind of training 

from translation associations (63.8%), from their employer (69.8%) or from universities 

or other professional associations (39.8%). The main goals that respondents would like 
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their training to help them achieve were: a) to meet other translators/interpreters and 

compare methods and share tips (15.5%), b) to fill gaps in their specific knowledge in 

certain subject areas (15.2%) and c) to learn how to use new technology (13.4%). 

 

Another questionnaire survey on students’ expectations in translation programmes was 

carried out by Hubscher-Davidson (2007). As she says, “I designed a questionnaire in 

order to gather an understanding of student expectations at this early stage of their 

academic studies, and to see whether the class I had taught had lived up to expectations 

and met their varied needs” (ibid.). She found out that, at the beginning, most students 

expected of their French-English translation class to gain a better understanding of the 

French language and grammar, i.e. to improve their French language skills, and not to 

learn how to translate. 

 

Olohan (2007:46-49) mentions other industry-specific surveys, such as the Survey of the 

Canadian Translation Industry (Canadian Translation Industry Sectoral Committee, 

1999), the Workforce Research Project in Interpreting and Translation in the UK 

(Schellekens, 2004a & 2004b) and the German survey by the regional professional 

association ADÜ Nord - Assoziierte Dolmetscher und Übersetzer in Norddeutschland 

e.V. (ADÜ Nord 2005).  

 

The following chapter focuses on translator training and the translation market in Greece. 
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3 Translator training and translation market 

in Greece 

3.1 Translator training institutions 

 

In Greece the following people translate: graduates of translation departments, 
graduates of language departments, lawyers, the ministry of foreign affairs, the 
embassies, the consulates, the foreign chambers of commerce, the foreign 
cultural institutes (British Council, etc.), foreign language schools, the owners of 
photocopying shops, the owners of typing companies, all those who hold the First 
Certificate in English (FCE) or the Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE), 
all those who have a niece who holds the FCE or CPE and, finally, all those who 
simply believe they are capable of translating. (Godis, 2006:2, my translation) 
 

The ironic quote above may be said to encapsulate the current situation of the translation 

market in Greece. Practically everybody can undertake translation assignments, for the 

translation profession, as in many other countries, is not fully recognised by the state. 

There have been attempts to grant professional rights to graduates of academic translation 

programmes, such as the 2002 Presidential Decree for the Professional Protection of 

Translation & Interpreting Graduates of the Department of Foreign Languages, 

Translation & Interpreting (henceforward DFLTI)5 of the Ionian University. This decree 

was solely aimed at graduates of the DFLTI, as the latter is the only public university 

department in Greece that offers an undergraduate course in translation studies. Here it 

should be borne in mind that professional rights in Greece usually stem from UG degrees, 

and not from PG ones. Nonetheless, resolutions such as the aforementioned one only 

seem to provide a conspectus of the graduates’ abilities, something like a “can do” 

statement, rather than granting sole rights to these graduates, to the exclusion of others. 

But let us begin by sketching the current state of affairs in translator training in Greece.                                          

. 

First of all, a limited number of translation courses are administered within the academic 

context of a university. At the moment (late 2011), there are only three (public) 

                                                 
5 www.dflti.ionio.gr/files/pda156.pdf (in Greek), 

www.dflti.ionio.gr/files/pda156.pdf
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universities in Greece that offer translation programmes, and these are the following 

ones: 

 

a) Ionian University in Corfu. The DFLTI of the university is the only accredited 

translation and interpreting school in Greece. It all started with the founding in 1977 of 

KEMEDI (Centre for Translation and Interpreting) which began operating in Corfu two 

years later (Connolly & Bacopoulou-Halls, in Baker, 1998:435). The Centre operated a 

two-year course at postgraduate level and was later on incorporated into the DFLTI at the 

Ionian University which admitted its first translation students in 1986 (ibid.). The 

department expanded provision to undergraduate students and currently offers a four-year 

undergraduate course in translation and interpreting, where these two specialisations are 

taught in a joint programme for the first two years. At the beginning of the third year 

students choose their specialisation, with the translation pathway constituting the default 

one rather than interpreting. This means that most students will normally follow the 

translation pathway, and, if they want to follow the other pathway, i.e. interpreting, they 

have to sit an exam which tests the students’ oral competence in Greek and in at least one 

foreign language.  

 

The working languages of the DFLTI are Greek (language A), English, French and 

German (languages B & C), and these are all offered as majors. Undergraduate (UG) 

students in the translation pathway translate between Greek and two of the three 

aforementioned foreign languages in both directions. Postgraduate (PG) students translate 

only from one or two foreign languages into Greek. Undergraduates can also study Italian 

language and translation, as well as Dutch or Turkish (ab initio), but only as minors. As 

an obligatory part of their studies, undergraduate students have to spend an entire 

semester (7th) in a translation department of a foreign university (in the UK, Ireland, 

France or Germany), for which the Ionian university pays all expenses. 

 

In order to graduate, undergraduate students in the translation specialisation need to 

successfully complete around 90 modules in subjects such as: translation into and out of 

Greek (combined with two foreign languages), foreign language, foreign language 
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literature and civilisation, written and oral skills in foreign languages, politics, finance, 

law, information technology, linguistics, modern Greek language and literature, EU 

institutions, history of diplomacy, theory and practice of translation, geopolitics, 

translation technology, philosophy, intercultural studies, international relations, etc. 

                                                                      . 

Since 1999 a third UG specialisation is offered in the department, entitled “Spanish 

language and culture, and teaching Spanish as a foreign language”, but the programme of 

study does not offer translation modules at all. In effect, it works as if it were a different 

department (i.e. a department of Spanish language). However, there are plans in the 

future to suspend this specialisation altogether and incorporate Spanish as language B or 

C into the translation and interpreting specialisations currently offered for Greek, 

English, French and German. 

 

As of December 2008, 966 students had graduated from the UG programme, of which 

872 from the translation specialisation, 83 from the interpreting specialisation and 11 

from the Spanish specialisation. 

                                                                                                                     .  

Since 1998 the department has also been running a postgraduate programme, which 

currently (syllabus last updated in May 2010)6 offers three specialisations: Master’s 

Degree in (i) Theory and Didactics of Translation, (ii) Specialised Translation, and (iii) 

Theory and Practice of Interpreting (not running yet). Students work with Greek, English 

and French or German. All three courses last two academic semesters (1 entire year), 

beginning and ending in October. In theory, up to 46 students can be accepted in the three 

Master’s, but in practice an average of 18 students are admitted each year (198 students 

have been admitted to all three Master’s between 1998-2008, of which 130 have 

graduated so far). In the academic year 2007-2008 14 students were admitted in total, 

while in 2008-2009 22 students were admitted.  

Admission to the Master’s courses is based on entrance examinations. For the 

specialisation  “Theory and Didactics of Translation” candidates have to sit exams in the 

following subjects: a) Greek language (summarising a text – written exam), b)  

                                                 
6 http://www.dflti.ionio.gr/el/pgp (in Greek) 

http://www.dflti.ionio.gr/el/pgp
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Translation theory (written exam), c) Practical translation (written exam) in at least one 

of the following language combinations: English-Greek, French-Greek and German-

Greek, d) Computer skills (oral exam) and e) general interview. For the specialisation 

“Specialised Translation” candidates sit exams in the following subjects: a) EU 

institutions, b) Practical translation exam and foreign language exam in at least two of the 

following languages/language combinations: English-Greek, French-Greek and German-

Greek, c) Greek language (summarising a text), d) Computer skills (practical 

competence) and e) general interview. In both specialisations candidates have to receive a 

score of at least 5/10 in all subjects examined in order to be admitted to the Master’s 

programme. More information is available at www.dflti.ionio.gr/el/pgp. 

 

Postgraduate Programme “Science of Translation” 

List of modules 

 

i) Specialisation “Specialised Translation” (60 ECTS credits) 

 1st Semester  
No Modules ECTS credits 
1. Theory and Practice of Translation 8 
2. Computational Tools in Translation 7 
3. EU Institutions and Policies 7 
4. EU Texts Analysis and Specialised Translation 8 
  Total: 30 ECTS 

 

 2nd Semester  
No Modules ECTS credits 
1. Terminology and Lexicology 3 
2. Translation of Financial Texts of the EU 4 
3. Translation of Legal Texts of the EU 4 
4. Translation of Political Texts of the EU 4 
  Total: 15 ECTS 
5. Dissertation or Work Placement 15 ECTS 
 

ii) Specialisation “Theory and Didactics of Translation” (60 ECTS credits) 

 1st Semester  
No Modules ECTS credits 
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1. Theory and Practice of Translation 8 
2. Didactics of Translation 7 
3. Pragmatics and Translation 7 
4. Computer Science 8 
  Total: 30 ECTS 

 

 2nd Semester  
No Modules ECTS credits 
1. Terminology and Lexicology 3 
2. Translation of Literary Texts 4 
3. Translation of Specialised Texts 4 
4. Text Linguistics 4 
  Total: 15 ECTS 
5. Dissertation 15 ECTS 
 

 

In 2003 the department established a new Master’s degree, jointly run with the University 

of Caen in France, under the title “Sciences of Translation, Translation Studies and 

Cognitive Sciences”. In theory, up to 30 students can be admitted to the course, but in the 

academic year 2008-2009 only four Greek and Greek-Cypriot students were admitted to 

the course. It should be noted that students work with Greek and French as their language 

pair and must spend one semester at the Ionian University and one semester at the 

University of Caen. Admission to the Master’s is only based on the candidate’s 

application, according to the following criteria: a) Grades in the Bachelor’s degree 

(weighting factor 60%), b) motivation letter (30%) and c) relevant work experience or 

publications (10%). Further details for this programme of study can be found on the 

following websites: www.dflti.ionio.gr/el/trasco and                                                           . 

https://sites.google.com/site/mastercorfoucaen/home (in Greek only). 

 

Joint Master’s Programme  

“Science of Translation – Translatology and Cognitive Sciences” 

 1st Semester: Teaching in Caen   
No Compulsory Modules Total 

Hours 
ECTS 
credits 

1. Cognitive Psychology 20 2.5 

https://sites.google.com/site/mastercorfoucaen/home
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2. Translatology 20 2.5 
3. Introduction to Research: Documentation and 

Methodology 
20 2.5 

4. Natural Language Processing 20 2.5 
 Language Modules   
1. Introduction to Modern Greek Language  

(for non-Greek speaking students) 
20 2.5 

2. Methodology of Academic French Studies  
(for non-French speaking students) 

20 2.5 

 Optional Modules (Students choose 1 or 2)   
1. Semantic Approach to Documents 20 2.5 
2. Language Interactions 20 2.5 
3. Mediated Communication 20 2.5 
 TOTAL 120 15 

 

 2nd Semester: Teaching in Corfu   
No Compulsory Modules Total 

Hours 
ECTS 
credits 

1. Methodology of Specialised Translation 20 2.5 
2. Terminology and Translation 20 2.5 
3. Didactics of Translation 20 2.5 
4. Semantics 20 2.5 
 Language Modules   
1. Introduction to Modern Greek Language  

(for non-Greek speaking students) 
20 2.5 

2. Perfecting the French Language 
(for non-French speaking students) 

20 2.5 

 Optional Modules   
1. One course from the courses of the Postgraduate 

Programme "Science of Translation" of the Department 
of Foreign Languages, Translation and Interpreting, 

Ionian University 

20 2.5 

 TOTAL 120 15 
 Dissertation (in French or Greek)  30 
                                                              .  

 

 

b) Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH). There is no translation department as 

such, but the Faculty of Philosophy runs a two-year interdepartmental postgraduate 

course (MA) in Conference Interpreting and Translation, with students following only 
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one of the two specialisations. The collaborating partners are the departments of Greek, 

English, French, German and Italian languages and literatures. Students can work with 

the respective departmental languages, plus Spanish (for the interpreting specialisation 

only).  Students work with their mother tongue (which does not necessarily have to be 

Greek) plus two foreign languages, and the course lasts two academic years (four 

semesters). In the first three semesters students attend practical translation sessions 

(general, literary and technical texts in both directions), as well as classes on linguistics, 

stylistics, electronic tools for translators, the Greek language, etc. In the final (fourth) 

semester students have two options: either (i) do a work placement of 150 hours, plus 

write an annotated translation, or (ii) do a work placement of 150 hours, plus write a 

research-based dissertation. The MA course in Translation accepts a maximum of 15 

students each year, and in 2010-2011 it admitted 15 students exactly.  

 

The following information was taken verbatim from the Postgraduate Student Guide 

2010-2011 of the English Department in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki:7 

 

The Joint Postgraduate Programme in Conference Interpreting and Translation was 
created in 2003 with the financial support of the Directorates General of Interpretation of 
the European Commission and the European Parliament. The programme is a cooperative 
effort drawing on the resources of all the foreign-language departments (Schools of 
English, French, German, and Italian) and the Linguistics and Modern Greek sections of 
the School of Philology. It is designed to provide professional training of high quality for 
students with exceptional talent and qualifications in languages and communication. It 
offers two parallel degrees, a Master’s degree in Conference Interpreting and a Master’s 
degree in Translation. 
 
Both courses are designed to reflect the core curriculum of the European Master’s 
Programme in Conference Interpreting and Translation, respectively. No degree 
programme of this kind exists at any other Greek university at this time. 
 
[…] 
 
The course in Translation includes workshops in information technology for translators, 
general and technical translation to and from the students’ working languages, together 
with theoretical classes in contrastive linguistics, translation theory, and the institutions 
of the European Union. 
 
The languages which the programme supports at present include Modern Greek, English, 

                                                 
7 www.phil.auth.gr/mait 

http://www.phil.auth.gr/mait/
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French, German, Italian and (for Conference Interpreting only) Spanish. We anticipate 
that our students will generally be native speakers of Greek. 
 
There is no tuition charged for the programme. 
 
Applicants for the programme should be university graduates with 
 
_ Excellent communication skills in their native language 
_ Excellent knowledge of two other languages supported by the programme 
_ The ability to express themselves in their native language with ease and precision 
_ A good general education and background knowledge on current affairs 
 
[…] 
 
The programme accepts students on alternate years for the course in Conference 
Interpreting or Translation. Conference Interpreting can accept a maximum of 12 
students, Translation a maximum of 15. Applications, including copies of the candidate’s 
university diploma and academic record, documentation of foreign or second-language 
abilities, and a brief CV making particular mention of any protracted stays abroad, should 
be submitted to the Secretariat of the School of English, Aristotle University, from March 
15th to May 15th. Application forms are available at <www.enl.auth.gr> and 
<www.phil.auth.gr/mait>. 
 
After an initial evaluation of their application, candidates who meet the basic criteria will 
be required to sit for an examination, oral for the Interpreting course and written for the 
Translation course, covering their language skills in their native and other languages, 
their ability to express themselves with ease and precision, their general education and 
their knowledge of current affairs. Examinations normally take place in June of each 
year. Candidates who meet the basic requirements will be notified individually of the 
precise exam date. 
 
For further information: <www.enl.auth.gr>. 

 

The following information was also taken verbatim, this time from the English 

Department website:8 

 

The programme at Aristotle University aims to respond to these needs by providing 
training in interpreting and translation to meet the highest professional standards. With 40 
degree-granting departments, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki is the largest university 
in Greece. It has the best-developed educational programme in foreign languages among 
all the Greek universities, with four degree-granting foreign-language programmes and 
several other languages taught to a lesser degree, together with all aspects of linguistics 
and discourse analysis. The new MA programme can draw on the resources of the whole 
university, including history, archaeology, art history, law, sociology, economics, 
international studies, even if needed engineering and medicine. Associated with the 

                                                 
8 www.enl.auth.gr 
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University are also several semi-independent institutes, such as the Centre for the Greek 
Language and the Centre for European Law. 
 
Although we plan to begin by working with the languages for which the infrastructure 
already exists at the university, i.e. Greek, English, French, German, Italian and perhaps 
Spanish, we anticipate that there will be considerable interest in other languages, notably 
the languages of the Balkan countries, Russian, and Turkish. In view of the prospects for 
expansion of the EU, we hope to be able in the near future to expand the list of language 
supported by the programme in these directions. Expertise in the Balkan languages 
already exists in Thessaloniki, both at the Institute for Balkan Studies and in Department 
of Balkan and Middle Eastern Studies of the neighbouring University of Macedonia, and 
we plan to collaborate with both. 

 

All this information refers to the current course and next, the revised curriculum for the 

MA in Translation is presented. It will go into effect for the 2012-2013 academic year, as 

in 2011-2012 the postgraduate programme is going to accept students only for the 

conference interpreting specialisation. The differences with the old programme are minor 

and reflect the efforts to bring the programme into line with the standards of the 

European Master’s in Translation Studies.9 The translation from Greek into English has 

been done by me. 

 

 

 

 

Joint Postgraduate Programme (MA) in Conference Interpreting and Translation 

Translation Specialisation 

List of modules 

 

  1st Semester   
No Code Modules Hours/ 

week 
ECTS 
credits 

1. Tr1-101 Principles of Linguistics  2 3 
2. Tr5-001 Greek Language 1 3 5 
3. Tr6-002 Translation Technology 1 (CAT tools) 3 4 
4. JTr2-131 Area Studies (sciences/specialised 

subjects) 
2 3 

                                                 
9 Personal email communication (29.3.2011) with Professor Karin-Boklund Lagopoulou of the English 
Department, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 
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5./6.  General Text Translation 1 3 + 3  5 + 5 
 Tr4-101      From English into Greek   
 Tr4-201      From French into Greek   
 Tr4-301      From German into Greek   
 Tr4-401      From Italian into Greek   
7.  Inverse Translation Workshop* 3  5 
 Tr4-111      From Greek into English   
 Tr4-211      From Greek into French   
 Tr4-311      From Greek into German   
 Tr4-411      From Greek into Italian   
  Total 19 30 
 

  2nd Semester   
No Code Modules Hours/we

ek 
ECTS 
credits 

1. Tr1-301 Principles of Translation Studies 2 3 
2. Tr6-003 Translation Technology 2 (CAT tools) 2 2 
3./4.  General Text Translation 2 3 + 3 5 + 5 
 Tr4-103      From English into Greek   
 Tr4-203      From French into Greek   
 Tr4-303      From German into Greek   
 Tr4-403      From Italian into Greek   
5./6.  Specialised Text Translation and 

Terminological Documentation 1 
3 + 3 5 + 5 

 Tr4-104      From English into Greek   
 Tr4-204      From French into Greek   
 Tr4-304      From German into Greek   
 Tr4-404      From Italian into Greek   
7.  Inverse Translation of General Texts 1* 3 5 
 Tr4-112      From Greek into English   
 Tr4-212      From Greek into French   
 Tr4-312      From Greek into German   
 Tr4-412      From Greek into Italian   
  Total 19 30 

* In the courses “Inverse Translation Workshop”, “Inverse Translation of General Texts 1” and “Inverse 
Translation of General Texts 2” students translate only into their first foreign language. 
 

  3rd Semester   
No Code Modules Hours/we

ek 
ECTS 
credits 

1. Tr1-302 Issues in translation 3 5 
2. Tr1-303 Research Methodology 3 5 
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3./4.  Specialised Text Translation and 
Terminological Documentation 2 

3 + 3 5 + 5 

 Tr4-105      From English into Greek   
 Tr4-205      From French into Greek   
 Tr4-305      From German into Greek   
 Tr4-405      From Italian into Greek   
5.  Inverse Translation of General Texts 2* 3 5 
 Tr4-113      From Greek into English   
 Tr4-213      From Greek into French   
 Tr4-313      From Greek into German   
 Tr4-413      From Greek into Italian   
6. Tr 1-420 The profession of the translator – 

Translation ethics 
3 5 

  Total 18 30 
 
 

  4th Semester  ECTS 
credits 

1. Tr9-510  Work placement/Internship  150 hours 10 
2a. Tr9-515 Annotated translation or - 20 
2b. Tr9-520 Dissertation - 20 
 

 

In the future it is hoped that more working languages will be added, especially those of 

the Balkan Peninsula, as well as Turkish and Russian. Further information is available at 

www.enl.auth.gr/post/findex.htm. 

 

In addition to this provision, the department of French language runs its own Master’s 

course in translation, accepting a maximum of 12 students each year. The MA lasts 4 

semesters (2 years) and the working languages are Greek, English and French. Admission 

to the programme is based on the following criteria: a) French-Greek and English-Greek 

translation exam (weighting factor 50%), b) Overall grade of the Bachelor’s degree 

(10%), c) Oral interview (20%), d) Research and writing experience (5%) and e)  other 

merits (publications, work experience, participation in seminars, knowledge of additional 

foreign languages, etc.) (15%). Candidates have to gather at least 60/100 points to be 

admitted to the programme. Further information is available at 

http://www.enl.auth.gr/post/findex.htm
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http://postgrad.frl.auth.gr/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=21&Itemi

d=31 . 

 

Postgraduate Programme “Translation – Translation Studies” 

List of Modules 

 1st Semester  
No Compulsory modules ECTS credits 
1. Translation Studies 6 
2. Computer Applications in Translation 6 
3. Greek Language 6 
4. General Texts Translation from French into Greek I 6 
5. General Texts Translation from English into Greek I 6 

 

 2nd Semester  
No Compulsory modules ECTS credits 
1. General Texts Translation from French into Greek II 6 
2. General Texts Translation from English into Greek II 6 
3. Scientific Texts Translation from French into Greek 

and Terminological Documentation 
6 

4. Scientific Texts Translation from English into Greek 
and Terminological Documentation 

6 

 Optional modules  
1. General Texts Translation from Greek into French 6 
2. General Texts Translation from Greek into English 6 
 

 3rd Semester  
No Compulsory modules ECTS credits 
1. Theoretical Foundations of Translation 6 
2. Audiovisual Translation 6 
3. Technical Texts Translation from French into Greek 

and Terminological Documentation 
6 

4. Specialised Texts Translation from English into Greek 
and Terminological Documentation 

6 

 Optional modules  
1. General Texts Translation from Greek into French 6 
2. General Texts Translation from Greek into English 6 
 

 4th Semester  
No Compulsory modules ECTS credits 

http://postgrad.frl.auth.gr/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=21&Itemid=31
http://postgrad.frl.auth.gr/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=21&Itemid=31
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1. The Translator’s Profession –  
Translation Project Management 

3 

 Optional modules  
1. Work Placement of 150 hours and Theoretical 

Dissertation 
27 

2. Work Placement of 300 hours and Annotated 
Translation 

27 

 

Finally, since 2009 the department of Italian language offers an MA in “Translation, 

Interpreting and Communication”, which is more theory-orientated, with modules such as 

theory of translation, literary texts analysis for translation, translation review and 

documentation, interlingual communication, and theory of interpreting among others. The 

MA also lasts 4 semesters (2 years) and admits a maximum of 5 students each year. 

Candidates are admitted to the course according to the following criteria: a) Overall grade 

of the Bachelor’s degree (weighting factor 20%), b) Grades in undergraduate modules 

relevant to the Master’s course (10%), c) Research and publications (10%), d) Certified 

knowledge of additional foreign languages (10%) and e) Performance in a written and an 

oral exam (50%). More details can be found at 

www.itl.auth.gr/site/index.php/en/spoudes/46-2008-09-20-10-07-23. 

 

Postgraduate Programme “Translation, Interpreting and Communication” 

List of modules 

  Winter Semesters   
 Code Compulsory modules Hours/ 

week 
ECTS 

Credits 
1. 28131 Principles of Design and 

Implementation of Scientific Research 
3 6 

2. 28132 Sources and Fields for  
Finding Research Data 

3 6 

3. 28135 Characteristics of and Techniques for 
Writing Scientific Texts 

3 6 

  Optional modules   
1. 28237 Issues of Translation Theory I 3 6 
2. 28239 Issues in Translation Theory III 3 6 
3. 28242 Issues in Interpreting Theory III 3 6 
4. 28243 Issues in Communication I 3 6 
5. 28246 Translation Review and Documentation 3 6 
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  Spring Semesters   
 Code Compulsory modules Hours/ 

week 
ECTS 

Credits 
1. 28133 Qualitative and Quantitative Methods  

in Data Analysis 
3 6 

2. 28134 Digital Technologies  
in Research Activity 

3 6 

  Optional modules   
1. 28238 Issues of Translation Theory II 3 6 
2. 28240 Issues in Interpreting Theory I 3 6 
3. 28247 Interlingual Communication 3 6 

 

 

c) National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (UOA). In the same vein as the 

AUTH, the UOA launched an “Interuniversity Interdepartmental Postgraduate 

Programme of Studies (IIPPS) in Translation and Translation Theory” back in 1998. The 

course lasts two academic years, and students are trained mainly in literary translation 

between Greek (language A) and English, French or German (languages B). It is 

noteworthy that students work only with Greek plus one foreign language, not two. 

During the first three semesters students follow practical translation sessions (in both 

directions), as well as modules on research methodologies, translation strategies, 

translation theories, history of translation, text linguistics, European literature, EU 

terminology, and computer skills. The fourth semester is spent on the write-up of a 

research-based dissertation. The course accepts a maximum of 15 students each year and 

admission to the programme is based on the following criteria: a) Practical translation 

exam in one of the following language pairs: English-Greek, German-Greek or French-

Greek, b) Overall grade of the Bachelor’s degree, c) Relevant research activity and 

publications, d) Interview with a committee. More details can be found at 

www.translation.uoa.gr/english.html.  

 

Interuniversity Interdepartmental Postgraduate Programme of Studies (IIPPS) in 

Translation and Translation Theory 

List of modules 
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No Theoretical modules (Compulsory) 
1. Research Methodology 
2. Introduction to Computer Science 
3. Translation Theory 
4. Translation History 
5. Translation Methodology 
6. Text Linguistics 
7. European Literature 
8. Use of Computers 
9. Dissertation 
 Practical Translation Workshops 
1. Translation I 
2. Translation II 
3. Translation III 
4. Translation IV 
5. Translation V 
6. Translation VI 
7. Translation VII 
8. Translation VIII 
9. Terminology of EU Institutions and of Finance 

 

 

In addition to the provision offered by these three universities, a great array of translation 

courses is offered outside academia. Babouris (2008:1) provides us with a comprehensive 

categorisation of Greek translation programmes in what he calls a “non-academic training 

environment”. These programmes are offered in: 

 

“Workshops of liberal studies” (private companies licensed by the Ministry of 

Commerce); 

“Vocational Training Institutes” (IEKs)- Colleges (private companies licensed by 

the Ministry of Education);                                                                            .                                 

Non-profitable training centres (British Council, Goethe Institute, Hellenic-

American Union, French Institute, etc.);                                  . 

Foreign language schools (where exam-preparatory courses take place to obtain 

translation diplomas, such as the optional paper of the Certificate of Proficiency 

in English and the Diploma in Translation of the Chartered Institute of Linguists);            
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Virtual Learning Environments (such as Moodle, WebCT/BlackBoard, 

Bodington, etc.) in internet training programmes. (my translation) 

 

Of all these institutions, it is worth examining the IEKs, i.e. the vocational training 

institutes, in more detail, as they offer academic translation courses. These private 

enterprises run vocational training courses in a range of subjects, including translation, 

and often conclude franchising agreements with foreign universities, especially British 

and, to a lesser extent, French and US. This way, one is able to study in Greece and 

obtain a degree (usually a Bachelor’s or Master’s) from a foreign university. The British 

Council (2008a & 2008b) offers an all-inclusive list of British UG and PG courses run 

entirely in Greece.  

 

As of end of 2011, there are two PG courses in translation, namely an MA in Specialised 

Translation and an MA in Audiovisual Translation, which are run by Akmi Metropolitan 

College (former Athens Metropolitan College). The college, which is based in Athens, 

offers the two courses in collaboration with Roehampton University in London and the 

programmes of study are exactly the same as the ones offered at Roehampton. Both 

courses last 1 year (September to September, full-time), but not both of them run every 

year. In the MA in Audiovisual Translation courses such as the following are taught: 

translation theories, subtitling and surtitling, dubbing and voice-over, accessibility to the 

media: audio description for the blind and the partially sighted and subtitling for the deaf 

and the hard-of-hearing. In the MA in Specialised Translation modules taught include 

technical and scientific translation, software and video game localization, economic and 

legal translation, and translation tools. The only admission prerequisites are possessing a 

Bachelor’s degree (or the Diploma in Translation of the UK’s Chartered Institute of 

Linguists) and having advanced knowledge of the English language. More details can be 

found at 

www.amc.edu.gr/en/ma-department-of-culture-a-communication.htm. 

 

MA in Audiovisual Translation 

List of modules 

http://www.amc.edu.gr/en/ma-department-of-culture-a-communication.htm
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No Code Module 
  Compulsory modules 
1. AST040L730                       Translation Theory and Practice 
2. AST040L731 Subtitling and Surtitling 
3. AST060L775 Dissertation 
  Optional modules 
1. AST020L734 Translation Tools 
2. AST020L735 Software and Video Game Localisation 
3. AST020L739 Subtitling/surtitling Project 
4. AST020L741 Dubbing and Voice-over 
5. AST020L742 Media Access: Audiodescription, Subtitling for the Deaf and 

Respeaking 
6. CRW020L422 Publishing and Editing 

 

MA in Specialised Translation 

List of modules 

No Code Module 
  Compulsory modules 
1. AST040L730                       Translation Theory and Practice 
2. AST020L734 Translation Tools 
3. AST020L737 Technical and Scientific Translation 
4. AST060L775 Dissertation 
  Optional modules 
1. AST020L735 Software and Video Game Localisation 
2. AST020L740 Subtitling and Surtitling 
3. CRW020L422 Publishing and Editing 
 

The Hellenic American University in Athens, an institution of tertiary education, also 

offers a one-year MA in Translation, under the auspices of the New Hampshire 

Postsecondary Education Commission (USA). Students attend classes in applied 

linguistics, language and discourse analysis, lexicography, subtitling, translation 

strategies, professional trends in translation, and information technology-assisted 

translation among others. The academic year is divided in three terms, and at the end of 

the taught part students have to write a research-based dissertation, as is also the case in 

the aforementioned MAs. It is also noteworthy that the language of instruction is English, 

and students also work with Greek plus one more language (in principle the programme 

can accommodate any language the students want to work with). Admission to the 
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programme is based on a number of criteria: a) English-Greek translation exam, b) face-

to-face or telephone interview, c) Certified advanced knowledge of the English language, 

d) two references (recommendation letters), e) CV and academic performance in 

Bachelor’s degree. Further details for the course are available at www.hauniv.us/?i=hau-

uni.en.mat . 

 

The Master of Arts in Translation (MAT) lasts one whole year on a full-time basis. 

Tuition fees are levied and for the academic year 2010-2011 the cost of MAT was 9,269 

euros (around 8,100 British pounds). As can be seen from the following information 

taken verbatim from the HAU website:10 

 

The M.A. in Translation of Hellenic American University has the reflective translator in 
mind and emphasizes the integration of academic and real-world preparation. It complies 
with the European Commission’s guidelines for a Master’s degree in translation and 
consists of 12 courses plus a dissertation. Students are deeply immersed not only in how 
language and culture function, but also in how translations function in terms of best 
professional practice. They are coached to master this demanding profession, gaining 
analytical and technical skills, cultural literacy and linguistic competence, together with 
an understanding of the professional integrity that will be asked of them. 

 

A list of modules taught in the Master’s programme is provided in the tables below: 

 

Programme of Study 

List of Modules 

 

1st Term (September-December) 

Course Code Hours/week Credits 
1) Introduction to Translation Studies TR01 4 3 
2) Professional Trends in Translation TR02 4 3 
3) Introduction to Terminology TR03 4 3 
4) Translation Principles and Practices / Practical I TR04 4 3 
Total  16 12 
 

2nd Term (January-March) 

                                                 
10 www.hauniv.us/?i=hau-uni.en.mat 
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Course Code Hours/week Credits 
5) Sociotranslation TR05 4 3 
6) Language Analysis and Translation TR06 4 3 
7) Discourse and Translation TR07 4 3 
8) Translation Principles & Practices / Practical II TR08 4 3 
Total  16 12 

 

3rd Term (April-June) 

Course Code Hours/week Credits 
9) Computer-assisted Translation TR09 4 3 
10) Specialized Translation I/ Practical III TR10 4 3 
11) Specialized Translation II / Practical IV TR11 4 3 
12) Elective Seminar: Community Translation and 
Interpreting* 

TR12 4 3 

12) Elective Seminar: Subtitling* TR13 4 3 
Total  16 12 
* Students choose either TR12 or TR13. 

 

4th Term (Summer) 

Course Code Credits 
13) Dissertation TR14 3 
 

A brief, abridged description of each module is given below, also taken from their 

website:11 

 

1) Introduction to Translation Studies: The course addresses translational aspects from 

a problem-focused perspective, dealing with issues such as equivalence, culture, text, 

humor and the metaphoric use of language. Students are familiarized with key theoretical 

concepts in translation studies. 

 

2) Professional Trends in Translation: Students are introduced to issues such as 

professional identity, client brief, national and EU translation standards, translator-client 

relations, quality control, national and international institutions and ethical issues 

pertaining to the translator at work. 

                                                 
11 www.hauniv.us/?i=hau-uni.en.mat-course-descriptions 
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3) Introduction to Terminology: Introduces students to the use of terminology analysis 

and terminology management for the translation of specialized texts. Students begin by 

distinguishing between LSP and LGP. The course also prepares students for conducting 

preliminary terminographical work and gives them the tools to prepare and store their 

first monolingual and bilingual glossaries. 

 

4) Translation Principles and Practices / Practical I: Requires students to apply the 

theoretical approaches to translation to the practice of translation. They are assigned texts 

from different genres and discourses to be translated into another language. Through the 

practice of translating, students develop a critical awareness of how the basic principles 

of translation theory that they have been taught so far can be related to the practice of 

translating. 

 

5) Sociotranslation: Looks at translation as a socio-cultural practice which is carried out 

for specific purposes, and as a cultural activity which plays a particular role in a cultural 

system. Students learn about the meaning of the so-called Cultural Turn in Translation 

Studies and its consequences for the discipline. The course also examines the role of 

translation in contexts in which there are unequal power relations between the languages 

and/or the communities involved, as well as the various roles a translator may assume as 

a mediator between different cultures and ideologies within a given social context. 

 

6) Language Analysis and Translation: Introduces students to translational problems at 

the level of discourse. It focuses on features of the linguistic structure above the sentence 

and considers the problems involved in mediating between different discoursal traditions, 

activities and practices. Students are introduced to the relation between the theory of 

systemic functional linguistics and the theory and practice of translation.  

 

7) Discourse and Translation: Focuses on the role of discourse analysis in translation 

and examines the relationship between language use and the sociocultural practices of 

various language communities. Students are introduced to key discourse concepts 
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concerning communicative, pragmatic and semiotic perspectives in relation to the 

problems posed to translators at the level of discourse.  

 

8) Translation Principles & Practices / Practical II: Asks students to apply theoretical 

approaches to translation to translation practice. They are assigned texts from different 

genres and discourses to be translated into another language. The course encourages 

students to tackle real-life translation issues and to use various strategies for handling 

problems encountered in the process of translating, while taking into account the client’s 

instructions. 

 

9) Computer-assisted Translation: Introduces students to terminology and LSP 

(Language for Special Purposes), as well as to terminology management via information 

technology tools and the Internet. It also focuses on the key role of developing research 

skills to enable data retrieval from the World Wide Web. They are trained on a 

commercial CAT tool (SDL Trados) to store and retrieve terms and their associated data. 

Emphasis is given to practice on the TMS so that students understand the possibilities 

offered by a Translation Memory. 

 

10) Specialized Translation I/ Practical III: Introduces students to the various thematic 

fields within which translators operate and to the different translation contexts and genre-

specific features pertaining to Specialized Translation. Students are introduced to the 

research tools required to effectively address issues of terminology and specialized 

phraseology. The thematic structure of this course includes specialized translations from 

the fields of social sciences, commerce and law. The translation of literary texts is also 

introduced as a genre that merits separate analysis and attention. 

 

11) Specialized Translation II / Practical IV: As “Specialized Translation I”. The 

thematic structure of this course includes specialized translations from the fields of 

business, technology and sciences.                                                                                       . 
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12) Community Translation and Interpreting (elective course): Introduces students to 

Interpreting Studies, focusing on community and consecutive interpreting. It examines 

interpreting through a comparison between translation and interpreting and highlights the 

interpreter’s role as cultural mediator. Students are familiarized with the main theoretical 

aspects of interpreting studies and their practical application through the extensive use of 

pre-consecutive and consecutive exercises.                                                                          . 

13) Subtitling (elective course): Familiarizes students with the fundamental guidelines of 

subtitling and subtitling techniques and their overall relationship with translation. 

Students are presented with translational problems in subtitling. They develop the 

practical skills required to work as professionals in the field of subtitling.                         . 

14) Dissertation: Students are expected to synthesize practical and theoretical knowledge 

with a special focus on the topic of their dissertation. Successful completion of this 

module demands close cooperation between student and supervisor and requires good 

organizational skills, coupled with research and planning skills. 

 

 

Finally, a private school of translation in Athens, Glossologia, offers an MA in 

Audiovisual Translation in collaboration with the University of Strasbourg. Students 

spend the first semester in Strasbourg and the second one in Glossologia. The course lasts 

one academic year and there are 5 hours of classes per week. The language combinations 

offered are French-Greek and English-Greek. This course also offers the possibility of a 

work placement in a Greek subtitling company. Subjects include subtitling, dubbing, 

audiodescription, subtitling for the deaf and hard-of-hearing, practical translation, 

translation technology (CAT tools), etc. Admission to the Master’s course is based on the 

following criteria: a) translation exam into and out of the candidate’s mother tongue, b) 

written exam in the French language, c) oral interview (language competence and general 

knowledge), d) possession of a Bachelor’s degree. Further details are available at  

www.glossologia.gr/category.php?CategoryID=67&LangID=2. 
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Table 3 below presents succinctly all the Master’s courses in translation currently (2011) 

offered in Greece: 

 

Title of Master’s 
course in 
translation 

University/Higher 
Education Institution 

Department(s) Duration Location 

1) Theory and 
Didactics of 
Translation 

Ionian University Department of 
Foreign Languages, 
Translation and 
Interpreting 

1 year Corfu 

2) Specialised 
Translation 

Ionian University Department of 
Foreign Languages, 
Translation and 
Interpreting 

1 year Corfu 

3) Sciences of 
Translation, 
Translation 
Studies and 
Cognitive 
Sciences 

Ionian University & 
University of Caen 
Basse-Normandie 

Department of 
Foreign Languages, 
Translation and 
Interpreting 

1 year Corfu & 
Caen 
(France) 

4) Translation Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki 

Departments of 
Greek, English, 
French, German 
and Italian 
language and 
literature 

2 years Thessaloniki 

5) Translation 
and Translation 
Studies 

Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki 

Department of 
French language 
and literature 

2 years Thessaloniki 

6) Translation, 
Interpreting & 
Communication 

Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki 

Department of 
Italian language 
and literature 

2 years Thessaloniki 

7) Translation Hellenic American 
University 

n/a 1 year Athens 

8) Audiovisual 
Translation 

Akmi Metropolitan 
College & 
Roehampton 
University, London 

Department of 
Culture and 
Communication 

1 year Athens 

9) Specialised 
Translation 

Akmi Metropolitan 
College & 
Roehampton 
University, London 

Department of 
Culture and 
Communication 

1 year Athens 

10) Audiovisual 
Translation 

Glossologia School of 
Translation, Athens & 
University of 
Strasbourg 

Institute of 
Translators, 
Interpreters and 
International 

1 year Athens & 
Strasbourg 
(France) 
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Relations (ITIRI) 
11) Translation 
and Translation 
Theory 

National and 
Kapodistrian 
University of Athens 

Departments of 
English, French and 
German language 
and literature 

2 years Athens 

Table 3: Master’s courses in translation offered in Greece 

 

3.2 Translation market in Greece 

 

The Greek translation market has hardly been investigated in a systematic way. The first 

venture to record the situation in Greece was a study entitled “Facts for the Greek 

translation market”, commissioned by the interdepartmental PG programme in translation 

of the University of Athens in 1999. The survey, carried out with the help of 

questionnaires, explores the translation needs of 34 publishing houses based in Greece. It 

concludes that translated books constitute one third of the annual production of books in 

Greece and that most books translated are literary (36.4%), followed by books on social 

sciences and history (21.2%), philosophy, religion, mythology and psychology (20.3%), 

and finally children books and books in other categories (22.1%). What is more, the vast 

majority of the books translated come from the USA and the European Union (88.9%), 

and the predominant source languages are English (26.5%), French (24.6%), German 

(17.5%), Spanish (14.6%) and Italian (10.5%). Nonetheless, this survey examines only 

the translation of books, and not of other material, and it was conducted solely in 

publishing houses, ignoring other producers of translation like translation companies, 

government departments, universities, freelance translators, etc. Therefore, its results can 

in no way be regarded as representative of the entire translation market in Greece. Still, it 

was the first attempt to utilize questionnaires in order to analyse this market in Greece, 

and, as such, it can be considered of crucial importance. 

                                                                                                       . 

Surprisingly, notwithstanding the fact that one would expect that such an endeavour 

would pave the way for further, more detailed research into the Greek translation market, 

there are only a few surveys run to this day. Even though every attempt has been made to 

find relevant surveys on the internet, posting messages in Greek translation blogs (such as 
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translatum) and contacting several translation academics in Greece, the results were 

disheartening, and only four pertinent surveys were discovered which are worth 

mentioning. The first one is the MA thesis of Siskou, entitled Text Types in the Greek 

Translation Market: A Questionnaire Survey, written in 2005. After lamenting the dearth 

of germane surveys in Greece, the author goes on to investigate the Greek translation 

market by means of questionnaires which were distributed to 31 translation companies 

(or rather translation service providers (TSPs) as they prefer to be called) in Thessaloniki 

and Serres. Her main objective was twofold: to determine what kind of texts are 

translated in Greece and to find out which are the prevailing source and target languages 

of translation. Her findings, albeit quite interesting, do not come as a surprise; the 

predominant languages are (in descending order) English, German, French, Italian, 

Russian, Spanish and Bulgarian (the latter being the language of a neighbour country). 

The text types most translated into and out of Greek are certificates, degrees and 

diplomas, university transcripts, secondary school certificates, contracts, conventions and 

agreements. As a coda to her thesis, Siskou (2005:72, my translation) reiterates her 

findings succinctly and infers that: 

 

As far as Greece is concerned, no attempt has been made, on the part of the universities 
that offer translation programmes, to “chart” the translation market, with the ultimate aim 
of training future translators better. Furthermore, there seems to be no cooperation 
between universities and associations of translators. 

 

The second market research was conducted by Ioannidou (2006), and the results were 

presented in the “1st meeting of young researchers in translation studies – Translation 

studies and research in Greece” which took place in Thessaloniki in 2006. Her research 

method was completely different from the one employed by Siskou, as Ioannidou gleaned 

all her data solely by mining the website content of 25 translation agencies working with 

Greek: 23 in Greece and 2 abroad, one in Russia and one in France. In general, her 

findings are not dissimilar from Siskou’s: the languages most translated are English, 

German, French, Italian and Spanish.  As for the most popular text types, her results are 

somewhat different, as Ioannidou only investigates which text types are (potentially) 

offered by the various agencies according to the information provided on their websites, 

without seeking to examine how often these agencies actually translate such texts.  Thus, 
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by making use of the text typology proposed by Snell-Hornby (1998:29), she finds that 

all translation agencies (100%) undertake the translation of “specialised” texts, i.e. legal, 

financial, medical, scientific and technical, 76.19% of the agencies also translate 

“general” texts, namely journalistic, informative of general interest and advertising texts, 

and finally 33.33% translates literary texts.  

 

Afterwards, Ioannidou, again by examining the website information of the same 

translation companies, outlines the qualifications of the translators with which the 

agencies cooperate. According to her findings, 65% of the TSPs collaborate with 

translators who are specialised in the specific texts they work with (no mention is given 

as regards the directionality of translation), 50% with translators who are experienced, 

45% with translators who hold a Greek UG university degree, 20% with translators who 

possess an UG university degree from abroad, 15% with translators who hold a Master’s 

in translation, 15% with translators who hold a Bachelor’s in translation, 5% with 

translators who have lived abroad, and 5% with translators who possess a foreign 

language university degree. Interesting though they might appear, I am of the opinion that 

these findings are not corroborated adequately, as one cannot possibly yield valid results 

just by exploring the websites of translation companies. Still, the value of the research 

lies in the fact that it suggests an alternative (or rather supplementary) method of 

investigating the translation market. 

 

The third market survey was carried out by Christodoulou & Galiatsatou (2008) and it 

was entitled “Survey on the translation services sector”. It was commissioned by 

PASMEE, the Panhellenic Association of Translation Companies, and it is so far the 

largest survey on the translation market ever conducted in Greece. The survey was 

conducted online and 69 translation companies took part in it, answering an array of 

questions on their structure and organisation, the language combinations they offer, their 

billing policy, their fields of specialisation and the offer or not of other services such as 

interpreting, the use or not of CAT tools, their financial transactions with clients, the use 

of freelance translators, their membership or not in translation associations, etc. 
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As this is the most comprehensive survey ever conducted on the Greek translation 

market, it is worth presenting its results in detail. 

 

As regards the organisation of translation companies, the survey found that 6 in 10 

companies use freelance translators. What is more, on average every company employs 

2-3 part-time employees who deal with graphic design, typing, IT, etc. More specifically, 

it was found that 64% of companies use freelancers, 36% have full-time staff and 14% 

have part-time staff. It is also noteworthy that 6 out of 10 companies do not possess any 

certification of quality. 

 

In the closed question (one answer only) “What is the proper way of organising a 

translation company?”, 39% of respondents said that “A company does not need to 

employ either in-house translators or in-house proof-readers, so that it is organised 

properly”, while 29% maintained that “A company should by all means employ in-house 

translators and proof-readers, so that it is organised properly”. Finally, 25% opined that 

“A company should by all means employ in-house proof-readers, but it does not need to 

employ in-house translators, so that it is organised properly”, 3% said that “A company 

should by all means employ in-house translators, but it does not need to employ in-house 

proof-readers, so that it is organised properly”, and 4% did not answer at all. Therefore, it 

is obvious that respondents do not agree on whether a translation company should 

employ in-house translators or proof-readers or whether using freelancers only suffices. 

 

As for the three language combinations that are most in demand in Greece, these are 

English-Greek, Greek-English and German-Greek, while the main language 

combinations that Greek translation companies offer are Greek-English, Greek-French, 

Greek-German, English-Greek, English-French, French-Greek, German-Greek, Spanish-

Greek, Italian-Greek, French-English, German-English, Spanish-English and Italian-

English. 

 

As far as the pricing policy of translation companies is concerned, it is interesting that 

52% of the respondents said that their companies charge “per target word”, while 29% 
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charge “per source word”. The average minimum charge per hour is 25 euros, however, 

9% of respondents said that their companies do not use minimum charge and 26% do not 

charge by hour. Respondents also confirmed that their companies charge more for urgent 

projects which either need to be completed on the same day or during weekends/holidays, 

and that, on average, in such a case the charge increases by 26-28%. In projects where 

texts cannot be easily processed or where texts are illegible, companies charge 18% 

more, while in projects containing tables and graphs, companies charge on average 15% 

more. The survey also found that, although companies pay freelancers 10 euros for the 

translation of 250 source words, they charge clients 19 euros. Finally, for the projects 

where page layout software is required, charging is per page and, on average, every page 

is charged 17 euros. 

 

As regards fields of specialisation and the supply of interpreting services, the fields of 

specialisation that translation companies offer are technology (59%), law (58%), 

medicine/pharmacology (35%), business (33%), public sector (22%), IT (22%), finance 

(19%), advertising/marketing (16%), tourism (9%), mass media and entertainment (7%) 

and literature (6%). 73% of respondents also confirmed that their companies do have 

different charges for different types of texts, while 26% said they have the same charge 

for all types of texts. Furthermore, 5 in 10 companies also offer interpreting services 

which, on average, represent 19% of their work. 

 

As for the use of CAT tools, 6 out of 10 respondents maintained that the use of CAT 

tolls is an added value to translation companies, while 4 in 10 admitted not using any 

CAT tool. The main reasons why companies steer clear of translation technology are the 

bad quality of translations produced by CAT tools (26%), as well as the difficulty in 

choosing the right piece of software (19%). Other reasons mentioned were financial 

reasons of buying these tools (15%), the fact that these tools do not assist in saving 

working time (111%), the fact that these tools do not necessarily entail the employment 

of less staff (11%), the fact that companies would have to increase their charges, if they 

used CAT tools (7%), the fact that there is not time to be trained in such software (7%), 

the fact that companies do not need these tools for the time being (7%), the fact that only 
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a few texts are in electronic format (4%) and, finally, the fact that there is a dearth of 

suitable staff (4%). 

 

Moreover, it does not come as a surprise that the translation software used most of all is 

SDL Trados (52% of respondents), while other tools used are Transit (20%), SDLX 

(17%), DejaVu (7%), Across (7%), Wordfast (6%), TrAid (4%) and Idiom (3%). 18% of 

respondents said that they do not offer any discount to their clients in case of repetitions 

or 100% matches in translations, while that is the case for 31% of the respondents when it 

comes to fuzzy matches. However, for the companies that do offer discount in such cases, 

the discount rate is, on average, 49% for repetitions, 56% for exact matches and 38% for 

fuzzy matches. 

 

Turning to the financial transactions with clients, the survey found that the main 

reasons why Greek translation companies are reluctant to cooperate with clients abroad 

are their worry of not being paid in time (49%)or even of not being paid at all (30%), the 

convoluted payment procedures (21%), high bank or other commissions (19%), unknown 

taxation procedures (18%), differences in mentality (18%) and legal issues (9%). Be that 

as it may, multinational companies and foreign clients are still regarded as more reliable 

compared to Greek companies and the Greek public sector. Countries which Greek 

translation companies do business with are Western European countries (78%), USA 

(39%), Balkan countries (23%), Eastern European countries (19%), Asian countries 

(16%), Canada (7%), African countries (3%), Australia (3%) and Central American 

countries (1%), while 17% said that they do not conduct business with foreign clients. 

The main ways in which companies get paid are through bank transfers (45%), cash 

(26%), cheques (15%), online payments (9%) and credit cards (5%). After companies 

issue their final invoice, the average time they have to wait until the get paid is 45 days 

(22% of respondents), 2 months (20% of respondents), 30 days (16%), the same or the 

following day (13%), less than 30 days (13%), 3 months (6%), 4 months (4%), 5 months 

(1%) and 6 months (1%). What is more, 3 in 10 companies (25%) ask their clients for an 

advance payment which, on average, constitutes 32% of the total charge. 
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As for the collaboration with freelancers, the most common ways of finding freelancers 

are for companies: through speculative CVs they receive (75% of respondents), through 

other colleagues/freelancers (66%), through the internet (59%), graduates of the Ionian 

University (29%), newspaper ads (25%), graduates of private translation/interpreting 

schools (18%), embassies/consulates (9%) and graduates of universities in general (9%). 

The most important selection criteria of translation companies for external (freelance) 

translators are, in descending order of answers, meeting deadlines (66%),  specialisation 

in a specific field (57%), mother tongue competence (46%), translation experience 

(29%), availability (23%), knowledge and use of CAT tools (20%), willingness to 

comply with the company’s guidelines (16%), knowing specific languages (16%), 

passing a translation test (11%) and knowing well specific pieces of software (7%). It is 

also worth mentioning that some of the languages for which they have trouble finding 

translators are German, Lithuanian, Korean, Latvian and Maltese, while 9% of the 

respondents also mentioned English. 

 

Finally, the survey examined whether the respondents’ translation companies have a 

membership in translation associations. It found that 6 out of 10 companies (58%) are 

members of such an association, either in Greece or abroad. According to respondents, 

the main benefits of such a membership are: being updated on developments in the field 

(33%), networking with other stakeholders in the field (31%), promoting the rights of 

their companies (22%), exchanging experiences, knowledge and know-how (22%), 

dealing with field-related issues (19%), recognition/projection (17%), participation in 

conferences/seminars (14%), reliability & kudos (11%), etc. 

 

A final survey worth mentioning is the one by Vretta-Panidou (2009) who examined the 

situation of graduates of foreign language departments when it comes to working as 

translators12 in Greece. A total of 23 translation companies answered her questionnaire 

survey and the main results are given below, as presented in Sachinis (2009:online): 

 
                                                 
12 A very interesting book on the teaching of translation in foreign language departments is the one by 

Sewell and Higgins (1996). 
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Translation companies answered that, in general, they are interested in cooperating with 
graduates of these departments who have no previous work experience, nonetheless, they 
would not be prepared to pay them as much as they pay experienced translators. 
Furthermore, the survey indicated the great importance companies place on a carefully 
written CV, as quite often translation companies reject candidates only on the basis of it. 
Also, it comes as no surprise that many companies ask for translators who are specialised 
in legal, technical, medical/pharmaceutical and financial texts, while the foreign 
languages most in demand are English, German and Italian. Finally, translation 
companies seem to value work experience of the candidates, even when it is not in 
translation, and they also value translator training and some sort of specialisation in a 
specific field. Vretta-Panidou concludes that translation classes in foreign language 
departments should be oriented towards the 'ever-changing reality’, as she puts it, and 
that translation that students work on should be realistic and similar to those that 
professional translators undertake. 

 

3.3 Translator training within the context of a minor language: 

The case of Greek 

 

The Greek language pertains to the so-called minor (minoritised) languages, or languages 

of limited diffusion (LLD). This fact raises a number of issues with reference to the 

training of translators in Greece which I will outline here. 

 

First of all, not many foreigners learn Greek. Thus, there is a profound deficiency in 

native speakers of other languages who would be capable of translating from Greek into 

their mother tongue. Although a great number of translation scholars contend that one 

should only translate into their native language, this proves to be a pie in the sky for 

languages like Greek. The reality is that many Greek translators are faced with the 

burdensome task of rendering texts both from and into their mother tongue. This has as a 

consequence that translator training into language B plays, or at least should play, a 

pivotal role in translation courses in Greek.13 This directionality in the language transfer 

entails that Greek translation students should have more than just a passive knowledge of 

the foreign languages they learn, if translation is not to be carried out through a pivot 

language, usually English. Thus, in the translation department of the Ionian University, 

for instance, half of the practical translation modules are into language A, while the other 

                                                 
13 For translation into the second language, see also Campbell (1998). 
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moiety is dedicated to translation into languages B and C. This approach is in agreement 

with the ECML (European Centre for Modern Languages) report (2000:11) which 

acknowledges that translation institutions in central and Eastern Europe have a long 

tradition of training into language B. 

 

Furthermore, there are repercussions for the translation class, where foreign students are 

few and far between.  This ties in to an observation made by Parianou (2010:110) that the 

translation class in Greece is predominantly homogeneous (linguistically), as most 

students are Greek. The impact thereof is both positive and negative. Having a 

homogeneous class means that by and large students tend to have the same level of 

competence both in language A (mother tongue) and in languages B and C (foreign 

languages), which is an advantage, as the teacher will have to treat similar linguistic 

deficiencies on the part of students. By the same token, the students’ knowledge of both 

the native and the foreign cultures involved is comparable. On the downside, if there are 

no foreign students in the class who are native speakers of languages B or C, they cannot 

collaborate with the Greek students and, thus, assist one another in improving their 

linguistic competence in their respective foreign language, as is the case in many courses 

in other countries like the UK or Spain. However, such a heterogeneous and multilingual 

class would call for a rethinking of the methodologies and material used in the class, as 

they would have to be adapted to accommodate the distinct needs of foreign students. 

Tsokaktsidou (2005:324) considers these special needs of Erasmus/Socrates exchange 

students,14 and concludes that changes should be implemented in such a translation class 

with regard to methodologies, material and assessment techniques employed.    

 

Finding high-quality bilingual dictionaries and glossaries when working with lesser used 

languages is yet another stumbling block. My personal experience has shown that there 

are not even good dictionaries in the English-Greek language pair, let alone in other, rarer 

language combinations. Here, monolingual dictionaries in the foreign language can prove 

to be veritable goldmines for the novice translator. Unfortunately, more often than not 

                                                 
14 For a discussion of the impact of mobility programmes on translation students in Spain, see also Kelly 
(2008). 
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translation students lack a solid linguistic foundation in languages B and C that would 

allow them to work satisfactorily with foreign monolingual dictionaries, so they are wont 

to limit themselves to the use of bilingual dictionaries only. This can result in the students 

sticking to the translation provided in these dictionaries, without delving into other 

sources of documentation. Hence, we have to train Greek students to approach critically 

the information garnered from bilingual dictionaries and to urge them to use other 

sources too. 

 

Last but not least, it would be worth examining the reasons why translation theory has 

had practically no impact on translator training in Greece, although this may be the case 

in many other countries too. Notwithstanding the fact that a cadre of translation 

academics in Greece (see, for example, the books of Koutsivitis 1994, Kentrotis 1996 and 

Batsalia & Sella 1997), albeit small, have dealt with theoretical matters in translation, it 

seems odd that there does not seem to be an application of translation theories and 

strategies to translation in practice. Translation theory modules are usually taught in 

isolation from other modules, as e.g. there is no correlation between translation theory 

classes and practical translation classes, so students are left to wonder why they have to 

attend these courses in the first place. The crux of the problem lies in the fact that Greek 

translation scholars who deal with translation theories and strategies do not really propose 

a method of integrating them into practical translation classes in Greece, but they merely 

reiterate the theories put forward by foreign, usually Western, theorists that may well 

work in the case of other language combinations. Parianou (2007:97) highlights this issue 

when she suggests that “since all theoretical work on translation is written for and in 

major languages, minor languages such as Greek are in need of a translation strategy. 

This means that minor languages until now have had to adopt the translation strategies of 

major languages”. As would be expected, these major-language-oriented strategies and 

theories cannot always be tailored entirely to the particularities of minor languages, such 

as Greek.  

 

Kelandrias (2008b) also elaborates on this issue, foregrounding a functional translation 

strategy for minor languages, such as Greek. According to him, the conventional 
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(transmissionist) approach, where a text is chosen by the teacher and distributed to 

students, has been followed for a rather long time in Greek translation classes (2008b:89-

90), something that has not allowed the students to realise their future role as mediators 

between cultures, as the lesson was focused primarily on the linguistic rendering of the 

ST. Kelandrias (ibid.:90-2) holds that, in order to elaborate any meaningful translation 

strategy for the Greek language, first Greek scholars need to agree on four basic 

assumptions-prerequisites: 

 

a) to accept the minor status of the Greek language;                                               .                                                                       

b) to take a closer look at the history of translation in Greece;                               .                                                       

c) to realise that the purpose of the TT is not always the same one as the ST 

purpose, and                     

d) to understand that, in practice, we never translate following a specific model of 

theory.  

 

Hence, Kelandrias (ibid.:92-5) concludes that a translation strategy for the Greek 

language should aim at the following:                                                                                                                  

 

a) to raise confidence in the Greek language, as many times Greek translators 

working (especially) from English depend almost exclusively on borrowings from 

this language, for they do not believe or realise that Greek can provide the 

linguistic means to render these terms with Greek equivalents;                                                                

b) to show the importance of translators both as communicators and mediators. To 

achieve this, translators have to become aware both of their own active role in 

society and of their negotiating potential (with the translation initiator, namely the 

customer). Here, terminology should be given particular attention, as there is a 

tendency on the part of some Greek translators towards using foreign, mainly 

English terms, without even trying to find an equivalent term in Greek; and 

c) to reject universalistic translation models. However, functionalism would be 

able to provide a useful tool for Greek translation teaching, as, far from being 
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normative or prescriptive, it gives translators the freedom to choose their strategy 

depending on the purpose or situation.  

 

Other translation scholars whose mother tongue is also a language of limited diffusion 

have discussed the paramount role of terminological coinage in their languages.15 For 

instance, Holljen (1999:online), talking about translator training in Norwegian, another 

minor language, argues that: 

 
All minor language communities find themselves dependent on the English language, in 
particular on the terminological level […] Introducing new concepts within the 
framework of an existing language structure is therefore one of the main challenges of 
today’s translators.  This makes the terminology component of the education of 
translators of paramount importance in order to enhance the quality of their work to a 
level which is required in today’s international society. 

 

I agree that by raising confidence in the Greek language and by highlighting the crucial 

role they will have to play in shaping their own language in the future, translation 

students can become highly motivated. Nonetheless, it is my contention that Greek 

academics should not be so eager to renounce universalistic translation models, as there 

are other approaches too that have been fundamental in shaping current translator training 

in many other countries. For instance, social constructivism (Kiraly, 2000), with its focus 

on student-centred teaching and student empowerment, seems to work within a variety of 

divergent contexts, irrespective of specific language combinations.  

 

Finally, it is worth mentioning the conference on translator training which took place at 

the University of Cyprus in Nicosia in March 2007. This one-day conference was the first 

of its kind, as for the very first time translation academics from Greece and Cyprus 

gathered together to discuss translator training in these two Greek-speaking countries. 

Speakers included academics from the DFLTI of the Ionian University, the foreign 

language departments (English, French, German) of the Universities of Athens and 

Thessaloniki, as well as a speaker from a private translation institute (Metafrasi).                                                                      

 

At the conference, Wiedenmayer (2010) talked about the special case of teaching 
                                                 
15 See also Tarvi (2006) for an Estonian perspective. 
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translation in the departments of foreign languages and literatures, where translation 

sometimes falls within the remit of the Centre for Language and Linguistics, and some 

other times it constitutes a module in the specialisation of literature and civilisation. It is 

also worth noting that the translation modules are normally taught by academics not 

trained to teach translation, and are addressed to students who in their vast majority will 

not work as professional translators when they graduate, but as foreign language teachers. 

What is more, students’ competence in the foreign language varies greatly among the 

different language departments, and students of English seem to be better equipped as 

they come in greater contact with the language and culture taught, due to the enormous 

influence of the Anglo-Saxon world. Another academic, Dimitroulia (2010), touching 

upon the subject of new technologies in translation didactics, bemoaned the paucity of 

specialised tutors who would be able to teach translation technology modules.                                                

. 

It is also noteworthy that in Greece, many translation tutors tend to draw a distinction 

between “translation studies” and “translator training”. Babouris (2010) touched upon 

this distinction at the conference, saying that translator training programmes are first and 

foremost vocational, whereas translation studies programmes are of a more academic 

nature. In the same vein, Varsos (2010) presumes that academic translation studies have 

as a focal point the translational relationship between texts, both as a linguistic as well as 

a cultural phenomenon, and not the training of translators or the cultivation of translation 

skills. It is my contention that such a distinction might have arisen out of the desire of 

certain private translation schools in Greece to defend their vocational supremacy over 

academic translation courses, as they reckon that the latter sometimes place too much 

emphasis on theory, which according to them is of limited value.                                                

.                                                                          . 

 

All in all, the conference proved to be particularly seminal in that the need for a 

systematic approach to translator training in Greece was underscored for the first time.   
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3.4 Greek associations of translators and translation companies 

 

As one of my research objectives is to investigate translation market needs, it would be 

expedient to give an outline of the most prominent associations of translators and 

associations of translation companies in Greece. The associations mentioned below (12 in 

total) could be considered too many for a small country like Greece, and some of them 

seem to have quite similar objectives and pursuits and, in that respect, they could be 

merged together. It is also noteworthy that these associations operate on a national level, 

but are rather invisible outside Greece. 

 

a) The Panhellenic Association of Translators (PEM or PSEM), member of the 

International Federation of Translators (FIT), was founded in Thessaloniki in 1963 and 

is the oldest professional translators' association in Greece. According to its statute, its 

mission is to promote the best possible working conditions for translators, to defend its 

members’ rights in Greece and abroad, to pursue cooperation with similar professional 

organisations and educational institutions in Greece and abroad and, finally, to keep 

members abreast of translation-related activities in Greece and abroad (university 

courses, postgraduate courses, conferences and meetings on translation-related issues). 

Graduates of translation departments, graduates of other departments who have worked 

as translators, or simply non-graduates who are “highly respected translators” can 

become members. It is worth mentioning that students cannot become members. 

 

b) The Hellenic Association of Translation Companies (PASMEE) is a founding member 

of the European Union of Associations of Translation Companies (EUATC), and was 

established in Athens in 2002. It seeks to promote Greek translation companies and 

translation practice in general. Only translation agencies can become members, not 

individual translators, and at present PASMEE counts 17 members. The association 

publishes articles of interest on its website that deal with multifarious aspects of 

translation practice.  
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c) The Panhellenic Association of Professional Translators-Graduates of the Ionian 

University (PEEMPIP) was established in Corfu as recently as in 2005, and its main 

target is to promote the rights of DFLTI graduates. In order to acquire membership, 

applicants must hold an UG degree from the aforementioned department, or a recognised 

UG degree from a translation department abroad (as there are not any other translation 

departments at Greek universities), plus they must be working as professional translators, 

either in a company or as freelancers. At the moment the association has less than 90 

members (out of a total of around 700 graduates of DFLTI).  

 

d) The Hellenic Association of Translators and Interpreters (HATI) is based in London. 

Its primary aim is to promote the interests of professional translators in the United 

Kingdom who work with Greek as their SL or TL. Prerequisites for membership are an 

UG or PG degree in translation or another subject, or proven professional experience in 

translation of 1-3 years. HATI also publishes a bulletin.  

 

e) The Hellenic Society of Translators of Literature (EEML) (no website) was founded in 

Athens in 1983, and is a member of the International Federation of Translators (FIT). 

Every year EEML awards international prizes to the best literary translation out of or into 

Greek.  

 

f) The Group of Select Translators and Interpreters of the Greek Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, which at the moment is being reorganised. Here it is worth noting that graduates 

of translation courses can solely work as translators of general, non-specialised texts in 

the Ministry. When it comes to specialised, subject-specific texts, these are translated by 

graduates of the respective sciences (e.g. law texts are translated by law graduates only, 

and not by translation graduates).  

 

g) The Association of Translators-Editors-Proofreaders (SMED) was founded in Athens 

in 2009 and aims at better working conditions, enhancing collaboration and solidarity 

among its members, helping with financial and taxation issues, improving the translators’ 

profile and elevating the translation profession in Greece. As regards membership, 
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anyone who can prove that s/he works as a translator, editor or proof-reader can become a 

member. 

 

h) The Association of Greek Playwrights, Musicians and Translators was established in 

Athens as early as in 1894. It is noteworthy here that this association has succeeded in 

establishing the copyright for theatrical plays, as well as loyalties for the playwrights of 

these theatrical plays. As far as translators are concerned, it only deals with theatrical 

translators, as it might be expected. Membership admission criteria are not specified on 

the website of the association. 

 

i) The Panhellenic Association of Translators and Translators-Interpreters in the Public 

Sector (PEMMEDDIT). No information could be found on this association, but it is 

mentioned by a few bloggers in Greek translation fora on the internet. 

 

j) The Panhellenic Association of Conference Interpreters is based in Athens, but it only 

deals with interpreters, and not translators. 

 

k) Finally, the newly-founded Greek Society for Translation Studies which is based in 

Thessaloniki. Its objective is to promote the scientific research in translation studies and 

interpreting, to provide training for tutors who teach translation in higher education, and 

to bring into closer contact professionals and academics in this discipline. Those who 

deal with the academic side of translation studies and/or conduct research in the field are 

eligible to become members. 

 

One thing is worth highlighting here. These Greek associations do not usually require that 

their members hold an UG or PG degree in translation, or even a degree in any other 

subject for that matter, insofar as the members can prove that they have the relevant work 

experience, which is considered to be between 1 and 3 years. It is my belief that such an 

attitude, which is to be found in many other countries too, is highly detrimental to 

translator training in Greece, and ultimately for the profession, for it bolsters the idea that 

practically anyone can become a professional in this field, irrespective of their 
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background and qualifications, and because it downplays the importance of a sound 

translation education.  

 

3.5 The Greek system of higher education 

 
 
As postgraduate translation courses take place within the context of a university or 

institution of higher education, it is considered appropriate to describe succinctly the 

Greek higher education model. In Greece higher education is provided both by the state 

(state higher education) and by private higher education providers (private higher 

education), and each of the two types of higher education will be dealt with separately in 

what follows. 

 
 

3.5.1  State higher education 

 

Greek higher education is quite centralised. State higher education comprises universities 

(AEI) and technological educational institutes (TEI) which are in essence vocational 

training colleges. At the moment there are 23 universities and 15 vocational training 

colleges operating in Greece. At present, undergraduate studies are always free of charge 

and postgraduate studies are either free of charge or they levy relatively low tuition fees.  

 

Some interesting facts and findings regarding the Greek higher education system can be 

found in a publication based on a survey which was conducted by ELIAMEP, the 

Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (www.eliamep.gr). This publication, 

which is written entirely in Greek, is entitled “University education in Greece in the new 

European and international context” (Tsoukalis, 2006) and it is a piece of empirical 

research on higher education in Greece where information was gleaned from students, 

graduates and employers by means of interviews and fieldwork research. 
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Tsoukalis (2006:9)16 states that the Greek university system is characterised by 

centralisation of the state, introversion, lack of transparency, ineffective internal controls 

and a low degree of social accountability. He argues that reforms are needed and that the 

issues that should take priority are the following (ibid:10): 

 

- radicaly reforming the current relations between the state and the universities and 

the way universities are funded, 

- stimulating incentives for improving universities, 

- promoting the autonomy of universities, as well as promoting transparency in the 

management of their finances, 

- promoting the internationalisation of Greek universities, 

- exploiting financing sources that do not come from the state. 

 

Tsoukalis (ibid.:16) also mentions that 58% of the Greeks between 18-21 years of age 

study at AEIs and TEIs, a percentage which is among the highest in Europe and in the 

world. Still, Greece is in the 7th position among its EU counterparts (first 15 EU countries 

only) regarding the state subsidising of higher education as percentage (%) of the GDP. 

What is more, the student-teacher ratio in Greek higher education institutions is among 

the lowest ones in Europe (i.e. too many students per teacher), and Greek universities lag 

behind the European ones in terms of infrastructures, libraries and computer facilities 

(ibid:17-8). As far as the remuneration of academics is concerned, it is quite low, and that 

is one of the reasons why many academics also work outside the university, something 

that is often done at the expense of their academic duties.  

 

Another notable characteristic of the Greek higher education system is that students are 

provided with their university books free of charge. This is not only costly, but it often 

entails a certain degree of endogamy as students are given the books that their own tutors 

wrote, even though the quality of these books may not always be the best available in the 

field. 

 

                                                 
16 All translations from Greek into English are mine. 
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It should also be noted that research and the provision of a large number of postgraduate 

courses at Greek universities is directly dependent on their financing from the European 

Union (ibid:21). 

 

As for the evaluation of universities, Greece is the only country in the EU which has not 

as yet established a system of internal assessment of its universities. Greek universities 

neither possess mechanisms and procedures to record best practices and weaknesses in 

their operation, nor have they clarified what skills and competences they would like to 

provide their students with (ibid:21-2). However, it should be noted that in 2011 the first 

attempts are being made, under the auspices of the Greek Ministry of Education, to assess 

Greek higher education institutions by external evaluators, in the most part, Greek 

academics working at foreign universities.17  

 

Tsoukalis (ibid: 22-3) also mentions that Greek universities are introvert, in that on the 

one hand they are not attractive to foreign scientists and foreign students, and on the other 

hand they do not usually prepare students for the professional world. That is why he 

recommends (ibid:27-31) that universities clarify the objectives and learning outcomes of 

their programmes of study and that they incorporate into them the development of 

specific skills, which should include using new technologies, learning foreign languages, 

and developing communication skills and a critical ability among others.  

 

In the same vein, Tsoukalis (ibid:31-2) argues that surveys should take place often, so 

that market needs and graduate destinations are charted, and that work placements and 

internships should become an integral part of academic studies. 

 

It should be noted that in late August 2011 the Greek parliament passed a new bill on 

higher education which radically changes the way universities operate. Among other 

things, the bill stipulates more systematic assessment of university tutors in terms of their 

                                                 
17 See, for example, the 19-page "Report of the International Advisory Committee on the Tertiary 
Education in Greece” (in Greek), released in February 2011: 
www.esos.gr/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=12393:ekthesi-kolafos-gia-ta-ellinika-
panepistimia-kai-tous-foitites-apo-ti-dethni-epitropi-pou-sigkrotise-o-prothipourgos&Itemid=1796 
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teaching and research, it sets strict deadlines within which university students have to 

finish their studies, it introduces a new system of university management which limits the 

power of chancellors, it seeks to align academic curricula with the demands of the 

Bologna process (e.g. by allowing departments for the first time to run three-year 

undergraduate courses – the minimum period of full-time study for an undergraduate 

degree was four years until now), etc. The bill has caused much controversy among the 

academics, but also among students, and whether universities will ultimately benefit from 

these changes remains to be seen in the future. 

 

3.5.2  Private higher education 

 

The picture of private higher education in Greece is convoluted. In theory, it is quite easy 

to establish a private institution of higher education, but the problem is whether the 

degrees that the institution confers will be recognised by the Greek state and the 

employers. That is why, in most cases, candidate students opt for studying in an 

institution which is fully recognised by the state. 

 

The recognition of studies by the Greek state can be twofold: academic and professional. 

The academic recognition of a degree conferred by a private higher education institution 

does not necessarily entail professional recognition too, and vice versa. 

 

In most cases, in order for the Greek Ministry of Education to recognise academically the 

degrees granted by such a private institution, the latter has to possess a franchise 

agreement with a foreign university and deliver the same courses in Greece as the ones 

that the university offers in its country of origin. As to the professional recognition of 

these degrees, graduates of such courses are granted professional rights in Greece, 

provided that their degree gives them professional rights in the country where the foreign 

university offering the course is located. 
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As of September 2010, there are 36 private higher education institutions recognised by 

the Greek Ministry of Education.18 Their official name is “Centres of Post-Secondary 

Education” and, informally, they are called “colleges”. The overwhelming majority of 

them have franchise agreements with universities in the UK, USA and France, and, to a 

lesser extent, with universities in Denmark, Serbia, Cyprus, Switzerland and Poland. 

 

The degrees they offer are undergraduate (Bachelor’s degrees), postgraduate (Master’s 

degrees) and vocational. 

 

In 1998, 16 of the colleges which collaborate with British universities established the 

“Hellenic Colleges’ Association”. All 16 members have been accredited by the British 

Accreditation Council (BAC) as institutions providing higher education, and the degrees 

they confer are recognised, both academically and professionally, by the UK NARIC. For 

further information, visit www.hca.gr . 

 

It should be noted that most of these institutions offer their courses in Greek and/or 

English. 

3.6  European Master’s in Translation (EMT) 

 

As more and more taught postgraduate translation courses around Europe are adopting 

the principles of the European Master’s in Translation (EMT), it is deemed appropriate to 

present this pan-European venture so as to better place the discussion on translator 

training in Greece into context. 

 

The European Master’s in Translation (EMT)19 project was launched by the European 

Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT) in 2005 in an effort to 

harmonise postgraduate translation curricula in the European Union and beyond (e.g. 

                                                 
18 For a full list of the institutions, go to www.minedu.gov.gr/dioikhtika-eggrafa/keme/28-09-10-kentra-
metalykeiakis-ekpaideysis-keme.html . 
19 http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/translation/programmes/emt/index_en.htm 

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/translation/programmes/emt/index_en.htm
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many countries, such as Switzerland, have an observer status), or at least provide some 

guidelines for common goals and learning outcomes.  

 

The EMT is organised around 6 key competences, which are elaborated on by Gambier 

(2009), member of the EMT Expert Group, as follows: 

 

Competence Description 
1) Translation 
service 
provision 
competence 

a) Interpersonal dimension: 
- Being aware of the social role of the translator 
- Knowing how to follow market requirements and job profiles 
- Knowing how to organise approaches to clients/ potential clients (marketing) 
- Knowing how to negotiate with the client 
- Knowing how to clarify the requirements, objectives and purposes of the 
client, recipients of the translation and other stakeholders 
- Knowing how to plan and manage one's time, stress, work, budget and 
ongoing training 
- Knowing how to comply with instructions, deadlines, commitments, 
interpersonal competences, team organization 
- Knowing how to comply with professional ethics 
- Knowing how to work under pressure and with other experts, with a project 
head, including in a multilingual situation 
etc. 
b) Production dimension: 
- Knowing how to create and offer a translation appropriate to the client's 
request, i.e. to the aim/skopos and to the translation situation 
- Knowing how to define and evaluate translation problems and find appropriate 
solutions 
- Knowing how to justify one's translation choices and decisions 
- Mastering the appropriate metalanguage (to talk about one's work, strategies 
and decisions) 
- Knowing how to proofread and revise a translation (mastering techniques and 
strategies for proofreading and revision) 
etc. 

2) Language 
competence 

- Knowing how to understand grammatical, lexical and idiomatic structures as 
well as the graphic and typographic conventions of language A and one's other 
working languages (B, C) 
- Knowing how to use these same structures and conventions in A and B 
- Developing sensitivity to changes in language and developments in languages  

3) Intercultural 
competence 

a) Sociolinguistic dimension: 
- Knowing how to recognise function and meaning in language variations 
(social, geographical, historical, stylistic) 
- Knowing how to identify the rules for interaction relating to a specific 
community, including non-verbal elements (useful knowledge for negotiation) 
- Knowing how to produce a register appropriate to a given situation, for a 
particular document (written) or speech (oral) 
b) Textual dimension: 
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- Knowing how to understand and analyse the macrostructure of a document 
and its overall coherence 
- Knowing how to grasp the presuppositions, the implicit, allusions, stereotypes 
and intertextual nature of a document 
- Knowing how to extract and summarise the essential information in a 
document (ability to summarise) 
- Knowing how to compose a document in accordance with the conventions of 
the genre and rhetorical standards 
- Knowing how to draft, rephrase, restructure, condense, and post-edit rapidly 
and well (in languages A and B) 
Etc. 

4) Information 
mining 
competence 

- Knowing how to identify one's information and documentation requirements 
- Developing strategies for documentary and terminological research (including 
approaching experts) 
- Knowing how to extract and process relevant information for a given task 
- Developing criteria for evaluation vis-à-vis documents accessible on the 
internet or any other medium, i.e. knowing how to evaluate the reliability of 
documentary sources (critical mind) 
- Knowing how to use tools and search engines effectively (e.g. terminology 
software, electronic corpora, electronic dictionaries) 
etc. 

5) Thematic 
competence 

- Knowing how to search for appropriate information to gain a better grasp of 
the thematic aspects of a document 
- Learning to develop one's knowledge in specialist fields and applications 
(mastering systems of concepts, methods of reasoning, presentation, controlled 
language, terminology, etc.) (learning to learn) 
- Developing a spirit of curiosity, analysis and summary 

6) 
Technological 
competence 
(mastery of 
tools) 

- Knowing how to use effectively and rapidly and to integrate a range of 
software to assist in correction, translation, terminology, layout, documentary 
research (for example text processing, spell and grammar check, the internet, 
translation memory, terminology database, voice recognition software) 
- Knowing how to adapt to and familiarise oneself with new tools, particularly 
for the translation of multimedia and audiovisual material 
- Knowing how to prepare and produce a translation in different formats and for 
different technical media 
- Knowing the possibilities and limits of MT 

 

 

EU higher education institutions which offer Master’s courses in translation are eligible 

to apply in order to join the EMT network, but membership is not granted automatically, 

as the EMT quality standards have to be met first, so potential partners must fill in a 

questionnaire first. EMT members are obliged to comply with the EMT specifications. 

 

In October 2011, there are 54 members, among which institutions from the UK (Imperial 

College London, London Metropolitan University, Surrey University, Manchester), Spain 
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(Salamanca, Valladolid, Autonomous University of Barcelona), Germany (Leipzig, 

Köln), France (ISIT, ESIT), Italy (Trieste, Bologna) and from other countries. It should 

be noted that as yet no Greek higher education institution has joined the EMT network. A 

full list of all EMT members can be found at: 

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/translation/programmes/emt/universities/index_en.htm  

 

According to the European Master’s in Translation (EMT) Strategy (2010:4), the 

advantages of membership of the EMT network are the following: 

 

a) Opportunity to feed into the development of the EMT. 

b) Advance information on the progress of the EMT programme. 

c) Provision of lists of contact persons running programmes in similar fields. 

d) Use of a restricted site to exchange information with other programmes. 

e) Use of the label “Member/Observer of the EMT Network”. 

f) EMT membership certificate and use of logo. 

 

Notwithstanding the value of such a collaborative venture between so many countries, the 

EMT project has also received a lot of criticism. It is argued that it is wrong to try to 

harmonise translation courses in countries with different academic traditions, different 

market requirements and different languages. For instance, Pym (2008:online) opines that 

the EMT is geared towards the translation needs of the EU institutions which constitute 

only a small fraction of translation employers: 

 
For most language combinations, the annual intake of in-house translators by the EU 
institutions can scarcely justify one Masters program per country. There is no reason why 
all the other programs (most countries have more than three) should be concerned with 
the interests of this one employer. There are many other employer groups on the market. 

 

Pym (2009a:online) also criticises the competence-based approach in the EMT project, 

arguing that there is no empirical date to validate such a categorisation: 

 

The resulting list, however, remains a discourse of accumulated opinion. I am aware of 
no valid empirical research that can isolate any one competence from the others; I am 
thus unable to list the criteria by which competencies are separated; and I cannot say to 

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/translation/programmes/emt/universities/index_en.htm
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what extent the development of any one competence will also help develop all others. 
Indeed, if we were to compare the current logic with that of chemistry, which also seeks 
to isolate and combine elements, we are still at the stage of alchemy, with all attendant 
wizardry. The truly remarkable thing is not that the experts promise to turn lead into gold, 
but that they reached consensus on a model with no empirical basis beyond their 
accumulated experience. 

 

Another translation scholar, Calvo (2011:20), poses some interesting questions regarding 

the EMT project which she feels should be answered in the future: 

 

 - How does this rational model adapt to different contexts in practice? 
- If the model is implemented in too many institutions: will it have an impact on its 
situational efficiency in the long run? 
- Are there self-corrective strategies in place in order to adjust to new or modified 
adaptation factors? 
- Will the chosen profiles match the future  real  employability opportunities for EMT 
graduates? 
- Will all eligible institutions succeed in implementing and developing this model to the 
same extent, bearing in mind that their resources and backgrounds can be so different 
from each other, etc.? 

 

The challenges that the EMT project raise are, undoubtedly, many, and it remains to be 

seen whether they will be addressed successfully in the future. 

 

3.7 The European Higher Education Area (EHEA) 
 
As Greece is part of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), it is pertinent to 

discuss this pan-European initiative in some detail. The EHEA official website20 provides 

us with a comprehensive overview of its background: 

 

The European Higher Education Area (EHEA) was launched along with the Bologna 
Process' decade anniversary, in March 2010, during the Budapest-Vienna Ministerial 
Conference. 
As the main objective of the Bologna Process since its inception in 1999, the EHEA was 
meant to ensure more comparable, compatible and coherent systems of higher education 
in Europe. Between 1999 - 2010, all the efforts of the Bologna Process members were 
targeted to creating the European Higher Education Area, that became reality with the 
Budapest-Vienna Declaration of March, 2010. The next decade will be aimed at 
consolidating the EHEA […]. 

                                                 
20 http://www.ehea.info/ 

http://www.ehea.info/
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It is a truly pan-European endeavour, as 47 countries are members: Albania, Andorra, 

Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, 

Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, 

Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 

Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, FYROM, 

Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom and the Vatican. 

 

The priorities of the Bologna Process for the coming years, as explained in the 

Leuven/Louvain-la-Neuve Communiqué21, are the following: 

   _  social dimension: equitable access and completion, 
   _  lifelong learning; 
   _  employability; 
   _  student-centred learning and the teaching mission of higher education; 
   _  education, research and innovation; 
   _  international openness; 
   _  mobility; 
   _  data collection; 
   _  multidimensional transparency tools; 
   _  funding.   

 

The aforementioned priorities are to a great extent in line with the objectives of many 

curricula of Master’s courses in translation. As already seen, Master’s curricula in 

translation attempt to simulate professional practice in the classroom (employability) and 

they also try to place the student in the centre of learning (e.g. Kiraly’s social 

constructivist approach to translator training). What is more, they endeavour to teach 

students not only specific vocational skills, but also a wide array of transferable skills 

which graduates will need, in order to continue acquiring new skills, much needed in a 

volatile market (lifelong learning). International openness and mobility are also of utmost 

importance, particularly in translation degrees where different languages and cultures are 

taught. Making local translation courses appealing to foreigners and having foreign 

                                                 
21 http://www.ehea.info/Uploads/Introduction/Leuven_Louvain-la-
Neuve_Communiqu%C3%A9_April_2009.pdf 

http://www.ehea.info/Uploads/Introduction/Leuven_Louvain-la-Neuve_Communiqu%C3%A9_April_2009.pdf
http://www.ehea.info/Uploads/Introduction/Leuven_Louvain-la-Neuve_Communiqu%C3%A9_April_2009.pdf
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students in the classroom greatly enhances the teaching, especially if foreign students are 

native speakers of the foreign languages taught in the course. 

 

The Bologna Process also provides recommendations as regards the duration of higher 

education courses. According to this framework which is explained in the table below, 

there should be three cycles of higher education qualifications: 

 

Cycle Qualification Duration ECTS credits 

1st Bachelor’s degree 3 years 180-240 

2nd Master’s degree 2 years 90-120 

3rd Doctoral degree 3 years no range given 

 

It should be noted that Greek higher education courses are still not entirely aligned with 

the recommendations of the Bologna Process. For instance, no Bachelor’s degree in 

Greece lasts less than 4 years, and in some cases they last 5 years (engineering, fine arts, 

etc.) or even 6 years (medicine). As the Bologna Process suggestions mandate that a 

Bachelor’s degree should last 3 years, engineering departments in Greece, the 

undergraduate degrees of which last 5 years, have demanded from the Greek ministry of 

education that their Bachelor’s degrees be recognised as Master’s degrees. Their 

argument is that the duration of their undergraduate programmes (5 years) is equal to the 

total duration of studies that the Bologna Process recommends for Bachelor’s (3 years) 

and Master’s (2 years) degrees. So far this has been a bone of contention between the 

engineering departments and the ministry of education, but also for other higher 

education departments, something which shows that the Bologna reforms do not take 

place without problems. 

 

As far as Greek Master’s degrees are concerned, they last 1-2 years and the criteria as to 

their duration are not uniform even within the same discipline. For example, some Greek 

Master’s courses in translation last 1 year (Ionian University, Hellenic-American 

University, Glossologia, Akmi Metropolitan College), while others last 2 years (Aristotle 

University, Athens University). It should be noted here that Greece had joined the 
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Bologna Process from the very beginning in 1999, therefore it would be expected that 

more progress would have been made towards aligning Greek higher education with the 

Bologna proposals. 

 

As might be expected, the 47 countries which have joined the EHEA had long established 

their own higher education systems, based on their individual needs and their academic 

traditions. There are so many other factors to take into consideration here, not least of 

which are different languages among the member states, different social and market 

needs, different economies, different country populations, etc. Trying to harmonise the 

higher education degrees of so many countries might be praiseworthy, especially in the 

current globalised world, but it also brings with it new challenges, as it entails that some 

countries have to alter completely their present higher education systems, something 

which is no small feat. A common criticism has been that the new model that the Bologna 

Process proposed was closer to that of the UK and Ireland, and not so close to the models 

in continental Europe. Whether this will be to the benefit of all participant countries 

remains to be seen.  
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4 Research Methodology 
 

4.1 Introduction 

 

As already mentioned, the aim of this survey was twofold: 

 

a) to investigate student needs and expectations in a Greek Master’s course in 

translation, as viewed by both translation students and translation tutors; 

b) to investigate what the translation market expectations are from Greek Master’s 

courses in translation. 

 

It is obvious that my research is empirical, in the sense that it “seeks new data, new 

information derived from the observation of data and from experimental work” (Williams 

& Chesterman, 2002:58). 

 

For this dissertation, three different sets of questionnaires were produced: 

 

a) one set of questionnaires addressed to trainees, 

b) one set of questionnaires addressed to trainers, 

c) one set of questionnaires addressed  to professionals. 

 

The first two surveys share a similar methodology in the sense that almost identical 

questions were posed to both trainees and trainers, therefore a) and b) are dealt with 

together. However, c) merits separate analysis, as its particularities differ to some extent 

from the first two set of questionnaires. 

 

Finally, it should be noted that my research is only dealing with taught postgraduate 

(Master’s) translation courses and not with undergraduate (Bachelor’s) or research 
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postgraduate (PhD) translation courses. Needless to say, translator training also takes 

place outside the academic context for both major and minor languages.22 

 

 

4.2  Students’ questionnaire and tutors’ questionnaire 

 

In order to ascertain the student needs of such courses, the survey included two stages. 

The first stage involved the preparation of the questionnaires and the second stage 

involved the actual carrying out of the questionnaire survey. In the first stage there was 

an attempt to determine the kinds of questions that were going to be included in the 

questionnaire. For this purpose, I conducted a brainstorming (focus group) session with 

translation students, as well as one-to-one interviews with translator trainers. The 

feedback I received from these sessions assisted me in producing a draft questionnaire 

which I used to carry out a pilot survey. After producing the final questionnaire, I 

conducted the actual survey (second stage). 

 

Before embarking on a detailed description of the various survey stages, it would be 

expedient to justify the use of questionnaires as the most appropriate research method for 

the present survey, especially compared to the other most common survey method, i.e. 

interviews. First of all, through questionnaires it is easy to garner information from many 

people fast. As my intention was to receive answers from as many stakeholders as 

possible, so that my response sample would be representative of the entire population 

under scrutiny, the use of questionnaires was deemed to be the most appropriate research 

tool. Had I used interviews, I would not have been able to get answers from so many 

respondents, as interviews require a great investment in time, something which renders 

them useful only when the population under investigation is quite limited. 

 

                                                 
22 See, for instance, the discussion of Raine (2011) on translator training provision for the Tibetan 
language, another language of limited diffusion, both within the context of a university and within a non-
academic context. 
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The fact that I was based in London, while all my respondents were based in Greece, also 

militated against the use of interviews and in favour of the use of questionnaires. Due to 

the great geographical distance, it would have been practically impossible to travel to 

different towns in Greece in order to conduct interviews with the various stakeholders, as 

such a decision would have involved an excessive investment in both time and money. 

Hence, using questionnaires enabled me to reach respondents who were far away from 

me in an easy and cost-effective way. 

 

Another factor which was crucial in helping me opt for the use of questionnaires was the 

fact that such a survey method guarantees the respondents’ anonymity. This was 

particularly important in my survey, especially in the case of the questionnaire addressed 

to students, as in this way students were able to express their true thoughts on the 

Master’s course they were attending, without fearing that they could be identified through 

their answers by their tutors. Hence, students also had the opportunity to express negative 

views on their course, as they were reassured that their answers would remain 

anonymous. If I had used interviews instead, perhaps students would have provided 

spurious answers, as they might have been reluctant to answer honestly, for fear of being 

identified by their trainers. 

 

The analysis of answers to closed questions is straightforward, which constituted another 

reason why I chose to make use of questionnaires. In many questions of my surveys 

(closed questions) my intention was to discover what percentage of my respondents held 

a particular view, and by dint of using this survey method, this was easy to do. However, 

had I selected interviews as my primary survey method, it would have been impossible to 

calculate how many of my respondents had a certain opinion, as interviews provide a lot 

of qualitative data, but hardly any quantitative data. Questionnaire responses, on the other 

hand, are easy to analyse and allow researchers to get more tangible and concrete results. 

 

Using questionnaires also has the added benefit of providing respondents with 

standardised and unprejudiced questions, eliminating interviewer bias. In questionnaires 

all respondents receive exactly the same questions, something which is not the case with 
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interviews. Furthermore, carefully worded questions in questionnaires are impartial and 

do not hint at a specific answer, enabling respondents to reveal their true views. 

However, in interviews the interviewer’s use of words, tone of voice, remarks, gestures 

and posture might give clues to the interviewee as to what the desired answer is for the 

interviewer and, as a result, respondents might not speak their true mind, but they may 

answer according to what the interviewer would expect them to answer. In all my 

questionnaires it was of paramount significance to find out exactly what stakeholders 

thought of a particular subject and also what their true needs were, and thus the use of 

questionnaires seemed to be the most appropriate survey methodology, as interview-

related biases were absent. 

 

A final reason which led me to opt for questionnaires was that respondents could fill in 

the questionnaire when it suited them. It would have been quite difficult for my 

respondents, especially for university tutors and employees of translation companies, to 

find time to spare for an interview during the week, as all of them have a very busy 

schedule and would agree on an interview half-heartedly or not at all. On the other hand, 

it would only take them 10-15 minutes to complete a questionnaire and, what is more, 

they could complete it at their workplace or from the comfort of their home, on a 

weekday or on weekend. This way the likelihood of them actually responding to my 

survey would also increase. 

4.2.1  Brainstorming session with students 

 

To determine the kinds of questions that were going to be included in the final 

questionnaire, on 18th March 2009 I carried out a focus group/brainstorming session with 

postgraduate students from the MSc in Scientific, Technical and Medical Translation 

with Translation Technology at Imperial College, asking them about their needs and 

expectations from a PG course in translation.  

 

As stated by Morgan (2008:352), “focus groups are a form of qualitative interviewing 

that uses a researcher-led group discussion to generate data”. Greenbaum (1998:12) is in 
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favour of focus groups as a means of generating ideas, in case we want to “get the 

participants to talk about problems that they are having with a particular task or about the 

unfulfilled needs they have in a product category”. Furthermore, focus groups can 

explore how target consumers, in my case students, feel about different products, 

services, and programmes (ibid:11). 

 

MSc translation tutors were not allowed to take part in this brainstorming session, nor 

were they allowed to attend it, as this might have made students feel uncomfortable, and 

perhaps students would not have felt free to express their ideas uninhibitedly, so an 

attempt was made to create a non-threatening environment for students. 

 

A total of 6 MSc students took part in this session which lasted 1 hour and 40 minutes. 

Interviewing 6 students seems to be just about right, and here Krueger (1994:78-9) 

remarks that: 

 

the traditionally recommended size of the focus group has ranged from 6 to 12 
participants […] The ideal size of a focus group typically falls between 6 and 9 
participants […] Small focus groups, or 'mini-focus groups', with 4 to 6 participants are 
becoming increasingly popular because the smaller groups are easier to recruit and host 
and more comfortable for participants. 

 

It is also noteworthy that the fact that all students were attending the same course was not 

haphazard, as the profiles of participants in focus group sessions have to be similar. 

Morgan (2008:353) concurs on this:  

 

Selecting participants who share a similar perspective toward the topic is the most 
common strategy for producing the kind of group composition that will generate active 
exchanges. This strategy is usually summarized as creating homogeneous groups, where 
the homogeneity is based on what the participants share with regard to the research topic 
rather than simple similarity in demographic characteristics. 

 

In the actual session, first, students were given a very brief, one-page questionnaire in 

order to pinpoint their profiles, asking them about their age group, nationality and mother 

tongue, foreign languages spoken, academic background, as well as professional 

background. 
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Participants were in their 20s, 30s or 40s and their native languages were English, Greek, 

Spanish and Portuguese. The foreign languages they stated they spoke were English, 

French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Catalan and Greek. Therefore, we 

see that all the languages represented in the session were European ones. 

 

As for their previous (undergraduate) studies, one had studied a) English language and 

literature, while others had studied b) Spanish with Catalan, c) Spanish with German, d) 

Classics, Modern Greek and Russian, e) Translation and Interpreting and f) Publicity. 

Hence, it is clear that most of the participants had a linguistic background. 

 

Finally, one student had no professional experience in translation-related jobs, while 

others did possess some experience (up to 5 years) in roles such as translator, proof-

reader, interpreter, language instructor and lexicographer. 

 

Before commencing the actual brainstorming session, I explained to the students its 

purpose and the context within which it was to take place. Krueger (1994:65) notes here 

that we should:  

 

provide consistent background information to each participant about the purpose of the 
study in order to minimize tacit assumptions […] All information given in preparation for 
the discussion helps develop the tacit knowledge of participants. Focus group participants 
usually want to know the purpose of the session. They may wonder why the session is 
being held, who the sponsor is, or how the information is going to be used […] This 
information provides clues to respondents about how or in what manner they might 
respond. 

 

My role in the brainstorming session was that of a moderator or mediator, giving students 

prompts and posing questions to them and then allowing them to give an answer, and 

discuss and argue among themselves. Here, Greenbaum (1998:73) remarks that: “The 

moderator’s role in focus group research varies […] But the prototypical role for the 

moderator is to manage the research process, which involves preparation, 

implementation, and postgroup procedures as well as analysis”. On this note, he also 

foregrounds the fact that:  
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The moderator does not operate like an interviewer in a quantitative or survey research 
situation, asking questions of the participants. Rather, he or she uses an outline or guide 
that has been prepared in advance by the moderator and/or client, based on the research 
objectives, and seeks to have the participants do most of the talking based on the probes 
in the guide. (ibid:2) 

 

Questions posed to participants had to do with the reasons why they chose to do a 

Master’s in translation in the first place, the subjects they expected to be taught, whether 

such a course gave them enough knowledge to enter the professional world, what the 

strong points and the shortcomings of the MSc were, etc.  

 

The questions I chose to ask them were based on the literature I had read so far on 

translator training and translation curriculum development, and were open-ended. 

Krueger (1994:57) is also in favour of open-ended questions in brainstorming sessions, as 

“the major advantage of the open-ended question is that it reveals what is on the 

interviewee's mind as opposed to what the interviewer suspects is on the interviewee’s 

mind”. 

 

Even though I had prepared a set of questions to ask in the session, some of the questions 

I ended up asking were serendipitous, somehow in line with Krueger’s (ibid.:68) 

comment: 

 

Occasionally in the flow of a focus group interview the moderator or assistant moderator 
will discover a question that might be useful to the study. The question may never have 
occurred to the research team prior to the discussion, but the idea is cued by comments or 
perceptions of participants. These serendipitous questions can be beneficial. (ibid.:68) 

 

In this way I was able to extract further information as to the expectations and needs of 

translation students which I had not considered relevant before the brainstorming, or 

which had simply never dawned on me before. 

 

By hearing divergent views, as well as arguments and counter-arguments, I was able to 

pinpoint often recurring issues in Master’s courses in translation, as well as the main 

needs and expectations of students of such courses.  
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4.2.2  Interviews with tutors 

 

This first part of the empirical approach also involved conducting interviews with 6 

Greek translation tutors working at English universities to investigate the views of 

teachers as regards the needs and expectations of Master’s translation students in general, 

and of Greek students in particular. According to Gillham (2000b:81), these can be called 

“elite” interviews, as they involved people who were in a privileged position as far as 

knowledge is concerned. They are particularly expert or authoritative in their field and so 

can be said members of an "elite". 

 

According to Robson (2002:270) there are three types of interviews:  

 

a) fully structured interviews which have predetermined questions with fixed 

wording, usually in a pre-set order. The use of mainly open-response questions is 

the only essential difference from an interview-based survey questionnaire; 

b) semi-structured interviews which have predetermined questions, but the order can 

be modified based upon the interviewer’s perception of what seems most 

appropriate. Here question wording can be changed and explanations given. Also, 

particular questions which seem inappropriate with a particular interviewee can be 

omitted, or additional ones included; and 

c) unstructured interviews where the interviewer has a general area of interest and 

concern, but lets the conversation develop within this area. It can be completely 

informal. 

 

Here I opted for semi-structured interviews, as the purpose of the interviews was 

exploratory, i.e. to pinpoint the views of trainers, so that the final questionnaire could 

later be designed. 
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The interview as a research method can sometimes prove to be extremely useful. The 

researcher is required to interview only a relatively small number of people, as the 

information gleaned in this way goes into more depth and detail than the answers 

extracted by means of questionnaires. Mason (2002:66) also regards them positively 

when he comments that “you may wish to use qualitative interviewing as just one of 

several methods to explore your research questions, (as) qualitative interviews may add 

an additional dimension, or may help you to approach your questions from a different 

angle or in greater depth”.  

 

On the downside, it can be extremely time-consuming to analyse interviews and to 

categorise the data that can be extracted. Gillham (2000b:9), for example, maintains that 

“a one-hour interview takes about ten hours to transcribe”. What is more, its analysis is 

not as straightforward as with fixed design methods, such as questionnaires with closed 

questions. From a practical perspective, one should also bear in mind that it takes a lot of 

practice to become an efficient interviewer. Moreover, it is often the case that 

interviewees want to please the interviewer or they are not interested in certain questions, 

so they give perfunctory rather than considered answers, something that obviously 

downplays the validity of the data garnered. Nevertheless, the merits of interviews as a 

survey tool cannot be overestimated, and at this point of the research the use of 

interviews in order to explore the views of translation tutors proved to be of great 

significance. 

 

Interviews were conducted between 10th and 27th March 2009, i.e. during the same period 

that the brainstorming session with students took place. All 6 translation tutors were 

Greek and all of them taught in Master’s translation courses at the following universities:  

a) University of Surrey, Guildford, b) Middlesex University, London, c) Roehampton 

University, London, d) University of Portsmouth. 

 

Four of the interviews took place on site, i.e. at the tutors’ universities, and the rest 2 

were telephone interviews, as the interviewees were quite far away. As Gillham 

(2000b:85) states, “Telephone interviewing is an attempt to gain some of the qualities of 
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face-to-face interviewing – in particular its flexibility and responsiveness – without the 

time and money costs of arranging physical meetings”. 

 

All of the aforementioned tutors teach Greek students in their Master’s courses in 

translation, and especially the University of Surrey which each year receives a cohort of 

around 25 Greek students in its Master’s programmes in translation. This amounts to 

more Greek students than most similar translation courses in Greece and is the reason 

why 2 Greek translation tutors from this university were interviewed. 

 

Prior to the interviews, I had prepared a list of 52 questions-prompts (in Greek) so as to 

be able to guide the conversation more effectively. Not all questions were posed to all 

interviewees, and this depended on their specialisation (e.g. if a tutor hardly knew 

anything about translation memories, the questions pertaining to this subject were kept to 

a minimum), and it also depended on the way the conversation was developing. 

 

The questions posed to them had to do with students expectations and needs in such a 

translation course, the particular needs, issues and complaints that Greek students have, 

whether students are happy with the course, which subjects they like more and which 

ones less, and so on. 

 

The questions were open and the question order was far from random, as questions were 

grouped together into thematic categories. Here, Gillham (2000b:41) notes that:  

 

question order should display some sort of logic (chronological, thematic) so that one 
question could be seen as ‘following on’ from the previous one […] The other point you 
have to watch is that your questions are genuinely open, i.e. they don’t signal the 
desirability or  the expectation of a particular answer. Tone of voice can do this, even 
when the words don’t. 

 

It should be noted that, although all interviews were recorded, they were not transcribed, 

as this was not deemed to be necessary. Rather, I listened to the interviews carefully and 

noted down the main points. Gillham (ibid.:61) agrees with this modus operandi, arguing 

that transcription of interviews is not always appropriate and also positing that: “this 
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technique works best when you are using it as a preliminary for developing the set of 

questions for a questionnaire”. This was exactly the case in my research, as the interviews 

material was only used to construct my questionnaires later on. 

 

After I had written down the data gleaned from the interviews, I proceeded to the analysis 

and interpretation of the responses. Interpreting, and not merely presenting the data, is 

crucial, as “the relationship between beliefs, opinions, knowledge and actual behaviour is 

not a straightforward one. What people say in an interview is not the whole picture” 

(ibid:94). 

 

4.2.3  Pilot surveys 

 

The feedback received from both the brainstorming session with students and the 

interviews with tutors assisted in producing not only the initial set of questions for the 2 

questionnaires (one for students, another for tutors), but also in foreseeing possible 

answers to the questions, which would in the end serve as the multiple-choice answers to 

closed questions in the questionnaires.  

 

Then, I proceeded to the second part of the pilot survey. Davies (2007:47) maintains that 

“the more structured your questionnaire, the more rigorous the piloting process must be”. 

For this reason, two pilot questionnaires were sent out to students and teachers 

respectively (no more than 20 Greek translation trainers and trainees in total). The two 

questionnaires were quite similar in content, but not entirely identical, as they had to be 

tailored to the profiles of the two stakeholders. The reason why the students and teachers 

had to be Greek is that the questionnaire was going to be sent out in Greek and, as the 

precise wording of questions is of the utmost importance in order to avoid ambiguity, I 

could not afford to run the pilot survey, for example, in English and then render the 

questionnaire into Greek. Robson (2002:234) corroborates this type of approach when he 

notes that “Surveys work best with standardized questions where it is possible to be 

confident that the questions mean the same thing to different respondents”.  
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Here again, I distributed the pilot questionnaires to Greek translation teachers and 

students in Britain only, so that later on I could include (the limited number of) teachers 

and students in Greece in the final questionnaire, without having to use them as a sample 

in the pilot survey too.   

 

As regards the students, on 21st July 2009 I piloted the students questionnaire with 6 

Greek students, who were at the time doing a Master’s course in translation at the 

University of Surrey. As it was July, students had finished all their classes and were 

writing up their Master’s dissertations. This means that students were towards the end of 

their course, hence they were in a much better position to answer my questionnaire than 

students at the beginning of their translation course who would perhaps have had hardly 

any knowledge on translation. 

 

After students had filled in the questionnaire, we went through all the questions together, 

one by one, and students highlighted possible ambiguities in the phrasing of the 

questions, and they also suggested alternative wordings so as to enhance clarity of 

expression. In essence, it was like a brainstorming session. It was also important that this 

way it was possible to see whether all students understood the same thing in every 

question, and if not, proceed to changes. In a few cases, students also recommended extra 

answers for the closed questions, when they felt that none of the answers offered would 

match their view. 

 

As for the tutors’ questionnaire, they were also piloted in July 2009 with 6 Greek 

translation tutors. Tutors also pinpointed similar issues in the questionnaire. 

 

Based on scale construction theory, those questions which did not prove to be relevant to 

my survey were eliminated. 

 

It should be mentioned here that both the students’ questionnaire and the tutors’ 

questionnaire are very similar, with almost identical questions and only a few questions 
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being different. This was done deliberately. As both parties were asked their opinion on 

student needs and expectations in a Greek Master’s course in translation, it was felt that 

almost the same questions should be posed to both of them. What is more, asking 

students and tutors very similar questions had the added advantage that their opinion 

could afterwards be compared, so that points of convergence and divergence in their 

views could be found. Mills (2008:100) shares this view, saying that “The underlying 

goal of comparative research is to search for similarity and variation between the entities 

that are the object of comparison”. 

 

In many closed questions, the subjects’ opinions were measured using Likert scaling in a 

forced choice method:23 agree completely, agree mostly, disagree mostly, disagree 

completely. 

 

Other closed questions had a set of possible fixed-alternative responses which were 

accurate, exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Robson (2002:244) explains their meaning 

this way: 

 

a) “accurate” means that they link to the central point of the question; 

b) “exhaustive” means that all possible options are covered (include ‘other’ if necessary, but 

try by pre-testing to include most possibilities, so that its use is kept to a minimum); 

c) “mutually exclusive” means that only one of the possible responses applies (note, 

however, that a format is sometimes used where respondents are asked to select each of 

the responses that apply; e.g. the newspapers that they read regularly). 

 

In comparing the merits and drawbacks of closed and open-ended questions, Julien 

(2008) offers a rather comprehensive view. First, she talks about open-ended questions: 

 

Open-ended questions provide greater freedom to the researcher in terms of how to frame 
the question, as well as granting greater freedom to respondents in the ways they choose 
to answer. Open-ended questions are often used in qualitative research to explore an issue 
or concept, to obtain natural wording, to add variety to a questionnaire, to obtain exact 

                                                 
23 Forced choice method means that respondents were forced to express their agreement or disagreement, as 
there was no “I do not know” answer choice. 
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numerical data, and to provide respondents with opportunities for self-expression or 
elaboration. Open-ended questions may challenge respondents because they are more 
demanding and time-consuming to answer; however, the data obtained are typically 
richer than that generated from closed questions. Researchers often find that responses to 
open-ended questions require greater effort to record, code, analyze, and interpret than is 
the case for responses to closed questions. (ibid.:846) 
 

Next, she expresses her view on closed questions: 

 

However, closed questions are easier and faster for respondents to answer, and responses 
to closed questions are easier for researchers to code and analyze, and they provide 
consistent response categories. Closed questions have many disadvantages including 
eliciting responses where no knowledge or opinion actually exists, oversimplifying 
issues, and forcing answers into possibly unnatural categories. It is important to ensure 
that response categories to closed questions are inclusive of all reasonably possible 
responses and are non-overlapping. (ibid.) 
 

That is the reason why in my questionnaires I included both types of questions, so as to 

extract the maximum amount of data possible. 

 

4.2.4  Questionnaire surveys 

 

Once the final design had been agreed upon, I disseminated the “real” questionnaires to 

postgraduate (Master’s) translation students at Greek higher education institutions, as 

well as to translation tutors in Greece.  

 

For my questionnaire survey, in lieu of disseminating questionnaires by post or by email, 

I employed an alternative method, i.e. I posted the two questionnaires on student needs 

on the website www.surveymonkey.com. The value of this website is that respondents 

had the possibility to access and fill in the questionnaire round the clock. What is more, 

the website can analyse quantitative data statistically and produce histograms, bar charts, 

pie charts, etc., and, furthermore, the results could be viewed as they were collected in 

real time. This also had the extra advantage that, in case I saw that something was going 

wrong, based on the new answers that were coming in, I could always make alterations 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/
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(although, in the end, there were hardly any required) to the questionnaire, even after the 

launch of the survey.  

 

What is more, SurveyMonkey is visually appealing with a nice layout and, by having 

respondents fill in the questionnaire online, it is easy to maintain anonymity. Another 

advantage of SurveyMonkey is that it shows on the top of the webpage what percentage 

of the questionnaire the respondent has already filled in, thus it gives the participants an 

idea of how much more time they need to spend on the questionnaire. 

 

Another strong point of SurveyMonkey is that it is possible to create skip (conditional) 

logic, where e.g. the system prompts respondents to skip a question if they gave a certain 

answer to a previous question, speeding the process. As the SurveyMonkey (2011:19) 

User Manual explains, “With Question or Page skip logic in place, you can force 

respondents to jump to a specific page [but] Only the Multiple Choice questions (One 

Answer and Multiple Choice Answer) allow logic to be added”. 

 

For instance, in my two sets of questionnaire the first question contained a skip logic. The 

question appears in the “Introduction” section of both questionnaires, Section 1, and 

students and tutors were asked whether at the time they were studying or teaching 

respectively in a Greek Master's course in translation. In case they answered negatively, 

they automatically skipped all subsequent questions and were transferred to the end of the 

questionnaire (in both questionnaires, Section 8 “End of questionnaire”), suggesting they 

were not eligible to complete this survey. 

 

What is more, the website offers the possibility to filter the survey results. In this 

particular case, I created a filter whereby all those respondents who had started the survey 

but had not completed it were filtered out, so that in the end only those respondents who 

had completed the entire questionnaire were taken into consideration. 
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In SurveyMonkey it is also possible to download all results with or without the specific 

filter applied, and with or without the answers to the open-ended questions included, in a 

variety of formats: pdf, excel, html, xml and csv. 

 

On the downside, the use of advanced features in SurveyMonkey is subject to a small fee. 

I had to pay the fee, as only a maximum of 10 respondents could answer each 

questionnaire, if only the basic features (free of charge) were used. 

 

As regards the actual questions of the two questionnaires, the student questionnaire 

consisted of 8 questions on the student’s profile, plus 37 “proper” questions. Of these 37 

questions, 32 were closed and 5 were open-ended. Similarly, the tutors’ questionnaire 

comprised 13 questions on their profile, and 37 “proper” questions, again 32 closed and 5 

open-ended questions. The students’ questionnaire (translated from Greek into English) 

can be found in Appendix 1, while the tutors' questionnaire (again translated into 

English) is available in Appendix 2. 

 

Both student and tutor surveys run online at the same time, between 13th October 2009 

and 28th November 2009, allowing respondents to have 1.5 months at their disposal to fill 

in the questionnaires. It should also be noted here that the participation in the survey was 

confidential and anonymity of responses was guaranteed, and that is why some questions 

on the student or tutor profile were optional (e.g. it was optional for both students and 

tutors to say which higher education institution they studied or worked in). 

 

Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems with questionnaires is that very often the 

response rate is disappointingly low (Gillham, 2000a:9), unless the sample is captive. 

Therefore, Cohen et al. (2007:338) underscore the importance of the appearance of the 

questionnaire which should “look easy, attractive and interesting rather than complicated, 

unclear, forbidding and boring”. That is why I endeavoured to make my questionnaires 

visually appealing to respondents. 
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Another issue with questionnaire use is that the information extracted can be more 

descriptive rather than exploratory and analytical, although this may not always be the 

case. Exploratory studies, according to Williams & Chesterman (2002:63), seek to 

analyse a situation without any specific hypothesis or initial focus. Hence, this shows that 

the present study was not entirely exploratory, as pertinent studies in the past, as outlined 

above (such as, for example, the surveys conducted by Gabr (2001 & 2002b) and Li 

(2002)), served as a yardstick for my survey which did not have to start from scratch. 

 

The questionnaires were advertised on translation websites and electronic fora frequented 

by Greek translators and Greek translation tutors, such as Proz (US-based), 

TranslatorsCafe (Canada-based), and Translatum (Greece-based), and direct links were 

provided to the questionnaire URL, in an attempt to make the process as simple as 

possible and to increase therefore the response rate.  

 

Additionally, group emails were sent to the relevant universities and higher education 

institutions, as the email addresses of all tutors were listed on their websites. Finally, 

emails were also sent to Greek translation associations and the “Centre for the Greek 

Language”. Regular email reminders were also sent to all relevant parties.  

 

The questionnaires were accompanied by a carefully-worded covering letter, which 

explained the purpose of the survey succinctly, stating why the survey was important and 

relevant to the respondents, and offering to give the participants the results of the survey 

once analysed. The use of this website was deemed to be successful and proof of that is 

that SurveyMonkey seems to be gaining in popularity, and is now being used by bodies 

such as the Careers Office of Imperial College to gauge student satisfaction with the 

services provided by it.  

 

Here the potential number of respondents (trainees and trainers) was inevitably lower 

than the potential number of respondents in the questionnaire addressed to employees of 

translation agencies, as we have seen that at the moment there are only three public 

universities in Greece that offer Master’s courses in translation, namely, the Ionian 
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university in Corfu, the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and the National and 

Kapodistrian University of Athens. There are also some private higher education 

institutions (the Hellenic American University, Athens Metropolitan College and 

Glossologia Translation School, all 3 based in Athens) that offer Master’s translation 

courses and to which I sent out my questionnaires, but still the number of Master’s 

translation students in Greece, and even more so the number of translation academics, is 

quite limited. There are around 80 Master’s students in translation in the entire Greece in 

any given year; each of the three public universities has around 20 students each year, 

while annually the three private institutions have 5 to 10 students each. Similarly, the 

total number of translation tutors in Master’s courses in Greece cannot be greater than 80. 

 

As for the quantitative results, 75 people started the questionnaire addressed to students, 

but in the end only 47 people completed it (63%). This means that the students’ sample 

was more than half of the total population of translation students at postgraduate level 

(47/80 or 59%).  

 

In the same vein, 70 people started the questionnaire addressed to tutors, but in the end 

only 37 people completed it (53%), meaning that the tutors’ sample was around half of 

the assumed total population of translation tutors (37/80 or 46%). 

 

A significant factor which contributed to such a high response rate was the fact that all 

the time prior to the actual carrying out of the surveys, I had attempted to get to know as 

many relevant people as possible (Greek translation tutors and students) which I trusted 

would be of great help later on, and I had also tried to make my research widely known. 

For instance, in May 2009 I participated in a translation conference at the Aristotle 

University of Thessaloniki, where I did a presentation on my research, also talking about 

some preliminary results stemming from the brainstorming session and the interviews 

discussed in the previous paragraphs. This Greek-speaking conference was teeming with 

translation tutors and students from all over Greece and Cyprus, so it was an ideal place 

for networking, for advertising my research and for inviting attendants to take part in my 
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survey a couple of months later. My conference presentation also led to the publication of 

a paper (Sachinis 2009). 

 

 

4.2.5  Analysis of results 

 

As regards the analysis of data gleaned by the questionnaire survey, this could be done 

with the help of specialist software such as SPSS, the Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences, which according to Rose & Sullivan (1996:250) provides “virtually all the tests 

of statistical significance appropriate for sample survey data”. The much simpler 

spreadsheet software Excel can perform a range of statistical tasks too, and could also be 

utilized for the analysis of quantitative data.  

 

As I wanted to explore all possible options, during 2007-2010 I attended a number of 

relevant transferable skills (research) courses offered at Imperial College London:24 a) 

Stats from scratch: an introduction to statistics, b) Stats for research: intermediate 

statistics and c) introduction to statistics using SPSS (parts 1 and 2).  

 

As the aforementioned courses did not seem to be particularly relevant to my research, on 

8th March 2010 I had a meeting with Dr Bernard North, a Statistical Consultant in the 

Statistical Advisory Service of Imperial College London.25 Dr North confirmed that no 

use of convoluted statistical methods was required, as my data were descriptive, my 

sample was relatively small and, above all, my sample was around 50% of the total 

population, something which rendered my sample quite representative. Statistical 

analysis of data is often used, when the sample is only a small fraction of the total 

population under investigation, so as to examine the extent to which the sample is 

representative of the total population. However, this was not the case with my surveys. 

 

                                                 
24 www3.imperial.ac.uk/graduateschools/transferableskillstraining 
25 www3.imperial.ac.uk/stathelp 
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Just to be on the safe side, on 20th December 2010 I had a meeting with another 

statistician, this time a Greek one, Professor Theodoros Chatzipantelis who teaches 

applied statistics at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.26 Once again, he also 

confirmed that I only required a simple presentation of my data, as I had sent out my 

questionnaires to almost the entire population under investigation. 

 

Hence, in closed questions the percentage of each answer given was calculated, based on 

the number of respondents who chose a particular answer, while in open-ended questions 

the results were in many cases grouped (coded) together into categories, when two or 

more open-ended answers were similar in terms of content. Here Robson (2002:257) 

remarks that in open-ended questions:  

 

coding of responses involves combining the detailed information contained in the 
response into a limited number of categories that enable simple description of the data 
and allow for statistical analysis. The main purpose is to simplify many individual 
responses by classifying them into a smaller number of groups, each including responses 
that are similar in content. This process inevitably involves some loss of information. 

 

This was the case in my questionnaire surveys too, as some information was indeed lost 

when grouping together the responses to the open-ended questions. 

 

4.3  Market questionnaire 

 

The initial idea was just to investigate translation market needs in Greece. However, it 

came to my attention that in July 2008 an extensive survey was conducted on the Greek 

translation market (Christodoulou & Galiatsatou, 2008). Hence, it was deemed 

superfluous to conduct a survey where, in essence, the same questions would have been 

asked from the same people and the focus of the research was slightly changed.  

 

Under my new angle, I attempted to link the translation market to Master’s translation 

programmes in Greece. Hence, I produced a questionnaire which was addressed only to 

                                                 
26 www.polsci.auth.gr/index.php?lang=el&rm=1&mn=13&stid=1 (in Greek) 
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in-house employees in translation companies/agencies in Greece, asking them what they 

thought of current Master’s translation programmes in Greece.  

 

The reason why I decided not to include freelance translators in the survey is that many 

of the questions had hardly anything to do with translating per se, and revolved around 

the various criteria for recruitment of new translators in a translation company. 

 

Moreover, the reason why I limited my survey to translation companies located in Greece 

only, and not abroad, is that the bulk of Greek translation (both directions) is carried out 

by Greek companies. Although translation companies abroad do commission translations 

into and out of Greek, the fact remains that Greek is a language of limited diffusion and 

the demand for Greek translations abroad is quite limited when compared to many other 

languages.27 However, the inclusion of foreign translation companies would mean that a 

whole set of new parameters would have to be taken into account (different cost of living 

abroad, different job offers and specifications, different taxation system, etc.). 

 

As for the similar work that had been done before my study, Robson (2002:304) 

considers that it is better to make use of existing surveys, tailoring them to one’s 

particular needs, than to start from scratch, which would involve considerable time and 

resources and which would deprive us of the opportunity to make comparisons with other 

studies. Thus, some germane surveys conducted in the past laid the groundwork for the 

present study. As already seen (see section 2.9), two of the first large-scale studies were 

directed by Schmitt (1999) in Germany in the period 1989-1992. There were also more 

limited forays into the investigation of market needs, e.g. the studies carried out by 

Kemble (2006) and Li (2007) (see section 1.9). However, the most insightful survey of 

all which assisted substantially in the creation of my market questionnaire was the one on 

the Greek translation market conducted by Christodoulou & Galiatsatou (2008) and 

mentioned in section 3.2. 

 

                                                 
27 It should also be noted that a lot of Greek translation is carried out in the EU institutions in Luxembourg 
and Brussels. 
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In this particular case, I would like to argue that the use of questionnaires to investigate 

market requirements was proven to be the most suitable choice, as questionnaires present 

a number of advantages, according to Gillham (2000a:6):  

 

● low cost in time and money; 

● easy to get information from a lot of people very quickly; 

● respondents can complete the questionnaire when it suits them; 

● anaysis of answers to closed questions is straightforward; 

● less pressure for an immediate response; 

● respondents’ anonymity; 

● lack of interviewer bias; 

● standardization of questions; 

● can provide suggestive data for testing a hypothesis. 

 

4.3.1  Pilot survey 

 

To test the waters, and before embarking on the real project, I produced the first draft of 

my questionnaire which was in the Greek language, as it would be addressed to in-house 

employees in Greek translation companies. 

 

At the beginning, I conducted a pilot survey, or dummy run, in April 2010, administering 

draft questionnaires to 10 in-house translators in Greece. The reason for not including 

companies in other countries is that, as my study would address translation market needs 

in Greece, a sample from Greece only was considered more representative. At this stage, 

as Gillham highlights (2000a:27), “you can write more questions than you will end up 

using”. Hence, the objective of the pilot survey was not only to get the wording of the 

questions correct, but also to pinpoint the most effective questions that could then be used 

in the real survey.  
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Piloting the questionnaire was of tremendous help and, in the end, I produced the final 

questionnaire. 

 

4.3.2  Real survey 

 

The second stage involved disseminating the finalised questionnaire to employees in 

Greek translation companies. The questionnaire itself was relatively short and it included 

mainly closed questions (also known as pre-coded or fixed-alternative), but also a 

number of open-ended (in technical parlance, free-answer) questions. Aware of the need 

to avoid overloading the participants, I followed Sarantakos (2005:242) piece of advice: 

“the golden rule with respect to questionnaire size is that one should include as many 

questions as necessary and as few as possible”. As to the inclusion of open-ended 

questions, Gillham (2000a:5) states that “open questions are only occasionally used in 

questionnaires because they are more difficult to analyse (and more troublesome to 

answer)”. That is why their use was kept to a minimum in my questionnaire. 

 

According to Vretta (2009), in 2006-2007 there were 157 translation companies 

registered in Greece, although her data are by no means conclusive. As she admits, she 

came to this number only by searching on the Greek Yellow Pages where there is a great 

number of double entries and where there are companies which only deal with translation 

as a secondary business.  

 

Therefore, it seems legitimate to assume that the number of translation companies in 

Greece must be lower than 157. This was also partly corroborated by an informal list 

which is supposed to contain all translation companies in Greece (119 in total) and which 

was emailed to me on 26th May 2010 by Vasilis Babouris, director of studies in one of the 

private translation schools in Greece, Metafrasi (www.metafrasi.edu.gr). This list appears 

to be more trustworthy, as Metafrasi is in close contact with the translation industry in 

Greece and always tries to maintain an updated list of all Greek translation companies. 
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What is more, the data on this list are much more recent compared to the study carried 

out by Vretta in 2007. 

 

The market survey was again conducted with the use of SurveyMonkey. It was launched 

on 10th May 2010 and it remained open till 24th June 2010, namely for 1.5 months. In 

order to advertise the launch of the questionnaire, the list provided by Babouris was 

proven to be a veritable goldmine of information, as it included the email addresses of all 

119 translation companies. Greek associations of translators (e.g. on the website of the 

Panhellenic Association of Professional Translators-Graduates of the Ionian University 

there is an email list of all its members) and the websites of translation companies also 

proved to be quite helpful in the dissemination of the questionnaire. Most translation 

companies were found to be based in Athens and Thessaloniki, though some of them 

were also in Heraklion, Patra, Larisa, Kilkis, Trikala, Kalamata and Rhodes. 

 

Nonetheless, certain issues came up when sorting out to which companies to send the 

questionnaire. First of all, there were some foreign (non-Greek) companies which had 

their websites translated and localised into Greek. At first sight these companies seemed 

to be Greek, but a more careful look proved that they were foreign (non-Greek).  

 

Moreover, there were some agencies which did not offer only translation services, but 

they also provided interpreting services, language instruction, etc. In this case, the 

agencies selected for the survey were the ones where the bulk of their business had to do 

with translation. This means that, for instance, interpreting agencies which did not 

undertake translation projects were left out of the survey. 

 

Another problem was that some freelance translators with personal websites on the 

internet could be mistaken for agencies, when in fact they were just freelancers. In many 

cases, the similarity between their websites and the websites of certain companies was 

remarkable. Freelancers were excluded from the survey, as a number of questions in the 

market questionnaire were not pertinent to them. 
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In a few other cases, some companies appeared to be two different ones with two separate 

websites, but their contact details were exactly the same, suggesting that it was in fact 

one and the same company. The decision was taken to treat them as a single company. 

 

In the end, group emails were sent out to all relevant parties upon launching of the 

survey, and email reminders were also sent at regular intervals. 

 

Furthermore, the survey was again advertised on translation fora and websites, as well as 

on language-related websites, such as http://translators.gr, www.translatum.gr, 

www.proz.com, www.lexilogia.gr and www.greeklanguage.gr. 

 

When dealing with group emails, I used the BCC function for sending emails, so that no 

other email addresses appeared in the recipients’ messages. The problem was that in a 

few, isolated cases my email ended up in the spam folder of some email accounts, 

something which was brought to my attention by one of the translation employees. To 

avoid this problem, what I did was that the next time I sent a reminder, I emailed 

recipients individually using the normal “Send to” function, which was much more time-

consuming, but secured that all recipients would get my email. 

 

Another secondary issue here was the fact that some email addresses did not prove to be 

valid anymore, as the email sent was returned to me. 

 

In the questionnaire (see Appendix 3 for the market questionnaire, translated from Greek 

into English) the companies were asked about their views on what kind of texts students 

of Master’s translation courses should translate, whether they have had graduates of such 

courses in their company and whether they are satisfied with them, whether they think 

that new working languages should be offered in these courses, etc.  

 

The questionnaire consisted of 4 questions on the profile of the translation company 

employee, 4 questions on the profile of the employee's translation company/agency and 

27 proper questions. Of these 27 questions, the first 24 were closed questions and 

http://translators.gr/
http://www.proz.com/
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compulsory to answer, while the last 3 were open-ended and optional. However, in the 

majority of these 24 closed questions, respondents had the option of adding a short 

comment, elaborating on their views or clarifying some issues. Finally, the reason why 

the 3 open-ended questions were made optional was that it was feared that respondents 

would be less willing to fill in the questionnaire, if they had to write much and/or if they 

had to spend too much time on the survey. 

 

The questionnaire included all 3 types of questions - factual, behavioural and attitudinal - 

as categorised by Dörnyei (2007:102): 

 

a) Factual questions […] are used to find out certain facts about the respondents, such as 

demographic characteristics (for example, age, gender, and race) […] level of education, 

occupation, language learning history […] 

b) Behavioural questions […] are used to find out what the respondents are doing or have 

done in the past, focusing on actions, life-styles, habits, and personal history. 

c) Attitudinal questions [...] are used to find out what people think, covering attitudes, 

opinions, beliefs, interests, and values. 

 

In the end, 94 people started the survey, but only 53 people completed it (56%). 

 

4.3.3  Analysis of results 

 

The analysis of the results of this survey followed closely the analysis pattern of the 

previous two surveys. A total of 53 translation employees completed the market survey, 

and these people represented around 35 translation companies, as in some cases two or 

more employees of the same company completed the survey. If we regard the translation 

companies in the list provided by Babouris as our total population (119 companies in 

total), this means that our final sample was around 29% of the population under 

investigation (35/119 translation companies).  
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This can again be considered to be a quite representative sample of the entire population 

and that is why the use of convoluted statistical methods was not deemed to be 

appropriate. 

 

Therefore, the percentage of each answer given to closed questions was estimated, and 

the answers to open-ended questions were categorised, based on their similarity in 

content. 

 

It should be noted that in the analysis and presentation of results bar charts, histograms 

and pie charts were used for all three surveys, given that, according to Robson 

(2002:403), these visual helps “are preferable ways of summarizing data to the 

corresponding tables of frequency distributions. They are more quickly and easily 

understood by a variety of audiences”. 

 

Dörnyei (2007:287) expresses a similar view when he states that:  

 

for many people numbers and statistics are rather dry, dull, and difficult to comprehend 
[…] The most reader-friendly presentation methods are visual ones – figures 
(representing intricate relationships) and tables (providing complex data and sets of 
analyses) – whereby we can have a overview of a great deal of the results at a glance. 

 

When presenting the responses, I did not only provide the percentages and averages 

(descriptive statistics), but also the absolute numbers of the responses counted, so as to 

better comprehend the data gleaned. Gillham (2000a:57) also warns against the use of 

percentages alone. 
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4.4 To what extent are the existing postgraduate (Master’s) 

translation courses offered in Greek institutions able to meet the 

needs of students and of the market, and what implications do 

the findings of this research have for the curricula of Greek 

postgraduate translation courses? 

 

For the last research question no additional data-gathering methodology was required. 

After having read relevant background literature on translation curriculum design and 

pedagogy, as well as on translation syllabus development, I was able to collate my survey 

findings with good practices in translator training. Here what proved to be very helpful 

was to examine translation curricula across some European higher education institutions 

to get some idea of how these courses are structured, whether there are great similarities 

or differences between them, to ascertain the principles on which these curricula have 

been developed, etc. As previously mentioned, a good case in point would be the 

European Master’s in Translation (EMT) proposed by the Directorate-General for 

Translation (DGT) of the European Commission which seeks to standardise translator 

training curricula across the EU (DGT, 2008).  

 

As a yardstick I only looked at general postgraduate translation courses (e.g. MA or MSc 

in Translation Studies), and not specialised ones (e.g. MAs and MScs in technical or legal 

translation), as my research only focused on general postgraduate translation courses in 

Greece. One of the reasons is that, of the three aforementioned Greek universities, only 

one offers specialised PG translation courses (Corfu), whereas the other two offer general 

courses in translation (Athens, Thessaloniki). Needless to say, one cannot underestimate 

the importance of specialised postgraduate courses, however, were they to be taken into 

consideration, an entire set of new factors would come into play (e.g. different prior 

knowledge of students expected). What is more, it should be taken into account that the 

Greek translation market is quite limited. As regards translator training this means that in 

general students should eschew overspecialisation, as they need to develop skills in an 

array of different subjects, if they are to survive professionally later on. This is another 
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factor which militates against overspecialised courses in Greece and which favours more 

general translation courses. 

 

On the basis of this and my analysis of the data collected I endeavoured to assess the 

extent to which the existing postgraduate translation courses offered in Greek institutions 

actually meet these needs. Finally, I make some recommendations for a renewed 

curriculum for Greek translation PG courses which endeavours to incorporate translation 

market and student needs in Greece.  
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5 Presentation and analysis of results -  

Translation student needs: the opinion of 

students 
 

The questionnaire aimed at students had three parts of questions. First, a single question 

to sort out those respondents who were eligible to complete the survey, second, 8 

questions to pinpoint the profile of the respondents, and, third, 37 questions on the actual 

needs of students from a Master’s course in translation. 

 

5.1 Part 1 

 

Are you currently attending or have you just graduated from a Master's course in 

translation in a higher education institution in Greece? 

 

The purpose of the first question was to sort out those students who were eligible to fill in 

the questionnaire. In order to be able to complete the survey, students should be attending 

at the time or should have just graduated from a Master’s course in translation in a higher 

education institution in Greece.  

 

Hence, students who had graduated from Greek Master's courses in translation more than 

a year before were excluded, as were graduates of similar courses who had studied 

abroad (i.e. not in Greece).  

 

In the case where someone answered negatively to the question above, they were not 

allowed to fill in the questionnaire and the survey automatically came to an end. 

 

In the end, 47 students and recent graduates completed the survey. 
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5.2 Part 2 - Students profiles 

 

Before answering the actual questions of the survey, it was considered necessary to 

investigate the profile of students completing the questionnaire. Therefore, students had 

to answer first a number of questions pertaining to their age, previous qualifications, 

work experience and the like. 

 

 
 

The first question was about the students’ age group. As we see from the bar chart above, 

four out of five students (78.7%) who completed the questionnaire were in their 20s, 

while 21.3% of them were in their 30s.  
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This is quite important, as it seems that one in five students in Greek Master’s courses in 

translation is a mature student, with all the implications this might have (e.g. mature 

students are more likely to work during their studies, they might already have a family, 

etc.). 

 

 
 

Next students were asked about their prior academic background, namely what they had 

studied at undergraduate level. 

 

As we can see, 3 out of 5 (61%) had graduated from a foreign language and literature 

department, whereas 27.7% had a first degree in translation and/or interpreting. This 

means that 89.4% of the students doing a Master’s in translation had a background in 

foreign languages. 
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4.3% of them said that their first degree was on Greek language and literature, which 

means that the vast majority (93.7%) of Master's students seemed to have a strong 

linguistic background. Only 6.4% of students stated a different background, more 

specifically, mentioning law, mechanical engineering and international & European 

studies. 

 

 
As seen from the pie chart above, the bulk of students (46 students or 97.9%) had done 

their undergraduate studies in Greece, and only 1 respondent (2.1%) had studied abroad 

(in Germany). 

 

Formal (minimum) duration of UG studies and years of full-time study 

 

Next, students were asked how long their undergraduate course lasted. Here, we were 

interested in the formal (minimum) duration of the course in years of full-time study, and 

not in the amount of time that it had actually taken students to complete their course (for 

instance, an undergraduate course in Greek language and literature formally lasts 4 years, 
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but more often than not it takes students more than 4 years to pass all modules and 

complete their studies). The results were as follows: 

 

Duration of UG studies (in years of full-time study) % of students 
3 years 2 % 
4 years  96 % 
6 years  2 % 
 

It is obvious that the vast majority of students (96%) had attended an undergraduate 

course lasting 4 years. This is in line with the results in the previous questions, as 

undergraduate courses in the humanities in Greek state universities always last 4 years. 

 

 
 

Students were also asked at what point in their Master’s course they were, namely which 

semester they were attending at the time or whether they had just graduated.  
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Students who were in their first semester of studies were not allowed to complete this 

survey, and this was indicated to them in the instructions provided at the beginning of the 

questionnaire (see Appendix 1). It was deemed that students who had just commenced 

their studies would not be able to answer a number of questions in the questionnaire 

which would require more contact with the content of the Master’s course. That is why 

no respondent picked that choice (first semester). 

 

A small number of respondents were at the time attending either the second (6.4%) or the 

fourth (4.3%) semester of their studies, whilst the vast majority of them (68.1%) were 

attending the third semester.  

 

The above was not the case for 21.3% of the respondents (10 in absolute numbers), who 

either a) had just graduated (5 students, i.e. 10.6%) or b) were writing up their 

dissertation or doing their compulsory work placement as integral part of their Master’s 

course (another 5 students, i.e. 10.6%).  

 

Formal (minimum) duration of PG studies-Years of full-time study 

 

Next, students were asked how long their postgraduate (Master’s) course lasted. Here 

again, we were interested in the formal (minimum) duration of the course in years of full-

time study, and not in the amount of time that it would actually take students to complete 

their course. The results were the following: 

 

Duration of PG studies (in years of full-time study) % of students 
1 year 5 % 
1.5 years (three semesters) 31 % 
2 years 64 % 
 

As we can see, almost two thirds of the respondents (64%) attended a two-year Master’s 

course, and almost one third of them (31%) attended a three-semester Master’s course. 

Only 5% attended a one-year course.  
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It is worth mentioning here that Master’s courses in translation last 2 years both at the 

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and at the National and Kapodistrian University of 

Athens, while they last 1.5 years (3 semesters) at the Ionian University in Corfu. The 

duration of the Master’s courses in translation of the state universities seems to be in 

accordance with the recommendations of the Bologna process which suggests that 2nd 

cycle courses (Master’s courses) should last 2 years. 

 

In the private institutions offering such Master’s degrees, i.e. Athens Metropolitan 

College (recently renamed “Akmi Metropolitan College”), Hellenic-American University 

and Glossologia Translation School, the duration of studies is 1 year.  

 

In which institution are you studying translation? (optional answer) 

 

This was an optional question, as perhaps some respondents would not like to reveal 

where they were studying. In the end, 39 out of the 47 respondents (83%) answered the 

question, and the results are presented below: 

 

Institution % of respondents 
Ionian University, Corfu 39 % 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 33 % 
University of Athens 23 % 
Akmi Metropolitan College 5 % 
 

As seen from the table above, the vast majority (95%) of the respondents who answered 

this question came from state universities, whereas only 5% came from a private 

institution, Akmi Metropolitan College. No students identified themselves as studying at 

the Hellenic-American University or the Glossologia Translation School, although 8 

respondents (17% of the sample) did not reveal their place of studies, so there is a chance 

that they were studying in one of these two private institutions. 
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Finally, students were asked whether they already possessed professional experience in 

translation (as a translator, translation editor or proof-reader, subtitler, translation project 

manager, etc.) and 55.3% of them answered yes, while 44.7% answered no.  

 

Those who answered positively were also asked to indicate how many years of 

professional experience they had in total (in years of full-time work), and it was 

calculated that, on average, they had 3.2 years of professional experience. The 

professional experience of individual respondents ranged from a few months up to 12 

years. 
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5.3 Part 3 - QUESTIONS 

5.3.1 General 

 

 

 

To start with, students were asked why they chose to do a Master's degree in translation 

in the first place. This was a closed question and students could choose one or more 

answers (9 answers offered in total), as well as write their own reasons for choosing to 

study translation (open-ended answer), if their particular reasons were not among the 9 

answers offered. 

 

It should come as no surprise that the most popular answer was "To become a 

professional translator" (46.8%). However, it is worth noting that more than half of the 

respondents did not pursue postgraduate studies in translation in order to become 

professional translators, but mentioned other reasons. 
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The second most popular answer was “Because I wanted to study (applied) foreign 

languages, but I was not interested in literature, linguistics, teaching languages, etc.” 

(29.8%). This means that almost one third of the students are interested in studying 

foreign languages, but not in the specialisations usually offered in foreign language 

departments (literature, linguistics, etc.). Here translation courses constitute an alternative 

to those students who desire to deal with other aspects of foreign languages such as 

scientific, technical, medical, legal texts and registers.  

 

The third most popular answer was “Because I believe that after graduation I will find 

a good job easier” (29.8%). This reflects a general belief among Greeks that their career 

prospects are enhanced if they possess academic titles. As the vast majority of Greeks 

possess a Bachelor’s degree, perhaps they think that a Master’s degree will make them 

stand out in their pursuit to find a job later on. 

 

The fourth most popular answer was “To improve my foreign language skills” 

(27.7%). This exhibits the value Greeks place on foreign language learning which results 

from their general interest in foreign civilisations and countries, as well as from 

professional reasons (enhancement of career prospects). 

 

The fifth choice was “Because, in general, academic degrees are highly valued in 

Greece” (25.5%). It is true that in Greece academic degrees give prestige to people and 

contribute to increasing their social status and standing, that is probably why one fourth 

of the respondents picked this answer. 

 

Other popular answers, in descending order, were: “Because with a Master's degree in 

translation I will enter the translation market faster” (23.4%), “Because, in order to 

become a professional translator, I need to possess a recognised diploma in 

translation” (21.3%), "Because, in general, I wanted to do a Master's in any subject” 

(12.8%) and, finally, “Because I wanted to extend my study period, so as to avoid 

starting work for some more time” (6.4%).  
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11 students (23.4%) also gave their own reasons, as open-ended answers, for selecting to 

do a Master's in translation. Their answers were as follows: “I want to further my existing 

knowledge/I want to specialise further in translation” (4 students or 8.5%), “I really like 

translation, even if I do not become a professional translator in the future” (2 students or 

4.3%), “I want to become a translation tutor in a translation department/I want to teach 

translation” (2 students or 4.3%), “I want to do a PhD in translation afterwards/I want to 

conduct research in translation” (2 students or 4.3%), and “I think this way I’ll find a job 

easier afterwards” (1 student or 2.1%). 

 

In the bibliography of translator training other reasons are also mentioned as to why 

students want to study translation. For instance, Arrés López & Calvo Encinas 

(2009:617) state that it is fashionable to study translation and that many students reject 

the traditional language studies. 
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Afterwards, students were asked to give the reasons why they chose to do the Master’s in 

translation in the specific institution where they were studying. This was again a pre-

coded question with 8 closed answers, plus space at the end for an open-ended answer 

where students could list reasons not mentioned in the 8 predefined answers. Here again 

students could select one or more answers. 

 

“Because this is my home town, and I wanted to be near my home” (40.4%) was the 

answer that most respondents chose. This shows a tendency for Greek students to study 

in their home town due to the fact that they want to be near their family and friends and 

because this constitutes a cheaper option. Gouadec (2003:16) also expresses a similar 

view, saying that “Students tend to stay close to their nest and would rather choose a 

subject matter that it taught locally rather than a job that you are trained for hundreds of 

miles away”. 

 

“Because this institution/department/study course has a good reputation” (36.2%) 

was the second most popular answer, which means that students value the academic 

reputation of specific institutions, departments or courses. It should be noted here that 

there are no league tables of Greek universities, as is the case with UK universities, and it 

is presumed that academic reputation of specific courses is based mainly on hearsay, 

although a few Greek universities do feature in rankings of the best universities in the 

world. 

 

"Because it was the cheapest option for me” (31.9%) proved to be another significant 

factor when students were choosing their course. It is noteworthy here that many 

postgraduate courses in Greek state universities are free of charge while others do have 

tuition fees which are usually quite low. Nonetheless, this is not the case with private 

colleges offering franchised academic courses of foreign, mainly British, universities, 

where tuition fees are quite high. 
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The fourth most selected answer was “Because I did my Bachelor's in the same 

institution, so I was already familiar with the institution and the tutors” (29.8%). 

This makes sense and, if students were happy with their undergraduate course and tutors, 

it is quite likely that they will want to do their Master’s in the same institution. Another 

reason could be that perhaps students cannot be bothered to look for courses in other 

institutions and, induced by inertia, just carry on studying in the same institution. 

 

Other popular answers were: “Because the tutors in this institution are good” (23.4%), 

“Because I did my Bachelor's in another institution, so I thought I should try a 

different institution with different tutors” (19.1%), “Because I liked more the 

programme of study compared to Master's in translation in other institutions” 

(12.8%) and “Because it was easier to get accepted to this Master's programme 

compared to other institutions” (6.4%). 

 

Here again, some students (9 students, namely 19.1%) provided also their own answers as 

regards this question. The most popular answer was that the particular Master’s course 

was not offered in any other town in Greece (5 students). 2 students said they would not 

like to go abroad for a Master's in translation, either because they could not afford it or 

because they thought that in a Greek translation course they would be able to work better 

on their mother tongue (Greek) than if they studied abroad. Finally, a student said that the 

specific course was exactly what s/he wanted to study, while another mentioned that the 

course was in his/her home town and s/he did not even bother to look for courses in other 

towns. 
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Next, students were asked whether they had received information regarding the content 

of their Master’s course in translation prior to its actual commencement, and, if yes, 

where they had received this information from. Students could opt for one or more 

answers (5 fixed-alternative answers, plus the choice of a free-answer, where students 

could type in a different answer). 

 

As we can see from the answers, two thirds of the students retrieved information on their 

course from the website of their institution (66%), whereas 27.7% were informed by 

former students of the Master’s, 21.3% asked tutors in the Master’s and 19.1% received 

information from brochures, other websites, newspapers or professional guidance books. 

Finally, one in ten students (10.6%) had not bothered to find out any information 

whatsoever as regards the content of their course prior to its commencement. No other 

answer was given by students, even though there was a free-answer option for this 
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question. It should also be noted that Greek universities do not have open days, as is the 

case with British universities. 

 

Not only Greek translation students find information on their course mostly from the 

internet, but Spanish translation students too, according to the results of Calvo’s 

questionnaire survey (Arrés López & Calvo Encinas, 2009: 622). 

 

 

 
 

This question is about the expectations students had before starting their Master’s course 

with regard to the subjects they would be taught. Here again they could give one or more 

answers (4 closed answers) and/or fill in their own answer(s). 

 

It hardly comes as a surprise that the vast majority (91.5%) of students anticipated that 

they would be taught practical translation, while three fourths (76.6%) expected to be 
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taught translation theories. Most students (70.2%) also knew they would have modules on 

translation technology (e.g. translation memories, machine translation), whereas almost 

half of students (46.8%) expected to learn about professional aspects of translation in 

their course. 

 

Moreover, 5 students (10.6%) gave their own answer, of which 2 expected to be taught 

editing and proof-reading skills, 1 student subtitling and dubbing, 1 technical translation 

and terminology, while another knew exactly what modules s/he would be taught, as s/he 

had previously looked at the course brochure.  

 

The answers to this question show that most students not only expect they will be taught 

practical translation, but also translation theories and translation technology, something 

which entails that these 3 subjects should probably be integrated into most, if not all, 

postgraduate programmes in translation. 
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This question too examines the expectations of students regarding the content of the 

course prior to its commencement, and more specifically how clear it was to them what to 

expect as regards the subjects they would be taught in the Master’s. 

 

It seems that, before the Master’s course actually began, the course content and type of 

subjects was clear only to one third (36.2%) of the students, while the course content was 

not that clear for almost half of the students (44.7%). One in five students (19.1%) had no 

idea what to expect with reference to the subjects offered in the course. 

 

The fact that almost two thirds (63.8%) of the students hardly knew or did not know at all 

what subjects they were going to be taught in the Master’s prior to its commencement is 

rather worrying, as this lack of knowledge about the course content is often what makes 

the course fall short of students’ expectations. If the students are taught different subjects 
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from what they had anticipated, they might be disappointed and lose motivation for the 

course. 

 

 
 

This question seeks to examine to what extent students are satisfied with the academic 

infrastructures (libraries, teaching rooms, computer rooms, access to the internet, etc.) in 

the Master's course in translation. Students had to choose only one answer, and, if they 

wanted, they could also write an optional comment (e.g. in their opinion, what is missing 

in terms of infrastructures that would be necessary). 

 

Unfortunately, less than three out of ten students (27.7%) said they were "very satisfied" 

(4.3%) or "fairly satisfied" (23.4%) with the infrastructures of their institution, whereas 

most students were “fairly dissatisfied” (31.9%) or “completely dissatisfied” (40.4%).  

 

Six students commented on what was wrong with the infrastructures of their institution. 

All 6 of them mentioned the lack of computers or access to the internet, as well as lack of 
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translation technology software. 2 students also complained about the library, and 

specifically about the lack of photocopying machines there and the lack of a bespoke 

library for translation studies. 

 

 
 

Students were also asked their opinion as to how long a Master’s course in translation 

should last. Half the number of students (51.1%) said the Master’s should last 2 years (4 

semesters), which was the most popular answer. This is no surprise, as, unlike in some 

countries like the UK or USA, many taught Master's courses in Greece last 2 academic 

years.28 23.4% of the respondents were of the opinion that a Master’s in translation 

should last 1.5 years,29 while 17% said it should last 1 year. Finally, according to 8.5% of 

                                                 
28 It should be noted, however, that in the UK Master’s courses last a whole year (from September to 
September), whereas in Greece the duration of Master’s courses is counted based on academic years (from 
October to June) 
29 Usually meaning that taught modules last 1 year (2 semesters) and the 3rd semester is dedicated to writing 
up the final dissertation. 
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the respondents, it should last more than 2 years, even though no Master’s course in 

Greece lasts more than 2 years. 

 

 
Another question had to do with the cost of Master’s courses. First, students were asked 

whether they were paying tuition fees for the Master’s they were doing. The vast majority 

(93.6%) answered negatively, whereas a marginal 6.4% of the students answered 

positively.  

 

Needless to say, all students in private colleges/universities pay (high) tuition fees, while 

students in state universities either pay no fees at all or they pay low tuition fees. This 

means that Master’s courses in state universities are subsidised by the Greek government 

and sometimes by EU funds, which goes against the Bologna process which recommends 

the introduction of tuition fees for academic courses. 
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The 7 students (6.4%) who did pay tuition fees were asked to opine on whether the 

tuition fees that their institution charged were too high, normal or rather low. Most 

students (57.1%) regarded the amount of fees as normal, 28.6% of them viewed them as 

rather low and 14.3% of the respondents considered them to be too high.  

 

It is worth mentioning here that, according to the answers given, not all students in 

private institutions consider tuition fees to be too high, as some of them think they are 

normal. 

 

After students were asked general questions on their Master’s course, they had to answer 

questions pertaining to the teaching aspects of their course. 
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5.3.2 Teaching 

 

 
 

First of all, it was examined whether the amount of workload (in and out of class) 

students had in their Master’s course was high, low or normal (closed answers). 

 

Two thirds (66%) of students said the amount of workload was “high, but manageable”, 

while 17% found the amount of workload “normal, neither too high, nor too low”. This 

means that 83% of the respondents were satisfied with the workload they had in their 

course. 

 

However, a number of students (14.9%) regarded the amount of workload as “too high, to 

the extent that they could not meet the expectations of the course completely”. This is 

rather worrying and it would be a good idea if tutors endeavoured to probe into the 

reasons why some students were not able to cope with the programme’s workload. 
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Finally, only 2.1% of students thought that the workload in their course was “rather low”. 

 

 
 

Afterwards, students were asked about the learning outcomes of the modules they were 

taught, and more specifically whether it was absolutely clear in every module what 

teachers expected from students to learn.  

 

Seven out of ten students (72.3%) showed a positive attitude and agreed completely 

(14.9%) or agreed mostly (57.4%) with the statement that it was absolutely clear in every 

module what teachers expected from them to learn.  

 

Nevertheless, one in four respondents (27.7%) was not so positive and either disagreed 

mostly (23.4%) or disagreed completely (4.3%) with the aforementioned statement. This 

is a considerable number or students, and it should be investigated why students cannot 
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fathom what it is they are supposed to learn in different modules so as to improve the 

situation.  

 

 
 

Students were also asked to evaluate the competence of their translation tutors in the 

Master’s, and more specifically whether they considered them to be qualified for the job. 

According to the students, the vast majority (93.6%) thought of their translation tutors to 

be completely qualified (31.9%) or fairly qualified (61.7%). Only 6.4% of the 

respondents thought their tutors were not that qualified and no-one chose the “completely 

unqualified” option that was offered as a possible answer.  
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Another question that students had to answer was to what extent the study material 

(handouts, notes, texts to translate, exercises, etc.) that the tutors give them is satisfying 

(or not). 

 

Two thirds (68.1%) of students regarded the study material as “very satisfying” (21.3%) 

or “fairly satisfying” (46.8%), whereas nearly one third (31.9%) of them considered it to 

be “not that satisfying” (29.8%) or “completely unsatisfying” (2.1%). Here again it 

should be examined why a considerable number of students do not find the study material 

of their course satisfying with the view to improving it in the future.  
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The next question was about student complaints. They were asked whether tutors take 

their opinion into account and whether they take the appropriate action to resolve the 

issue in hand, when students complain directly to their tutors about something in the 

Master's that they do not like. Students could also write an optional comment here. 

 

Two thirds of students (66%) said that tutors always (6.4%) or usually (59.6%) took their 

opinion into account, while 34% of students answered that tutors did not usually take 

their opinion into account. No students ticked the 4th option, namely that tutors never 

took their complaints into account. 

 

Eight students also wrote a comment, elaborating on their view. Most of them stated that, 

while tutors listened to their complaints and were sympathetic towards them, tutors felt 

that there was not much they could do to change the situation, as the issue was beyond 

their remit (e.g. when dealing with the bureaucracy of the institution). Some tutors also 

blamed the lack of financial resources in the department, when it came to problems with 
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academic infrastructure and the like. As might be expected, students also confirmed that 

tutors were much more willing and able to help when it came to issues regarding their 

own classes rather than when it came to more general, departmental issues.  

 

 

 
 

Students were also inquired about their level of satisfaction with reference to the written 

corrections and comments (feedback) provided by their tutors on their translations (e.g. 

how constructive and lengthy their feedback was in terms of both quality and quantity). 

Here students could also write an optional comment about the reasons why they felt 

satisfied or otherwise with the feedback on their translations. 

 

Almost three out of five students (57.4%) were “very satisfied” (10.6%) or “fairly 

satisfied" (46.8%) with the tutors’ feedback. However, a rather high percentage of the 
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students, 42.5%, stated that they were either “not that satisfied” (31.9%) or “completely 

dissatisfied” (10.6%) with the tutors’ feedback.  

 

Five students mentioned the reasons why they felt dissatisfied with the feedback they 

received, reporting that feedback was given only by a few tutors or that they were given 

no feedback whatsoever. Someone also pointed out that they only received feedback 

during their translation classes, and that they were not given back at all their end-of-

semester translation projects. Another student mentioned that the comments of their 

tutors were too general and vague, and that closer co-operation between tutors and 

students on a one-to-one basis would be desirable, although s/he acknowledged that such 

an approach would be unfeasible under the current academic system.  
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Following the question about the tutors’ feedback on the students’ translations, 

participants were asked to opine on whether and to what extent they believed that the 

marks/grades they received on their translations (in the practical translation module) were 

fair or unfair. Respondents were once again given the chance to explain further, if so they 

wished, why they held this view by writing an optional comment on this question.  

 

The vast majority of the students (89.3%) thought that the marks they received on their 

translation were “always fair” (10.6%) or “usually fair” (78.7%). A small percentage 

though (10.6%) believed that their marks were “usually unfair” and none thought that 

their marks were “always unfair” (0%). 

 

Only 2 students wrote a comment on this question, one stating that s/he usually received 

the marks s/he anticipated, while the other said that s/he received particularly high marks. 

 

It is worth juxtaposing the answers to this question with the answers in the previous 

question (number 14). We saw that 42.5% of students were not satisfied with the tutors’ 

feedback on their translations; still, only 10.6% were not happy with the marks they 

received. This could mean that a considerable number of students are happy with their 

marks, even though they cannot fully comprehend from the feedback on their translations 

why they received this particular mark, and this seems to be somewhat odd. 
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The assessment methods of the different modules were the subject of the next question. 

Students were asked whether they agreed with the statement that the method with which 

every module in the Master’s was assessed (exams, projects, oral presentations, etc.) was 

the most appropriate. Here again students had the option to elaborate on their answer, 

writing an optional comment on why they held any particular view. 

 

The vast majority of the respondents (87.2%) either “agreed completely” (25.5%) or 

“agreed mostly” (61.7%) with the aforementioned statement. Just over one in ten students 

(12.8%) “disagreed mostly” with the statement and nobody showed complete 

disagreement (0%) with it. 

 

Three students wrote a comment, justifying their choice. One of them said that a single 

exam is not representative of the effort put and the research carried out during an entire 

semester, implying that other means of assessment would be necessary in the same 
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module. Another student expressed a similar view, as s/he maintained that there should 

also be an exam, probably insinuating that having a single means of assessment (i.e. a 

project or essay) was rather limited. The third student expressed his/her satisfaction with 

the assessment methods in the Master’s, as s/he said that every module is evaluated by 

means of both an exam and a project/essay. 

 

It should be noted here that, according to Hatim and Mason (1997:199), there are two 

types of assessment, summative (e.g. the marks/grades students receive in their exams, 

projects, etc.) and formative assessment (e.g. the feedback and comments students 

receive on their translation, projects, etc.). Hurtado Albir (2007:181) also mentions a 

third form of assessment, the diagnostic assessment (so as to get to know the profile of 

the students). Finally, Galán-Mañas and Hurtado Albir (2010:205) talk about peer-

assessment and self-assessment. It is clear that in this question the focus was only on 

summative assessment, although all types of assessment are indispensible. Colina 

(2003:130), talking about the assessment in practical translation modules, underscores 

that:  

 

elimination of summative assessment would be irresponsible to the profession, and 
omission of formative assessment would constitute neglect of our duties as educators. 
Summative assessment is necessary to determine levels or proficiency and decide 
whether the student has comparable skills to those required of professional translators. 
 

On this note, Way (2008:94) also asserts that “in my experience any assessment serves 

little purpose unless the students become aware of the reasons behind their errors (in 

order to find possible remedies), and the reasons for their successful decisions (in order to 

ensure their repetition)”, highlighting again the importance of formative assessment and 

implying the need for feedback to students. 

 

On the other hand, there always seem to be some issues with assessment, and here the 

purpose of assessment should also be taken into account. Pym (2009:online) rightly notes 

that:  
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evaluation will remain a problematic issue for as long as internal criteria 
(‘accomplishment of learning aims’) fail to connect with diversified professional practice. 
In many countries professional certification is quite independent from educational 
degrees, a situation that might suggest the degrees are not trusted by employer groups. 
National authorities of various kinds may be responsible for exams (e.g. the Institute of 
Linguists in Britain, or the American Translators Association), for giving official 
rankings to the various translator-training institutions (e.g. the NAATI in Australia), or 
for acting in an advisory capacity (e.g. the government-appointed Tolk- och 
översättarinstitutet in Sweden). 
 

 
 

Students were also asked to say whether they were satisfied with the teaching methods 

used in the modules, i.e. whether they were satisfied with the way the different modules 

were taught (workshops, lectures, seminars and so on). Again, students were given the 

possibility to write an optional comment, stating the reasons for the opinion they held. 

 

More than two thirds of the students (68%) reported that they were “very satisfied” 

(10.6%) or “fairly satisfied” (57.4%) with the teaching methods employed, while one 
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third (31.9%) of the respondents reported that they were “not that satisfied” (29.8%) or 

“completely dissatisfied” (2.1%).  

 

Five students stated the reasons for their particular opinion. Two of them expressed their 

discontent with the dearth of computer facilities and with the fact that practical 

translation classes do not take place in a computer lab, while two others complained that 

some modules should be less theoretical and more practice-oriented. Finally, one student 

lamented the fact that some classes do not take place at all. 

 

5.3.3 Subjects 

 

Next, students were asked their opinion about the subjects taught in their Master's course. 

 

18) In total, how many hours per week should the practical translation module(s) be 

taught in a Master’s course in translation? 

 

This was an open-ended question, and students could type in any number of hours they 

thought the practical translation module(s) should be taught per week in a Master's course 

in translation. 

 

Answers varied considerably, with the minimum number of hours mentioned being 4 and 

the maximum being 20 hours (!). The average number of hours was calculated to be 

around 8 (7.9 hours).  

 

This answer reflects the fact that many students are used to the high number of contact 

hours (number of teaching hours) in Greek academic programmes.30 In principle, a course 

that offers 8 hours of practical translation classes per week should, in all probability, 

devote at least another 8 hours per week to other modules. Comparing this to UK 

academic courses, it is obvious that British courses tend to have less teaching hours per 

                                                 
30 This seems to be against the Bologna ethos, where coursework out of class is highly valued. 
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week. For instance, the MSc in Translation of Imperial College London has around 10 

hours of classes per week, while the MA in Translation of the Aristotle University of 

Thessaloniki has around 20 hours of classes per week. 

 

What is more, the fact that, on average, students desire 8 hours of practical translation 

classes per week manifests the high value they place on practical, hands-on translation 

modules.  

 
 

The next question was about the language directionality in practical translation classes, 

namely whether students should translate only from a foreign language into their mother 

tongue, only from their mother tongue into a foreign language, or both ways, and to what 

extent. 

 

Almost half of the respondents (48.9%) opined that both language directions should be 

taught, but that they should spend more hours translating from foreign languages into 

their mother tongue (i.e. Greek). The other moiety (46.8%) maintained that both language 
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directions should be taught, but that equal amount of hours should be devoted to each 

language direction. Finally, 4.3% of the respondents said that they should only translate 

from foreign languages into their mother tongue. 

 

This predilection for translation into the native language is sensible and is in accordance 

with the widespread belief that translators should only translate into their mother tongue. 

However, it is obvious that students also value the translation from Greek into foreign 

languages. This should come as no surprise, since as mentioned before (section 3.3) 

Greek is a language of limited diffusion and there are not many non-Greek-speaking 

translators who know Greek and who would be able to translate from Greek into their 

mother tongue. As with the other translators of such languages, more often than not 

Greek translators are required to translate into foreign languages too, something which 

makes the need for translator training into this language direction indispensible.  
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The next question is about the texts that students translate in their Master’s course, both 

the ones they translate in the classroom, as well as the ones they have to translate at 

home. Students were asked their opinion as to who should choose the texts that they have 

to translate, being it themselves, the tutors, or both stakeholders.  

 

Almost half of the students (48.9%) were of the opinion that tutors should select the texts, 

but always in collaboration with students. 42.6% of the respondents said that sometimes 

texts should be chosen by tutors, while some other times they should be chosen by 

students. Finally, a small percentage of students (8.5%) believe translation texts should 

be selected by tutors only, and no respondent selected the option saying that texts should 

be selected by students only (0%). 

 

The interpretation of the answers shows that students value the opinion of their tutors, 

when it comes to deciding on texts to translate, but that students also want to have a say 

in this decision.  
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Students were also asked their opinion on individual versus group (team) work within the 

context of their Master’s. More specifically, they were asked whether the projects (not 

just the translation projects) they had to do in their Master’s should be only individual or 

only group projects, or whether both types of projects should be used. Students were also 

given the possibility to write an optional comment. 

 

Almost half of the respondents (46.8%) said that there should be more individual and less 

group projects in their Master’s, whereas one third (31.9%) of them believed that there 

should be a balance between individual and group projects. Finally, 19.1% of students 

were in favour of individual projects only.  

 

Five students wrote an optional comment on this question. One student said that group 

projects, especially in translation, prove to be particularly difficult, as it is as if you are 

trying to write a group essay. Another student wrote that, as many students work or have 

a family, communication and coordination in a group project would be an issue. Finally, 
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someone else wrote that, although group projects are indispensible, in Greece people 

have not learnt how to work within a group context.  

 

Drawbacks of team work have also been discussed in the translation literature. Here 

Varela Salinas (2007:online) successfully notes that: 

 

many learners are reluctant to work in teams. This has to do with the different learning 
strategies each one prefers, with lacking interpersonal competences, but also with 
refusing to share their own successes with the other components of the group, as well as 
to suffer the consequences of the other ones' failures. 
 

Furthermore, in a questionnaire survey conducted with translation students, Hubscher-

Davidson (2008:76) found that only four out of her eighteen students enjoyed working in 

groups. 
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The relation between translation theory and practical translation is a perennial bone of 

contention in translation courses. Here, students were asked to give their view as regards 

the extent to which translation theory and practical translation should be taught in a 

Master’s course in translation. Students were also invited to write an optional comment 

where they could elaborate on their view. 

 

Almost half of students (48.9%) contended that there should be a balance between 

translation theory and practical translation modules, while one third of them (36.2%) 

opined that more emphasis should be given on practical translation rather than on 

translation theory. A very small percentage (2.1%) said that more emphasis should be 

given on translation theory than on practical translation. Finally, 12.8% of the 

respondents answered that this depended on the type of Master’s a student is pursuing.  

 

Four students wrote a comment explaining their view. One said:  

 

I believe that translation theory is very important and helps in gaining self-confidence, as 
well as taking the initiative when translating. However, I think that a compulsory module 
in translation theory in a Master’s course should have a practical application. More 
theoretical and philosophical approaches could constitute an optional module. 
 

Another interesting comment was the following: 

 

In a Master’s course in translation students have the chance to deepen their knowledge on 
translation theories, beyond the undergraduate level, where students are only given an 
introduction to translation theories. Unfortunately, the needs of students who have not 
studied translation, but foreign languages or other subjects at an undergraduate level, 
mean that students have to deal more extensively with practical translation in the 
Master’s course, to the detriment of translation theory which is only given scant attention. 

 

All in all, students seem to value positively both practical translation and translation 

theory in a Master’s course in translation, albeit to a different extent. Finally, it should be 

noted that other surveys in the past have investigated the relation between translation 

theory and practice, such as the survey by Li (2002) in Hong Kong, where 62.9% of the 

respondents were in favour of practice only, 37.1% in favour of both theory and practice, 

and none (0%) advocated the learning of theory only.  
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Some students complain that translation theories classes can be rather boring. Hence, 

asking them how, according to their opinion, this module could become more interesting 

seemed like a valid question. Here students could choose one or both of the pre-coded 

answers (A and/or B), but they also had the chance to type in their own answer. 

 

Three out of four students (76.6%) thought that the translation theories module could 

become more interesting by offering “more examples on various translation theories 

through real translations”. 61.7% of them also opined that there should be “more links 

between translation theory and practical translation”. Finally, one student offered his/her 

own view, saying that the lesson should be better organised and less vague. 
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It seems that, by having a clear and solid structure in the lesson and by foregrounding the 

practical value of translation theories, this module could become much more interesting 

to Greek students. 

 

Here again, similar questions have been posed to students in the past. For example, 

Shuttleworth (2001:501), also based on a questionnaire survey he administered to MA 

students in 1997-1998, found out what the aims of a course on translation theory should 

be, according to students: 

 

the course should focus on a variety of different theories and approaches; amongst these, 
a number of respondents specifically stated that they wanted to learn about the opinions 
and ideas of famous theorists or translators. Secondly, twelve people expressed the hope 
that the course would focus on specific translation problems. Thirdly, people were 
anxious that the contents of the course should be presented as a theoretical background 
for their (present or future) practical translation work; this comment was made by eleven 
respondents. 

 

In the same vein, Li (2002:526) wonders “Why did many students object to the inclusion 

of translation theory in translator training?”. According to his study, two reasons 

emerged:  

 

First, they believed that translation was much more a craft or art than a science, which 
could only be learned through ample repeated practice […] The second reason was that 
many students found it impossible to naturally apply translation theory in practice. 
According to the respondents, they might have fully understood the theories in class but 
to use them automatically in translation practice was totally another matter. 
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Students were also asked to evaluate which 3 types of texts they would be most interested 

in translating in their Master’s course. They were given 7 choices, namely 7 different 

types of texts, to choose from, but they also had the possibility to include more types of 

texts, not included in the pre-coded answers.  

 

The most popular answers were, in descending order, scientific texts (59.6%), European 

Union texts (55.3%), literary texts (40.4%), technical texts (38.3%), financial texts 

(36.2%), legal texts (29.8%) and, finally, medical and pharmaceutical texts (25.5%).  

 

4.3% of respondents mentioned other types of texts too (texts of art, cinema, theatre). 
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English, French, German, Italian and Spanish are the most popular foreign languages in 

Greece and are the working languages usually offered in Greek translation courses. 

Students were asked to evaluate whether more foreign languages (and which ones) should 

be included in postgraduate translation courses. Students had to choose 3 foreign 

languages from a list of 9 languages, but they could also type in other languages (open-

ended answer) not listed in the predefined answers. Finally, one of the pre-coded answers 

was that no other language should be offered, as these five languages were enough, in 

case any student felt this way. 

 

By far the most popular language was Russian (80.9%), followed by Turkish (59.6%) and 

Chinese (36.2%). Arabic (25.5%) and Albanian (25.5%) came next, with Bulgarian 

coming sixth (14.9%), but being the first EU language on the list. Japanese was chosen 
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by 10.6% of the respondents, while Romanian (2.1%) came penultimate. Polish was not 

selected by any respondent (0%).  

 

6.4% of students mentioned other languages: Portuguese (2.1%), Swedish (2.1%) and 

Scandinavian languages in general (2.1%).  

 

It is noteworthy that only 6.4% of the respondents felt that no other language should be 

offered in Master’s courses in translation, as the aforementioned five languages were 

enough.  

 

 
26 a) Most useful subjects in general Master’s courses in translation, according to 

students 

 

Students here were asked to consider 22 different modules and say how useful they 

thought these modules were in a general Master’s course in translation (e.g. “MA in 
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translation”). These subjects were not selected randomly, as they were all taken from 

existing academic curricula in Greek translation courses. 

 

Respondents were given four different scales of evaluation (four numerical values) to 

choose from for every single module: “Very useful” (4 points), “Fairly useful” (3 points), 

“Not that useful” (2 points) and “Not at all useful” (1 point). Afterwards the average 

score (1-4) was calculated for each module, showing how useful every module was 

according to students.  

 

The first table above presents the 11 most useful modules in a Master’s course in 

translation, according to the students and it should come as no surprise that the most 

useful subject seemed to be “practical translation” (3.94).  

 

Students also seemed to value highly “Proof-reading & editing texts/translations” (3.85), 

as well as “translation memories (e.g. Trados)" modules (3.81). It has to be mentioned 

here that the former is often neglected in Master’s courses in translation, or it is offered in 

passing, usually as part of the practical translation module. 

 

“Terminology management” (3.66) also received a high score, as did “Improving mother 

tongue skills (Greek)” (3.53). The latter is rather interesting, as, contrary to popular 

belief, most translation students seemed to realise that their written Greek was far from 

flawless.   

 

“Translation project management” (3.45) was also highly valued by students, although no 

such module is usually offered in Master’s courses. “Improving foreign language skills” 

(3.38) and “Research skills/research methodology” (3.34) also ranked high on the list.  

 

Most Greek students regarded “Translation theory” (3.32) as useful, even though there is 

a widespread belief that translation students downplay the importance of this module. 

“Audiovisual translation” (3.32) and “Text processing” (3.21) were also deemed to be 

fairly useful. 
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It should be noted here that AVT, and especially subtitling, is used in some translator 

training courses not in its own right, but as a means to acquire translation skills (see 

McLoughlin 2009; Rundle 2000). However, it should be noted that the use of subtitling in 

FL learning has been discussed by many academics, but hardly ever from a translation 

background, as it is used as a technique to motivate students learning a foreign language 

(and not translation). In any case, an AVT module in an MA in translation can be much 

more useful than meets the eye. 

 

The following graph shows the least useful subjects in a Master’s course in translation, 

according to the students:  

 

 
26 b) Least useful subjects in general Master’s courses in translation, according to 

students 
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 “History of translation” (2.32) received the lowest score, followed by “machine 

translation (e.g. Systran)” (2.43). The former does certainly not come as a great surprise, 

as students do not always value theoretical modules. Perhaps students understand the 

usefulness of machine translation, but they do not reckon there is much to be taught on it. 

 

“Literature of the languages from/into which you translate” also came at the bottom of 

the list (2.6), even though studying literature can greatly enhance language skills. Lung 

and Yan (2004:8) conducted an empirical survey with translation students on the 

usefulness of literature in translator training courses, and they found out that:  

 

[there is] a general consensus that literature training is constructive in enhancing cross-
cultural awareness and the language competence of students. It is interesting to notice 
that the translation graduates (both BA and MA) had higher regard to the usefulness of 
literature training than the translation undergraduates. It is likely that the more mature 
translation graduates have a deeper understanding of the subtle input of literature training 
to translators. This sort of input may not be immediately helpful in translation skills. It is, 
however, a constructive foundation for translation trainees. 

 

Still, it seems that Greek students did not regard it as a priority in a translation course.  

 

“Interpreting” received an average score of 2.7, which is sensible, as it was stressed out to 

students at the beginning of the questionnaire (and in the title of this question too) that 

they would deal with an MA in translation only, and not a Master's in interpreting. So 

students did not think that an interpreting module would be useful in a purely translation 

course. 

 

“Professional orientation seminars” also received a fairly low score (2.83), and this is 

rather surprising, as one would think that these seminars would be quite interesting for 

students and would give them an insight into the profession. Again, it might be the case 

that students value such seminars, but they do not see them as a priority in their Master’s. 

 

“Intercultural studies” (2.85) and “Publishing & page layout software (FrameMaker, 

QuarkXpress, etc.)” (2.94) were also ranked fairly low. “Financial/taxation issues in 

translation market” received a low score as well (2.96), and this, in combination with the 
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low score in "Professional orientation seminars” seen above, might suggest that 

translation students were perhaps not thinking long-term and they were not concerned yet 

with what would happen after their graduation. 

 

The last three subjects “Sciences/specialised subjects, e.g. introduction to law” (3.02), 

“EU institutions” (3.11) and “Linguistics & stylistics” (3.13) all received a score greater 

than 3, which shows that students find them fairly useful, but again they do not prioritise 

them. 

 

 

27) What subjects are missing from the Master’s course of your institution that, in 

your opinion, should be included in the programme of study? (optional question) 

 

This question was both optional and open-ended. Students were invited to mention all the 

subjects missing from their Master’s course in translation that, in their opinion, should be 

included in the programme of study. The previous question which lists 22 subjects could 

definitely serve as a starting or reference point. A total of 18 out of 47 students (38%) 

answered this question. The most commonly recurring subjects mentioned by the students 

were as follows: 

 

Subject Percentage 
Translation memories (e.g. Trados) 8 answers out of 18- 44% 
Proof-reading & editing texts/translations 7 answers out of 18- 39% 
Improving mother tongue skills (Greek) 3 answers out of 18- 17% 
Translation project management 3 answers out of 18- 17% 
Research skills/research methodology 2 answers out of 18- 11% 
Professional orientation seminars 2 answers out of 18- 11% 
Improving foreign language skills 1 answer out of 18- 6% 
Audiovisual translation 1 answer out of 18- 6% 
Interpreting 1 answer out of 18- 6% 
Literature of the languages from/into which you translate 1 answer out of 18- 6% 
Intercultural studies 1 answer out of 18- 6% 
Terminology management 1 answer out of 18- 6% 
Sciences/specialised subjects, e.g. introduction to law 1 answer out of 18- 6% 
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Another question revolved around the main issues/problems that students have in 

translation technology classes (translation memories, terminology extractors, machine 

translation, etc.). Students were given 5 pre-coded, closed answers: 4 mentioning specific 

issues/problems and 1 answer which stated that "Translation technology is not taught in 

our Master's", in case this applied to some students. Students could choose one or more 

answers and were also given the option to write any other issue/problem not covered in 

the predefined answers. 

 

The results showed that the most common problem was that “Teaching time is not long 

enough to learn the software adequately” (59.6%). This suggests that students would like 

to have more classes and contact hours on this subject, although practising on the 

software on their own would also be helpful.  
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Another worrying issue mentioned by almost half of the respondents (48.9%) was that 

“Technical support is not satisfactory/There is no technical support”. It is true that in a 

translation technology module the constant assistance of ICT experts is required, as 

students often tamper with the software, creating all sorts of problems, and this in turn 

becomes too onerous to some institutions. Thus, providing adequate support to students 

with an eye on the financial resources is certainly a challenge that most institutions have 

to face.  

 

Over a third (36.2%) of the students also commented on the technical dimension, stating 

that “The software does not always work”. Finally, 10.6% of the respondents maintained 

that “The teacher does not explain things well”. Finally, it should also be underscored the 

worrying fact that almost one in four students (23.4%) is not taught translation 

technology in their Master’s.  

 

Five respondents also mentioned other issues that they had in translation technology 

classes: 

 

a) classes did not actually take place (although the module was supposedly running), 

b) dealing with translation technology only from a theoretical perspective and not in 

practice, and 

c) the absence of a free-access computer lab dedicated solely to the Master’s course in 

translation, which meant that students only had access to the lab during the lesson. 

 

The following questions centred on translator training and the market. 

 

5.3.4 Market 

 

In this section, my aim was to investigate whether and to what extent there were links 

between the Master’s courses in translation and the professional world. 
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Students were asked whether they believed that market conditions should be reflected in 

the classroom in a Master’s course in translation (e.g. whether students should translate 

real texts from the professional world) and were also allowed to write an optional 

comment on the reasons why they held this view. 

 

An emphatic majority of respondents (95.7%) answered positively, requesting that 

market conditions should indeed be reflected in their translation course, while only a 

meagre 4.3% of them answered negatively. 

 

This is hardly unexpected, as many students pursue postgraduate studies with a view to 

increasing their job prospects, thus it is understandable that they want to see a clear 

connection between their course and the translation market/industry. 

 

Four students explained the rationale behind their answers. Most of them maintained that 

market conditions should be reflected in the programme, so that students are able to 
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familiarise themselves with the professional world under real conditions. One also 

responded that this should only happen towards the end of their studies. 

 

 

 
Question number 30 asked students whether they agreed with the statement that “A work 

placement/internship in a translation agency as part of a Master’s course in translation is 

essential”. The bulk of students (89.4%) agreed with the statement, either completely 

(59.6%) or mostly (29.8%), whereas only 10.7% of students disagreed, with 6.4% of 

them disagreeing mostly and 4.3% disagreeing completely.  

 

We can therefore infer that the vast majority of students are in favour of a work 

placement during their studies. It should be noted here that many Greek Master’s courses 

in translation, especially the ones in state universities, do integrate an internship in a 

translation agency into their curriculum, and usually this internship takes place during the 

final (3rd or 4th) semester of the course.  
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Another question focussed on the students’ confidence in undertaking professional 

translations once they graduated, asked them to what extent they thought they would be 

qualified to do professional translations after their studies.  

 

Only 8.5% of them felt “completely qualified”, while 38.3% felt “fairly qualified”. This 

means that almost half of the students (46.8%) believed that they would be prepared to a 

great extent to translate to a professional standard after the completion of their studies. 

Nonetheless, the other moiety thought otherwise; 40.4% of the respondents placed 

themselves somewhere in the middle (neither qualified, nor unqualified), and 12.8% of 

them regarded themselves as “fairly unqualified”. 

The fact that not so many students would consider themselves capable of translating to a 

professional standard after completion of their postgraduate studies can be viewed in a 

positive light. Perhaps students are aware of their limitations and of the fact that no 
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translation course can purport to prepare them fully for the professional world and that 

some day-to-day routine in the workplace is also necessary. Rubrecht (2005:online) 

concurs, saying that “Students should not expect to become proficient at T/I [translation/ 

interpreting] while still at university […] Many students unfortunately enroll in T/I 

courses expecting (unrealistically) to emerge after one semester or one year of study with 

the skills to do professional T/I”. 

 

 
 

Furthermore, students had to express their level of agreement or disagreement with the 

statement “The Master’s I am doing prepares me fully for the market”. They were also 

given the possibility to write a brief comment on this question in the form of an optional 

comment. 
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Three out of 5 respondents (59.6%) agreed with the aforementioned statement, either 

completely (4.3%) or mostly (55.3%). However, 40.4% of the answers were negative, 

namely students disagreed with this statement, mostly (34%) or completely (6.4%). 

 

Five students added a comment, elaborating on their personal view. One of them 

commented that: 

 

the more we deal with translation, within the context of the Master's or outside of it, the 
more prepared we will be to cope with the professional world. However, the conditions in 
the market are not the same as the ones in the Master’s (types of texts to translate, 
deadlines, meticulousness when translating, etc.) 

 

Another student noted that “only the market prepares one fully for the market”, while a 

third one said that “in the Master’s I learn how to translate, but in the end I’m not so sure 

whether this is enough for the market”. 

 

5.3.5 Final part 

 

In the final part of the questionnaire students were asked about their future aspirations 

after graduating from their Master’s course. They were also posed open-ended questions 

about what they thought were the main strong points, as well as shortcomings, of the 

course they were attending and, finally, they were prompted to comment on anything else 

not covered in the previous questions which they thought it should be mentioned. 
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Students were, first of all, asked what they would like to do after they finished their 

Master’s. Four pre-coded answers were offered, and the respondents were allowed to pick 

one or more answers. Students were also given the chance to write anything else they 

would like to do after graduation, which was not mentioned in any of the 4 predefined 

answers. 

 

Almost half of the students (48.9%) would like to “find a job that has to do with foreign 

languages, translation, etc.”, while 42.6% of them would like to “be a professional 

translator”. This is quite remarkable, as it seems that the primary motivation for doing a 

Master’s in translation is not to become a professional translator, as one would anticipate, 

but to find just any job where one could exploit their linguistic skills. Of the respondents,  

42.6% would also consider pursuing PhD studies after the Master’s, which might be an 

indication of the fascination of Greeks with studies and the acquisition of academic titles. 

In a much more open approach, 4.3% of the respondents would be happy to “find any 

kind of job that does not necessarily have to do with translation, foreign languages, etc.”. 
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Finally, four students (8.5%) listed other preferences as to what they would like to do 

after the Master’s. Three of them said that they were already working as professional 

translators and that they wanted to improve their translation skills through their studies.  

 

 

34) In your opinion, what are the main shortcomings in the Master’s programme of 

your institution? (optional question) 

 

This was both an optional and an open-ended question. Students were invited to write 

about the main shortcomings in the Master’s programme of their institution, namely what 

it was that they did not like, what could be improved, etc. In the end, 24 out of the 47 

respondents (51%) answered this question. Responses were grouped together, and the 

shortcomings were categorised and are given below, together with the percentage of 

students mentioning each specific shortcoming. 

 

Shortcoming Percentage of responses 
lack of dedicated computer labs, of ICT support and of 
translation technology courses 

11 out of 24 students: 46% 

in general, lack of appropriate infrastructures 
(buildings, facilities) 

11 out of 24 students: 46% 

lack of appropriately qualified tutors 5 out of 24 students: 21% 
lack of organisation and coordination in the course 4 out of 24 students: 17% 
failure to link theory to practice in certain modules 3 out of 24 students: 13% 
not enough hours of practical translation classes 2 out of 24 students: 8% 
bad organisation of the curriculum 2 out of 24 students: 8% 
more modules should be offered in the course 2 out of 24 students: 8% 
 

It is clear that the greatest problems in the Master’s courses in translation offered in 

Greece have to do with the lack of a) computer labs, b) ICT support and c) translation 

technology courses offered, as well as the lack of d) appropriate buildings/facilities  and 

infrastructures in general. Unfortunately, these problems tend to occur due to the often 

insufficient funding of the course and the department in general, and here not much can 

be done at a departmental level, as financing planning is carried out by the university 

authorities and, ultimately, by the Greek government. 
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The lack of appropriately qualified tutors might have to do with the fact that translation 

studies is a fairly new academic discipline, and many tutors do not have a translation 

background. This is especially true in foreign language departments. When translation 

modules were introduced in their curricula, the teaching of these modules was assigned to 

philologists which often had no translation background whatsoever. 

 

 

35) In your opinion, what are the strongest points of the Master’s programme of 

your institution? (optional question) 

 

This question was also optional and open-ended. Students were invited to elaborate on 

the strong points of the Master’s programme of their institution, i.e. what is good about 

their Master’s. Slightly less students, 22 out of 47 students (47%), answered this question 

and the results are classified and presented below: 

 

Strong points Percentage of responses 
qualified tutors 7 out of 22 students: 32% 
helpfulness of tutors 5 out of 22 students: 23% 
practical translation and specialisation 5 out of 22 students: 23% 
work placement/internship 3 out of 22 students: 14% 
study of translation theories 3 out of 22 students: 14% 
no tuition fees 2 out of 22 students: 9% 
small number of students 1 out of 22 students: 5% 
working with 2 foreign languages, not just 1 1 out of 22 students: 5% 
Master’s is only one of its kind in Greece 1 out of 22 students: 5% 
translation memories module 1 out of 22 students: 5% 
  

The first strong point mentioned was the quality of tutors. We saw in the previous 

question that lack of appropriately qualified tutors was one of the shortcomings of the 

Master’s courses in translation that students talked about. The two results are not 

necessarily contradictory, as in both cases the percentage of students holding each 

particular view is quite low, 21% and 32% respectively. It might be the case that there is 
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a mixture of qualified and unqualified tutors in the same course, or that some courses 

have better qualified tutors than others. 

 

The willingness of tutors to help students was mentioned as the second strong point of 

Master’s courses in translation, which is indeed quite significant, as tutors and students 

are the main stakeholders in the learning process. 

 

It seems that students also value the practical nature of their course, as practical 

translation and specialisation, as well as work placement and internship are the next most 

cited strong points in the translation courses they attended. Perhaps more surprisingly, the 

study of translation theories is also appreciated.  

 

Other strong points are a) the fact that some courses are offered free of charge and do not 

command tuition fees, b) the small number of students in the classroom, and c) working 

with two foreign languages, and not just one. 
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In the penultimate question, students were asked to assess to what extent they were 

satisfied or otherwise with the Master’s in translation they were doing. Most of them 

(80.9%) declared that they were “very satisfied” (14.9%) or “fairly satisfied” (66%). 

However, one in five (19.1%) was “not that satisfied” (17%) or “completely dissatisfied” 

(2.1%) with their Master’s. All in all, it seems that the bulk of students in Master's 

courses in translation are satisfied with their studies, or at least they purport to be 

satisfied with them. 

 

 

37) Other comments (optional) 

 

As a coda, students were invited to write any other comment that they might have 

regarding their postgraduate studies and that may not have been included in the 

questionnaire. This final part was optional and only 3 students (6%) gave an answer. One 

student took the opportunity to insist in the fact that it would be better to have more 
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practical classes and less theoretical ones, while another acknowledged that although 

tutors were really helpful and good-willed, there was still great room for improvement.  
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6 Presentation and analysis of results. 

Translation student needs: the opinion of 

trainers 
 

This questionnaire addressed to trainers follows very closely the pattern of the 

questionnaire that students had to complete. This has not been done at random, but rather 

the two set of questionnaires were very similar, both in structure and in content, so that 

afterwards a comparative analysis of the results from these two main stakeholders in the 

translation course could be performed.  

 

Again, this survey has three parts. First, a single question to sort out those respondents 

who were eligible to complete the survey, second, 13 questions to pinpoint the profile of 

the respondents, and, third, 37 questions on the actual needs of students doing a Master’s 

course in translation, as viewed by tutors.  

 

6.1 Part 1 

 

Do you teach in a Master's course in translation in a university or higher education 

institution in Greece? 

 

The aim of this question was to sort out those tutors who would be eligible to complete 

the survey. Tutors who taught translation or other relevant subjects in Greek Master’s 

courses in translation were allowed to proceed and fill in the questionnaire, while, for 

example, tutors who only taught translation at an undergraduate level were excluded.  

 

Those tutors who answered negatively to this question were not allowed to complete the 

questionnaire and they were prompted to leave the survey. In the end, 37 tutors answered 

the complete questionnaire. 
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6.2 Part 2 - Tutor profiles 

 

The purpose of the questions in this part was to determine the profiles of tutors 

completing the survey. Tutors had to answer 13 questions regarding their age, 

undergraduate and postgraduate studies, as well as their professional and academic 

experience. 

 

 

 
 

First, tutors were asked about their age. As we can notice from the column chart above, 

the majority (67.5%) of tutors teaching in Master’s courses in translation were in their 

40s (40.5%) or in their 50s (27%). One in four tutors (24.3%) was in their 30s, and a 

small percentage of them (8.1%) were in their 20s. 

 

The age of tutors can be a significant factor when answering specific questions in the 

survey. For instance, it could be assumed that tutors in their 20s would be much more 
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conversant and familiar with translation technology than tutors in their 50s, as older 

generations cannot always cope with technology or keep abreast with new programs and 

technical developments.  

 

 
 

Tutors were then asked about their undergraduate studies, namely what subject they had 

studied for their Bachelor’s degree.  

 

As we can see from the graph, more than half of them (54.1%) had a first degree in a 

foreign language and literature, while 21.6% had studied translation/interpreting and 

2.7% had studied Greek language and literature. Hence, almost four fifths (78.4%) of the 

tutors had a linguistic background. 

 

Nonetheless, 21.6% of them (8 tutors in absolute numbers) were taught a different subject 

at this level, and notably law and politics (2 tutors - 5%), general or applied linguistics (2 

tutors - 5%), geology (1 tutor - 3%) and journalism and media studies (1 tutor - 3%). 
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Finally, 2 tutors had a double background, one in translation and foreign language and 

literature, and the other in criminology and finance/marketing.  

 

Tutors were also asked to give some details about their UG studies. First of all, they were 

asked whether they had carried out their UG studies in Greece or abroad, and in the latter 

case they had to specify the country. 

 

 
 

70.3% stated that they did their first degree in Greece, while 29.7% (11 tutors) reported 

having studied abroad: 4 (11%) studied in Germany, 3 (8%) in English-speaking 

countries (USA, UK and Australia), 3 (8%) in France and 1 (3%) in both Greece and 

France. 
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Formal (minimum) duration of UG studies-years of full-time study 

 

In this question, tutors were asked how long their UG course lasted in years of full-time 

study. Again, the question was about the formal duration of their studies, and not about 

how long it actually took them to graduate. The answers are presented in the table below: 

 

Duration of UG studies (in years of full-time study) % of respondents 
3 years 9 % 
4 years 82 % 
5 years 3 % 
6 years 6 % 
 

 
 

Tutors were also asked whether they possessed a Master’s degree, and, if yes, on what 

subject. A total of 31 out of 37 tutors (84%) reported that they possessed a Master’s 

degree. 41.9% of them had a Master’s in translation/interpreting, 16.1% had a Master's in 

a foreign language and literature, and 3.2% in Greek language and literature.  
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A significant number of tutors (38.7%) possessed a Master’s in a different discipline: 

teaching English as a foreign language, teaching French as a foreign language, European 

law, political sciences, comparative literature, sociology of education and general or 

comparative linguistics.  

 

All in all, around 90% of tutors possessed a Master’s degree in a language-related field. 

 

 
 

The next question was about whether tutors had done their Master’s in Greece or abroad, 

and in the latter case tutors had to specify the country. 
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Unlike with their UG studies, most tutors (71%) had done their Master's abroad and only 

29% of them had done it in Greece. Of the ones who did their Master’s abroad: 55% 

studied in France,31 27% in the UK, 14% in USA and 4% in Germany. 

 

Formal (minimum) duration of PG studies (Master’s)-years of full-time study 

 

In this section, tutors had to state the formal period of time that their Master’s degree 

lasted. Below are the results in the form of a table. 

 

Duration of PG studies (in years of full-time study) % of respondents 
1 year 38 % 
1.5 years 4 % 
2 years 58 % 
 

 
                                                 
31 France is so prominent as a place of study, especially among the old tutors, presumably because French 
was the traditional foreign language in Greece until English kicked off in the 1980s/1990s. 
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Finally, as regards their studies, tutors were asked to state whether they possessed a PhD, 

and, if yes, in what discipline. 30 out of the 37 respondents (81%) reported that they 

possessed a PhD, and more specifically, 23.3% of them said they had a PhD in 

translation/interpreting, 13.3% in a foreign language and literature and 3.3% in Greek 

language and literature. 

 

However, and unlike in the case of their MAs, the majority of PhD holders (60%) had 

conducted doctoral research on a different subject: 33% in an area of linguistics (general 

linguistics, computational linguistics, comparative linguistics and semiotics), and 27% in 

other subjects (economic geography, law, teaching French as a foreign language and 

international relations). 

 

 
 

Tutors were also asked whether they had pursued their PhD studies in Greece or abroad, 

and in case they had studied abroad, they had to mention the country of studies. Almost 
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half of the PhD holders (45.2%) had studied in Greece, whereas the other moiety had 

studied abroad. Of the ones who did their PhD abroad, 56% did it in France, 19% in 

USA, 19% in Germany and 6% in the UK.  

 

Other degrees/diplomas that you consider relevant 

 

This was an optional question, where tutors could mention any other qualifications they 

possessed and regarded as relevant. 8 out of 37 (22%) respondents answered this 

question, mentioning qualifications such as the “Postgraduate diploma in TEFLA 

(RSA)”,32 foreign language certificates (Cambridge “Certificate of Proficiency in 

English”), “Diploma in Translation” of the Chartered Institute of Linguists, as well as 

post-doctoral research.  

 

 
 
                                                 
32 TEFLA stands for “Teaching English as a Foreign Language to Adults” and RSA stands for “Royal 
Society of Arts”. 
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As can be seen from the column chart above, the bulk of tutors (89.2%) also declared that 

they had professional experience in translation (as a translator, translation editor/proof-

reader, subtitler, translation project manager, and the like), whereas 10.8% said that they 

had no such experience. 

 

Those who did possess professional experience in translation were also asked to state 

how many years of professional experience they had in total (in years of full-time work). 

On average, it was calculated that these tutors (33 in total) had 10.1 years of professional 

experience each, ranging from 2 years up to 30 years of experience.  

 

If we also take into account the tutors with no professional experience whatsoever, on 

average the length of experience for all tutors (37 in total) amounted to 9 years.   

 

Years of teaching experience in a higher education institution in subjects relevant to 

translation 

 

Tutors were also asked to declare how many years of teaching experience they had in a 

higher education institution in subjects relevant to translation. All 37 tutors replied to this 

question and answers ranged from 1 year up to 25 years of teaching experience, with the 

mean number of years being 10.3. 

 

Hence, we can infer from the tutors’ answers that on average they possess both extensive 

professional experience (9 years) and extensive teaching experience (10.3 years). 

 

In which institution are you teaching translation at the moment? (optional question) 

 

Finally, tutors were asked to say in which institution they were teaching translation at the 

time. This question was optional, and 29 out of the 37 respondents (78%) answered it. 

The results are provided on the following page: 
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Institution where tutor is teaching % of total (29) respondents 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (APTH) 9 tutors- 24 % 
University of Athens (UoA) 7 tutors- 19 % 
Ionian University, Corfu (IU) 6 tutors- 16% 
Glossologia Translation School (GTS) 2 tutors- 5% 
Akmi Metropolitan College (AMC) 2 tutors- 5% 
Hellenic American University (HAU) 1 tutor- 3% 
UoA + AMC 1 tutor- 3% 
UoA + APTH 1 tutor- 3% 
 

As seen from the table above, most of the 29 tutors (23 tutors - 79%), who identified the 

institution where they were teaching translation, worked at a state university only, while 

5 of them (17%) worked in a private institution only, and 1 tutor (3%) worked in both the 

state and the private sector and 1 (3%) worked in two state universities. This is not 

haphazard, as the private institutions in Greece that offer Master’s courses in translation 

work with a small number of tutors, as well as a small number of students which means 

that some tutors have to work in more than one institution to boost their salaries. That is 

why the presence of tutors in private institutions is quite limited in the survey sample.  

 

6.3 Part 3 - QUESTIONS 

6.3.1 General 

As already mentioned, the questions posed to tutors were almost identical to the ones 

posed to students. This way it was possible to see where the two stakeholders’ views 

converged and where they diverged. As tutors were in many cases asked what students 

thought about their Master’s, the inclusion of one more pre-coded answer (“I do not 

know”) was regarded as necessary in the set of answers offered for a number of 

questions. This was deemed appropriate, as tutors could not always fathom what students 

thought about specific aspects of their course, and this should also be reflected in the list 

of multiple-choice answers offered. 
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The first question tutors had to answer was what, in their opinion, the main reasons were 

why students chose to do a Master’s in translation. Here tutors could pick one or more 

answers from the ones offered, and/or type in another reason of their own. They could 

choose the “I do not know” option, if this was the case. 

 

As seen from the bar chart above, the most popular answer among tutors was “To 

become professional translators” (75.7%). This makes sense, as the primary aim of 

Master’s courses in translation is usually to prepare budding translators for the 

professional world.  

 

Next came the answer “Because they believe that after graduation they will find a 

good job easier” which was favoured by three fifths (62.2%) of the respondents. In a 

similar way to students, tutors seem to believe that with a Masters’ in translation students 

will enhance their career prospects.  
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“Because they want to do a Master’s in just any subject” (40.5%) was the third 

answer that tutors gave. This is quite interesting, in that tutors realised that sometimes 

students’ primary goal was not to study translation as such, or even languages for that 

matter. Rather, in some cases students just wanted to get one more academic title which 

they believed would help them in their pursuit of a job later on. 

 

The next more significant motivation of students for doing a translation Master’s was, 

according to their tutors, “Because with a Master's degree in translation they will 

enter the translation market faster” (40.5%). Many tutors do think that such a course 

will help students progress as translators, therefore, one could speculate that a number of 

tutors are in favour of a practice-orientated translation Master’s. 

 

Also, more than one in three tutors (37.8%) answered that another possible reason was 

“Because, in general, academic degrees are highly valued in Greece”. This ties in 

with the earlier observation that students may want to do a Master’s in just any subject, as 

this has the potential of enhancing their career prospects, as well as their social status.  

 

Other reasons that tutors gave for the desire of students to do a translation Master’s were, 

in descending order of popularity, “Because they want to study (applied) foreign 

languages, but they are not interested in literature, linguistics, teaching languages, 

etc.” (27%), " Because, in order to become professional translators, they need to 

possess a recognised diploma in translation” (24.3%), “To improve their foreign 

language skills” (13.5%), and “Because they want to extend their study period, so as 

to avoid starting work for some more time” (5.4%).  

 

Two of the tutors (5.4%) also gave other reasons. One wrote that “students want to 

further their knowledge gained during their undergraduate studies”, while the other said 

that “students have an unclear idea about this subject (translation) and they want to delve 

into it, ‘feeling’ that it attracts them”. Finally, one tutor (2.7%) said s/he did not know 

why students chose to do a translation Master’s.  
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Tutors were then asked what the main reasons were why, in their opinion, students chose 

to do a Master’s in translation in the university or higher education institution where the 

tutor taught. Tutors could again pick one or more answers, type in their own answer, or 

just say they did not know. 

 

The most popular answer, chosen by more than half of the respondents, was “Because 

this institution/department/study course has a good reputation” (56.8%). This 

depicts the importance tutors place on the academic fame of their universities which also 

serves as a primary criterion when students endeavour to choose a course.  

 

Another answer favoured by almost half of the tutors was “Because they (students) did 

their Bachelor's in the same institution, so they are already familiar with the 

institution and the tutors” (48.6%). Thus, according to many tutors, students are often 

reluctant to risk going to another university which might not be what they expected, and 

they prefer the safety of their past university and tutors, with which they are familiar. 
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The third most popular answer given by tutors was “Because they (students) like more 

the programme of study here, compared to Master's in translation in other 

institutions” (45.9%). Somewhat surprisingly, this is the first answer which is directly 

linked to the actual content of the Master’s as being an important factor when choosing a 

programme of study.  

 

The fourth reason that tutors gave was “Because this is their (the students’) home 

town, and they want to be near their home” (43.2%). It is true that many Greeks want 

to study in their home town, so as to save money by staying at their parents’ place. This is 

also verified by the next most popular answer to this question, namely “Because it is the 

cheapest option for them” (21.6%).  

 

The rest of the answers given were: “Because they did their Bachelor's in another 

institution, so they thought they should try a different institution with different tutors” 

(13.5%), “Because the tutors in this institution are good” (13.5%) and, finally, “Because 

it is easier to get accepted to this Master’s” (10.8%).  

 

One tutor (2.7%) also gave other reasons: “Because they work in this town and they want 

to keep their job and, at the same time, pursue their studies”. Crucially, this is another 

important factor, as some students also work, therefore they could not possibly move to 

another town so as to study there, as they want to keep their original job. Finally, one 

tutor (2.7%) conceded not knowing why students were studying in his/her institution. 
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Tutors were also asked where, in their opinion, students find information on the content 

of their Master’s course in translation prior to its commencement. Here again tutors could 

choose one or more of the predefined answers, type in a different answer of their own, or 

state that they did not know what the case was. 

 

The vast majority of the respondents maintained that students inform themselves of the 

content of the Master’s from the website of the institution (86.5%). 56.8% of them also 

answered that students receive information from the tutors themselves, while 45.9% said 

that students also ask previous students of the Master’s course. Finally, 21.6% answered 

that students also got information from brochures, other websites, newspapers or 

professional guidance books. A marginal 5.4% of the tutors stated that they did not know 

where their students received information from.  
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Another question posed to translation tutors was what subjects students expected to be 

taught, when they started their Master’s. 

 

The bulk of the respondents answered “practical translation” (86.5%), while a significant 

percentage of tutors (59.5%) believed that students also expected to be taught translation 

theories. Furthermore, just over half of them (51.4%) answered “Translation technology 

(e.g. translation memories, machine translation)” and over a third (37.8%) “Professional 

aspects of translation”. 

 

One tutor (2.7%) also mentioned other subjects: research methodology for translators and 

links between translation and society. Finally, 8.1% of the tutors said they did not know 

what subjects students expected to be taught in the Master’s.  

 

It is true that usually students know that they are going to be taught practical translation, 

and many times they also hear about translation theories and translation technology being 
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taught in these courses, without necessarily understanding what these subjects really 

involve.  

 
Tutors had to answer another question regarding students’ expectations in the Master’s, 

and, more specifically, tutors were asked how realistic, in their view, students’ 

expectations were at the beginning of their studies as regards what they were going to 

learn in the Master’s.  

 

Most tutors (75.7%) responded that students’ expectations were either “very realistic” 

(8.1%) or “to some extent realistic” (67.6%), while one in five (21.6%) said that their 

expectations were “not that realistic” (16.2%) or “completely unrealistic” (5.4%). Only 

one tutor (2.7%) answered “I do not know”. 

 

If these answers are anything to go by, it seems that students’ initial expectations as to the 

content of the Master’s are realistic, at least to some extent.  
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Tutors were also asked to what extent, in their opinion, students were satisfied with the 

infrastructures (libraries, teaching rooms, computer rooms, access to the internet, etc.) in 

the university/institution where they were doing their Master's in translation.  

 

Here views were conflicting, with almost half of the respondents (45.9%) maintaining 

that students were either “very satisfied” (8.1%) or “fairly satisfied” (37.8%) with the 

infrastructures, whereas the other moiety (48.6%) answered that students were “fairly 

dissatisfied” (43.2%) or “completely dissatisfied” (5.4%) with them. Finally, 5.4% of the 

tutors said they did not know whether students were satisfied with the infrastructures in 

their course. 

 

Tutors were also given the possibility to write an optional comment on this question, and 

in the end only two of them (5.4%) did. One wrote that “infrastructures are not that 

good”, while the other said that his/her view was based on the questionnaires that 

students had to answer at the end of every trimester.  
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The lack of appropriate infrastructures is to a large extent due to the limited funding 

available in translation courses. This is not only a Greek phenomenon, and the same is 

also true even for countries with a long translation tradition, such as Canada: 

 

The (Canadian) training institutions are struggling with limited funding. Budget cuts are 
definitely nothing new in the education sector, but the majority of the institutions we 
contacted noted that the funding problem hits translation harder than it does other 
disciplines. For example, translation schools are considerably limited in developing new 
courses, acquiring advanced technology, promoting co-op programs, or even offering a 
well-rounded translation program. (Canadian Translation Industry Sectoral Committee, 
1999:50) 

 

 
In the question that ensued tutors were asked their own, personal opinion as to how long 

a Master's course in translation should last. 

 

Most of them (56.8%) responded that it should last two years or four semesters, pretty 

much in line with the dictates of the Bologna agreement, one in four (27%) was in favour 
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of one-year (two semesters) Master’s courses in translation and, finally, 16.2% were of 

the opinion that it should last 1.5 years (three semesters). No tutor expressed the view 

that a translation Master's should last more than two years.  

 

 
The following question was divided into two parts. In the first one (8a) tutors were asked 

whether students paid tuition fees for the Master’s course in translation in their 

institution.  

 

32.4% answered positively (12 tutors), while 67.6% (25 tutors) answered negatively. 

Hence, what we can deduce from the answers to this question is that, unlike what 

happens in a number of countries abroad, many translation Master’s in Greece do not 

charge any tuition fees whatsoever. 

 

Those who answered positively also had the chance to answer an optional question which 

asked how many euros in total the tuition fees for the Master’s in their institution were. 

Of the twelve potential respondents, only one (8.3%) answered this optional question, 
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saying that tuition fees in his/her institution were 4,200 euros for the entire Master’s. One 

is left to wonder why the other eleven respondents did not provide any answer. 

 

 
The next question (8b), which was not obligatory, was also related to tuition fees. Only 

tutors who had replied positively to the previous question were now asked whether, in 

their opinion, the tuition fees of their course were too high, normal or rather low in 

respect to what their Master’s was offering. 

 

11 out of the 12 tutors (92%) that said their institution charged tuition fees answered this 

question, and all of them (100%) answered that the tuition fees for their Master’s course 

were normal, neither too high, nor low. 
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6.3.2 Teaching 

 
The questions that followed revolved around the teaching aspects of the Master’s courses. 
 
 

 
The following questions revolved around teaching. First of all, tutors were asked about 

the amount of workload students had in the Master’s in translation of their institution, 

and, more specifically, whether the workload was high, normal or low. 

 

The majority of the tutors (56.8%) answered that the workload was “high, but to an 

extent that students can meet the expectations”, while 37.8% maintained that the 

workload was “normal, neither too high, nor too low”. Hence, we could contend that the 

bulk of tutors (94.6%) think that the amount of workload is to an appropriate standard. 

 

Only 5.4% of the respondents expressed rather extreme views, with 2.7% saying that the 

workload is “too high, to the extent that students cannot meet the expectations 
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completely”, and the other 2.7% saying that the workload is “rather low”. No one chose 

the “too low” option (0%). 

 

 
The ensuing question was about the clarity (or lack of) of learning outcomes in the 

modules of their course. Tutors were asked whether they agreed with the following 

statement: “It is absolutely clear to students what you expect them to learn in every 

module (clear learning outcomes)”.  

 

The vast majority (91.9%) of the respondents expressed their agreement to the 

aforementioned statement, with 40.5% agreeing completely and 51.4% agreeing mostly. 

Only 5.4% said they “disagreed mostly” and 2.7% said they did not know. 

 

It seems that, by and large, the learning outcomes of modules in the Master’s courses in 

translation offered in Greece are rather clear, or at least tutors think they are. 
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The next question was optional. Tutors were asked to what extent the tutors in the 

Master’s course in translation of their institution were qualified.  

 

92% of the tutors answered this question, with 47.1% of the respondents maintaining that 

their colleagues were “completely qualified”, and another 52.9% saying that their 

colleagues were “fairly qualified”. No one (0%) answered that their colleagues were “not 

that qualified” or “completely unqualified”. 
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Tutors were then asked about the study material (handouts, notes, texts to translate, 

exercises, etc.) provided to students in the Master’s of their institution, and whether or 

not it was satisfying. 

 

A total of 78.4% found the study material satisfying, either “very satisfying” (18.9%) or 

“fairly satisfying” (59.5%), while 13.5% thought the material was “not that satisfying”. 

Finally, 8.1% said they did not know. 
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The ensuing question posed to tutors was about student complaints: “When students 

complain to you about something in the Master’s that they do not like, do you take their 

opinion into account and do you take the appropriate action to resolve the issue?”. 

Respondents could also write an optional comment. 

 

Most tutors (83.8%) showed themselves willing to help students, with 27% saying they 

“always” took students into account, and another 56.8% saying they “usually” did so. 

13.5% said “sometimes yes, others no” and, finally, 2.7% answered “usually no” to the 

question above. 

 

Five tutors (14%) added a comment to their answer, and the main comments are 

presented as follows: 

 

a) “If I agree with what students are complaining about, only then do I ALWAYS take 
the necessary action that I THINK will lead to the resolution of the issue. However, 
students often complain about things I do not agree with, e.g. ‘theoretical modules are 
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useless, they should not be taught’, or ‘I work and I cannot deal with the workload of the 
course, sympathise with my problem and extend the submission deadline for the project'". 
b) “I always endeavour to resolve the issue when I think that complaints are justified. 
Many complaints though are not realistic. E.g. ‘obligation’ of a publishing house to 
publish the student’s final dissertation”. 
c) “(I take the students’ complaints into account) only when they have to do with my 
class. I cannot take action to resolve issues that concern classes of other tutors”. 
d) “It depends on the potential and the limitations of the department, as well as on the 
curriculum”. 

 

It goes without saying that not all problems raised by students fall under the remit of 

tutors, so sometimes there is only so much they can do to resolve an issue. The same 

applies to complaints that seem utterly absurd, for instance, to oblige a publishing house 

to publish the student’s final dissertation.  

 

  

 
Question number 14 was about the tutors’ feedback on the students’ translations and 

projects. Tutors were asked to what extent, in their opinion, their students were satisfied 

with the tutors’ written corrections and comments (feedback) on their 
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translations/projects (e.g. how constructive and lengthy their tutors’ feedback was in 

terms of both quality and quantity). Respondents could also give the reasons why they 

held a particular view in the form of an optional, open-ended question. 

 

Not surprisingly, the bulk of tutors (94.6%) answered that their students were either “very 

satisfied” (16.2%) or "fairly satisfied" (78.4%) with the tutors’ feedback, and only 2.7% 

of the tutors said that students were “not that satisfied”. Finally, another 2.7% said they 

did not know whether students were satisfied and no one chose the option “completely 

dissatisfied” (0%). 

 

Two tutors (5.4%) also wrote an optional comment, justifying their view. One wrote that 

students are very satisfied “because the feedback given is individualised and comments 

are very extensive”, while the other said that students were fairly satisfied, and not 

completely satisfied “because dealing with the feedback leads to added workload, 

something that not all students desire”.  
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The following question concerned the marking of the students’ translations. Tutors were 

asked whether they agreed with the statement that the marks/grades students received on 

their translations were fair and that the marking process was carried out according to 

specific criteria.33 Afterwards, respondents also had the chance to write an optional 

comment. 

 

Most tutors (91.9%) stated that they did agree with the previous statement, either 

completely (56.8%) or mostly (35.1%), whereas only one tutor (2.7%) expressed 

disagreement to some extent. Finally, 5.4% of the tutors selected the answer “I do not 

know/I do not teach practical translation”, and no one selected the option “disagree 

completely” (0%). 

 

Three tutors (8.1%) also elaborated on their choice, writing a comment. All three 

comments are deemed to be of significance, and are given below: 

 

a) “Marks are fair, but marking criteria vary depending on the tutor and his/her 
requirements”. 
b) “Students are notified of their marks and then I discuss their marks with them. Only 
rarely do they have an objection, but whenever there is indeed one, I discuss it with them 
and it might happen that I change their mark”.  
c) “A typology of errors is compiled which is presented to students and, based on this 
typology, the assessment criteria are formulated”. 

 

Hence, it can be deduced that tutors believe that they mark students fairly, and that at 

least some of them try to have solid evaluation criteria which they make known to 

students and on which they base their grading. It should be noted that, as far as 

assessment is concerned, Mayoral (2003:9) claims that “We should evaluate not only the 

result of a student’s work but the process as well. Assessment should be based not only 

on binary errors (right vs wrong) but also on non-binary errors (where we say ‘right, 

but…’, or ‘wrong, but…’).” 

 

                                                 
33 For a discussion on the different methods of translation evaluation see House (2001). For translation 
quality assessment see Williams (2004). 
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Finally, Zhong (2006) proposes a translator-based or plan-based assessment which 

assesses the performance of translators against their own translation plan, thus putting 

translation students in the centre of the learning process.  

 

 
Tutors also had to say whether they agreed (and to what extent) with the following 

statement: “In your opinion, the method with which every module in the Master’s is 

assessed (exams, projects, oral presentations, etc.) is the most appropriate”. Tutors were 

again given the possibility to write an optional comment. 

 

The overwhelming majority of the respondents (91.9%) said that they agreed with the 

aforementioned statement, either completely (32.4%) or mostly (59.5%). Only a small 

percentage of tutors (8.1%) said that they “mostly disagree” and no one opted for 

“disagreed completely” (0%). Six of the tutors (16.2%) further nuanced their opinion by 

writing a brief commentary. One respondent expressed the view that “Exams in 
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theoretical modules are not an appropriate method of assessment at a Master’s level. 

ONLY projects/essays are required”.  

 

Another interesting comment put forward was that: 

 

 Every evaluation criterion involves inherent subjectivity. The application of such criteria 
also involves subjectivity. Hence, the only thing remaining is the ‘objectification’ of 
subjectivity through a detailed analysis and validation of these criteria and of the 
application method thereof, as well as the notification of these to students. 

 

Finally, one respondent expressed his/her agreement with the statement above, as “the 

grade ensues from a combination of various assessment parameters”.  

 

 
Another question posed to translation tutors was about the teaching methods applied to 

the modules in the Master's translation of their institution and whether (and to what 

extent) these methods were satisfying. 
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Not surprisingly, almost all tutors (97.3%) found the teaching methods either “very 

satisfying” (21.6%) or “fairly satisfying” (75.7%), while only one tutor (2.7%) found 

them “not that satisfying” and no tutors chose the option “completely unsatisfying” (0%). 

 

It should be noted here that choosing the right teaching method is paramount to a 

successful translation course. As Gabr (2001b:online) rightly points out: 

 

some methods are more appropriate for achieving particular objectives than others. 
Selection of appropriate teaching and training methods requires knowledge of the 
different techniques and sound judgement on the part of the person who is designing the 
program, be it the instructor or the curriculum developer. 
 
 

6.3.3 Subjects 

 

The next set of questions centred on the academic subjects taught in Master’s courses in 

translation. 

 

18) IN TOTAL, how many hours per week should the practical translation 

module(s) be taught in a Master’s course in translation? 

 

This was a compulsory, open-ended question and tutors gave all sorts of answers. On 

average, tutors suggested that the practical translation module(s) should be taught for 

almost 9 (8.93) hours per week. The minimum number of teaching hours per week 

recommended by a respondent was 2, while the maximum number was 30. Hence, it is 

clear that the views of tutors differ substantially. 
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Tutors were also asked about directionality in translation,34 namely whether students 

should translate only from foreign languages into their mother tongue (Greek) or vice 

versa or both, and to what extent each translation direction. 

 

More than half of the respondents (56.8%) claimed that students should translate in both 

language directions, but that they should translate more from foreign languages into their 

mother tongue (i.e. Greek). Furthermore, one in three tutors (32.4%) maintained that 

students should translate in both directions, but with equal hours of translation classes 

spent for each one. 8.1% opined that students should only translate from foreign 

languages into their native language and, finally, 2.7% said that students should translate 

in both language directions, but more from Greek (mother tongue) into foreign languages. 

No none chose the option “only translation from language A (mother tongue: Greek) into 

language B” (0%). 

                                                 
34 For a discussion of inverse translation see Beeby (1996) and for a discussion of translating into and out 
of the mother tongue see Mayoral Asensio (2007:85-86). 
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We see, therefore, that 91.9% of the tutors are in favour of translation classes in both 

language directions (albeit with different weighting), recognising the significance of 

translating into a foreign language, especially as they are dealing with a language of 

limited diffusion such as Greek. 

 

 
The next question concerned who should select the texts that students translate in the 

class or at home within the context of the Master’s course: tutors only, students only or 

both. 

 

40.5% of the respondents opined that texts should be chosen by the tutor, but always in 

collaboration with the student, while 37.8% maintained that texts should sometimes be 

selected by the tutor, and other times by the student. Finally, 21.6% said that they should 

be selected by tutors only and no one (0%) suggested they should be chosen by students 

only. Hence, we see that the majority of tutors (78.3%) is in favour of a collaboration 

with students, when it comes to selecting texts to translate. This way, students’ interests 
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and preferences can be taken into account, as they can at least to some extent translate 

texts they like, something which is bound to increase their motivation. Rubrecht 

(2005:online) concurs, stating that “A student enthusiastic about T/I can quickly become 

dejected and disillusioned when asked to translate material that is outside of his or her 

areas of interest”. 

 

 
In question 21, tutors were asked whether the projects (not just the translation ones) that 

students had to do within the context of the Master’s should be individual projects only, 

group projects only or a combination of the two. Respondents could also write an 

optional comment, elaborating on their view. 

 

Nearly three fifths (59.5%) of the tutors answered that there should be both types of 

projects, but more individual and less group projects, whereas one third (32.4%) of the 

tutors responded that there should be a balance between the two types of projects. Finally, 

8.1% said that there should be individual projects only and no one (0%) maintained that 
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there should only be group projects or that there should be more group and less individual 

projects. 

 

Four respondents (11%) added a comment, explaining their stance. One said that 

“students should select on their own the way they are going to work”, while another who 

was in favour of individual projects only maintained that “translating is a solitary 

pursuit”. 

 

Therefore, it is obvious that the overwhelming majority of the tutors (91.9%) favour a 

combination of individual and group projects, albeit to a different extent. 

 

In any case, the inclusion of projects, be it individual or group projects, in the translation 

curriculum is of utmost importance. For instance, Lee-Jahnke (2005:362) mentions that 

“According to our own teaching experience, projects not only motivate students, but also 

help them to work in a more process-oriented way” and that “more responsibilities given 

to students through project teaching will definitely increase their ability to infer their 

learned knowledge and to apply it again in similar situations”. 

 

González Davies (2004: 28-29) also notes on this subject that: 

 

projects can offer improvements and new paths in translation training for several reasons: 
They are topic-centred and have a clear outcome […] The students are responsible for 
their work and its evaluation, thus shifting the centre away from the teacher, who 
becomes a collaborator and guide [...] They cater for all abilities in the classroom: no one 
needs to feel left out and each can contribute to the team with what he or she can do best. 
 

Along these lines, in a questionnaire survey carried out with translator trainers, Hubscher-

Davidson (2008:79) found out that “all trainers use group work with their students, and 

all feel that group work is a successful method of teaching”. However, the same survey 

also revealed that trainers “were surprised at the suggestion that students might not 

necessarily enjoy working in groups” (ibid). 
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Nonetheless, some academics have expressed somewhat negative views regarding group 

work. For example, Scheer (in Kiraly, 2003b:51) is sceptical of students interaction and 

acknowledges that: “Personally I have always stayed away from working groups and I 

wonder what happens to the cleverest student in the group, I should think he finds that 

kind of work boring, the others profit from his talent but he doesn’t get much in return”. 

 

 
This question investigated the connection between translation theory and practical 

translation. Tutors were asked whether in a Master’s course in translation only practical 

translation should be taught, or only translation theory or a combination of the two. 

Respondents could also write a comment, if so they wanted. 

 

Almost half of the tutors (45.9%) were of the opinion that there should be a balance 

between translation theory and practical translation modules, whilst 27% said that more 

emphasis should be placed on practical translation than on translation theory, and only 

5.4% maintained that more emphasis should be put on translation theory than on practical 
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translation. Finally, one in five respondents (21.6%) said it depended on the type of the 

Master’s. No one (0%) maintained that there should “no translation theory” or “no 

practical translation” or that “translation theory should be an optional module”. 

 

Four tutors (11%) also wrote a comment. Two of them highlighted the significance of 

there being a link between theory and practice, while a third, favouring a balance between 

translation theory and practical translation, highlighted the fact that translators should 

always be in a position to justify their choices and theory could help them achieve this 

end. The last one maintained that “I do not believe that there can be practical translation 

without a theoretical context which can create the potential to generalise”. 

 

Hence, it can be deduced that all tutors value both translation theory and practical 

translation, although they seem to have divergent views as to the extent to which each of 

them should be represented in the Master’s curriculum.  

 

Why translation theory should be taught has been a recurrent theme in Translation 

Studies discussed by many scholars. For example, Snel Trampus (2002:38) claims that 

theory should be taught “in order to facilitate students in developing self-confidence”, 

while Hatim (2001:7) believes that theory assists students in making conscious decisions 

and in explaining these decisions to others. Mayoral Asensio (2007:88), touching on the 

issue of sequencing of theory and practice, notes that “it is more efficient to introduce 

practical experience of translation before any attempt to theorize”. 

 

Many academics in the past have also delved into the role and usefulness of translation 

theory in translation courses. For instance, a Greek translation scholar, Grammenidis 

(2010:62), remarking on its role, said that “we need a theoretical education which will not 

suggest strict rules or specific theoretical approaches, but, feeding on the practice and 

aspiring to it, will aim at our reflecting on all aspects of translation”. Perhaps this way a 
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translation theory module will also be more interesting for students, as it will not be cut 

off from practice.35 In the same vein, Mayoral Asensio (2007:94) also argues that: 

 

if translator training is to be efficient, it should be set within the context of professional 
practice rather than that of theoretical principles or, in other words, it should be based on 
a theory of professional practice and not on a theory of translation as a self-contained 
entity. 

 

 

 
Tutors were then asked how, in their opinion, the translation theories module could 

become more interesting. 

 

Just over two thirds (67.6%) opined that there should be more examples on various 

translation theories through real translations, whereas 56.8% said that there should be 

more links between translation theory and practical translation. Finally, one respondent 

                                                 
35 For a discussion on the role of translation theory in translator training, see also Bartrina (2005), Calzada 
Pérez (2005) and Lederer (2007). 
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(2.7%) wrote that “Translation theory incorporates various disciplines, such as history, 

theory, etc. Knowing the history of translation, how translation has developed, and what 

this means in practice, is indispensable”, not really addressing the question posed.  

 

 
The next question was about the types of texts that, according to the tutors’ opinion, 

students would be most interested in translating in a Master’s course in translation. Tutors 

had to select three answers: either all three from the multiple-choice answers offered or 

less than three from these answers, plus mention (an equal number of) other types of texts 

not included in the predefined answers. 

 

The most popular answer among tutors was EU texts (70.3%)36, followed by scientific 

texts (59.5%), literary texts (43.2%)37, technical texts (40.5%), financial texts (37.8%), 

                                                 
36 For an extensive discussion on training translators to work for the EU institutions see Sosoni (2011). 
37 For an interesting discussion on literary translation in a Greek context see Varsos (2010). 
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legal texts (18.9%)38 and, finally, medical and pharmaceutical texts (13.5%). One tutor 

(2.7%) also mentioned other types of texts: marketing, localisation and advertising.  

 

 
 

The next question posed to tutors had to do with the working languages that should be 

offered in a Master’s translation course in Greece. The question was as follows: 

“Apart from English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, which other 3 (three) foreign 

languages should be offered, in your opinion, in a Master’s translation course in Greece?” 

The languages that the respondents selected were, in descending order of preference: 

Russian (64.9%), Turkish (62.2%), Bulgarian (27%), Arabic (24.3%), Chinese (21.6%), 

Albanian (21.6%), Romanian (18.9%) and Polish (2.7%). Finally, no respondent (0%) 

chose Japanese.  

 

                                                 
38 For legal translator training see Monzó Nebot (2008). 
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Somewhat surprisingly, 8.1% of the respondents said that no other working language was 

needed and that these 5 languages (English, French, German, Italian and Spanish) were 

enough in a Greek Master’s in translation.  

 

Finally, another 8.1% of the respondents made a comment. One said that all the 

aforementioned 9 languages should be taught, while another said s/he did not know, as 

these languages were not taught at an undergraduate level. A third respondent expressed 

some doubts as to the plausibility of including other working languages in the translation 

curriculum, as students would probably need to learn these languages from scratch.  

 

 
In question 26, tutors had to assess the usefulness of a number of subjects (22 in total). 

Each individual subject had to be rated according to the following scale: “Very useful” 

(4), “Fairly useful" (3), “Not that useful” (2) and “Not at all useful” (1). Afterwards, the 

rating mean score of each subject was calculated, and subjects were categorised in order 

of usefulness. The chart above presents the 11 most useful subjects of the list, according 

to tutors. 
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It comes as no surprise that “practical translation” received the highest score (3.89), as it 

is considered a core module in most translation courses. “proof-reading & editing 

texts/translations” also came high in the preferences of tutors (3.7), although there is 

usually no separate module on this subject in Greek translation programmes. “translation 

theory” (3.65) came third in tutors’ preferences, reflecting the importance translation 

academics place on theoretical modules. 

 

Next came “terminology management” (3.65), “translation memories (e.g. Trados)” 

(3.46), “research skills/ research methodology” (3.41), “improving mother tongue skills 

(Greek)” (3.38), “translation project management” (3.35), “text processing” (3.35), 

“improving foreign language skills” (3.27) and, finally, “audiovisual translation” (3.24). 

 

It is noteworthy that tutors acknowledge that students should be offered classes in order 

to improve both their mother tongue as well as the foreign languages they work with, 

indicating perhaps that simply translating texts is not enough to develop solid writing and 

translating skills. Text processing is also rightly regarded as useful, even though the 

decision whether or not to teach it would depend on the previous knowledge of students. 
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The bar chart above shows the 11 least useful subjects, as rated by tutors.  

 

As we can see, “interpreting” (2.59) received the lowest score, as in all probability tutors 

feel that it has no place in a Master’s course in translation. “Machine translation (e.g. 

Systran)” (2.7) was also rated low. The truth is that there is not much that students can 

learn about it, unless they are dealing with how machine translation systems operate. 

Other subjects which were not deemed to be very useful and scored below 3 points were: 

“history of translation” (2.7), “publishing & page layout software (FrameMaker, 

QuarkXpress, etc.)” (2.73), “literature of the languages from/into which students 

translate” (2.81), “financial/taxation issues in the translation market” (2.84) and 

“professional orientation seminars” (2.95).  

 

The last 4 subjects in the graph, although they are within the 11 least most useful 

subjects, received a score of 3 or higher which renders them “fairly useful”, but not a 

priority in a Master’s course in translation. These subjects are: “sciences/specialised 
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subjects, e.g. introduction to law” (3), “EU institutions” (3.03), “intercultural studies” 

(3.14) and “linguistics & stylistics” (3.16). 

 

27) What subjects are missing from the Master’s course of your institution that, in 

your opinion, should be included in the programme of study? (optional question) 

 

This question was optional, and in the end it was answered by 17 (46%) out of the 37 

potential respondents. As this question followed one which was about the usefulness of 

22 different subjects, tutors could get some ideas from the previous question so as to 

answer this one. Needless to say, they could also mention completely different subjects 

from the aforementioned 22 that they consider are missing from their Master’s, but that 

should be included in the programme of study. 

 

Some respondents enumerated the following subjects missing from their Master’s which 

should, in their opinion, be included in the course: introduction to European civilisation, 

sciences/specialised subjects (e.g. introduction to law), history of translation, audiovisual 

translation, intercultural studies, intercultural studies for translators, professional 

orientation seminars, corpus linguistics, computational linguistics, semantics, 

interpreting, translation project management, proof-reading & editing texts/translations 

and publishing & page layout software. 

 

In this sense, it is remarkable that tutors mentioned a rather vast array of different 

subjects, and there was no consensus among them as to what subjects were missing from 

their Master’s courses in translation. This of course had partly to do with the fact that 

tutors were teaching in different Master’s courses with not always similar content. 

However, other tutors did not refer to specific subjects, but made a comment. For 

instance, someone mentioned that “All of the 22 subjects above are useful. Which 

subjects to choose will depend on the specific orientation of the Master's course. A 

Master’s course in literary translation does not need to teach students e.g. terminology 

management”. Another respondent wrote that “Some of the aforementioned subjects are 

only taught in our undergraduate course and are a prerequisite for acceptance in our 
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Master’s course (e.g. linguistics, EU institutions, text processing)”. This is of crucial 

significance, as it shows that some subjects are considered very important for translators, 

and in some courses students are requested to have at least a grounding in them before 

starting their Master’s course. 

 

 

 
The next question, number 28, was about the issues/problems students faced in 

translation technology classes (translation memories, machine translation, etc.).39 Tutors 

could select one or more of the items provided, or type in their own answer. 

 

Almost half of the respondents (45.9%) stated that they did not know what problems 

students had with translation technology classes, while 2.7% of them said that translation 

technology was not taught in their institution. 

 

                                                 
39 For a discussion of teaching translation technology in a Greek context, see Dimitroulia (2010). For a 
discussion of issues raised in translation technology classes, as well as suggested solutions, see Pym et al 
(2002). 
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Of the ones who did know what the main issues in translation technology classes were, 

43.2% of the respondents answered that the teaching time was not long enough so that 

students could learn the software adequately. One in four tutors (27%) opined that the 

technical support was not satisfactory or that there was no technical support, while 18.9% 

said that the software did not always work. Moreover, 2.7% opted for the answer “The 

teacher does not explain things well”. 

 

Finally, 2 tutors (5.4%) mentioned other issues with translation technology classes which 

were not covered by the multiple-choice answers offered for this question. One said that 

“The predefined syllabus does not help students familiarise themselves with the 

software”, while the other wrote a more extensive comment, stating that: 

 

Students are not given the chance to familiarise themselves with a number of applications 
in different platforms (Linux, MacOS,Win). Teaching time and resources (infrastructures 
and human resources) are not enough so that students can work with non-commercial 
applications (e.g. corpus analysis tools). 
 

This can be considered a particularly thorny issue in translation training and a number of 

academic articles have been written on the particular issues germane to translation 

technology classes. For example, Rogers and Korkas (2005:116) talk about “the high cost 

of specialised software, the cost of training, the need for experienced professionals to 

teach and to evaluate competing products in a fast-changing market, the ongoing need for 

regular updates/licence renewal, the essential role of technical support”. 
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6.3.4 Market 
 
The questions that followed revolved around linking the Master’s course in translation 
with the translation market. 
 
 

 
The following question asked tutors whether they believed that market conditions should 

be reflected in the classroom in a Master’s in translation with special reference to whether 

students should translate real texts from the professional world.  

 

The overwhelming majority of the respondents (94.6%) answered yes, while only a 

minority 5.4% of them answered no. 

 

Two tutors (5.4%) also wrote an optional comment, explaining their view in a rather 

opposed stance: (a) “Yes, so that students are prepared to enter the translation market”; 

and (b) “No. Learning is one thing, but the market is another”. 
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However, on this matter, some translation scholars sound a note of caution. For instance, 

Mossop (2003:22) says the following: 

 

In my view, the function of a translation school is not to train students for specific 
existing slots in the language industry, but to give them certain general abilities that they 
will then be able to apply to whatever slots may exist 5, 10, 15 or 25 years from now. In 
other words, I think university-based translation schools must uphold the traditional 
distinction between education and training. They must resist the insistent demands of 
industry for graduates ready to produce top-notch translations in this or that specialized 
field at high speed using the latest computer tools. 
 

What is more, Schopp (2006:179) doubts that using authentic translation commissions in 

class is always the best approach: 

 

The realisation of authentic commissions is meaningful only with more advanced 
students, whose cultural knowledge and language competency has reached an adequate 
level...This requires setting up a ‘translation workshop’ to create an authentic 
environment for instruction. 
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In question 30, tutors were then asked whether they agreed with the following statement: 

“A work placement/internship in a translation agency as part of a Master’s course in 

translation is essential”. 

 

Almost all respondents (94.6%) expressed their agreement, with 62.2% agreeing 

completely and 32.4% agreeing mostly with the statement above. Only 5.4% said they 

“disagreed mostly”. 

 

It is worth mentioning here that most Greek Master's courses in translation have 

incorporated an obligatory work placement/internship (usually one semester) into their 

programme of study. Many foreign (i.e. non-Greek) translation academics are also in 

favour of work placements, such as Thelen (2008:9) who postulates that “familiarisation 

with professional translation through a practical training period should be encouraged”. 

 

Nonetheless, some others warn against the possible problems which are related to 

translation internships. Li (2007:120), for instance, says that:  

 

it might be extremely challenging to place dozens of students at translation companies for 
internship at one time […] teachers have found it very difficult to locate enough 
companies willing to take all their students for the internship. To make matters worse, 
some students reported that they did not really do much translation during the internship 
but instead did office chores, which of course defeated the whole purpose of the 
internship. 
 

Other issues with translation internships can be the fact that students are exploited, as 

they work for nothing, and the fact that often there is no supervision in the company, 

hence students receive no feedback on their performance. 
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Next, tutors were asked to what extent they thought their students would be qualified to 

do professional translations once they had graduated from the Master’s. 

 

Three out of five respondents (62.2%) opined that their students would be qualified to 

some extent, with 8.1% considering that students would be “completely qualified”, while 

54.1% said students would be “fairly qualified”. On the other side the spectrum, 5.4% 

said students would be “fairly unqualified” to undertake professional translations but no 

one (0%) was of the opinion that students would be “completely unqualified” for the job.  

Finally, a rather high 32.4% of the respondents expressed a neutral position, saying that 

students would be neither qualified, nor unqualified. 
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In the ensuing question, tutors had to say whether they agreed with the statement that 

“The Master’s programme(s) in translation of your institution prepare(s) students fully 

for the market”. 

 

The vast majority of the respondents (91.9%) expressed their agreement, with 13.5% 

agreeing completely and 78.4% agreeing mostly with the aforementioned statement. Only 

8.1% of tutors had an opposite view, saying that they mostly disagreed with the statement 

and no one (0%) showed a complete disagreement. 

 

Two tutors (5.4%) also wrote an optional comment, elaborating on their view. One of 

them mentioned that: 

 

No translation course can prepare students fully for the market. Students also need to 
acquire professional experience. However, this should not be achieved through unpaid 
work placements in translation companies, as students in these placements usually do 
things that are not relevant to their studies.  
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It should be underscored here that the tutor who expressed this view works in a private 

institution that offers a one-year Master's course in translation where it would be rather 

difficult to integrate a work placement, given the limited duration of the course. 

 

The second tutor commented that “It depends on the orientation of the course. The aim of 

some Master’s courses in translation is not just to prepare students for the market”, 

possibly hinting to theoretical Master’s that prepare students to conduct further research, 

specially a PhD. 

 

6.3.5 Final part 

 

The final part asked trainers about their students’ future aspiration upon completion of 

their Master’s course, and also about what trainers thought were the strongest points and 

shortcomings of these Master’s courses. 
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The first question of the final part, number 33, asked tutors what, in their opinion, 

students usually wanted to do after they finished their Master's. 

 

Three out of 4 tutors (75.7%) said that students wanted to find a job that had to do with 

foreign languages, translation, and the like, while almost two thirds of them (64.9%) 

believed that students wanted to be professional translators. 27% also said that pursuing 

PhD studies was also a usual option for graduates, while 8.1% maintained that students 

wanted to find any kind of job that did not necessarily have to do with translation or 

foreign languages. One tutor (2.7%) said s/he did not know, while another (2.7%) wrote a 

comment, saying that “in general, students are only interested in finding a job”. 

 

By and large, it seems to tutors that, upon graduation from the Master’s, most students 

would like to find a job where they can exploit their linguistic and/or translation skills. It 

should be noted here that students’ motivation and career needs when embarking on a 

Master’s degree in translation ought to be a primary objective of any such course, and 

this is the reason why this question was posed to translator trainers. In this respect, 

Hubscher-Davidson (2007:online) argues that:  

 

Nowadays, it is increasingly essential that educators be sensitive to students' career needs 
when structuring their curriculum offerings, and I believe they must learn to reconcile the 
varied expectations students have with the intended aims and objectives of a translation 
class. While it can be difficult to keep motivation levels up if all of the learner's needs are 
not met in each class, it is the educator's responsibility to specify the aims and objectives 
of the course and of each class to their students, and to ensure that all gain skills useful to 
them in their respective career choices. 

 

 

34) In your opinion, what are the main shortcomings in the Master’s programme of 

your institution? (optional question) 

 

This was an optional question which, in the end, was answered by 12 tutors (32.4%). 

Respondents could mention any kind of shortcomings in the Master’s course of their 

institution, in terms of content, infrastructures, staff, etc. Answers were grouped together 

and the main findings are presented in the table below. 
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Issue % of respondents 
Lack of appropriate infrastructures 6 out of 12 tutors- 50 % 
Inadequately qualified tutors 3 out of 12 tutors- 25 % 
No/hardly any links to the market 2 out of 12 tutors- 17 % 
No or inadequate technical (IT) support 2 out of 12 tutors- 17 % 
Insufficient funding 2 out of 12 tutors- 17 % 
Practical translation modules: not enough classes or not 
enough specialisations  

2 out of 12 tutors- 17 % 

Organisational issues 1 out of 12 tutors- 8 % 
Lack of experience in comparison to similar courses abroad 1 out of 12 tutors- 8 % 
Failure to integrate modern teaching methods into the course 1 out of 12 tutors- 8 % 
 

It is clear that the “lack of appropriate infrastructures” (50%) is a thorny issue for 

postgraduate translation courses that goes hand in hand with another problem mentioned 

by tutors, namely “insufficient funding” (17%). It also seems that some tutors would 

require further training to keep abreast with new developments and perform their duties 

in a satisfactory manner, as the lack of qualified tutors in Greek Master’s courses in 

translation was also mentioned by 25% of the respondents. Other shortcomings that were 

reported by more than one tutor were: “no/hardly any links to the market”, “no or 

inadequate technical (IT) support” and “not enough classes or not enough specialisations 

in the practical translation modules”. 

 

Translation scholars in the past have recurrently investigated the major shortcomings in 

translator training by means of questionnaires. For instance, Mayoral Asensio (2003:11-

12) in his questionnaire survey found out the following, rather unpalatable reasons for 

this state of affairs in Spain: 

 
We are unable to provide the degree of specialization that some market sectors 
require […] The university system makes it very difficult to teach people how to 
work in groups […] Universities are very slow to respond to changes and to adapt 
to market needs […] Some teachers are not ideal […] Class-sizes are too large. 
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35) In your opinion, what are the strong points of the Master’s programme of your 

institution? (optional question) 

 

This was again an optional question in which tutors were asked about the strong points of 

the Master’s course of their institution and which was answered by 13 tutors (35%). The 

answers provided were categorised and are presented in the table below: 

 

Strong points % of respondents 
Links to the market & the professional world 5 out of 13 tutors- 38 % 
Qualified tutors 4 out of 13 tutors- 31 % 
Curriculum 3 out of 13 tutors- 23 % 
Infrastructures/libraries  2 out of 13 tutors- 15 % 
No tuition fees  1 out of 13 tutors- 8 % 
Strict entry procedures 1 out of 13 tutors- 8 % 
 

It seems that the strong point of Greek Master’s courses in translation mentioned by most 

tutors (38%) was the links they have to the market and to the professional world. 

Furthermore, the existence of qualified tutors was reported by 31% of the respondents, 

making it another strong point of at least some postgraduate translation courses. The 

curriculum, namely the modules taught in the course, seemed to be another asset of these 

Master’s programmes. Infrastructures/libraries, absence of tuition fees and strict entry 

procedures were also mentioned as merits of the translation courses. 

 

If we take into account the results of this question (strong points) and of the previous one 

(shortcomings) and we endeavour to collate them, we will immediately notice that what 

one tutor mentions as a shortcoming in his/her translation course (e.g. infrastructures) is 

foregrounded as a strong point by another tutor. In effect, this probably means that either 

different translation courses in Greece do not share the same shortcomings and strong 

points or that tutors of the same course have divergent views as to what is good and what 

is bad about their programme. In any case, it appears that, whether tutors view them as an 

asset or as a liability in their course, they share to a great extent the same thoughts as to 

what can make or mar a postgraduate translation course (infrastructures, tutors’ 

qualifications, links to the market, etc.). 
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The last question posed to tutors was about the degree of student satisfaction with the 

Master’s course in translation offered by the tutor’s institution. 

 

Rather unsurprisingly, the overwhelming majority of tutors (89.2%) responded that 

students were satisfied with their Master’s, and that they were either “very satisfied” 

(13.5%) or “fairly satisfied” (75.7%) with it. Only one tutor (2.7%) answered that 

students were “not that satisfied” with their course. Finally, 8.1% of the respondents said 

they did not know whether students were satisfied and no one (0%) maintained that 

students were “completely dissatisfied”. 

 

37) Other comments (optional) 

 

At the end, tutors had the chance to make any other comment that they deemed 

appropriate as regards the questionnaire or anything else connected with the main theme 

of the survey, but only one tutor (2.7%) wrote a comment: “(My answers to the 
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questionnaire were) in accord with the evaluation questionnaires that our students fill in 

for every module”. 

 

After examining the tutors’ opinion on the Master’s courses in translation offered in 

Greece, next I am going to present what the translation industry thinks about these 

courses, by analysing the results of the questionnaires addressed to employees of 

translation companies. 
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7  Presentation and analysis of results:  

What the market needs from a Master’s 

course in translation 

 

The purpose of this third survey was to ask in-house employees of translation companies 

what they thought about Greek Master’s courses in translation. Questions posed to 

translation employees revolved around whether there are graduates of such courses 

working in their translation agencies, how satisfied agencies were with the translation 

graduates, what subjects should be taught in these courses according to the respondents’ 

opinion, etc. 

 

The questionnaire consisted of 4 parts: (a) an introductory part, (b) profile of the 

translation company employee taking part, (c) profile of the employee’s translation 

agency and (d) the actual questions. 

 

7.1 Part 1 - Introduction 

 

The purpose of this introductory part was to determine who was eligible to complete the 

questionnaire (and exclude those not eligible from the survey) and to pinpoint the profile 

of the respondents. 

 

 

Do you work in a translation agency/company in Greece as an IN-HOUSE 

employee? 

 

This question aimed at filtering out those respondents who were not eligible to fill in the 

questionnaire. Respondents should at the time be working as in-house employees in a 

translation agency or company based in Greece. “In-house” was written in capital letters 
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in the original questionnaire, in order to further underscore the fact that only in-house 

employees should complete the survey, and not freelance translators. Hence, if 

respondents answered yes to this question, they could proceed to the actual questionnaire. 

However, if their answer was negative, they were prompted to leave the survey. In the 

end, 53 employees completed the questionnaire. 

 

7.2 Part 2 - Profile of the translation company employee 

 

The purpose of the questions in this section was to pinpoint the personal profile of each 

of the respondents. 

 

 
 

First, the employees were asked about their age. As we can see from the column chart 

above, the overwhelming majority (86.8%) of them were in their 20s (41.5%) or their 30s 
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(45.3%). Only 7.5% were in their 40s and 5.7% were 50 years old or more. Hence, it is 

clear that most respondents were quite young. 

 

 
Next, employees were asked about their undergraduate studies. 37.7% of them answered 

that they had studied translation/interpreting, 34% had studied a foreign language and 

literature and 5.7% had done Greek language and literature. This means that the vast 

majority (77.4%) of the respondents had a linguistic background. Nonetheless, not 

everyone was on the same boat, and 22.6% (12 out of 53 respondents) stated that they 

had studied something else: sociology, media studies, European studies, philosophy and 

psychology, finance, business administration, computer science, international tourism 

management, law, chemistry and biology, and Balkan and Slavic studies. Therefore, we 

see that a considerable number of translation employees came from all sorts of 

backgrounds. 
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Respondents were then asked whether they had a Master’s degree themselves and, if yes, 

on what discipline. 58% of the employees answered positively. Of those possessing a 

Master’s degree (58%), 74.2% had studied translation/interpreting at a postgraduate level, 

6.5% had studied a foreign language and literature and 19.4% had studied something 

else: European studies, business administration, computer science, environmental 

resources and business administration in tourism. In a similar way as with their 

undergraduate studies, the vast majority (80.7%) of those possessing a Master’s degree 

had studied languages or translation. 

 

How many years have you been working in the field of translation? 

 

Employees were asked about their work experience in the field of translation. On 

average, the respondents were calculated to have 8 years of professional experience in 

translation-related jobs, either in-house or on a freelance basis or both. The minimum 
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number of years of work experience mentioned by respondents was 1 year, while the 

maximum was 33 years. 

 

7.3 Part 3 - Profile of the employee’s translation agency/ 

company 

 

The questions in this section attempted to pinpoint the profile of the translation company 

in which the employee (respondent) worked. 

 

In which translation agency/company do you work? (optional question) 

 

Respondents were invited to say in which translation company they worked and this was 

an optional question, as perhaps some employees would not be comfortable with naming 

the company they worked for. In the end, 43% answered the question. 

 

The translation companies (see Appendix 4) that the respondents mentioned (15 in total, 

all based in Greece) were the following: Alfavitos, Lexis Land Ltd., Metafrasi, Chrisafi, 

Business & Bytes, Commit, Eurogreek Translations Ltd., SDL Hellas, LBO, Erminia, 

Orco SA, XLence, Orizontas, Glossima & Wehrheim and EL-Translations. 

 

In which town/city is your agency/company based? (optional question) 

 

This was again an optional question and employees were asked in which town/city their 

company/agency was based. In the end, 72% (38 respondents in total) of the sample 

answered this question. The answers given are presented in the table below. 

 

Place where company is based % of respondents 
Athens 26 out of 38 respondents- 68 % 
Thessaloniki (Macedonia) 10 out of 38 respondents- 26 % 
Heraklion (Crete) 1 out of 38 respondents- 3 % 
Alexandroupoli (Thrace) 1 out of 38 respondents- 3 % 
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These percentages do not come as a surprise, as Athens is the largest city in Greece, 

Thessaloniki is the second largest and Heraklion the fourth largest. 

 

Number of people employed by your agency/company (leave blank, if you do not 

know): (Α) In-house employees; (Β) External employees (freelancers) 

 

Respondents were then asked about the number of people employed by their 

agency/company, both in-house employees and external employees (freelancers). If 

respondents did not know an approximate number to the answer, they were prompted to 

skip this question. In the end, a total of 42 people (79%) answered the question about in-

house employees, whereas 25 people (47%) answered the question on external 

employees.  

 

As regards the number of in-house employees, the mean number of employees in a 

company was calculated to be around 9 employees (9.4), based on the answers given. The 

minimum number of in-house employees mentioned by respondents was 1, while the 

maximum number was 30.  

 

As for the number of external (freelance) employees, the average number of freelance 

employees working for a company was gauged to be around 79 employees (79.3). The 

minimum number of freelance employees mentioned by respondents was 3, while the 

maximum was 500. 
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Finally, employees were asked about their role in the agency/company they worked for. 

Respondents could select one or more answers from the predefined ones and/or specify a 

different role not mentioned in the predefined answers. 

 

The majority of the employees (79.2%) answered that they worked as a translator in their 

company, while more than half of the respondents (52.8%) worked as a translation 

project manager. 49.1% worked as a proof-reader/editor, 26.4% stated that they were the 

owners of the translation agency/company and 7.5% worked as a terminologist. A 

marginal 5.7% of the respondents mentioned other roles: production manager, operations 

manager and owner of the franchised branch in Thessaloniki of an international company.  
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7.4 Part 4 - Questions 

7.4.1 General questions 

 

The first section included general questions, asking employees whether they had 

graduates of Master’s courses in translation working in their agency, whether they were 

satisfied with them and so on. 

 

 
 

The first question focused on whether there were graduates of Greek Master’s courses in 

translation working in the employee’s agency/company. 

 

37.7% answered positively, 52.8% answered negatively and 9.4% said they did not know. 

Those who answered positively were also invited to specify how many such graduates 

they employed in their company and 75% of those who gave a positive answer also 

specified the number of such employees in their company. On average, it was calculated 
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that the companies employed around 5 (5.1) graduates of Greek Master’s courses in 

translation. The minimum number of such graduates mentioned by respondents was 1, 

and the maximum 30. 

 

Hence, we see that a rather large number of translation companies have not employed, at 

least yet, graduates of such courses in translation, whereas some others do enrol many in 

their payroll. 

 

 
Respondents who answered in the previous question that their companies employed 

graduates of postgraduate translation courses (20 in absolute numbers) were asked to 

state how satisfied the company was with them. This question was optional and, in the 

end, it was answered by 34% of the total sample of 53 respondents or 90% of the 20 who 

had answered yes in the previous question.  

 

The majority of the respondents (72.2%) said that they were satisfied with the Master's 

graduates, either “very satisfied” (38.9%) or “fairly satisfied” (33.3%). Only 5.6% 
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answered they were “fairly dissatisfied” and one in five respondents (22.2%) said they 

did not know. No one (0%) maintained that they were “completely dissatisfied” with 

these graduates. 

 

Respondents were also invited to write an optional comment and, in the end, 18% of 

those who answered this question also contributed with a comment. One wrote that “I 

cannot assess the competence of a translator, judging only by his Master’s degree”, while 

another stated that “There is no difference with translators with no Master’s degree in 

translation”. A third one said that, in terms of translation competence, there was not much 

difference between graduates of Master’s courses in translation and graduates of 

Bachelor’s courses in translation, and that in many cases the latter were better translators. 

 

 
Next, translation employees were asked whether or not they agreed with the following 

statement: “A Master’s in translation is a great asset, when it comes to employing 

someone in our agency/company.” Respondents were also invited to write an optional 

comment, elaborating on the reasons why they held their particular view. 
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Most respondents (84.9%) expressed their agreement with the aforementioned statement, 

with 22.6% “agreeing completely” and 62.3% “agreeing mostly” with it. Only 15.1% 

disagreed with the statement, with 9.4% “disagreeing mostly” and 5.7% “disagreeing 

completely”. 

 

19% of the respondents also wrote a comment, explaining their view, and some of their 

comments are given as follows: 

 

a) “The professional experience as a translator is more important than the ‘theoretical’ 
experience that a Master’s offers”. 
 
b) “Unfortunately, the most important factor when employing translators in Greece is not 
their academic education, but the (usually average) knowledge of foreign languages 
which is verified through foreign language certificates (Certificate of Proficiency in 
English, DALF, etc.)”. 
 
c) “It is even more important to have a Bachelor’s degree in translation”. 
 
d) “Our experience shows that academic degrees in translation cannot adequately certify 
the professional translation competence and that Master’s courses in translation are to a 
large extent theoretical, something which has nothing to do with the translation projects 
that a translation company undertakes”. 
 
e) “The possession of a Master’s degree in translation means nothing per se. It depends 
on the entire career of candidates, their studies, their work experience, their translation 
samples, etc. Furthermore, the more general a Master’s in translation is, the less value it 
has, whereas e.g. a Master’s in technical translation would constitute a better 
qualification”. 
 
f) “In case the candidate’s first degree is not on translation, it is particularly important 
that s/he studies translation at a postgraduate level”. 

 

It seems that, even though a Master’s degree in translation has some cachet when 

translation companies are recruiting translators, and so they acknowledge, other factors 

are considered more or at least equally important, such as work experience, the entire 

career profile of the candidate, and the candidate’s first degree among others. 
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In question number 4, translation employees were asked whether they knew what was 

taught, in terms of subjects, languages, modules, etc., in Greek Master’s course in 

translation. 

 

Almost half of them (47.1%) responded that they knew “totally” (9.4%) or “to a large 

extent” (37.7%) what was taught in these courses. Nonetheless, the other moiety (52.8%) 

said that they knew “to a limited extent” (41.5%) or “not at all” (11.3%) what was taught 

there. 
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Translation employees were also asked about the 3 most important selection criteria 

applied when employing their translators in the agency/company where they worked. 

Respondents could choose 3 of the predefined answers or specify their own criteria. 

 

“Translation samples/tests” (90.6%) was by far the most important criterion selected by 

respondents. This means that most employers require that candidate translators do a 

sample translation which is then used as the basis to assess their translation competence. 

The second most important criterion was “Previous professional experience in 

translation” (83%). Possessing a “Bachelor’s/Master’s in translation” came only third 

with 49.1%. These were regarded as the three most important selection criteria of 

translators, according to respondents.  

 

Other answers given were “Personal interview” (45.3%), “Third-party 

recommendations/references” (26.4%), “Bachelor’s/Master’s in languages” (24.5%), 

“Bachelor’s/Master’s in another field” (3.8%), “Previous professional experience, 
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unrelated to translation” (1.9%) and “Membership/participation in a translation 

organisation/association (e.g. PEM, IoL, ITI)” (1.9%). 

 

3.8% of respondents also mentioned other selection criteria, among them “references 

regarding the candidate’s punctuality, quality and ability to manipulate/maintain the text 

layout” and “the candidate’s qualifications in general”. 

 

When it comes to recruiting new translators, it seems that employers take into account 

academic qualifications only to a limited extent, as other factors are given priority. It 

should also be noted here that, in another questionnaire survey, Vretta (2009) found out 

that, when Greek translation companies are recruiting new translators, they also place 

particular importance on the presentation and content of the candidates’ CVs. 65% of the 

companies answered that in some cases they rejected candidates on the basis of their CV 

alone. 
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The following question posed to translation employees was whether they would employ 

in their agency a graduate of a Greek Master’s course in translation with no prior 

professional experience in translation.  

 

As seen from the column chart, only 7.5% were willing to do so by all means, while 17% 

categorically said no. 52.8% said “Yes, but under certain conditions (e.g. if s/he had 

passed the Master’s with a satisfactory score)”.  

 

Finally, 22.6% of the respondents elaborated on their view, writing a comment. Some of 

these comments are presented below: 

 

a) “I would recruit such candidates, but they should pass the translation test first”.  
b) “Candidates should both pass the translation test and perform well in the personal 
interview. Marks in the Master’s are not important”. 
c) “We have already recruited such a candidate, but first she did an internship in our 
company for 3 months”. 
d) “Yes, depending on the specific specialisation of the Master’s”. 
e) “The important thing is whether the candidate works well within a team, has solid 
organizational skills and is willing to work hard”. 
f) “It depends on the rest of their studies, their translation samples, the participation in 
seminars, etc. However, my experience shows that the lack of work experience is a great 
shortcoming”. 

 

It is clear from the answers above that translation agencies have no uniform criteria when 

it comes to recruiting new translators, but there are indeed some tendencies. For instance, 

as seen above, more than half of the respondents (52.8%) would be willing to employ 

candidates with no prior experience, but with a good performance (e.g. distinction) in 

their Master’s degree in translation. 
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The ensuing question was about the possible remuneration that translation companies 

would offer to graduates of Greek Master’s courses in translation. Translation employees 

were asked whether they would offer to a graduate of a Greek Master’s course in 

translation a higher salary than to someone with no academic qualification in translation. 

 

Although two in five respondents (41.5%) said they would not offer such graduates more 

money, it is remarkable that one in four (26.4%) said they would indeed offer them more 

money, by all means. 32.1% of the respondents (17 in absolute numbers) were positive 

about offering these graduates a higher salary, but they would do so under certain 

conditions which they specified, writing a comment. Their answers are grouped together 

in the table below: 
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Condition % of respondents 
Good quality of translation/Good general performance 
in the job 

11 out of 17 respondents- 65 % 

Prior work experience in translation 4 out of 17 respondents- 24 % 
Prior experience with CAT tools 1 out of 17 respondents- 6 % 
Perhaps same basic salary with other employees, but 
some premium in relation to quality of work 

1 out of 17 respondents- 6 % 

 

Therefore, we see that a large number of the respondents (11 out of 57, namely 21%) 

would offer a higher salary to graduates of a Greek Master’s course in translation, so long 

as their work performance was good and they produced good-quality translations. 

 

 

 
Translation employees were also asked whether they would be interested in cooperating 

with universities so as to set up a Master’s course in translation (i.e. to define the course 

content, to choose the subjects/fields of study to be taught in the Master’s, etc.), if 

universities asked for their contribution. Respondents could also type in an optional 

comment. 
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Four fifths of the respondents (79.2%) answered positively, whereas one fifth of them 

(20.8%) answered negatively. 7.5% of the translation employees also added a comment: 

 

a) “It would be very useful and interesting to have links between the real professional 
world of translation and the academic world of translation”. 
b) “I don’t possess the necessary experience in order to define the course content of a 
Master’s”. 
c) “In Greek higher education courses in translation, both at an undergraduate and at a 
postgraduate level, there is no professional orientation. Graduates are not professionals 
and they do not know how to use many translation tools”. 

 

Hence, it is clear that most employees in translation companies would be ready and 

willing to assist in the development of postgraduate courses in translation which, as it 

seems, they would endeavour to link to the professional world. 

 

 
This is another interesting question dealing with the issue of general versus specialised 

Master’s courses in translation. Translation employees were asked the following 

question: “In your opinion, if someone deals with translation for the first time at Master’s 
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level, is it better for him/her to do a general Master’s in translation (e.g. Master’s in 

translation) or a specialised one (e.g. Master’s in technical translation)?” 

 

Almost half of the respondents (47.2%) opted for a general Master’s, while 34% were in 

favour of a specialised Master’s. Finally, 18.9% of the respondents said it depended, 

elaborating on their view. A recurring answer was that the choice hinged on the previous 

studies of the student, fundamentally undergraduate studies. For instance, one respondent 

said that it is difficult for someone with no technical background to do a Master’s in 

technical translation. Some respondents also said that this choice also depended on the 

student’s personal preferences/interests and career aspirations. Someone else said that it 

also depended on the perception of particular students as to what specialisation would 

offer them better career prospects. For example, if a student thinks s/he will find easier a 

job as a medical translator, s/he will opt for a medical translation course.  

 

All in all, it seems that views on the level of specialisation in a Master’s course in 

translation are divergent. Some would go for a more generic Master’s in translation, 

while others would find a specialised translation Master’s more useful. 
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Translation employees were also asked how long, in their opinion, a Master’s course in 

translation should last.  

 

Views in this respect differed greatly. So, 41.5% of the respondents opined that such a 

course should last one year, whereas another 41.5% were in favour of a two-year 

Master’s. Of the rest of respondents, 15.1% said it should last 1.5 years (three semesters) 

and, finally, 1.9% said it should last more than two years. 

 

7.4.2 Content of Master’s courses in translation 

 

The questions in this section centred on the content (subjects) of Master’s courses in 

translation. 
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The following question (number 11) was about the directionality in practical translation 

classes in Master’s courses in translation, that is whether students should be taught to 

translate from foreign languages into their mother tongue only or from their mother 

tongue into foreign languages only or both. Respondents could also write an optional 

comment. 

 

More than half of the translation employees (52.8%) postulated that translation students 

should translate in both language directions, but with more hours spent on translation into 

their mother tongue (i.e. Greek), while 30.2% predicated that students should translate in 

both language directions, but with equal hours spent on each direction. A lower 

percentage, 15.1%, said that students should only translate into their mother tongue and, 

finally, a marginal 1.9% said that students should translate in both language directions, 

but with more hours spent on translation into foreign languages. In any case, it can be 

inferred from these results that the overwhelming majority of translation employees 

(84.9%) believe that Master’s translation students should translate in both language 

directions.  
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9.4% of the respondents also wrote comments, justifying their stance, some of which are 

presented below: 

 

a) “Ideally only native speakers of foreign languages (i.e. not Greek) should translate 
from Greek into these foreign languages. Nonetheless, the demand for translation e.g. 
from Greek into English is very high and competent translators in this language direction 
are few and far between. Moreover, translating into a foreign language even for practice 
is very important and useful”. 
 
b) “It depends on how many years the Master’s course lasts. Generally speaking, I would 
prefer one language direction per Master’s course for better results”. 
 
c) “I comprehend the educational merit of translating into a foreign language. However, 
at a Master’s level the professional orientation of the course should be taken into 
consideration and students should understand that they will only translate into their 
mother tongue”. 
 
d) “Of course it is better to translate into your native language, but in practice one needs 
to be able to translate into foreign languages too”. 

 

Some of the respondents can be said to be right in that ideally one should translate into 

their mother tongue only. Nevertheless, as Greek is a language of limited diffusion, it is 

hard to find, say native English speakers with advanced knowledge of Greek who would 

be able to translate from Greek into English. So in reality it is often the case that native 

Greek speakers translate from their native language into English and then a native 

English speaker usually proof-reads the translated text. 
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The next question was about the number of foreign languages (apart from Greek-mother 

tongue) that students should translate from/into in a Greek Master’s course in translation 

that lasts 1-2 years. 

 

The majority of the respondents (73.6%) opined that students should learn to translate 

from/into two foreign languages, while 17% postulated that students should deal with one 

foreign language only. It is noteworthy that 5.7% said that students should work with 

three foreign languages and 3.8% said they should work with more than three foreign 

languages. 

 

17% of the respondents also wrote an optional comment, explaining their view: 

 

a) “Students should work with two foreign languages, but they should be given the 
possibility to work with more languages, if they so wish”. 
 
b) “It would be better if students chose the number of foreign languages they would work 
with (but, in my opinion, they should be at least 2). The translation/projects in different 
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languages could be sent over for feedback to tutors/translators who work on an external, 
hourly-paid basis in the Master’s”. 
 
c) “(Students should work with more than 3 languages and) in the curriculum there 
should be included rare languages, but for which there is a high translation demand, e.g. 
Asian languages”. 
 
d) “(Students should work with one foreign language.) As, ideally, translators work only 
into their mother tongue, working with more foreign languages would be their own 
choice which they could make later on, taking into account market needs, as well as their 
personal interests”. 

 

Although here again there are divergent views, it seems that working with two foreign 

languages in a Master’s course in translation is what most translation employees would 

opt for.40 

 

 
Next, translation employees were asked whether, in their opinion, the projects (not only 

the translation projects) that students have to do within the context of the Master’s should 

                                                 
40 For a discussion of teaching two foreign languages in a translation course see Mayoral Asensio (2007:86-
87). 
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be only individual projects or only group projects or whether there should be a 

combination of the two. Respondents could also write an optional comment. 

 

Almost half of the respondents (45.3%) were in favour of more individual and less group 

projects, whilst 35.8% postulated that there should be a balance between individual and 

group projects, and 9.4% opted for more group projects and less individual projects. In 

any case, the overwhelming majority of respondents (90.5%) were in favour of both types 

of projects in a translation course. Finally, while 9.4% predicated that there should be 

only individual projects, no one (0%) was in favour of students doing “only group 

projects”. 

 

Two respondents (4%) wrote an optional comment: 

 

a) “(There should be a balance between individual and group projects as) working with 
colleagues in my translation company for the last 10 years, has taught me many more 
things than I would have learnt, if I worked on my own. I suppose that, in the same vein, 
group projects in a translation course would be useful too”. 
 
b) “(There should be more group and less individual projects, as) we only learn through 
the mistakes of others. We are too selfish to admit our own mistakes”. 

 

In the translation bibliography there are also many advocates of group learning and team 

work in the translation class. For instance, Dunlap and Grabinger (1996:68) are of the 

opinion that: 

 

Working in peer groups helps students refine their knowledge through argumentation, 
structured controversy, and reciprocal teaching. In addition, students are more willing to 
take on the additional risk required to tackle complex, ill-structured, authentic problems 
when they have the support of others in the cooperative group […] students are more 
likely to achieve goals they may not have been able to meet on their own. 

 

In the same vein, Goff-Kfouri (2001:online) notes that: 

 

The translation profession is no longer such an individual endeavor as it was in the past. 
Today's translators must be able to consult efficiently with specialists; discuss 
appropriateness of terminology with fellow translators and present their translations 
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effectively to the client. All these activities are carried out in a more professional manner 
if the translator has acquired the habit of working with others smoothly. 

 

Team work and group projects are also put forward fervently by some translation 

scholars as a means to promoting the interpersonal competence (Hurtado Albir, 2007). 

However, Huertas Barros (2011:55) strikes a note of warning, saying that: 

 

collaborative learning, and interpersonal competence itself, do not develop exclusively by 
working together in a team, but  they require students be aware of the reasons why they 
are working together and the results they intend to achieve in the team. 
 

 
Question number 14 was about the relation between translation theory and practical 

translation in a Master’s course in translation. Translation employees were asked whether 

in such a course there should be more emphasis on practical translation or on translation 

theory. 

 

Most respondents (58.5%) answered that there should be more emphasis on practical 

translation than on translation theory, while 17% said that there should be a balance 
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between the two modules and 3.8% opined that there should be more emphasis on 

translation theory than on practical translation. Another 3.8% postulated that translation 

theory should be an optional module and 17% said it depended on the type of Master’s. 

No one (0%) maintained that there should be no translation theory or no practical 

translation whatsoever. 

 

9.4% of the respondents also took the time to write an optional comment, explaining their 

stance: 

 

a) “It depends on the type of the Master’s, but also on the reasons for which someone 
chooses a Master’s. If someone wants to do the Master’s in order to find a job easier later 
on, then much more emphasis should be placed on practical translation”. 
 
b) “If we are talking about a specialised Master's, more emphasis should be put on 
practical translation, as students would have been taught translation theory during their 
undergraduate studies. In a general Master's in translation there should be a balance 
between translation theory and practical translation”. 

 

The findings in this question are of great significance, as they show that the translation 

industry does not reject translation theory altogether, as it is often believed. As we can 

see, no respondent said that there should be no translation theory in Master’s courses in 

translation, which means that they do realise the value of theory in such a programme. 

 

On this note, Olohan (2007:57) argues that:  

 

theory plays an important part in professionalization and in confidence building for all 
translators, and perhaps most importantly for the freelancer […] an aspect of ‘translating 
competence’, as set out in the European standard EN15038:2006, is the ability to justify 
decisions taken. Theory and reflection in translator training develops and hones this 
competence in trainees, enabling them to meet international professional standards with 
confidence. Indeed, it is difficult to see how the aspect of translation competence which 
has to do with explaining and justifying choices can be attained without access to 
conceptual and analytical tools for thinking about and discussing translation, in a range of 
contexts, for a range of text types etc., i.e. without access to translation theory and 
theorizing. 
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The ensuing question asked translation employees what types of texts, in their opinion, it 

would be most useful for students to be taught to translate in a Master’s in translation. 

Respondents had to choose 3 types of texts of the ones offered or else mention other 

types of texts not provided in the predefined answers.  

 

75.5% answered technical texts, 52.8% medical & pharmaceutical texts, 50.9% legal 

texts, 47.2% financial texts, 39.6% EU texts, 22.6% scientific texts and 17% literary 

texts. 3.8% specified other types of texts, specifically mentioning ICT and 

telecommunications.  

 

The widespread belief among translators that literary translation does not pay well and, in 

that respect, it is not that useful, is corroborated to some extent by the answers to this 

question, as literary texts came last in the preferences of translation employees.  
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Another question posed to translation employees had to do with working languages and 

was phrased in the following manner: “Apart from English, French, German, Italian and 

Spanish, which other 3 (three) foreign languages should be offered, in your opinion, in a 

Master’s translation course in Greece?” 

 

As seen in the bar chart above, the most popular language was by far Russian (71.7%), 

followed by Chinese (39.6%) and Turkish (37.7%), which were the three most chosen 

languages. Other languages selected by the respondents were, in descending order of 

preference, Albanian (26.4%), Bulgarian (24.5%), Arabic (18.9%), Japanese (18.9%), 

Romanian (7.5%) and Polish (3.8%). Finally, 13.2% of the respondents stated that no 

other language was needed to be included in Greek Master’s courses in translation, as 

these 5 were enough. 

 

3.8% of the respondents also wrote a comment. One wrote that the more languages are 

offered in a translation course, the better it is, while another stated that it all hinged on 

whether there was a demand for each of these languages. 
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It is noteworthy that the 4 most popular languages on the list are non-EU languages. 

However, the 3rd and 4th ones (Turkish and Albanian) are languages of neighbouring 

countries of Greece, as is the 5th language (Bulgarian) which is both an EU language and 

the language of a neighbouring country. 

 

In another survey of Greek translation companies, Vretta (2009) found out that the three 

foreign languages most in demand were English, German and Italian, but that there were 

not enough competent translators for German and Italian. 

 

 
Next, translation employees were asked to assess a number of subjects (22 in total) in 

terms of their usefulness in a general Master’s course in translation. Respondents 

evaluated each subject according to the following scale: “Very useful” (4), “Fairly 

useful” (3), “Not that useful” (2) and “Not at all useful” (1). Afterwards, the mean score 

(1-4) of every individual subject was calculated, and all subjects were arranged on 2 lists, 
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according to their usefulness compared to the others. One list consists of the 11 most 

useful subjects and the other list includes the 11 least useful subjects. 

 

Above we can see a bar chart with the 11 most useful subjects, as judged by translation 

employees. It comes as no surprise that “practical translation” received the highest score 

(3.96), followed by “translation memories (e.g. Trados)” (3.87), “proof-reading & editing 

texts/translations” (3.85)41 and “terminology management” (3.66). These are all practical 

subjects which have a direct application to jobs in the translation industry and that is why 

they are so valued by translation employees.  

 

“Improving mother tongue skills (Greek)” (3.6) and “improving foreign language skills” 

(3.58) were also deemed to be quite useful in a postgraduate translation course, although 

these two subjects are usually missing entirely from such courses. The next most useful 

subjects were, in descending order of usefulness: “text processing” (3.53), “translation 

project management” (3.28), “research skills/research methodology” (3.26), “audiovisual 

translation” (3.09) and, finally, “publishing & page layout software (FrameMaker, 

QuarkXpress, etc.)” (3.02). 

 

The next graph presents the 11 least useful subjects, as judged by translation employees:  

 

 

                                                 
41 For an interesting discussion of training editors in universities, see Kruger (2008). 
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 “History of translation” (1.91) and “machine translation (e.g. Systran)” (1.92) both 

received mean scores less than 2, meaning that they fell between the categories of “not 

that useful” (2) and “not at all useful” (1). Afterwards, there were a number of subjects on 

the list (8 in total) which got an average score less than 3, also signifying their relative 

lack of usefulness, according to the respondents. These subjects were, in ascending order 

of usefulness: “literature of the languages from/into which students translate (e.g. English 

literature)” (2.51), “interpreting” (2.58), “intercultural studies” (2.68), “EU institutions” 

(2.75), “translation theory” (2.87), “financial/taxation issues in translation market” (2.91), 

“professional orientation seminars” (2.94) and “linguistics & stylistics” (2.94). 

 

The score that translation theory received (2.87) corroborates the relative lack of 

usefulness the translation industry attributes to it. It is also quite remarkable that 

professional orientation seminars were not deemed to be that useful (2.94) by translation 

employees. 
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Finally, “sciences/specialised subjects, e.g. introduction to law” received a mean score of 

3, meaning that it is “fairly useful", but perhaps not a priority in a Master’s course in 

translation. 

 

 

 
Next, translation employees were asked to give their opinion as to whether a number of 

specific transferable or other translation-related skills (e.g. time management, 

organisation, attention to detail, etc.) could be acquired within the context of a Master’s 

course in translation. Transferable skills are not the same as vocational skills, because as 

Kearns (2008b:201) rightly points out: “vocational skills prepare the student for a specific 

job, (while) transferable skills prepare him or her for mobility between a number of 

different jobs”. It should also be noted that the skills included in this question were 

provided by me and their selection was not haphazard, but it was based on relevant 

literature and past surveys. 
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Respondents evaluated every skill separately, and for each of them they could select one 

of four answers: (a) “Yes, to a large extent”, (b) “To a rather limited extent”, (c) 

“Probably not at all”, and (d) “I do not know”. 

 

The bar chart in the previous page presents the answers that respondents gave for each 

individual skill. The lines represent the number of respondents (in absolute numbers out 

of 53 respondents in total) that gave each specific answer. 

 

In the table below answers are presented in more detail. The number of respondents for 

each specific answer of each specific skill is given both in absolute numbers, out of 53, 

and as a percentage in brackets (%). 

 

Skill Yes, to a 
large 
extent (2) 

To a 
rather 
limited 
extent (1) 

Probably 
not at all 
(0) 

I do not 
know 

Mean 
score  
(0-2) 

Time 
management/meeting 
deadlines 

35 (66%) 11 
(20.8%) 

5 (9.4%) 2 (3.8%) 1.59 

Organisation 34 
(64.2%) 

16 
(30.2%) 

3 (5.7%) 0 (0%) 1.58 

Client management 23 
(43.4%) 

19 
(35.8%) 

11 
(20.8%) 

0 (0%) 1.23 

Attention to detail 44 (83%) 7 (13.2%) 2 (3.8%) 0 (0%) 1.79 
Accuracy in expression 46 

(86.8%) 
7 (13.2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1.87 

Openness to criticism 32 
(60.4%) 

17 
(32.1%) 

4 (7.5%) 0 (0%) 1.53 

Networking with other 
translators 

25 
(47.2%) 

24 
(45.3%) 

4 (7.5%) 0 (0%) 1.40 

Flexibility/Adaptability  
(e.g. to new working 
conditions) 

20 
(37.7%) 

19 
(35.8%) 

14 
(26.4%) 

0 (0%) 1.11 

Techniques for 
extracting information 
from clients 

17 
(32.1%) 

18 (34%) 13 
(24.5%) 

5 (9.4%) 1.08 

Negotiation techniques 18 (34%) 20 
(37.7%) 

12 
(22.6%) 

3 (5.7%) 1.12 

Creative writing 23 24 4 (7.5%) 2 (3.8%) 1.37 
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(43.4%) (45.3%) 
Technical/scientific 
writing 

31 
(58.5%) 

18 (34%) 3 (5.7%) 1 (1.9%) 1.54 

 

The mean score for each skill has been calculated with the following method: “Yes, to a 

large extent” answers received 2 points, “To a rather limited extent” answers received 1 

point and “Probably not at all” answers received 0 points. Needless to say, “I do now 

know” answers were not taken into account at all, as they were of no evaluative merit. 

 

Thus, an average score of 0-2 was calculated for every skill, with “0” signifying that a 

skill cannot be acquired at all within the context of a Master’s in translation, “1” meaning 

that the skill in question can only be acquired to a limited extent, and “2” meaning that 

the skill can be acquired to a large extent during the Master’s course. Finally, scores for 

each skill were ranked in descending order, and the average score of all 12 skills on the 

list was calculated to be 1.43. 

 

Skill Mean score (0-2) 
Accuracy in expression 1.87 
Attention to detail 1.79 
Time management/meeting deadlines 1.59 
Organisation 1.58 
Technical/scientific writing 1.54 
Openness to criticism 1.53 
Average of all 12 skills 1.43 
Networking with other translators 1.40 
Creative writing 1.37 
Client management 1.23 
Negotiation techniques 1.12 
Flexibility/Adaptability  (e.g. to new working conditions) 1.11 
Techniques for extracting information from clients 1.08 
 

As seen from the table above, the highest score on the list is 1.87 (accuracy in expression) 

and the lowest one is 1.08 (techniques for extracting information from clients). It seems 

that scores greater than 1.5, i.e. closer to 2, mean that these skills can, according to the 

respondents, be acquired to a large extent within the context of a Master’s course in 
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translation, while scores less than 1.5, namely closer to 1, suggest that these skills can 

only be acquired to a limited extent during such a course. 

 

Not surprisingly, the skills that translation employees judged to be acquirable to a large 

extent were: “accuracy in expression” (1.87), “attention to detail” (1.79), “time 

management/meeting deadlines” (1.59), “organisation” (1.58), “technical/scientific 

writing” (1.54) and “openness to criticism” (1.53). 

 

On the other hand, the skills that respondents regarded as acquirable to a limited extent 

were: “networking with other translators” (1.40), “creative writing” (1.37), “client 

management” (1.23), “negotiation techniques” (1.12), “flexibility/adaptability (e.g. to 

new working conditions)” (1.11) and “techniques for extracting information from clients” 

(1.08).  

 

Respondents were also given the possibility to add an optional comment to their answers 

and, in the end, three (5.7%) of them wrote a comment. One said that all of the 

aforementioned skills can be acquired during a Master’s course in translation, provided 

that tutors themselves possess these skills, while another wrote the following comment: 

 

Time management skills will necessarily be honed through the setting of strict deadlines 
for projects submission. Flexibility skills are honed when students are undertaking 
different types of projects (technical translations, subtitling, editing, website localization, 
research projects). However, the rest of the skills are, in my opinion, cultivated only 
through working. 
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Question number 19 had to do with translation technology and translation employees 

were asked which two of the translation memory and machine translation programs on 

the list students should be taught in a Master’s course in translation.  

 

“Trados” proved to be the most popular answer by far (90.6%), while “SDLX” was the 

second most popular answer (43.4%). Other answers given were “Déjà vu” (24.5%), 

“Star Transit” (11.3%), “Wordfast” (7.5%) and “LogiTrans” (1.9%). “MultiTrans” and 

“Systran” were not selected by anyone (0%). Finally, 5.7% selected the choice “I do not 

know/I do not deal with translation technology”. 

 

9.4% of the respondents also specified other software programs, mentioning Alchemy 

Catalyst, Across and software localisation programs. 

 

The results to this question mean that the vast majority of the translation employees who 

completed the survey had at least a grounding in translation memory and machine 

translation programs.  
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Closely linked to the previous question, translation employees were then asked which 

two terminology management programs students should be taught in a Master’s course in 

translation.  

 

Here the most popular answer was “Trados Multiterm” (83%), followed by “SDLX 

TermBase” (41.5%), “Déjà vu Termbase” (18.9%), “Termstar” (9.4%) and “MultiTrans 

Termbase” (5.7%). One respondent (1.9%) said that all these programs should be taught 

and no one (0%) mentioned “Webterm”, “LogiTerm” or “Term It”. Finally, 15.1% of the 

respondents opted for “I do not know/I do not deal with terminology management 

programs”. If the findings from this question are anything to go by, this means that the 

majority of translation employees are at least to some extent familiar with terminology 

management tools. 
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7.4.3 Translation Market 

 

In this section respondents were asked their opinion on linking the Master’s courses in 

translation with the translation market. 

 

 
In the first question of this section, translation employees had to say whether or not they 

agreed with the following statement: “In a Master's in translation it is very important for 

students to be taught how a translation agency/company is organised and how it works”. 

 

The overwhelming majority of the respondents (92.5%) expressed their agreement with 

the statement above, with 49.1% agreeing completely and 43.4% agreeing mostly. Only 

7.5% said they mostly disagreed with it and no one (0%) said they disagreed completely. 

 

Two respondents (3.8%) also wrote a comment, justifying their stance. One said: “(I 

agree mostly) because I have realised that novice translators have no idea about the 
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‘production chain’ of translation projects and fail to follow faithfully the instructions of 

the agency-client”. The other wrote: “(I agree mostly, as) The way Greek translation 

companies are organised and operate differs greatly, depending on the size of the 

company and its main business orientation. Most companies are small and they operate in 

a completely different way than bigger companies”. 

 

 
Next, translation employees were asked whether, in their opinion, the deadlines in the 

translation projects that students have to do in a Greek Master’s course in translation 

should reflect the strict deadlines of the market. Respondents could also justify their 

choice, writing an optional comment. 

 

As can be seen from the column chart above, 62.3% answered positively, while 37.7% 

answered negatively.  
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21% of the respondents also wrote a comment, elaborating on their views. Some of these 

comments are presented below: 

 

a) Yes: “So that students can adjust themselves to real market conditions fast”. 
 
b) No: “It is preferable for students to perfect their technique while they are still studying, 
as speed comes with time and experience”. 
 
c) Yes: “So that students are trained in time management, in the relation between 
translation quality and time, and also so that they understand the real working 
conditions”. 

 

By and large, many of the comments reflected the view that there should be no strict 

deadlines (as opposed to the case with market deadlines) in student translation projects, 

as the important thing at this early stage is for students to learn how to produce good 

translations (quality), and speed (quantity) will come later on. Nonetheless, some other 

comments showed that the respondents were in favour of “market” deadlines, so that 

students can familiarise themselves with the real, professional world. 
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The survey participants also had to declare whether they agreed with the statement that 

“A work placement/internship in a translation agency as part of a Master’s course in 

translation is essential”. 

 

Almost all respondents (96.2%) expressed their agreement, either agreeing completely 

(67.9%) or agreeing mostly (28.3%) with the statement. Only 3.8% disagreed with it, 

with 1.9% disagreeing mostly and another 1.9% disagreeing completely. 

 

9.4% also wrote an optional comment, explaining their view. One said that it all hinged 

upon the specific specialisation of the Master’s, while another said it depended on the 

experience and knowledge of students. A third one was completely against such work 

placements, saying that “It is work exploitation. Why study translation in the first place, 

if you are required to do an internship too?”. Finally, a fourth respondent appeared to be 

an advocate of such work placements in Master’s courses in translation, stating that “By 

doing an internship, students can acquire both professional and translation experience, 

make themselves known to employers and improve their skills, so that they become more 

competitive, when compared to older, more experienced professional translators”. 

 

It should be noted though that work placements should not be done in a void, as there is a 

“need for clearly defined aims and intended learning outcomes that are understood by all 

parties, and for an explicit specification of responsibilities of the higher education 

institution, placement provider and student” (Knight & Yorke, 2004:107). Furthermore, 

notwithstanding their value, there are logistic issues associated with translation 

internships. For instance, Owens (1996:38) says that “As a lecturer, I know that these are 

a nightmare to organise, but I am still including them as I am convinced of their value. 

Translation courses simply cannot give novices any idea of how busy and pressured a job 

translation is”. 

 

Still, work placements well organised can have the benefit of introducing students to the 

real world of translation which is a far cry from the academic environment, and their 

value lies therein. As Gouadec (2003:19) argues, “students must be prepared for the wild 
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outside and coached on how to get clients and contracts, to set up business, to get a job, 

to write out an estimate, and so on”. 

 

 
Moreover, translation employers were asked to say to what extent, in their opinion, Greek 

Master’s courses in translation taught students all that the market required.  

 

Only 3.8% of the respondents answered “to a large extent”, with most respondents 

answering “to a limited extent” (41.5%) or “not at all” (32.1%). A rather large 

percentage, 22.6%, said they did not know. 

 

One respondent (2%) also wrote an optional comment, expressing the view that the extent 

depended on each individual tutor and his/her own professional experience in the 

translation industry.  
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Judging by the answers to this question, it seems that there is hardly any connection 

between Greek Master’s courses in translation and the translation market, or at least that 

is what translation employers think. Besides, even some translation academics think that 

it would be impossible to teach students all those things that the market asks for. For 

instance, Li (2007:121) is of the opinion that “no matter how hard the translation training 

institutions try, they will not be able to eliminate the gap between university training and 

professional translation. After all there is a limit as to how much can be done in a […] 

translation program”. 

 

7.4.4 Final part 

 

In the final section of the questionnaire, translation employees were asked about the main 

shortcomings, but also the strongest points of Greek Master’s courses in translation, as 

they viewed them. 

 

25) In your opinion, what are the main shortcomings in the Greek Master’s courses 

in translation, as reflected through their graduates? (optional question) 

 

This was an optional question which, in the end, was answered by 15 respondents (28%) 

out of the potential 53 translation employees. Answers were grouped together and are 

presented in the table below. 

 

Shortcomings of Master’s courses % of respondents 
No or limited knowledge of practical aspects of the 
translation profession (including practical translation) 

8 out of 15 respondents- 53 % 

No/hardly any links to the professional world 5 out of 15 respondents- 33 % 
Too much theory 4 out of 15 respondents- 27 % 
No or limited knowledge of translation technology tools 
(translation software) 

3 out of 15 respondents- 20 % 

Limited offer of extra-curricular activities (seminars, 
workshops, etc.) 

1 out of 15 respondents- 7 % 

Graduates demand absurdly high remuneration 1 out of 15 respondents- 7 % 
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It seems that the main shortcoming of Greek Master’s courses in translation, as reflected 

through their graduates and perceived by employers, is the limited knowledge they offer 

regarding practical aspects of the translation profession (including practical translation), 

the limited links they establish with the professional world, the teaching of too much 

theory and the limited teaching (or absence of teaching) of translation technology. 

 

26) In your opinion, what are the main strong points of the Greek Master’s courses 

in translation, as reflected through their graduates? (optional question) 

 

This was again an optional question which was answered by 8 respondents (15%). As 

answers here were limited, it was not considered necessary to group them into categories. 

 

Among the answers of translation employees were the following: (a) graduates of such 

translation courses have an all-round education, (b) they had knowledge of translation 

techniques, (c) they knew Greek better and used it better than non-graduates of such 

courses, (d) they were very knowledgeable in theoretical aspects of translation, (e) they 

produced better-quality translations in comparison to translators with no Master’s in 

translation, (f) these courses trained students in various disciplines, (g) there was an 

endeavour to teach students translation technology tools, (h) the tutors in these courses 

were well trained and possessed professional experience and (i) these courses give 

students (even those with no linguistic background whatsoever) the chance to come into 

contact, for the first time, with translation, both in theory and in practice.  

 

27) Other comments (optional)  

 

Finally, respondents were given the opportunity to make any other comment, regarding 

the survey or anything else related to the issues discussed, if they so wished. Only 2 

respondents (4%) provided a comment. One showed a rather negative perception and said 

that academic translation courses did not reflect the needs of the translation market at all, 

while the other made a witty remark indicating that the market should probably look at 

the translator’s needs.   
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8 Comparative analysis of results 
 

In this chapter a detailed, comparative analysis of the answers given to the three 

questionnaire surveys is presented. As we have seen, the questions in the two 

questionnaires addressed to students and tutors are almost identical, so comparison is 

fairly easy between the two. As regards the market survey, only those questions which 

are similar to the ones in the two previous questionnaires are going to be included in this 

comparative analysis. If a question appears in only one of the three questionnaires 

(students, tutors, market), then there is no point in including it in this chapter and, thus, it 

is left out. 

 

In the tables below the most popular answers to every question, as indicated by the results 

of the three questionnaires, are given in bold letters. To this end, abbreviations in 

parenthesis are also employed. Hence, for instance, S1 means that a particular answer is 

the most popular answer for students, S2 means that the answer is the second most 

popular answer for students, and so on. In the same vein, T1 means that a particular 

answer is the most popular answer for tutors, T2 is the second most popular answer for 

tutors, etc. 
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QUESTIONS 

 

1) In your opinion, what are the main reasons why students choose to do a Master’s 

in translation? (one or more answers) 

 

Answer Students  Tutors 
To become professional translators 46.8% (S1) 75.7% (T1) 
Because they believe that after graduation they 
will find a good job easier 

29.8% (S2) 62.2% (T2) 

Because they want to study (applied) foreign 
languages, but they are not interested in 
literature, linguistics, teaching languages, etc 

29.8% (S2) 27% (T6) 

Because with a Master's degree in translation 
they will enter the translation market faster 

23.4% (S6) 40.5% (T3) 

Because they want to do a Master’s in just any 
subject 

12.8% (S9) 40.5% (T3) 

 

In questions of this nature, the comparison of the answers between the two parties can 

only be limited, as we will see in the following paragraph, and only the three most 

important reasons are going to be investigated. The main reason why the comparison can 

only be limited is because each student only chose the answers that applied to him/her as 

an individual, whereas each tutor chose the answers that, according to him/her, applied to 

all students in general. That is also why the percentage numbers in tutors’ answers are 

higher than the respective students’ numbers. 

 

Both students and tutors agree that the first reason why the former pursue a Master’s 

degree in translation is to become professional translators (S1=T1). Comparing the 

respective percentages (46.8% and 75.7%) is methodologically wrong and should be 

eschewed. As every student mentioned their own reasons, whereas every tutor mentioned 

the main reasons of all students, it makes sense that the percentages in tutors’ responses 

seem to be higher than those in students’ responses, as they are supposed to represent the 

views of more than one student. That is why we can only draw limited conclusions when 

comparing the answers of the two parties. 
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The fact that students do the Master’s because they believe that after graduation they will 

find a good job easier appears to be the second most important reason for both students 

and tutors (S2=T2).  

 

Nonetheless, answers diverge between the two parties as regards the third reason given. 

Students mentioned that they want to study (applied) foreign languages, but they are not 

interested in literature, linguistics, teaching languages, etc. (the third most popular answer 

actually received the same percentage as the second most popular answer, so in fact there 

are two answers in the second place) (S2=T6), while tutors stated as the third reason(s) 

that with a Master’s degree students in translation will enter the translation market faster 

(T3=S6) and that students want to do a Master’s in just any subject (T3=S9).  

 

It seems that both parties understand that finding a job as a translator or just any job is a 

primary motivation when students choose to do a Master’s in translation.  

 

2) In your opinion, what are the MAIN reasons why students choose to do the 

Master's in translation in the university/higher education institution where you 

teach? (one or more answers) 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Because this is their home town, and they want to be 
near their home 

40.4% (S1) 43.2% (T4) 

Because this institution/ department/study course has a 
good reputation 

36.2% (S2) 56.8 (T1) 

Because it is the cheapest option for them 31.9% (S3) 21.6% (T5) 
Because they (students) did their Bachelor's in the 
same institution, so they are already familiar with the 
institution and the tutors 

29.8% (S4) 48.6% (T2) 

Because they (students) like more the programme of 
study compared to Master's in translation in other 
institutions 

12.8% (S8) 45.9% (T3) 

 

Here again we will look in detail into the three main reasons for each party. As we see 

from the table above, the first factor for students when picking a specific Master’s course 

in translation is that the university must be near their home, namely in their home town 
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(S1=T4). The second reason for students is the good reputation of the 

institution/department/study course, which is also the first reason given by tutors 

(S2=T1). The third reason for students is that the Master’s in question is the cheapest 

option for them (S3=T5).  

 

On the other hand, the second reason that tutors gave was that students did their 

Bachelor’s in the same institution because they were already familiar with the institution 

and the tutors (T2=S4), while their third reason was that students liked more the 

programme of study compared to the Master’s in translation offered by other institutions 

(T3=S8). 

 

All in all, we could say that both stakeholders agree that the good reputation of the 

institution/department/study course is an important factor when students are choosing a 

specific Master’s course in translation. However, it seems that this factor is of secondary 

importance to students, as many students want to study near their home (S1) which 

presumably is also the cheapest option for them (S3), something which entails that 

perhaps institutions in large cities (Athens and Thessaloniki) can be less “forward 

thinking”, as they know they would always attract a fair number of students. 

 

3) The information students receive on the content of the Master's course in 

translation PRIOR TO its commencement is: (one or more answers) 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
From the website of the institution 66% (S1) 86.5% (T1) 
From previous students of the Master’s 27.7% (S2) 45.9% (T3) 
From tutors in the Master's 21.3% (S3)  56.8% (T2) 
From brochures, other websites, newspapers or 
professional guidance books 

19.1% (S4) 21.6% (T4) 

Non-existent 10.6% (S5) 0% (T6) 
 

As is clear from the table above, most students receive information on the content of the 

Master’s course in translation prior to its commencement from the website of the 

institution, and tutors are aware of that (S1=T1). This highlights the need to have all the 
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necessary course information online and to constantly keep it updated, something which 

is not always the case in certain institutions. For instance, some course websites are 

outdated or provide very limited information. It should also be mentioned that the online 

information of certain courses is only available in Greek, or the information provided in 

English (and in some cases other foreign languages) is very limited or virtually inexistent. 

Perhaps by including all the requisite information at least in English could make the 

course more appealing to foreign candidates and, hence, less insular on an international 

level. 

 

What is also remarkable here is that 10.6% of the students received no information 

whatsoever regarding the content of the Master’s prior to its commencement, but tutors 

were not aware of that at all (0%). 

 

4) When students start the Master’s in translation, what subjects do they expect to 

be taught? (one or more answers) 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Practical translation 91.5% (S1) 86.5% (T1) 
Translation theories 76.6% (S2) 59.5% (T2) 
Translation technology (e.g. translation memories, 
machine translation) 

70.2% (S3) 51.4% (T3) 

Professional aspects of translation 46.8% (S4) 37.8% (T4) 
 

According to both students and tutors, the first subject that students expect to be taught in 

a Master’s course in translation is practical translation (S1=T1), highlighting the hands-

on and practical nature of this type of programmes. Subsequently, the order of the 

answers of both students and tutors is exactly the same (S2=T2, S3=T3 and S4=T4), 

showing a close understanding from both parties of the expectations of students, who are 

aware that translator training does not merely involve practising translation between two 

languages. 
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5) In your opinion, to what extent are students satisfied with the infrastructures 

(libraries, teaching rooms, computer rooms, access to the internet, etc.) in the 

Master’s in translation? 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Very satisfied 4.3% 8.1% 
Fairly satisfied 23.4% 37.8% 
Fairly dissatisfied 31.9% 43.2% 
Completely dissatisfied 40.4% 5.4% 
I do not know n/a 5.4% 
 

Judging by the answers on this question, it seems that students are much more dissatisfied 

with the infrastructures in the Master’s in translation than their tutors think they are. A 

rather high 72.3% of the students stated that they were dissatisfied, while only 48.6% of 

their tutors thought that students were dissatisfied. In any case, the lack of appropriate 

infrastructures seems to be a thorny issue for many translation courses which is directly 

dependant on the funds available to the course. 

 

6) In your opinion, how long should a Master’s course in translation last? 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 

One year 17% 27% 41.5% 
Three semesters 23.4% 16.2% 15.1% 
Two years  51.1% 56.8% 41.5% 
More than two years 8.5% 0% 1.9% 
 

It seems that most students (51.1%) and tutors (56.8%) are in favour of a two-year 

Master’s course in translation, while translation employees are split, with 41.5% 

advocating a two-year Master’s, while another 41.5% are in favour of a one-year 

Master’s.  

 

Moreover, the majority of all three stakeholders are in favour of Master’s courses that last 

more than one year, so, at first glance, perhaps an ideal solution would be for the 
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Master’s to last three semesters, i.e. 1.5 years. Nonetheless, the only institution (Ionian 

University) that offered a three-semester Master’s course in translation recently opted for 

a one-year (September to September) Master’s course. At this point, the 

recommendations of the Bologna process should again be taken into consideration, as it is 

suggested that second-cycle (Master’s) courses should last two years. In light of this, 

perhaps institutions offering Master’s courses in translation should consider having two-

year Master’s. 

 

7) The tuition fees, in respect to what the Master’s is offering, are: (optional 

question) 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Too high 14.3% 0% 
Normal  57.1% 100% 
Rather low 28.6% 0% 
 

In the Master’s courses in translation that charge tuition fees, all tutors (100%) and the 

majority of students (57.1%) found the fees to be normal, although in the case of the 

students 14.3% regarded the fees as too high. Perhaps it should be investigated in the 

future why these students find the fees too high. It is well-known that, when students 

have to pay tuition fees, they ask for value for their money, i.e. they want tuition fees to 

be commensurate with the quality of the course. 

 

 

8) The amount of workload for students in the Master’s in translation of your 

institution is: 

 

Answers Students Tutors 
Too high, to the extent that students cannot meet the 
expectations completely 

14.9% 2.7% 

High, but to an extent that students can meet the expectations 66% 56.8% 
Normal, neither too high, nor too low 17% 37.8% 
Rather low 2.1% 2.7% 
Too low 0% 0% 
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The majority of both students and tutors think that the amount of workload for students in 

the Master’s course of their institution is high, but to an extent that students can meet the 

expectations. Only 2-3% of either party believe that the workload is rather low, but the 

discrepancy surfaces at the other end of the spectrum where many more students (14.9%) 

than tutors (2.7%) think that the amount of workload is too high, to the extent that 

students cannot meet the expectations completely. It would be worth examining in the 

future why 1 in 7 students (14.9%) cannot cope with the workload and what their prior 

knowledge and qualifications were before being admitted to the Master’s course, in order 

to ascertain whether this might have a crucial impact on the student’s performance. 

 

9) It is absolutely clear to students what tutors expect them to learn in every module 

(clear learning outcomes). 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Agree completely 14.9% 40.5% 
Agree mostly 57.4% 51.4% 
Disagree mostly 23.4% 5.4% 
Disagree completely 4.3% 0% 
I do not know n/a 2.7% 
 

Even though the majority of both students and tutors “agree mostly” with the statement 

above (57.4% and 51.4% respectively), in terms of total agreement (“agree completely” 

and “agree mostly”) an overwhelming majority of 91.9% of tutors agree that there are 

clear learning outcomes in every module, whereas a lower 72.3% of students express 

their agreement. 

  

This probably means that tutors are more inclined than students to think that the learning 

outcomes of their classes are clear. 
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10) On the whole, the tutors in the Master’s in translation of your institution are: 

(optional question) 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Completely qualified 31.9% 47.1% 
Fairly qualified 61.7% 52.9% 
Not that qualified 6.4% 0% 
Completely unqualified 0% 0% 
 

When it comes to the expertise and competence of tutors in the Master’s courses in 

translation, the majority of both students (61.7%) and tutors (52.9%) opine that the tutors 

are “fairly qualified”. Still, it seems that tutors assess themselves more favourably than 

students assess them, as 47.1% of them believe that their colleagues are “completely 

qualified”. In any case, both parties agree that, in general, tutors are qualified, at least to 

some extent. 

 

 

11) On the whole, the study material (handouts, notes, texts to translate, exercises, 

etc.) provided to students in the Master’s of your institution is: 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Very satisfying 21.3% 18.9% 
Fairly satisfying 46.8% 59.5% 
Not that satisfying 29.8% 13.5% 
Completely unsatisfying 2.1% 0% 
I do not know n/a 8.1% 
 

As regards the study material provided to students, again the most popular answer for 

both students (46.8%) and tutors (59.5%) is “fairly satisfying”.  

 

In total, more tutors (78.4%) believe that the study material in the Master’s is satisfying 

(very satisfying or fairly satisfying) than do students (68.1%). 
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It is also noteworthy that, although almost one in three students (31.9%) find the study 

material not that satisfying or completely unsatisfying, only 13.5% of tutors hold the 

same opinion, and 8.1% of them do not know at all what the case is. 

 

 

12) When students complain to tutors about something in the Master’s that they do 

not like, do tutors take their opinion into account and do they take the appropriate 

action to resolve the issue? 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Always 6.4% 27% 
Usually yes 59.6% 56.8% 
Sometimes yes, others no n/a 13.5% 
Usually no 34% 2.7% 
Never 0% 0% 
 

As we can see from the table above, the majority of both students (59.6%) and tutors 

(56.8%) agree that, when students complain to tutors about something in the Master’s 

they do not like, tutors “usually” take their opinion into account.  

 

However, 83.8% of tutors say they always or usually take their students into account, 

whereas only 66% of students think so too. Most crucially, 34% of students show a rather 

negative opinion, while only 2.7% of tutors hold the same view. 

 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that the conclusions that can be drawn from the answers 

of the two stakeholders are only limited in scope, as tutors had an extra answer option 

(“sometimes yes, others no”) which was not available to students. The reason why this 

extra option was included in the trainers’ questionnaire was that, although each student 

expressed their own personal experiences, tutors had to answer on behalf of all their 

colleagues. Hence, it was deemed appropriate to include the option “sometimes yes, 

others no”, as tutors might have been of the opinion that some of their colleagues 

responded to the complaints of their students, while others did not. 
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13) In your opinion, to what extent are students satisfied with the tutors’ written 

corrections and comments (feedback) on their translations/projects (e.g. how 

constructive and lengthy is the tutors’ feedback- quality and quantity)? 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Very satisfied 10.6% 16.2% 
Fairly satisfied 46.8% 78.4% 
Not that satisfied 31.9% 2.7% 
Completely dissatisfied 10.6% 0% 
I do not know n/a 2.7% 
 

As can be seen from the answers above, the overwhelming majority of tutors (94.6%) 

believe that students are very or fairly satisfied with their feedback on students’ 

translation and projects, while only 57.4% of students share this view.  

 

In the same vein, only 2.7% of tutors think that students are “not that satisfied” and none 

of them (0%) thinks that students are “completely dissatisfied”, whereas in sharp contrast 

4 out of 10 students (42.5%) are “not that satisfied” or “completely dissatisfied” with the 

tutors’ feedback. 

 

This clearly manifests that there is a mismatch between what students think and what 

tutors think regarding the feedback provided on practical translations and projects. Quite 

a substantial number of students are not happy with their tutors’ feedback, but tutors do 

not seem to be aware of this situation. 
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14a) Students: “Do you believe that, in general, the marks/grades you receive on 

your translations (practical translation module) are”: 

 

Answer Students 
Always fair 10.6% 
Usually fair 78.7% 
Usually unfair 10.6% 
Always unfair 0% 
 

 

14b) Tutors: “The marks/grades students receive on their translations are fair and 

the marking process is carried out according to specific criteria.” 

 

Answer Tutors 
Agree completely 56.8% 
Agree mostly 35.1% 
Disagree mostly 2.7% 
Disagree completely 0% 
I do not know/ I do not teach practical translation 5.4% 
 

Here it is not possible to directly compare the answers of the two stakeholders, as the 

phrasing of the two questions posed is quite different. Students had to say whether the 

marking was fair or unfair, while tutors were asked to say whether they agreed or 

disagreed with a given statement. 

 

Nonetheless, it seems that the majority of both students (89.3%) and tutors (91.9%) 

believe that, by and large, the marks that students receive on their translations are fair. 

Yet again, a substantial percentage of students, 10.6%, show their dissatisfaction with the 

marks they receive, regarding them as “usually unfair”. 
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15) In your opinion, the method with which every module in the Master’s is assessed 

(exams, projects, oral presentations, etc.) is the most appropriate. 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Agree completely 25.5% 32.4% 
Agree mostly 61.7% 59.5% 
Disagree mostly 12.8% 8.1% 
Disagree completely 0% 0% 
 

Answers here are quite similar between students and tutors, with the vast majority of both 

parties (87.2% and 91.9%) agreeing completely or mostly with the statement that the 

most appropriate assessment method is used for every module in the Master’s course. 

This clearly shows that both parties are quite happy with the assessment methods used in 

the different modules (exams, projects, oral presentations, etc.). 

 

16) In general, how satisfying do you think are the teaching methods applied to the 

modules in the Master’s in translation of your institution? 

 

Answer Students Tutors  
Very satisfying 10.6% 21.6% 
Fairly satisfying 57.4% 75.7% 
Not that satisfying 29.8% 2.7% 
Completely unsatisfying 2.1% 0% 
 

As for the teaching methods applied to the modules in the Master’s courses, 68% of 

students predicated that they were very or fairly satisfied with them, while almost all 

tutors (97.3%) shared a similar view. 

 

On the other side of the coin, almost one in three students (31.9%) is of the opinion that 

teaching methods in their course are “not that satisfying” or “completely unsatisfying”, 

while only 2.7% of tutors think so too. 
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All in all, it is clear that students are less satisfied with the way the modules are taught in 

their Master’s than tutors are and the reasons for their dissatisfaction should be further 

investigated. 

 

17) On the whole, how many hours per week should the practical translation 

module(s) be taught in a Master’s course in translation? 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Maximum 20 30 
Minimum 4 2 
Mean 7.9 8.93 
 

As can be seen from the table above, there is a remarkable agreement between students 

and tutors as to how many hours per week the practical translation module(s) should be 

taught in a Master’s course in translation. On average, students opined that there should 

be 8 (7.9) hours of practical translation classes per week, while tutors said there should be 

9 (8.93) hours.  

 

It seems that including 8-9 hours of practical translation classes per week in the Master’s 

would impinge on the rest of modules, as less time could be spent on them. What is more, 

due to the language-specific nature of the practical translation module, this module 

cannot be taught by a single tutor, as language-specific tutors are needed for each 

language combination taught. Hence, having 8-9 hours of practical translation classes per 

week would entail spending considerable amounts of money to employ these tutors, 

something that may not be very cost-efficient.  

 

Finally, it should be underscored that this would also go against the proposals of the 

Bologna process, which recommends more homework and less teaching hours. 
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18) In a Master’s course in translation there should be taught: 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 

Only translation from lang.B (foreign 
lang.) into lang. A (mother tongue: 
Greek) 

4.3% 8.1% 15.1% 

Only translation from lang. A (mother 
tongue: Greek) into lang. B (foreign 
lang.) 

0% 0% 0% 

Both language directions, but more 
hours translation into mother tongue 

48.9% 56.8% 52.8% 

Both language directions, but more 
hours translation into foreign lang. 

0% 2.7% 1.9% 

Both lang. directions, with equal hours 
each 

46.8% 32.4% 30.2% 

 

Answers here follow the same order for all 3 stakeholders. The most popular answer to 

this question for all 3 parties (48.9% for students, 56.8% for tutors and 52.8% for 

translation employees) was that students in a Master’s course in translation should 

translate both from foreign languages into their mother tongue (i.e. Greek) and from their 

mother tongue into foreign languages, but more teaching hours should be spent 

translating into their mother tongue. 

 

The second most popular answer in all 3 surveys (46.8% for students, 32.4% for tutors 

and 30.2% for translation employees) was that students should translate in both language 

directions, with equal hours spent on each language direction, and the third most popular 

answer (4.3% for students, 8.1% for tutors and 15.1% for translation employees) was that 

students should only translate into Greek, their native language. 

 

Judging by these answers, it seems obvious that students should translate in both 

language directions, but more hours into their mother tongue.  

 

Directionality in translation has also been discussed in surveys by other translation tutors 

such as the survey by Fraser (1996). Some translation scholars have also dealt with 
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directionality in translator training where lesser-used languages are taught. For instance, 

Pokorn (2009:190), discussing translator training in Slovenia, mentions a survey of 

translation practice which showed that 89% of professional Slovene translators translated 

into their second language (English in most cases). That is why “translation schools have 

responded to the needs of local markets and included training into B languages in their 

curricula” (ibid.).42 

 

19) In your opinion, the texts that students translate within the context of the 

Master’s, the ones they translate in the class, as well as the ones they have to 

translate at home, should be chosen by: 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
The tutor only 8.5% 21.6% 
The student only 0% 0% 
The tutor, always in collaboration with the student 48.9% 40.5% 
Sometimes by the tutor, sometimes by the student 42.6% 37.8% 
 

In this question the most popular answer for both parties (48.9% for students and 40.5% 

for tutors) was that texts to be translated in the class, as well as the texts students have to 

translate at home, should be chosen by the tutor, but always in collaboration with the 

student. 

 

The second most popular answer for both stakeholders (42.6% for students and 37.8% for 

tutors) was that texts to be translated by students should sometimes be selected by tutors, 

and sometimes by the student, whereas nobody (0%) opined that texts should be chosen 

by students only. 

 

It seems that the overwhelming majority of both students (91.5%) and tutors (78.3%) are 

in favour of some sort of collaboration between them, when it comes to selecting suitable 

texts to translate. This entails that the opinion of students should also be taken into 

                                                 
42 For a discussion of translation in peripheral languages, see also Linn (2006). For directionality in 
translation and inverse translation see Kelly (1997), Campbell (1998), Grosman et al. (2000), Prunč (2000), 
Hjørnager (2000) and Kearns (2007). 
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consideration. A possible benefit of taking students into consideration when selecting 

texts to translate would be the increase of student motivation, as they would opt for texts 

they are interested in. 

 

20) In your opinion, the projects (not only the translation projects) that students 

have to do within the context of the Master’s should be: 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 

More individual and less group projects 46.8% 59.5% 45.3% 
There should be a balance between 
individual and group projects 

31.9% 32.4% 35.8% 

Only individual projects 19.1% 8.1% 9.4% 
More group and less individual projects 2.1% 0% 9.4% 
Only group projects 0% 0% 0% 
 

In this question it is remarkable that the order of answers, in terms of percentages, is the 

same for all 3 stakeholders. Hence, the most popular answer, as we can see from the 

table, is that students should have more individual and less group projects, while around a 

third of the respondents in each of the 3 groups postulates that there should be a balance 

between individual and group projects. If these answers are anything to go by, it is 

evident that students should do both individual and group projects, but perhaps it would 

be appropriate to have more individual projects. Besides, as Babouris (2010:217) 

confirms, “In the Greek-speaking world translators work mostly on their own, therefore 

translation trainees should also translate on their own, so that they build up self-

confidence eventually”. 

 

Still, the usefulness of group projects should not be underestimated. As Mayoral Asensio 

(2003:7) claims, “Students must be trained for teamwork, sharing translation tasks not 

only with other translators but also with professionals in other fields.” It is true that, by 

including group projects in the course, students hone different types of skills (e.g. 

teamwork) than when they are working on individual projects. 
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21) In a Master’s course in translation there should be: 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 

A balance between translation theory and 
practical translation modules 

48.9% 45.9% 17% 

More emphasis on practical translation than 
on translation theory 

36.2% 27% 58.5% 

More emphasis on translation theory than on 
practical translation 

2.1% 5.4% 3.8% 

No translation theory 0% 0% 0% 
No practical translation 0% 0% 0% 
Translation theory should be an optional 
module 

0% 0% 3.8% 

It depends on the type of Master’s 12.8% 21.6% 17% 
 

The table above shows that the most popular answer among students and tutors was that 

in a Master’s course in translation there should be a balance between translation theory 

and practical translation modules (48.9% and 45.9% respectively). Nevertheless, as 

anticipated, the majority of translation employees (58.5%) postulated that there should be 

more emphasis on practical translation than on translation theory. In any case, it seems 

that all three stakeholders value both practical translation and translation theory and none 

of the three rejects either of them. 

 

On this subject, Mayoral Asensio (2003:7) argues that “it is good to have students 

complete a certain amount of practice before they are introduced to theoretical concepts”. 

This seems to be a fair argument; if students were introduced to theories right from the 

start, the theories would be decontextualised and possibly students would have a hard 

time understanding abstract theoretical concepts. In the opposite case, if students have 

completed a certain amount of practice first, then the theories could be set in a context 

and practical examples would serve to illustrate the validity and usefulness of theoretical 

notions. 
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22) In your opinion, how could the translation theories module become more 

interesting? (one or more answers) 

 

Answer  Students Tutors 
More links between translation theory and practical 
translation 

61.7% 56.8% 

More examples on various translation theories through real 
translations 

76.6% 67.6% 

Other (please, specify): 2.1% 2.7% 
 

The most popular answer here for both students (76.6%) and tutors (67.6%) was that the 

translation theories module could become more interesting by providing students with 

more examples on various translation theories through real translations, highlighting the 

practical nature expected in these programmes. 

 

A high percentage of both groups (61.7% of students and 56.8% of tutors) also opined 

that having more links between translation theory and practical translation would make 

this theoretical module more interesting. 

 

23a) In your opinion, what types of texts would students be most interested in 

translating in a Master’s in translation? Name 3 (three). 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Scientific texts 59.6% (1) 59.5% (2) 
EU texts 55.3% (2) 70.3% (1) 
Literary texts 40.4% (3) 43.2% (3) 
Technical texts 38.3% (4) 40.5% (4) 
Financial texts 36.2% (5) 37.8% (5) 
Legal texts 29.8% (6) 18.9% (6) 
Medical & pharmaceutical texts 25.5% (7) 13.5% (7) 
Other types of texts 4.3% (8) 2.7%(8) 
 

The degree of similarity between students and tutors in terms of the order of chosen 

answers is quite remarkable. Both groups postulated that students are more interested in 

translating scientific, EU and literary texts (3 most popular answers), though the 
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similarities do not end there as the rest of the answers were also quite similar. This means 

that tutors are indeed aware of the preferences of students as regards the types of texts 

students are interested in translating.  

Nevertheless, it should be pinpointed here that the most interesting types of texts for 

students are not necessarily the most useful ones in the translation market. For instance, 

students show a preference for literary texts, however, the translation of literary texts is 

not in such great demand in the real world, when compared to the translation of other 

types of texts, something which is also apparent in the next table.  

 

23b) In your opinion, what types of texts would it be most useful for students to be 

taught to translate in a Master’s in translation? Name 3 (three). 

 

Answer Translation employees 
Technical texts 75.5% (1) 
Medical & pharmaceutical texts 52.8% (2) 
Legal texts 50.9% (3) 
Financial texts 47.2% (4) 
EU texts 39.6% (5) 
Scientific texts 22.6% (6) 
Literary texts 17% (7) 
Other types of texts 3.8% (8) 
 

The answers of translation employees are presented separately, as they were not asked 

what types of texts students would be most interested in translating, but rather what types 

of texts would be most useful for students to be taught to translate in a Master’s. 

 

The 3 most useful types of texts, according to translation employees, are technical, 

medical/pharmaceutical and legal texts. Crucially, none of the 3 most useful kinds of 

texts that translation employees name is within the list of the 3 kinds of texts that 

translation students are most interested in translating. Far from that, two of these types of 

texts, namely legal and medical/pharmaceutical texts, seem to be at the bottom end of 

students’ interest. Hence, it is obvious that student needs and market needs are sometimes 

dissimilar, and it is not always easy to reconcile the two. 
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24) Apart from English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, which other 3 (three) 

foreign languages should be offered, in your opinion, in a Master’s translation 

course in Greece? 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 

Russian 80.9% (1) 64.9% (1) 71.7% (1) 
Turkish 59.6% (2) 62.2% (2) 37.7% (3) 
Chinese 36.2% (3) 21.6% (5) 39.6% (2) 
Arabic 25.5% (4) 24.3% (4) 18.9% (6) 
Albanian 25.5% (5) 21.6% (5) 26.4% (4) 
Bulgarian 14.9% (6) 27% (3) 24.5% (5) 
Japanese 10.6% (7) 0% (9) 18.9% (6) 
Romanian 2.1% (8) 18.9% (7) 7.5% (8) 
Polish 0% (9) 2.7% (8) 3.8% (9) 
No other language, these 5 are enough 6.4% 8.1% 13.2% 
Others 6.4% 8.1% 3.8% 
 

As we can see from the table above, apart from English, French, German, Italian and 

Spanish, the three languages that, according to students, should be offered in a Greek 

Master’s course in translation are Russian (1), Turkish (2) and Chinese (3). Translation 

employees’ three most popular answers are the same with the ones of students, albeit 

with a slightly different order: Russian (1), Chinese (2) and Turkish (3). The three most 

popular answers among tutors are partly the same with the ones of students and 

translation employees. Two of the languages are also mentioned by the other two 

stakeholders, Russian (1) and Turkish (2), while the tutors’ third most popular choice is 

Bulgarian (3), bypassing in this way Chinese. 

 

It is also noteworthy that only a small minority in each of the three groups (6.4% of 

students, 8.1% of tutors and 13.2% of translation employees) holds the view that no other 

language should be offered in a Greek Master’s course in translation and that English, 

French, German, Italian and Spanish suffice. 
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All in all, it seems that more languages should be added in the Greek translation curricula 

at Master’s level, starting with Russian. 

 

25) In your opinion, how useful are the following subjects in a general Master’s 

course in translation (e.g. “MA in translation”)? 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 

Mean 
score 

Practical translation 3.94 (1) 3.89 (1) 3.96 (1) 3.93 (1) 
Proof-reading & 
editing 
texts/translations 

3.85 (2) 3.70 (2) 3.85 (3) 3.80 (2) 

Translation 
memories (e.g. 
Trados) 

3.81 (3) 3.46 (5) 3.87 (2) 3.71 (3) 

Terminology 
management 

3.66 (4) 3.65 (3) 3.66 (4) 3.66 (4) 

Improving mother 
tongue skills 
(Greek) 

3.53 (5) 3.38 (7) 3.60 (5) 3.50 (5) 

Translation project 
management 

3.45 (6) 3.35 (8) 3.28 (8) 3.36 (7) 

Improving foreign 
language skills 

3.38 (7) 3.27 (10) 3.58 (6) 3.41 (6) 

Research skills/ 
research 
methodology 

3.34 (8) 3.41 (6) 3.26 (9) 3.34 (9) 

Translation theory 3.32 (9) 3.65 (3) 2.87 (16) 3.28 (10) 
Audiovisual 
translation 

3.32 (9) 3.24 (11) 3.09 (10) 3.22 (11) 

Text processing 3.21 (11) 3.35 (8) 3.53 (7) 3.36 (7) 
Linguistics & 
stylistics 

3.13 (12) 3.16 (12) 2.94 (13) 3.08 (12) 

EU institutions 3.11 (13) 3.03 (14) 2.75 (17) 2.96 (14) 
Sciences/specialised 
subjects, e.g. 
introduction to law 

3.02 (14) 3.00 (15) 3.00 (12) 3.01 (13) 

Financial/taxation 
issues in translation 
market 

2.96 (15) 2.84 (17) 2.91 (15) 2.90 (16) 

Publishing & page 
layout software 

2.94 (16) 2.73 (19) 3.02 (11) 2.90 (16) 
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(FrameMaker, 
QuarkXpress, etc.) 
Intercultural studies 2.85 (17) 3.14 (13) 2.68 (18) 2.89 (18) 
Professional 
orientation seminars 

2.83 (18) 2.95 (16) 2.94 (13) 2.91 (15) 

Interpreting 2.70 (19) 2.59 (22) 2.58 (19) 2.62 (20) 
Literature of the 
languages from/into 
which students 
translate 

2.60 (20) 2.81 (18) 2.51 (20) 2.64 (19) 

Machine translation 
(e.g. Systran) 

2.43 (21) 2.70 (20) 1.92 (21) 2.35 (21) 

History of 
translation 

2.32 (22) 2.70 (20) 1.91 (22) 2.31 (22) 

 

This can be considered one of the most interesting questions, as it asks trainees, trainers 

and translation employees to evaluate the usefulness of 22 subjects in a general Master’s 

course in translation. The subjects have been chosen after careful consideration of the 

modules taught in Greek Master’s courses in translation. 

 

Apart from the individual scores of each of the three cohorts for each of the 22 subjects, 

an average score has been worked out for every subject, by adding up the scores of 

students, tutors and translation employees for each subject and then dividing the resulting 

number by three.  

 

As we have already seen, the score scale is from 1 to 4, and the interpretation of 

individual scores is as follows: 1= Not at all useful; 2= Not that useful; 3= Fairly useful; 

and 4= Very useful. 

 

All three stakeholders seem to agree to a large extent on the 5 most useful subjects on the 

list, highlighted in bold, and these are the following: (1) Practical translation with a mean 

score of 3.93; (2) Proof-reading & editing texts/translations with 3.80; (3) Translation 

memories such as Trados with 3.71; (4) Terminology management with 3.66 and (5) 

Improving mother tongue skills (Greek) with 3.50. 
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According to these results, it seems that all parties favour highly practical subjects in a 

general Master’s course in translation which teach students skills that they will definitely 

need as professional translators later on.  

 

Unfortunately, many Master’s courses in Greece do not offer sessions on proof-reading & 

editing texts/translations,43 and on many occasions terminology management is given 

scant attention. Regarding translation technology, as early as in 2003, Gouadec (2003:17) 

predicted that “Today, I would venture to say that the best training institutions are, or will 

be, the ones with a lot of technology […] since students’ future employment (in services, 

firms  or organizations) and indeed survival (as freelancers) is closely linked to 

technology”. Hence, the importance of translation technology modules cannot be 

overstated. 

 

Another downside can be seen in the fact that even though all parties recognise the 

importance of improving mother tongue skills in Greek, only a handful of Master’s 

courses in Greece offer such classes.44 

 

The subject of Translation Theory merits discussion too, as the three groups have quite 

divergent views on that. With 3.65, it is the 3rd most useful subject for translator trainers, 

while for students it is only the 9th most useful subject (3.32) and for translation 

employees it is the 16th most useful subject (2.87). This comes as no surprise, as the 

translation industry fails to understand the value of such a purely theoretical subject, and 

many students also express doubts about its usefulness.  

 

Another subject where there are great differences is Publishing & Page Layout Software 

(FrameMaker, QuarkXpress, etc.). For translation employees it is the 11th most useful 

subject (3.02), for students the 16th most useful subject (2.94) and for tutors the 19th most 

useful subject (2.73). It seems that it is an asset in the translation market to know how to 

                                                 
43 For revising and editing skills for translators see Mossop (2007) and for a review of Mossop’s book see 
Sachinis (2010).  
44 It seems that lack of mother tongue competence is not only a problem intrinsic to Greek translation 
students. See, for instance, Taibi & Martin (2006: 99-102). 
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use such software, however, students and tutors think otherwise, perhaps because they 

believe that other subjects should be prioritised. 

 

For ease of reference, the table below lists the average score for all 22 subjects in 

descending order of usefulness, as postulated by trainees, trainers and employees: 

 

Answer Mean score 
1. Practical translation 3.93 
2. Proof-reading & editing texts/translations 3.80 
3. Translation memories (e.g. Trados) 3.71 
4. Terminology management 3.66 
5. Improving mother tongue skills (Greek) 3.50 
6. Improving foreign language skills 3.41 
7. Translation project management 3.36 
7. Text processing 3.36 
9. Research skills/ research methodology 3.34 
10. Translation theory 3.28 
11. Audiovisual translation 3.22 
12. Linguistics & stylistics 3.08 
13. Sciences/ specialised subjects, e.g. introduction to law (area studies) 3.01 
14. EU institutions 2.96 
15. Professional orientation seminars 2.91 
16. Financial/taxation issues in translation market 2.90 
16. Publishing & page layout software (FrameMaker, QuarkXpress, 
etc.) 

2.90 

18. Intercultural studies 2.89 
19. Literature of the languages from/into which students translate 2.64 
20. Interpreting 2.62 
21. Machine translation (e.g. Systran) 2.35 
22. History of translation 2.31 
 

Although “improving mother tongue skills (Greek)” (5) and “improving foreign language 

skills” (6) are ranked high in order, respondents do not seem to think that the best way to 

improve language skills would be to study the literature of the respective languages, as 

“literature of the languages from/into which students translate” with a score of only 2.64 

comes 19th in order and therefore it is not regarded as particularly useful in a general 

Master’s programme in translation. This constitutes a bit of a paradox, as we saw that 
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both stakeholders place literary translation third on the list of types of texts students are 

most interested in translating. An explanation could be that they think that literary 

translation could be taught on its own, without teaching literature of the respective 

languages at the same time. 

 

“Interpreting” also ranks very low in a Master’s course in translation (20th). This is 

perhaps due to the fact that interpreting involves completely different skills that do not 

seem to have direct relevance to translation. 

 

Finally, it is also noteworthy that “history of translation” received the lowest mean score 

among all 22 subjects, contrary to the popular belief that such a subject can help students 

put translation studies into perspective. 

 

 

26) In translation technology classes (translation memories, machine translation, 

etc.) what are the main issues/problems that students have? (one or more answers) 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Teaching time is not long enough to learn the software 
adequately 

77.8% (1) 84.2% (1) 

Technical support is not satisfactory/There is no technical 
support 

63.9% (2) 52.6% (2) 

The software does not always work 47.2% (3) 38.8% (3) 
The teacher does not explain things well 13.9% (4) 5.3% (5) 
Other 13.9% (4) 10.5% (4) 
 

In order to make answers comparable here, some answers were not counted in during the 

calculation of the percentages. These answers were “Translation technology is not taught 

in our Master’s/institution” (for both parties) and “I do not know” (for tutors only). As 

these respondents had no experience with translation technology, there was no point in 

including them here. 
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As we can see from the table above, there is consensus among both stakeholders that the 

main issue that students have with translation technology classes is that the “teaching 

time is not long enough to learn the software adequately”. It should be noted that, by and 

large, this module is taught for 2 hours/week in most Master’s programmes. Both groups 

also agree that the second problem that students have is that “technical support is not 

satisfactory/there is no technical support”, and they both mention as the third most 

common issue that “the software does not always work”. 

 

All in all, both trainers and trainees seem to share quite similar views as regards the main 

issues that students face in translation technology classes. It seems that a first step 

towards improving the situation would be to increase the number of teaching hours in 

translation technology modules. 

 

27) In general, do you believe that market conditions should be reflected in the 

classroom in a Master’s in translation (e.g. students should translate real texts from 

the professional world)? 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Yes 95.7% 94.6% 
No 4.3% 5.4% 
 

As we can see, there is unanimity among trainers and trainees that market conditions 

should indeed be reflected in the classroom in a Master’s in translation, foregrounding 

once more the practical and vocational nature expected from this type of courses.  
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28) A work placement/internship in a translation agency as part of a Master’s 

course in translation is essential. 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 

Agree completely 59.6% 62.2% 67.9% 
Agree mostly 29.8% 32.4% 28.3% 
Agree  (total answers) 89.4% 94.6% 96.2% 
Disagree mostly 6.4% 5.4% 1.9% 
Disagree completely 4.3% 0% 1.9% 
Disagree (total answers) 10.7% 5.4% 3.8% 
 

The overwhelming majority of all three parties, students, tutors and translation employees 

agree, at least to some extent, that a work placement/internship in a translation agency as 

part of a Master’s course in translation is essential.  

 

However, in case it is not possible to offer a work placement within the context of the 

course, Kelly (2005:93-94) proposes other ways which could assist in enhancing 

students’ awareness of the profession: visits by professional translators, visits to local 

translation companies and services, analysis of the job market through published 

advertisements, visits by representatives of professional associations, analysis of 

information available on the websites of professional associations, simulation of 

professional practice in the classroom and, perhaps, even actual undertaking of 

professional commissions by class groups. 

 

29) When students graduate from the Master’s, to what extent do you think they are 

qualified to do professional translations? 

 

Answer Students Tutors  
Completely qualified 8.5% 8.1% 
Fairly qualified 38.3% 54.1% 
So and so 40.4% 32.4% 
Fairly unqualified 12.8% 5.4% 
Completely unqualified 0% 0% 
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Judging by the answers in the table above, it seems that tutors are a bit more confident 

than students themselves that the latter will be qualified to undertake professional 

translations upon graduation from the Master’s. A total of 62.2% of tutors believe that 

graduates are completely or fairly qualified to translate to a professional standard, while 

only 46.8% of students share a similar view. Crucially, 12.8% of students feel “fairly 

unqualified”, while only 5.4% of tutors share the same view for their students. It could be 

the case that perhaps students do not believe in themselves as much as they should and 

are somewhat less optimistic than their tutors. 

 

 

30) The Master’s programme(s) in translation of your institution prepare(s) 

students fully for the market. 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Agree completely 4.3% 13.5% 
Agree mostly 55.3% 78.4% 
Agree (total answers) 59.6% 91.9% 
Disagree mostly 34% 8.1% 
Disagree completely 6.4% 0% 
Disagree (total answers) 40.4% 8.1% 
 

The vast majority of translator trainers (91.9%) agree, at least to some extent, that the 

Master’s course in translation offered by their institution prepares students fully for the 

market. However, only 59.6% of students share this view, as 2 in 5 students (40.4%) 

disagree. This of course ties in with the earlier observation that a large number of 

students do not feel that they will be able to translate to a professional standard when they 

graduate, and shows that students are more pessimistic about their translation competence 

than are their tutors. 
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31a) What would you like to do after you finish your Master’s? (one or more 

answers) 

Answer Students 
Find a job that has to do with foreign languages, translation, etc. 48.9% 
Be a professional translator 42.6% 
Pursue PhD studies 42.6% 
Find any kind of job that does not necessarily have to do with translation, 
foreign languages, etc. 

4.3% 

Other 8.5% 
 

 

31b) In your opinion, what do students usually want to do after they finish their 

Master’s? 

 

Answer Tutors 
Find a job that has to do with foreign languages, translation, etc. 75.7% 
Be professional translators 64.9% 
Pursue PhD studies 27% 
Find any kind of job that does not necessarily have to do with translation, 
foreign languages, etc. 

8.1% 

Other 2.7% 
I do not know 2.7% 
 

Again, here response percentages between trainees and trainers are not comparable, as 

every student answered for themselves, whereas every tutor answered for all students in 

general. Still, the fact that the order of answers (at least the closed ones) is exactly the 

same among the two groups is remarkable and shows that translator trainers are indeed 

aware of students’ intentions as to what the latter do after they graduate. 

 

32) In your opinion, what are the main shortcomings in the Master’s programme of 

your institution? (optional question) 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 
(answering for 
all Master’s 
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courses) 
Lack of appropriate 
infrastructures 

46% 50% - 

Lack of appropriately 
qualified tutors 

21% 25% - 

No or inadequate technical 
(IT) support 

46% (plus lack of 
dedicated computer 
labs/lack of 
translation 
technology courses) 

17% - 

No or limited knowledge of 
translation technology tools 

46% (plus lack of 
dedicated computer 
labs/lack of IT 
support) 

- 20% 

No/hardly any links to the 
market 

- 17% 33% 

Organisational issues 25% 8%  
Not enough hours of practical 
translation classes 

8% 17% (plus not 
enough 
specialisations) 

53 % (No or 
limited training 
in and 
knowledge of 
practical 
aspects of the 
translation 
profession, 
including 
practical 
translation) 

Failure to link theory to 
practice in certain modules 

13% - 27% (too much 
theory) 

Insufficient funding - 17% - 
Lack of experience in 
comparison to similar courses 
abroad 

- 8% - 

Failure to integrate modern 
teaching methods into the 
course 

- 8% - 

More modules should be 
offered in the course 

8% -  

Limited offer of “extra-
curricular” activities 
(seminars, workshops, etc.) 

- - 7% 

Graduates demand absurdly 
high remuneration 

- - 7% 
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The table above, although somewhat convoluted, illustrates that all three stakeholders 

identify similar shortcomings in Greek Master’s courses in translation. Needless to say, 

the view of translation employees is more limited, as they can only assess such courses 

through contact with their graduates and, to some extent, with their tutors. Translation 

employees do not usually have first-hand experience with academic translation 

programmes, as opposed to the case with the other two stakeholders.  

 

The issue most commonly referred to by both translation trainers and trainees is the lack 

of appropriate infrastructures in translation courses. Other issues that both groups 

mention are the lack of appropriately qualified tutors, no or inadequate technical (ICT) 

support, not enough hours of practical translation classes and organisational issues. 

 

Common issues that both students and translation employees identify are no or limited 

knowledge of translation technology tools and too much theory which is of little practical 

use. 

 

Finally, one more issue is identified by tutors and translation employees, namely the fact 

that translation courses have no or hardly any links to the market. The rest of the 

shortcomings in the table above were only mentioned by one of the three cohorts. 
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33) In your opinion, what are the strong points of the Master’s programme of your 

institution? (optional question) 

 

Answer Students Tutors Translation 
employees 
(answering for 
all Master’s 
courses) 

Qualified tutors 32% 31% Yes 
No tuition fees 9% 8% - 
Helpfulness of tutors 23% - - 
Practical translation and specialisation 23% - yes 
Work placement/internship 14% - - 
Study of translation theories 14% - yes 
Small number of students 5% - - 
Working with 2 foreign languages, not just 1 5% - - 
Master’s is only one of its kind in Greece 5% - - 
Translation memories module 5% - yes 
Links to the market & the professional world - 38% - 
Curriculum - 23% yes 
Infrastructures/libraries - 15% - 
Strict entry procedures - 8% - 
Graduates have knowledge of translation 
techniques 

- - yes 

Graduates have good knowledge of Greek - - yes 
 

The three groups also shared similar views, at least partly, as regards the strong points of 

Greek Master’s programmes in translation. Here again the views of translation employees 

were limited, and that is the reason why only a few of them answered this question. 

Hence, it was not deemed appropriate to calculate response percentages for this group, as 

the sample was too small. Therefore, the answers given by translation employees have 

been marked as “yes” in the table above. 

 

As it can be seen, all three groups mention as a strong point in translation courses the fact 

that tutors are properly qualified to do their job, although there is the paradox that some 

of the respondents did indeed mention in the previous question the lack of qualified tutors 

as a shortcoming in such courses. This is not necessarily contradictory, as response 
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percentages are in all cases rather low, meaning that there are both well-qualified and less 

well-qualified tutors in postgraduate translation courses. 

 

Other strong points in Master’s programmes pinpointed by at least two of the three 

stakeholders were the following: no tuition fees, the emphasis on practical translation and 

specialisation, the possibility of studying translation theories, the offer of a translation 

memories module and the overall make-up of the curriculum. 

 

 

34a) Students: In general, to what extent are you satisfied with the Master’s in 

translation you are doing? 

 

34b) Tutors: In general, to what extent do you think students are satisfied with the 

Master’s in translation of your institution? 

 

Answer Students Tutors 
Very satisfied 14.9% 14.7% 
Fairly satisfied  66% 82.4% 
Not that satisfied 17% 2.9% 
Completely dissatisfied 2.1% 0% 
 

 

First of all, it should be noted here that some tutors answered that they did not know 

whether students were satisfied or otherwise with their Master’s, so these responses have 

not been taken into account in the comparison. 

 

Of the tutors who did express a view, almost all of them (97.1%) opined that students 

were indeed satisfied with their Master’s, at least to some extent. However, only 80.9% 

of students expressed a similar view, with 19.1% of them postulating that they were not 

that satisfied (17%) or even stating that they were completely dissatisfied (2.1%). 
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All in all, it seems that more students are dissatisfied with their Master’s in translation 

than tutors are aware of. 

 

After comparing the results of the three stakeholders, next some conclusions as drawn as 

regards how the Greek taught postgraduate translation curricula could be modernised. 
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9   Conclusion 
 

The present research has aimed to investigate the needs and expectations of translation 

students, as viewed by both students and trainers, as well as to explore the translation 

market requirements, as viewed by in-house employees of translation companies. 

 

In many cases it has been possible to collate the responses of all three stakeholders and 

we noticed that in some cases their answers were remarkably similar, while in other cases 

they differed to a great extent. The fact that many answers in all three questionnaire 

surveys do not differ noticeably should not come as a surprise, as students certainly 

desire to be taught subjects that will be beneficial to them when they enter the translation 

market, something that their tutors also acknowledge.  

 

As regards the market survey, it is quite a unique undertaking, as, to the best of my 

knowledge, no translation market survey in the past has ever asked professionals what 

they think of academic translation courses, i.e. no previous survey in the world has 

attempted to link the academic and the vocational aspects of translation in such a way. 

 

All in all, it seems that the Greek Master’s courses in translation are moving forwards in 

the right direction, as they incorporate many practical modules, something which all three 

stakeholders are in favour of. At the same time, both trainees and trainers recognise the 

importance of incorporating theoretical modules in the class, if we purport to contrive an 

all-round curriculum. The professionals asked also seem to adopt this view, albeit to a far 

lesser extent. 

 

The emphasis on practical modules, without discarding theoretical ones either, is also 

prevalent in the EMT specifications and Greek postgraduate translation courses have also 

attempted to receive the EMT accreditation, even though their endeavour has been to no 

avail so far. 
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9.1  Challenges and issues in the present research 
 
While conducting my research into the translation market and student needs and 

expectations was a very intriguing and, with hindsight, a most fulfilling experience, it is 

also true that certain challenges arose. 

 

The most obvious one was that my total population under investigation was quite limited 

in the first place. Greece is a rather small country with some 11 million inhabitants and, 

as already discussed, there are only a handful of Master’s courses in translation which 

usually admit no more than 15 students each year. Hence, the total number of trainees, as 

well as trainers, under investigation was quite low to start with. The same goes, albeit to a 

lesser extent, with Greek translation companies, as most of them are small- or medium-

sized enterprises with just a few in-house employees. The result of this was that I ran the 

risk of not receiving an adequate number of responses to my questionnaires for me to be 

able to draw valid conclusions in my research. Nonetheless, in the end the response rate 

was quite high and I received a high number of responses, considering, of course, the 

total population. 

 

Another challenge in the present research was that it attempted to investigate a large 

number of different issues. As seen, three questionnaire surveys were conducted and, in 

its turn, each questionnaire examined a large array of subjects, ranging from general 

considerations in Master’s courses in translation to more specialised issues of teaching 

methodologies, infrastructures, translation technology, and so on. The result was that, in 

certain cases, I was indeed able to find out what students, tutors or professionals thought 

of a particular matter (e.g. by and large, “history of translation” is not regarded as a 

useful subject in a translation course); however, the reasons why my stakeholders held a 

specific view were not clear in all cases. This means that certain questions did not 

examine an issue in depth, although in many cases the (open-ended optional) 

commentaries that respondents made proved to be a veritable goldmine of information. 
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Still, in retrospect I would not have changed the focus of my research, as my initial 

intention was to give a conspectus of Greek Master’s courses in translation, and not to 

focus too much on any given issue. 

 

Finally, there was a linguistic challenge in my research. With the exception of the 

brainstorming session with Master’s students which was conducted in English, the rest of 

my research (individual interviews with translation tutors, pilot surveys and the final 

three questionnaires) was carried out in Greek and, as a consequence, the results of my 

study were initially available in Greek only. However, the presentation and analysis of 

the results in the present thesis was done in English, which meant that I had to translate 

all questionnaires and all open-ended answers in them from Greek into English. This did 

not only entail a considerable investment in terms of time, but it also meant that I had to 

be particularly careful and accurate while translating, as the exact phrasing of the 

questionnaire questions was of paramount importance. The same applies to culture-

specific (Greek) terms, especially from the educational sector, which had to be translated 

into English (e.g. the Greek “TEI” which is roughly equivalent to “vocational training 

institute”). Hence, the translation of such terms also presented a challenge. 

 

 

9.2    Recommendations for curriculum renewal in Greece 

 

Taking the needs and requirements of all three stakeholders into account, and based on 

the empirical data extracted from the questionnaire surveys, I would like to discuss 

succinctly what my findings entail for postgraduate translation curricula. In this sense, a 

certain number of recommendations for improving existing translation curricula in 

Greece seem to be pertinent. 

 

First of all, these suggestions target the content of the Master’s programmes and should 

shed some light on, for instance, which modules are perceived as most useful and should 

therefore be included in the translation curriculum. What my empirical research has 
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shown is that nearly all subjects taught in postgraduate translation courses are considered 

useful to some extent. The real question is which subjects are most useful and should 

therefore be foregrounded in the translation curriculum.  

 

Hence, my research has shown that the most useful subject, according to all three 

stakeholders, is “practical translation”, followed by “proof-reading & editing 

texts/translations”, “translation memories (e.g. Trados)”, “terminology management”, 

“improving mother tongue skills (Greek)” and “improving foreign language skills”. It is 

therefore clear that trainees, trainers and professionals value more linguistic and 

technological  modules which are most useful in the translation market due to their 

practical, profession-oriented nature.  

 

According to my research, the following modules have also been found to be rather 

useful, but are of secondary importance in the postgraduate translation curriculum: 

“translation project management”, “text processing”, “research skills/ research 

methodology”, “translation theory”, “audiovisual translation”, “linguistics & stylistics” 

and “sciences/ specialised subjects, e.g. introduction to law (area studies)”. As a general 

remark, it seems that some of these modules are more specialised (for instance, 

“audiovisual translation”) compared to the first set of modules, and some others are not 

vocational and, hence, their value in the professional world is not immediately apparent 

(for example, “translation theory” and “linguistics & stylistics”). 

 

Finally, my research has shown that the following modules are regarded as not that useful 

in Master’s courses in translation: “EU institutions”, “professional orientation seminars”, 

“financial/taxation issues in translation market”, “publishing & page layout software 

(FrameMaker, QuarkXpress, etc.)”, “intercultural studies”, “literature of the languages 

from/into which students translate”, “interpreting”, “machine translation (e.g. Systran)” 

and “history of translation”. Again, as with the previous set of modules, this group 

comprises subjects which are either quite specialised and not of general usefulness (for 

instance, “publishing & page layout software”) or not applicable to the professional 

world (e.g. “history of translation”).  
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The choice of which modules to include in the curriculum may, of course, require a rather 

delicate balance as some modules might lose out to the detriment of other modules that 

may be more popular but not in very great demand in the industry. Needless to say, such 

a decision should not only hinge upon the results of my surveys and the specificities of 

each Master’s course should also be taken into consideration. 

 

Hence, to start with, we should look at whether a Master’s course in translation runs in a 

state or a private institution as, arguably, private institutions have more financial 

resources and can spend more money on infrastructures, libraries, bespoke computer labs, 

and so on. Hence, even though all stakeholders agree on the usefulness of translation 

technology modules (e.g. translation memories or subtitling), these modules are much 

more likely to be taught in private institutions, as state universities often lack the 

financial resources which are needed to have a dedicated computer lab, where the 

requisite (often quite expensive) translation software can be installed. 

 

Another consideration when deciding on which modules to offer in a Master’s course in 

translation should be the number of students and their academic profiles. Again, taking 

translation technology courses as an example, it is obvious that such hands-on courses are 

rather difficult to run when there is a large number of students in the class. This is 

because students require individual attention during the class and, besides, computer labs 

do not usually have more than 10-15 computers. Moreover, my own personal experience 

of teaching such modules is that often there are problems with the software (it plays up or 

it does not function at all) in a number of computers in the lab. This means that, ideally, 

there should be more computers than students during the class, so that, in case a computer 

plays up, the student can work with another one. 

 

The academic profile of students and their prior knowledge should also dictate what 

modules to teach on a Master’s course, or rather the other way round. Students should not 

be accepted on a certain Master’s course in translation if they do not fulfil specific 
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(educational) criteria, such as adequate knowledge of their working languages, or basic 

(or advanced, depending on the specific course) computer skills.  

 

As regards the students’ profile in a Master’s course in translation, this is also interrelated 

with the way students are admitted to the course. It should be noted that students are 

admitted to some Greek translation courses on the basis of exams the institutions conduct 

(usually state universities), while other students are admitted only on the basis of their 

CV (usually courses in private institutions). In any case, if for example it is considered 

that hardly any student can cope with a certain module (because it is too specialised, for 

example), I believe that this module should be dropped altogether or, at least, it should be 

adjusted to the level of students. 

 

Last but not least, when considering what modules to include in the Master’s curriculum, 

we should examine whether the Master’s is highly specialised or more general. In the 

latter case, it is to be assumed that less prior knowledge is expected from potential 

students, thus, the curriculum should include more introductory modules. On the other 

hand, in a specialised Master’s course students would focus more on specific subjects and 

go into much more depth in them. It should be underscored, however, that there are no 

watertight boundaries between a general and specialised translation course, as even the 

former will also involve some degree of specialisation. 

 

Improvements in the curriculum should also be made along the lines of linking the 

Master’s courses to the market, for example, by including work placements in the 

curriculum. We saw in the surveys that all three stakeholders place great emphasis on 

professional realism in the translation classroom, but also that they regard translation 

traineeships as highly useful. Here again, the decision to include a work placement in the 

curriculum or not depends on a number of factors, and notably on the duration of the 

course; in a one-year Master’s course it is rather difficult to incorporate a work 

placement, but in a course that lasts two academic years this seems to be much more 

feasible.  
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As we have seen, many Greek Master's courses in translation already incorporate 

internships into their curricula and, in that case, we should probe into the challenges 

faced with internships. Some respondents in my survey complained that the work 

placements in certain translation companies were rather exploitative, as the companies 

tried to serve their own needs by asking trainees to do chores unrelated to translation, and 

not focusing on how to actually train their interns. That is why internships should be 

closely monitored by the university, by having both interns and their supervisors 

complete and sign progress forms at regular intervals, where all tasks performed by the 

trainee should be listed in detail. 

 

It should also be noted here that, although the surveys showed that all three stakeholders 

attribute great value to internships, “professional orientation seminars” were not deemed 

to be so useful in the curriculum, as they received a mean score of 2.91/4. This paradox 

might be explained by the fact that everyone appreciates the hands-on experience gained 

during an internship, but perhaps they do not see a great value in just attending a talk by a 

translation professional. This, of course, is just an assumption, as my data do not explain 

why respondents hold such a view. 

 

Improving teaching and assessment methods is another area which should be given 

greater attention. For instance, my research has shown that, when it comes to evaluating 

translations and other projects, it is more important for students to receive formative 

assessment (that is, the feedback and comments received from tutors) than to receive 

summative assessment (i.e. grades). As can be expected, it seems that using a variety of 

methods for teaching (lectures, tutorials, workshops, seminars, homework) and 

assessment (examinations, essays, projects, oral presentations) is more beneficial to 

students; their motivation increases, as having only tutor-led lectures or only 

examinations could be rather boring. What is more, employing different evaluation 

methods can be considered fairer, as not all assessment methods test the same skills, and 

some students perform better with certain methods and worse with others.  
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Some other recommendations for improving the curriculum revolve around 

infrastructures and the general funding of translation courses. We have seen that both 

trainees and trainers recognise that one of the biggest problems with such programmes is 

the lack of appropriate infrastructures, such as a dedicated computer lab equipped with 

the necessary translation software, a library containing relevant material, etc.  

 

Of course, some of these challenges could be bypassed. For instance, freeware could be 

used in translation technology classes, in case there are not enough funds to buy the 

rather expensive software that many professionals use. In case there is no computer lab or 

the lab has not enough computers for everyone, a solution would be for students to bring 

their own laptops to the class and work with them, by installing again freeware. 

 

As for libraries, besides translation-related books, they should also have digital 

subscriptions to translation journals and to translation bibliography websites (the latter is 

particularly important for PhD students who need to search for a significant volume of 

bibliography). A much more important issue for Greek libraries in general would be to 

expand their opening hours, so that more students can access them whenever needed. 

Most libraries in Greek universities are not open at weekends and some of them are not 

even open in the evening. 

 

Unfortunately, there is only so much tutors and individual departments can do to improve 

infrastructures, as such decisions usually depend on the management of the university or 

even the Greek Ministry of Education. With the current financial crisis it seems that 

things will get worse before they get any better. 

 

Another important recommendation concerns the information that students receive on the 

content of Master's translation programmes before embarking on such a course. As my 

research has shown, many times students commence their studies hardly knowing what to 

expect. Besides maintaining up-to-date information on their courses online, what 

departments offering translation courses should do is have open days, the same way as 

other universities do in other countries, so that potential students are able to meet the 
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teaching staff and perhaps also current students, and discuss with them any aspect of the 

course they are interested in. 

 

When it comes to curriculum design, one of the keywords is flexibility, which has a 

twofold sense here. As student needs and market requirements change over time, the 

curriculum should be flexible enough to accommodate new needs. My own research 

depicted their needs as they were in 2009-2010, but it is likely that these needs will 

change over the next few years. For the same reason, when training students of such 

courses, our primary objective should be to produce graduates who will be flexible 

enough to adapt to the ever-changing requirements of the market and who will be capable 

of making use of the skills they had acquired during their studies in order to learn new 

skills and adjust themselves to new working environments. 

 

Lastly, it should be underscored that, even though my research was conducted in Greece, 

it is hoped that many of these recommendations can also be applied to other countries and 

languages. 

 

 

9.3   Future research possibilities 

 

To conclude, I would like to briefly present future research possibilities that could 

emerge from my PhD research. 

 

One possibility would be to investigate translation student and market needs in other 

countries, notably in the UK. All three questionnaires I have designed seem to be general 

enough to be used in other countries too, as almost all questions do not focus on the 

Greek reality only. It would then be useful to see whether student and market needs are 

similar or dissimilar in countries other than Greece. As our society is moving fast towards 

globalisation in the market (e.g. international translation companies with branches all 

over the world) and even in the educational sector (e.g. the Bologna process), it seems to 
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be even more relevant to examine whether student and market needs are increasingly 

converging and in which direction(s). 

 

Another research possibility would be to sharpen the focus of my research by 

investigating which methodologies would be most appropriate in delivering certain 

individual modules, e.g. practical translation, AVT, translation technology, and the like. 

It should be noted that my research adopts a holistic approach, but a bottom-up 

examination of individual modules has not been the focus of my research. Perhaps my 

results could assist other academics in identifying which subjects should merit more 

attention and should therefore be investigated with a view to finding optimal ways to 

teach them. As the discipline of translation studies includes so many different modules 

(theoretical, practical, technological, etc.), the didactics of each of them should be 

investigated in a separate manner: for instance, it is obvious that teaching translation 

theories requires a completely different approach from teaching translation memories. 

 

As already seen, my study focused on taught postgraduate (Master’s) courses in 

translation. Another research avenue would be to investigate the needs and expectations 

of undergraduate translation students, as well as the views of the trainers and the 

professionals on undergraduate translation courses. As an undergraduate translation 

course usually lasts 3-4 years and students have quite different prior knowledge when 

admitted to the course, compared to their postgraduate counterparts, it would be 

interesting to examine whether the needs of undergraduates differ radically from those of 

postgraduate students or whether they are converging. In the same vein, another avenue 

of research could address the needs and expectations of research postgraduate (PhD) 

students, which are more than likely to differ from those of students in taught courses. Of 

course, we should not forget vocational translator training courses which are offered 

outside the academic context, in private translation schools and elsewhere, as the needs 

and expectations of students on such courses could also be the focus of a different study.  

 

Besides the aforementioned general recommendations on future research possibilities, my 

research produced a lot of data which sometimes raised more questions than answers. 
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Answering these questions could form the basis of new areas of investigation, hence, it 

seems expedient here to ponder over the new questions that my survey raised or the 

existing ones that it left unanswered. 

9.3.1 Students questionnaire 
 
As regards the student survey, almost one in seven students (14.9%) answered that the 

amount of workload in their Master’s in translation was too high, to the extent that they 

could not meet the expectations of the course completely, while a small minority (2.1%) 

expressed the opposite view, namely that the workload was rather low. Although these 

are valid conclusions, the reasons behind these opinions were not expressed. A future 

research could investigate why many students are not happy with the amount of workload 

in the Master’s in translation, as it can be quite demotivating and off-putting for students, 

when they cannot cope with the workload or when they find it low. Possible reasons 

could be that there is not enough collaboration between individual tutors in the Master’s 

in order to regulate the amount of workload, and as a result e.g. many tutors assign 

demanding projects to students with similar deadlines. Or it could be the case that these 

students who cannot meet the Master’s demands have an academic background which is 

quite irrelevant to the Master’s modules (e.g. they had studied sciences) and, thus, they 

struggle to cope. It should also be borne in mind that many students in these Master’s 

courses work full-time at the same time or have families, which could be further reasons 

for this situation. In any case, all these are mere speculations which would need to be 

corroborated by empirical data gleaned by future research. 

 

In the same vein, more than one in four students (27.7%) maintained that it was not clear 

what teachers expected them to learn in every module. Again, the results do not 

demonstrate the reasons why so many students are not sure about what they are supposed 

to learn in different modules. Perhaps tutors have not produced clear learning outcomes 

in written form or they never explained to students their learning expectations. It is also 

possible that students were too shy to ask or they just did not care to ask. Finally, it might 

be the case that particular modules run for the first time, that is why it is more difficult to 
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specify the learning outcomes right from the start. Here again future research will shed 

some light on the possible reasons behind this question. 

We also saw that more than three out of ten students (31.9%) were not satisfied with the 

study material (handouts, notes, texts to translate, exercises, etc.) that their tutors gave 

them. This could be because the study material was not intriguing enough and students 

found it boring, or because the material was not well written or was too elaborate and too 

difficult to understand or even, on the contrary, it was too short and unclear (e.g. notes 

written in bullet points only which introduces a lot of new translation metalanguage). 

Texts to translate were perhaps too difficult for the level of novice students and led 

students to lose motivation or maybe texts to translate were too easy, which can also be a 

demotivating factor. It could be the case that the content of handouts was satisfying, 

however, the presentation and layout of the material was not. Further research could 

provide useful feedback which would explain this situation. 

 

One in ten students (10.6%) in my survey opined that the marks/grades that they received 

on their translations (practical translation module) were usually unfair. Here again, no 

reasons were given for this negative view. It could be assumed that students thought that 

their translations were much better than they were in reality or that tutors marked the 

translations hastily for want of time and thus, assigned the wrong mark or even that some 

tutors were too strict and penalised students for seemingly insignificant errors. In a 

translation exam setting it could be the case that the exam conditions were not ideal (e.g. 

there was too much external noise, from the street, etc.) or that some candidates were too 

nervous and underperformed, without realising it. In any case, only further investigation 

could provide a definite answer. 

 

Moreover, when students were asked how many hours per week the practical translation 

module(s) should be taught in a Master’s course in translation, as seen, the answers were 

diversified; some students said as little as 4 hours, while others said 20 hours/week. 

Probably some students had already studied translation at an undergraduate level and they 

did not deem it necessary to have many practical translation classes in their Master’s, 

while others felt weak and asked for more hours. The answer could also depend on the 
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specific Master’s curriculum, as in some translation courses students work with one 

foreign language only, while in others students work with two. What is more, in some 

Master’s courses student translate into their mother tongue only, while in others they also 

translate out of their native language. It is to be expected that students would answer that 

considerably more hours of practical translation classes per week would be needed, if 

they had in mind that they would work with as many as four language directions (i.e. two 

foreign languages, both directions). Further research would clarify why students gave so 

divergent answers on this matter. 

 

Similarly, half of the student respondents (48.9%) expressed the view that both language 

directions should be taught in practical translation classes, but that more hours should be 

spent on translating into their mother tongue, while the other moiety (46.8%) maintained 

that both language directions should be taught, but with equal hours each. It is evident 

that half of the students place more importance on translating into foreign languages than 

the other moiety, nevertheless, the logic behind this view is not clear. A likelihood is that 

this section of students believe that there are increasingly more opportunities for 

translation out of Greek, especially in our globalised world. Perhaps they also pondered 

over the dearth of foreign translators who speak Greek and who would be able to 

translate from Greek into their respective native languages and, hence, students realised 

the need to train themselves as translators out of Greek. A future research could address 

this issue and could attempt to put translation out of Greek into perspective. 

 

It was also inferred by the student survey that almost half of the respondents (48.9%) 

were of the view that the texts that they translate should be chosen by their tutors, but 

always in collaboration with them, while 42.6% of the respondents maintained the texts 

should sometimes be selected by tutors and sometimes by students. Finally, 8.5% opined 

that texts should be chosen by tutors only. Here again, it cannot be deduced by our data 

why some students always want to consult their tutors when choosing texts to translate, 

while others feel the need to consult them only sometimes. Presumably some students are 

not happy at all with the texts that their tutors select, as they find them boring or too 

demanding or even too easy, therefore, they always want to have a say in the matter. On 
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the other hand, the minority (8.5%) of students who do not desire to get involved in the 

selection process at all might be happy with the texts that their tutors choose or it may be 

the case that they cannot be bothered to search for suitable texts (amotivation). Here 

again the particular reasons should be further investigated. 

 

When students were asked which three types of texts they would be most interested in 

translating in their Master’s course, the most popular answers were scientific (59.6%), 

EU (55.3%) and literary texts (40.4%). It can only speculated whether students chose 

these types of texts out of pure interest or because they also thought that these subjects 

would secure them a better job upon graduation. Furthermore, their answers could 

potentially have been influenced by the type of Master’s course they were attending. For 

instance, the fact that many respondents were studying at Athens university where 

translation classes are literature-orientated might explain the fact that literary texts 

received such a high response rate. On the other hand, it can be the case that,  only when 

translating a specific subject do students realise that they are not interested in it after all. 

A more extensive survey on the popular text types in practical translation classes could 

shed further light on students’ attitudes on this matter. 

 

By the same taken, when students were asked which three foreign languages (apart from 

English, French, German, Italian and Spanish) should be taught in Greek Master’s 

courses in translation, the most popular answers proved to be Russian (80.9%), Turkish 

(59.6%) and Chinese (36.2%). Whether their answers reflected their personal interest in 

these languages or the fact that students believed these languages to be useful in the work 

market, is not clear by the present research and a more detailed research could provide 

the answer. Perhaps these answers also reflect current trends in foreign language learning 

in Greece, as at the moment these languages (Russian, Turkish and Chinese) are 

considered trendy, maybe because they are so different from the mainstream foreign 

languages taught worldwide. A few years back learning Spanish was very popular in 

Greece, in the ‘80s French was the first foreign language taught at Greek schools and 

nowadays Greeks are turning to more “exotic” languages, partly because they regard 

them as an asset in the marketplace.  
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As we saw, according to students, the most useful subjects in Master’s courses in 

translation are the practical ones (practical translation, proof-reading and editing, 

translation memories, terminology management, etc.), and it can be assumed that their 

choices were informed by market demands. Nonetheless, translation theory was also 

considered to be a fairly useful subject, although it has limited use in the professional 

world of translation. Hence, the exact reasons why students ascribe so much importance 

to particular modules are not clear. Perhaps they think that theoretical modules such as 

translation theories help them acquire an all-round translation education. Subjects such as 

research methodology might have to do with the fact that a great number of students 

would consider pursuing doctoral studies upon graduation from the Master’s, as my data 

have manifested. Examining these reasons could constitute another line of investigation 

for future researchers.  

 

In the same vein, it would be worth investigating why students find specific subjects not 

useful. For example, it came as a surprise that professional orientation seminars were not 

deemed as that useful by students and it would be really interesting to find out why this 

was the case. Greek or foreign literature was also considered not useful, even though it 

can enhance the written skills of students greatly. Finally, another subject which was not 

considered that useful was financial and taxation issues in the translation market, which 

again is rather surprising, considering that a great number of graduates will go on to 

become freelance translators. Again the causes for these views should be explored 

further. 

 

As regards the issues that exist in translation technology classes, the majority of students 

(59.6%) claimed that teaching time is not long enough to learn the software adequately. 

However, the survey responses do not show how many teaching hours/week students 

regard as “adequate”. What is more, almost half of the respondents (48.9%) mentioned 

that technical support is not satisfactory, however, it is not clear why it is not satisfactory 

and what the specific problems seem to be. Similarly, 36.2% of students opined that the 

software does not always work, but it has not been explained in the survey what exactly 
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students mean by that. Perhaps the software itself has bugs or maybe the computers in the 

lab are old and they cannot support such heavy software and they crash. Or it can be the 

case that, as students come into contact with translation programs for the first time, they 

tamper with them and accidentally change their settings, causing the programs to 

malfunction. Finally 10.6% of students said that their teacher did not explain things well. 

This could mean that the pace of the class was too fast or that teachers did not explain 

many things, as they took them from granted, thinking that students already knew them, 

which was not true. Further research could shed some light on the exact issues that 

students confront in translation technology classes. 

 

Many students (53.2%) also conceded that, when they graduated from their Master’s 

course, they would not feel qualified enough in order to translate at a professional 

standard. A possible interpretation is that students felt that their Master’s course was not 

good enough or did not last long enough or that practical translation classes did not run 

for many hours/week. It could also mean that students felt that their tutors were not 

qualified enough or that students were aware of the limitations of an academic translation 

course which lasts only 1-2 years. Further research on the exact grounds for this view 

could provide a veritable goldmine of information. 

 

Similarly, two out of five students (40.4%) claimed that their Master’s course did not 

prepare them fully for the market, and it would be interesting to examine why. 

 

Finally, it is noteworthy that 42.6% of students said that they would consider pursuing 

PhD studies after finishing their Master’s course. This is a rather high percentage and it 

would be worth investigating the causes for it. Perhaps some students have a genuine 

interest in the academic discipline of translation studies. Or presumably some students 

want to study further so as to avoid working for a few more years. Or they might believe 

that, by doing a PhD, they will secure a better job more easily. Here again, it could be 

investigated why so many Master’s graduates in Greece would be keen on pursuing 

doctoral studies in translation. 
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9.3.2 Tutors questionnaire 

 

As regards the trainers’ survey, the current research also left many unanswered questions 

here or rather it created new questions which would need to be addressed in future 

researches. A general question that pervades all answers in the trainers’ survey is how 

come most tutors knew what students thought of their Master’s courses. It is true that in 

this questionnaire tutors were asked extensively to express their opinions on what 

students thought of their Master’s programme in translation. Nonetheless, it is not clear 

how tutors got to learn the views of their students. Presumably they discuss with them 

often about their worries, issues and expectations, or they make use of student 

questionnaires to find out what trainees think of their classes, or a combination of the 

two. What is more, the present research results do not ascertain whether the trainers’ 

views on student views are based on concrete knowledge on the part of trainers or 

whether trainers merely speculate when they answered the questions. Hence, in the future 

it would be worth exploring in what way trainers get to actually learn what their trainees 

think of these translation courses and whether tutors should be in closer contact to 

students, in order to meet their demands and expectations. 

 

Moving on to the specific questions that tutors answered, one of the first questions posed 

was how realistic students’ expectations were at the beginning of their studies as regards 

what trainees were going to learn in the Master’s course. One in five trainers (21.6%) 

claimed that the expectations of students were not realistic, but here again the reasons for 

that were not given. Perhaps students thought that they would become professional 

translators upon finishing the course, which is not usually the case, or maybe trainees did 

not expect to have so many theoretical modules. Maybe students also expected to master 

their foreign languages during the course, even though in many cases this (advanced level 

in foreign languages) is taken for granted from the start of the course. Future research on 

the reasons why many students had unrealistic expectations from translation courses 

could serve as a springboard to improving these courses altogether. 
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Tutors, like students, were split as regards the duration of Master’s courses in translation. 

More than half of them (56.8%) maintained that they should last two years, one in four 

(27%) claimed that they should last one year, and 16.2% said that they should last one 

and a half years. Even though these data are in themselves useful, they do not explain 

why there is divergence of opinion on this matter. Perhaps the trainers in favour of two-

year courses believe that one year is not enough to train student translators properly or it 

might be the case that they are just used to two-year courses in general, as they are quite  

commonplace in Greece. On the other hand, tutors in favour of one-year courses might 

think that two years are too long a time to spend on a Master’s course and that one-year 

courses are more flexible. Further research could explain the reasoning behind these 

views. 

 

As regards the study material (handouts, notes, texts to translate, etc.) provided to 

students in the Master’s course, although 78.4% of trainers found it to be very or fairly 

satisfying, 13.5% deemed it as not that satisfying. However, here again no reason is 

provided as to why more than one in ten tutors  are not happy with the study material. 

Perhaps they believe it is not that relevant to the course or that it is not intriguing for 

students or even that it is not clear enough, but these again are just speculations. 

 

As already seen, tutors were also asked how many hours per week the practical 

translation module(s) should be taught in a Master’s course in translation and, on 

average, they opted for almost 9 hours per week. Nonetheless, there were huge 

discrepancies between the individual answers, as the minimum number of hours 

mentioned was 2, while the maximum number was 30, and it is unclear why there are 

such differences. Presumably, their answers were contingent upon the type of translation 

course they were teaching in, as some Master’s courses are more practice-orientated, 

while others are more theory-orientated. Another factor that they could have taken into 

account when answering this question is the students’ academic background (some with 

no prior translation background, hence, more teaching hours of practical translation 

would be needed, while others with a Bachelor’s degree in translation). The duration of 

individual Master’s courses could also have influenced the tutors’ views. It could be 
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assumed that trainers teaching in two-year courses might have mentioned more hours per 

week, while tutors in one-year courses might have mentioned less hours, as a one-year 

course could not possibly accommodate 20-30 teaching hours of practical translation per 

week. However, here again the factors that shaped the tutors’ views should be further 

investigated. 

 

As was the case with students, trainers were also divided as to whether or not and to what 

extent translation into the mother tongue (Greek) should be prioritised against translation 

into the foreign language. Even though the vast majority (89.2%) were in favour of both 

language directions being taught in translation courses, the relative weighting of each 

language direction within the course differed. Almost six out of ten tutors (56.8%) opined 

that more hours should be spent on translating into the mother tongue, while three out of 

ten (32.4%) maintained that both language directions should be taught equally. Finally, 

almost one in ten tutors (8.1%) expressed the view that translation into foreign languages 

should not be taught at all. Further examination of the reasoning behind these views 

should be conducted in the future, if we are to find out why their opinion diverge. It is 

possible that the type of translation individual tutors teach to students influenced their 

opinion. For instance, tutors teaching audiovisual translation (e.g. subtitling) might have 

favoured translation into Greek, as there are hardly any Greek films which need to be 

subtitled into English. 

 

As to whether students or tutors should select the texts that students should translation 

during the Master’s course, trainers were again divided. Two in five respondents said that 

tutors should always collaborate with students on this, perhaps because they thought that 

letting students have a say on this would increase their motivation, as they would choose 

texts they are most interested in translating. Two in five respondents expressed the view 

that texts should be chosen sometimes by tutors and sometimes by students. Presumably, 

tutors thought that, while it is motivating for students to choose on their own the texts 

they were going to translate, sometimes it is expedient that tutors themselves select the 

texts, especially at the initial stages of translator training, as at the beginning of the 
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course students might opt for texts which are too difficult for them. Further investigation 

into the trainers’ opinion on this could shed more light on the matter. 

 

When tutors were asked about the three types of texts that students would be most 

interested in translating during their course, the most popular answers were EU texts, 

scientific texts and literary texts. In these answers it was not clear where trainers based 

their opinion (e.g. student questionnaires, informal discussions with them, etc.) and also 

whether their views were affected by the type of Master’s course they were teaching in. It 

could only be speculated why tutors answered the way they did and here again further 

examination of the reasons behind their answers should be carried out. 

 

Russian, Turkish and Bulgarian came as the top three new languages that should be 

added to Greek Master’s translation courses, according to trainers. Presumably, tutors 

thought that there was a great translation demand for these languages or that it would be 

useful to include Turkish and Bulgarian, as these are languages of neighbour countries. 

Choosing Russian as the top language that should be included in translation courses in the 

future could be explained by the fact that there are increasingly more Russian tourists in 

Greece or that there is a large Russian-speaking community in Greece. It would be 

interesting to find out why tutors thought that these three languages should be added to 

the existing ones in translation courses. 

 

When tutors were asked to assess individual subjects according to their usefulness in 

translation courses, it was somewhat surprising to see that professional orientation 

seminars were not regarded as that useful. Therefore, it should be further investigated 

why translator trainers do not value such seminars, especially considering the emphasis 

on practice that a great number of translation scholars place. A possible explanation could 

be that such seminars are indeed regarded as useful by tutors, but that they do not 

constitute a priority within the translation curriculum, hence the low score they received. 

 

As already seen, it is also remarkable that almost two out of five tutors (37.8%) opined 

that, when students graduated from their Master’s course, they would not be that 
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qualified to undertake professional translations. Interesting this result as it may be, it does 

not explain what is wrong with existing translation courses and what could be improved, 

so that graduates are better qualified to produce translations of a professional standard. 

Tutors might believe that students cannot possibly become fully fledged translators in 1-2 

years and within an academic context, or perhaps they think that more teaching hours 

should be dedicated to practical translation modules. The causes of this dearth of 

professional competence on the part of graduates merits further analysis in the future. 

 

9.3.3 Market questionnaire 
 
Finally, as regards the answers of professionals in the translation industry, even though 

the present research has produced meaningful results, it has also left a few questions 

unanswered or it has created new questions altogether. 

 

For example, according to the current research, two in five professionals (41.5%) 

contended that under no circumstances would they offer a higher salary to graduates of 

Master’s courses in translation than to someone with no academic qualification in 

translation. This might mean that in-house employees of translation companies do not 

value academic translation degrees much or that their companies have the same salaries 

for their employees regardless of their academic qualifications. In the future it would be 

useful to look further into the possible reasons for this attitude. 

 

The views of professionals as to the duration of a Master’s translation course were also 

divided, with two fifths being in favour of one-year courses, another two fifths favouring 

two-year courses and, finally, the last fifth advocating three-semester courses or courses 

that would last more than two years. Here again it is not clear why professionals hold 

such divergent views, so further investigation into the duration of translation courses 

would be desirable. 

 

In the same vein, when professionals evaluated individual modules in translation courses 

regarding their usefulness, they did not deem professional orientation seminars as that 
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useful, a view which seems to be strange, especially coming from professionals 

themselves. As with tutors, it might be the case that they indeed value such seminars, but 

perhaps they do not regard them as a priority within the translation curriculum, but again 

this is merely an assumption, and further empirical research would be required to give a 

more concrete answer to this question. 

 

Another remarkable outcome of the current research was that three out of four 

professionals (73.6%) maintained that Greek Master’s courses in translation teach 

students what the market requires to a limited extent or not at all. Nonetheless, here again 

it could not be deduced from the answers why this was the case. Perhaps professionals 

thought that academic translation courses have not much to do with the actual profession 

or that the objective of such courses is not to teach that. Further investigation could shed 

some light on the possible reasons thereof. 

 

All in all, it seems that the survey of professionals produced more quantitative results 

than the other two surveys, that is why the reasons for certain attitudes were not clear 

only in a few of the questions posed to professionals. Nevertheless, as seen above, some 

new questions still arose, and it is hoped that future research will answer them 

satisfactorily.  

 

In general, it is hoped that all three questionnaires have produced meaningful data which 

will also be of use to other researchers investigating academic and vocational translation 

matters in Greece. Not only can they use the information gleaned by means of the present 

research, but they can also further this research by trying to answer the aforementioned 

questions that arose during this investigation. 

 

Finally, my recommendations for improving Greek translation curricula could serve as a 

point of comparison and as motivation for further initiatives to review translation 

curricula in other countries too. 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

Translation student needs: The opinion of students 

 

ADDRESSED TO STUDENTS OF MASTER'S COURSES IN TRANSLATION WHO ARE AT LEAST IN THEIR SECOND SEMESTER OF STUDY 

Are you currently attending or have you just graduated from a Master's course in 

translation in a higher education institution in Greece? 

 
1. Introduction

*

 

A) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

     394



Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

Age 

Undergraduate studies 

 

Field of studies: 

Place of studies: 

Formal (minimum) duration of studies-Years of full-time study: 
 

 
2. Student profile

*

*

*

a) 21-30
 

nmlkj

b) 31-40
 

nmlkj

c) 41-50
 

nmlkj

d) 50+
 

nmlkj

Α) Translation/Interpreting
 

nmlkj

Β) Foreign language/literature
 

nmlkj

C) Greek language/literature
 

nmlkj

D) Other (please, specify):
 

 

nmlkj

55

66

a) Greece
 

nmlkj

b) Abroad. Country:
 

 
nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
Postgraduate studies 

 

Which semester of study are you currently in? 

Formal (minimum) duration of studies-Years of full-time study: 
 

In which institution are you studying translation? (optional answer) 
 

Professional experience in translation (as a translator, translation editor/proof-reader, 

subtitler, translation project manager, etc.)  

*

*

 

A) First (this questionnaire is not appropriate for you)
 

nmlkj

Β) Second
 

nmlkj

C) Third
 

nmlkj

D) Fourth
 

nmlkj

E) Other (please, specify): 
 

 

nmlkj

55

66

Α) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

If yes, how many years of professional experience in total (in years of full-time work)? 

55

66

      396



Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

1) Why did you choose to do a Master's in translation? (one or more answers) 

2) Why did you choose to do the Master's in translation in the specific institution where 

you are studying? (one or more answers) 

 
3. GENERAL

*

*

Α) To become a professional translator 
 

gfedc

Β) To improve my foreign language skills 
 

gfedc

C) Because, in order to become a professional translator, I need to possess a recognised diploma in translation 
 

gfedc

D) Because, in general, I wanted to do a Master's in any subject
 

gfedc

Ε) Because I wanted to study (applied) foreign languages, but I was not interested in literature, linguistics, teaching languages, etc.
 

gfedc

F) Because with a Master's degree in translation I will enter the translation market faster 
 

gfedc

G) Because, in general, academic degrees are highly valued in Greece
 

gfedc

H) Because I believe that after graduation I will find a good job easier 
 

gfedc

I) Because I wanted to extend my study period, so as to avoid starting work for some more time
 

gfedc

Ι) Other (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc
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Α) Because this is my home town, and I wanted to be near my home
 

gfedc

Β) Because I liked more the programme of study compared to Master's in translation in other institutions
 

gfedc

C) Because it was easier to get accepted to this Master's programme compared to other institutions
 

gfedc

D) Because it was the cheapest option for me
 

gfedc

E) Because I did my Bachelor's in the same institution, so I was already familiar with the institution and the tutors
 

gfedc

F) Because I did my Bachelor's in another institution, so I thought I should try a different institution with different tutors
 

gfedc

G) Because the tutors in this institution are good
 

gfedc

H) Because this institution/department/study course has a good reputation
 

gfedc

I) Other (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc
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C) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
3) The information you received on the content of the Master's course in translation 

PRIOR TO its commencement was: (one or more answers) 

4) Prior to (e.g. one month before) commencing your studies, what subjects did you 

expect to be taught in the Master’s? (one or more answers) 

5)Prior to (e.g. one month before) commencing the Master's in translation, in general 

how clear was it to you what to expect as regards the subjects you would be taught in 

the Master's? 

*

*

*

Α) Non-existent
 

gfedc

Β) from the website of the institution
 

gfedc

C) from previous students of the Master's
 

gfedc

D) from tutors in the Master's
 

gfedc

E) from brochures, other websites, newspapers or professional guidance books
 

gfedc

F) Other (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc
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Α) Practical translation
 

gfedc

Β) Translation theories 
 

gfedc

C) Translation technology (e.g. translation memories, machine translation) 
 

gfedc

D) Professional aspects of translation 
 

gfedc

Ε) Other subjects (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc
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Α) Very clear
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly clear
 

nmlkj

C) Not that clear
 

nmlkj

D) I had no idea what to expect
 

nmlkj

H) 

K) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
6) To what extent are you satisfied with the infrastructures (libraries, teaching rooms, 

computer rooms, access to the internet, etc.) in the Master's in translation? 

7) In your opinion, how long should a Master’s course in translation last? 

8a) Do you pay tuition fees for the Master's you are doing? 

8b) The tuition fees, in respect to what the Master's is offering, are: (optional question) 

*

*

*

 

Α) Very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

C) Fairly dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

D) Completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

Optional comment (e.g. in your opinion, what is missing that would be necessary, etc.): 
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A) One year (two semesters) 
 

nmlkj

B) Three semesters 
 

nmlkj

C) Two years (four semesters) 
 

nmlkj

D) More than two years 
 

nmlkj

Α) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

If yes, how many euros in total? (optional answer) 

Α) Too high
 

nmlkj

Β) Normal
 

nmlkj

C) Rather low
 

nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

9) The amount of workload in the Master's in translation I am doing is: 

10) In every module it is absolutely clear what teachers expect me to learn. 

11) In your opinion, IN TOTAL, the translation tutors in your Master's are: 

12) In total, the study material (handouts, notes, texts to translate, exercises, etc.) that 

the tutors give you is: 

 
4. TEACHING

*

*

*

*

A) too high, to the extent that I cannot meet the expectations completely
 

nmlkj

B) high, but manageable
 

nmlkj

C) Normal, neither too high, nor too low
 

nmlkj

D) Rather low
 

nmlkj

Ε) too low
 

nmlkj

A) Agree completely 
 

nmlkj

B) Agree mostly 
 

nmlkj

C) Disagree mostly 
 

nmlkj

D) Disagree completely 
 

nmlkj

Α) Completely qualified
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly qualified
 

nmlkj

C) Not that qualified
 

nmlkj

D) Completely unqualified
 

nmlkj

Α) Very satisfying
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly satisfying
 

nmlkj

C) Not that satisfying
 

nmlkj

D) Completely unsatisfying
 

nmlkj

F) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
13) When you complain to your tutors about something in the Master's that you do not 

like, do the tutors take your opinion into account and do they take the appropriate 

action to resolve the issue? 

14) To what extent are you satisfied with the written corrections and comments 

(feedback) of your tutors on your translations (e.g. how constructive and lengthy is their 

feedback- quality and quantity)? 

15) Do you believe that, in general, the marks/grades you receive on your translations 

(practical translation module) are: 

*

*

*

Α) Always
 

nmlkj

Β) Usually yes
 

nmlkj

C) Usually no
 

nmlkj

D) Never
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 
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A) Very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

C) Not that satisfied
 

nmlkj

D) Completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment)  

55
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Α) Always fair
 

nmlkj

Β) Usually fair
 

nmlkj

C) Usually unfair
 

nmlkj

D) Always unfair
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment)  

E) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
16) In your opinion, the method with which every module in the Master’s is assessed 

(exams, projects, oral presentations, etc.) is the most appropriate. 

17) In general, to what extent are you satisfied with the teaching methods applied to the 

modules? 

*

*

 

A) Agree completely 
 

nmlkj

B) Agree mostly
 

nmlkj

C) Disagree mostly 
 

nmlkj

D) Disagree completely
 

nmlkj

Why do you believe that? (optional commentary) 

A) Very satisfied
 

nmlkj

B) Fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

C) Not that satisfied
 

nmlkj

D) Completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment)  
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

18) IN TOTAL, how many hours per week should the practical translation module(s) be 

taught in a Master’s course in translation? 
 

19) In a Master’s course in translation there should be taught: 

20) In your opinion, the texts that you translate within the context of the Master's, the 

ones you translate in the class, as well as the ones you have to translate at home, 

should be chosen by: 

21) In your opinion, the projects (not only the translation projects) that you have to do 

within the context of the Master's should be: 

 
5. SUBJECTS

*

*

*

*

A) only translation from lang. B (foreign lang.) into lang. A (mother tongue: Greek) 
 

nmlkj

B) only translation from lang. A (mother tongue: Greek) into lang. B (foreign lang.) 
 

nmlkj

C) both language directions, but more hours translation into mother tongue
 

nmlkj

D) both language directions, but more hours translation into foreign language
 

nmlkj

E) both language directions, with equal hours each
 

nmlkj

Α) the tutor only
 

nmlkj

Β) the student only
 

nmlkj

C) the tutor, always in collaboration with the student
 

nmlkj

D) sometimes by the tutor, sometimes by the student
 

nmlkj

Α) Only individual projects
 

nmlkj

Β) Only group projects
 

nmlkj

C) More individual and less group projects
 

nmlkj

D) More group and less individual projects
 

nmlkj

E) There should be a balance between individual and group projects
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
22) In a Master’s course in translation there should be: 

23) In your opinion, how could the translation theories module become more 

interesting? (one or more answers) 

24) What types of texts would you be most interested in translating in your Master’s 

course? Name 3 (three). 

*

*

*

A) a balance between translation theory and practical translation modules 
 

B) more emphasis on practical translation than on translation theory 
 

nmlkj

C) more emphasis on translation theory than on practical translation
 

nmlkj

D) no translation theory
 

nmlkj

E) no practical translation
 

nmlkj

F) Translation theory should be an optional module
 

nmlkj

G) It depends on the type of Master’s
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

A) More links between translation theory and practical translation 
 

gfedc

B) More examples on various translation theories through real translations 
 

gfedc

C) Other (please, specify):
 

 
gfedc

Α) Financial texts 
 

gfedc

Β) Legal texts
 

gfedc

C) Literary texts 
 

gfedc

D) Medical & pharmaceutical texts 
 

gfedc

Ε) Scientific texts 
 

gfedc

F) Technical texts 
 

gfedc

G) EU texts 
 

gfedc

H) Other types of texts (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
25) Apart from English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, which other 3 (three) 

foreign languages should be offered, in your opinion, in a Master’s translation course in 

Greece? 

*

A) Russian 
 

gfedc

Β) Arabic 
 

gfedc

C) Chinese 
 

gfedc

D) Japanese 
 

gfedc

Ε) Turkish 
 

gfedc

F) Bulgarian 
 

gfedc

G) Albanian 
 

gfedc

Η) Polish 
 

gfedc

I) Romanian
 

gfedc

J) No other language, these 5 are enough 
 

gfedc

K) Others (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
26) In your opinion, how useful are the following subjects in a general Master’s course 

in translation (e.g. “M.A. in translation”)? 

27) What subjects are missing from the Master’s course of your institution that, in your 

opinion, should be included in the programme of study? (optional question) 

 

*
  Not at all useful Not that useful Fairly useful Very useful 

Translation theory nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Practical translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Translation memories (e.g. 

Trados) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Machine translation (e.g. 

Systran) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Literature of the languages 

from/into which you 

translate 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Improving mother tongue 

skills (Greek) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Improving foreign 

language skills
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Proof-reading & editing 

texts/translations
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Translation project 

management 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Professional orientation 

seminars 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Interpreting nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

History of translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Audiovisual translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Research skills/ research 

methodology 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linguistics & stylistics nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Sciences/specialised 

subjects, e.g. introduction 

to law

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Terminology management nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Text processing nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Publishing & page layout 

software (FrameMaker, 

QuarkXpress, etc.) 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financial/taxation issues in 

translation market 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Intercultural studies nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

EU institutions nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students
28) In translation technology classes (translation memories, machine translation, etc.) 

what are the main issues/problems that you have? (one or more answers) 
*

 

Α) The software does not always work
 

gfedc

Β) Teaching time is not long enough to learn the software adequately 
 

gfedc

C) The teacher does not explain things well 
 

gfedc

D) Technical support is not satisfactory/There is no technical support 
 

gfedc

E) Translation technology is not taught in our Master’s 
 

gfedc

F) Other (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

29) In general, do you believe that market conditions should be reflected in the 

classroom in a Master's in translation (e.g. students should translate real texts from the 

professional world)? 

30) A work placement/internship in a translation agency as part of a Master’s course in 

translation is essential. 

31) When you graduate from the Master's, to what extent do you think you will be 

qualified to do professional translations? 

32) The Master’s I am doing prepares me fully for the market. 

 
6. MARKET

*

*

*

*

 

Α) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment)  

A) Agree completely 
 

nmlkj

B) Agree mostly 
 

nmlkj

C) Disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

D) Disagree completely 
 

nmlkj

Α) Completely qualified
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly qualified
 

nmlkj

C) So and so
 

nmlkj

Δ) Fairly unqualified
 

nmlkj

Ε) Completely unqualified
 

nmlkj

A) Agree completely 
 

nmlkj

B) Agree mostly 
 

nmlkj

C) Disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

D) Disagree completely 
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

33) What would you like to do after you finish your Master’s? (one or more answers) 

34) In your opinion, what are the main shortcomings in the Master’s programme of your 

institution? (optional question) 

 

35) In your opinion, what are the strong points of the Master’s programme of your 

institution? (optional question) 

 

36) In general, to what extent are you satisfied with the Master's in translation you are 

doing? 

Other comments (optional): 

 

 
7. FINAL PART

*
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66
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66

*
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Α) Be a professional translator
 

gfedc

B) Find a job that has to do with foreign languages, translation, etc. 
 

gfedc

C) Find any kind of job that does not necessarily have to do with translation, foreign languages, etc. 
 

gfedc

D) Pursue PhD studies 
 

gfedc

E) Other (please, specify): 
 

 
gfedc

A) Very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

C) Not that satisfied
 

nmlkj

D) Completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of studentsTranslation student needs: The opinion of students

Thank you very much for your time! 
If you have any question or comment, please, contact Michail Sachinis: 
michail.sachinis@imperial.ac.uk 
michail.sachinis@hotmail.com 

 
8. End of questionnaire
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Appendix 2

Tutors’ questionnaire

             411



Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

Translation student needs: The opinion of teachers 

 

Do you teach in a Master's course in translation in a university or higher education 

institution in Greece? 

 
1. Introduction

*

 

Α) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

Age 

Undergraduate studies 

 

Field of studies: 

Place of studies: 

Formal (minimum) duration of studies-Years of full-time study: 
 

 
2. Teacher profile

*

*

*

a) 21-30
 

nmlkj

b) 31-40
 

nmlkj

c) 41-50
 

nmlkj

d) 50+
 

nmlkj

Α) Translation/Interpreting
 

nmlkj

Β) Foreign language/literature
 

nmlkj

C) Greek language/literature
 

nmlkj

D) Other (please, specify):
 

 

nmlkj
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a) Greece
 

nmlkj

b) Abroad. Country:
 

 
nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
Pastgraduate studies at Master's level (leave blank, if you do not possess a Master's 

level degree):  

 

Field of studies: 

 

Place of studies: 

Formal (minimum) duration of studies-Years of full-time study: 
 

PhD studies (leave blank, if you do not possess a doctorate degree): 

 

Field of studies: 

Place of studies: 

a) Translation/Interpreting
 

nmlkj

b) Foreign language/literature
 

nmlkj

c) Greek language/literature
 

nmlkj

D) Other (please, specify):
 

 

nmlkj
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a) Greece
 

nmlkj

b) Abroad. Country:
 

 
nmlkj

a) Translation/Interpreting
 

nmlkj

b) Foreign language/literature
 

nmlkj

c) Greek language/literature
 

nmlkj

D) Other (please, specify):
 

 

nmlkj
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a) Greece
 

nmlkj

b) Abroad. Country: 
 

 
nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
Other degrees/diplomas that you consider relevant: 

 

Professional experience in translation (as a translator, translation editor/proof-reader, 

subtitler, translation project manager, etc.) 

Years of teaching experience in a higher education institution in subjects relevant to 

translation  
 

In which institution are you teaching translation at the moment? (optional question) 
 

*

*

 

a) Yes
 

nmlkj

b) No
 

nmlkj

If yes, how many years of professional experience in total (in years of full-time work)? 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

1) In your opinion, what are the main reasons why students choose to do a Master’s in 

translation? (one or more answers) 

 
3. General

*

a) To become professional translators
 

gfedc

b) To improve their foreign language skills
 

gfedc

c) Because, in order to become professional translators, they need to possess a recognised diploma in translation 
 

gfedc

d) Because they want to do a Master’s in just any subject
 

gfedc

e) Because they want to study (applied) foreign languages, but they are not interested in literature, linguistics, teaching languages, 

etc.  

gfedc

f) Because with a Master's degree in translation they will enter the translation market faster 
 

gfedc

g) Because, in general, academic degrees are highly valued in Greece 
 

gfedc

h) Because they believe that after graduation they will find a good job easier 
 

gfedc

i) Because they want to extend their study period, so as to avoid starting work for some more time
 

gfedc

j) I do not know
 

gfedc

k) Other (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
2) In your opinion, what are the MAIN reasons why students choose to do the Master's 

in translation in the university/higher education institution where you teach? (one or 

more answers) 

3) The information students receive on the content of the Master's course in translation 

PRIOR TO its commencement is: (one or more answers) 

*

*

a) Because this is their home town, and they want to be near their home
 

gfedc

b) Because they like more the programme of study compared to Master's in translation in other institutions
 

gfedc

c) Because it is easier to get accepted to this Master's programme compared to other institutions
 

gfedc

d) Because it is the cheapest option for them
 

gfedc

e) Because they did their Bachelor's in the same institution, so they are already familiar with the institution and the tutors
 

gfedc

f) Because they did their Bachelor's in another institution, so they thought they should try a different institution with different tutors
 

gfedc

g) Because the tutors in this institution are good
 

gfedc

h) Because this institution/department/study course has a good reputation
 

gfedc

i) I do not know
 

gfedc

j) Other (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc
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a) non-existent
 

gfedc

b) from the website of the institution
 

gfedc

c) from previous students of the Master's
 

gfedc

d) from tutors in the Master's
 

gfedc

e) from brochures, other websites, newspapers or professional guidance books
 

gfedc

f) I do not know
 

gfedc

g) Other (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc
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c) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
4) When students start the Master's in translation, what subjects do they expect to be 

taught? (one or more answers) 

5) How realistic do you think are students' expectations at the beginning of their studies 

as regards what they are going to learn in the Master's ? 

6) In your opinion, to what extent are students satisfied with the infrastructures 

(libraries, teaching rooms, computer rooms, access to the internet, etc.) in the Master's 

in translation? 

*

*

*

a) Practical translation
 

gfedc

b) Translation theories
 

gfedc

c) Translation technology (e.g. translation memories, machine translation)
 

gfedc

d) Professional aspects of translation
 

gfedc

e) I do not know
 

gfedc

f) Other subjects (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc
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a) very realistic
 

nmlkj

b) to some extent realistic
 

nmlkj

c) not that realistic
 

nmlkj

c) completely unrealistic
 

nmlkj

e) I do not know
 

nmlkj

a) very satisfied
 

nmlkj

b) fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

c) fairly dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

d) completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

e) I do not know
 

nmlkj

Optional comment (e.g. in your opinion, what is missing that would be necessary, etc.): 

55
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h) 

k) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
7) In your opinion, how long should a Master’s course in translation last? 

8a) Do students pay tuition fees for the Master's in translation of your institution? 

8b) The tuition fees, in respect to what the Master's is offering, are: (optional question) 

*

*

 

a) one year (two semesters)
 

nmlkj

b) three semesters
 

nmlkj

c) two years (four semesters)
 

nmlkj

d) more than two years
 

nmlkj

a) yes
 

nmlkj

b) no
 

nmlkj

If yes, how many euros in total? (optional answer) 

a) too high
 

nmlkj

b) normal
 

nmlkj

c) rather low
 

nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

9) The amount of workload for students in the Master's in translation of your institution 

is: 

10) It is absolutely clear to students what you expect them to learn in every module 

(clear learning outcomes). 

11) IN TOTAL, the tutors in the Master's in translation of your institution are: (optional 

question) 

12) IN TOTAL, the study material (handouts, notes, texts to translate, exercises, etc.) 

provided to students in the Master's of your institution is: 

 
4. Teaching

*

*

*

a) too high, to the extent that students cannot meet the expectations completely
 

nmlkj

b) high, but to an extent that students can meet the expectations
 

nmlkj

c) normal, neither too high, nor too low
 

nmlkj

d) rather low
 

nmlkj

e) too low
 

nmlkj

a) agree completely
 

nmlkj

b) agree mostly
 

nmlkj

c) disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

d) disagree completely
 

nmlkj

e) I do not know
 

nmlkj

a) completely qualified
 

nmlkj

b) fairly qualified
 

nmlkj

c) not that qualified
 

nmlkj

d) completely unqualified
 

nmlkj

a) very satisfying
 

nmlkj

b) fairly satisfying
 

nmlkj

c) not that satisfying
 

nmlkj

d) completely unsatisfying
 

nmlkj

e) I do not know
 

nmlkj

g) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
13) When students complain to you about something in the Master's that they do not 

like, do you take their opinion into account and do you take the appropriate action to 

resolve the issue? 

14) In your opinion, to what extent are your students satisfied with your written 

corrections and comments (feedback) on their translations/projects (e.g. how 

constructive and lengthy is your feedback- quality and quantity)? 

*

*

a) always
 

nmlkj

b) usually yes
 

nmlkj

c) sometimes yes, others no
 

nmlkj

d) usually no
 

nmlkj

e) never
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55

66

a) very satisfied
 

nmlkj

b) fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

c) not that satisfied
 

nmlkj

d) completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

e) I do not know
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment)  

55
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
15) The marks/grades students receive on their translations are fair and the marking 

process is carried out according to specific criteria. 

16) In your opinion, the method with which every module in the Master’s is assessed 

(exams, projects, oral presentations, etc.) is the most appropriate. 

17) In general, how satisfying do you think are the teaching methods applied to the 

modules in the Master's in translation of your institution? 

*

*

*

 

a) agree completely
 

nmlkj

b) agree mostly
 

nmlkj

c) disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

d) disagree completely
 

nmlkj

e) I do not know/ I do not teach practical translation
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55

66

a) agree completely
 

nmlkj

b) agree mostly
 

nmlkj

c) disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

d) disagree completely
 

nmlkj

Why do you believe that? (optional commentary) 

55

66

a) very satisfying
 

nmlkj

b) fairly satisfying
 

nmlkj

c) not that satisfying
 

nmlkj

d) completely unsatisfying
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55

66

F) 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

18) IN TOTAL, how many hours per week should the practical translation module(s) be 

taught in a Master’s course in translation? 
 

19) In a Master’s course in translation there should be taught: 

20) In your opinion, the texts that students translate within the context of the Master's, 

the ones they translate in the class, as well as the ones they have to translate at home, 

should be chosen by: 

21) In your opinion, the projects (not only the translation projects) that students have to 

do within the context of the Master's should be: 

 
5. Subjects

*

*

*

*

a) only translation from language B (foreign lang.) into lang. A (mother tongue: Greek)
 

nmlkj

b) only translation from lang. A (mother tongue: Greek) into lang. B (foreign lang.) 
 

nmlkj

c) both language directions, but more hours translation into mother tongue
 

nmlkj

d) both language directions, but more hours translation into foreign language
 

nmlkj

e) both language directions, with equal hours each
 

nmlkj

a) the tutor only
 

nmlkj

b) the student only
 

nmlkj

c) the tutor, always in collaboration with the student
 

nmlkj

d) sometimes by the tutor, sometimes by the student
 

nmlkj

a) only individual projects
 

nmlkj

b) only group projects
 

nmlkj

c) more individual and less group projects
 

nmlkj

d) more group and less individual projects
 

nmlkj

e) There should be a balance between individual and group projects
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
22) In a Master’s course in translation there should be: 

23) In your opinion, how could the translation theories module become more 

interesting? (one or more answers) 

24) In your opinion, what types of texts would students be most interested in translating 

in a Master’s in translation? Name 3 (three). 

*

*

*

a) a balance between translation theory and practical translation modules
 

nmlkj

b) more emphasis on practical translation than on translation theory
 

nmlkj

c) more emphasis on translation theory than on practical translation
 

nmlkj

d) no translation theory
 

nmlkj

e) no practical translation
 

nmlkj

f) Translation theory should be an optional module
 

nmlkj

g) It depends on the type of Master’s
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

a) More links between translation theory and practical translation
 

gfedc

b) More examples on various translation theories through real translations
 

gfedc

c) Other (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc
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a) financial texts
 

gfedc

b) legal texts
 

gfedc

c) literary texts
 

gfedc

d) medical & pharmaceutical texts
 

gfedc

e) scientific texts
 

gfedc

f) technical texts
 

gfedc

g) EU texts
 

gfedc

h) Other types of texts (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc

55
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
25) Apart from English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, which other 3 (three) 

foreign languages should be offered, in your opinion, in a Master’s translation course in 

Greece? 

*

a) Russian 
 

gfedc

b) Arabic
 

gfedc

c) Chinese 
 

gfedc

d) Japanese 
 

gfedc

e) Turkish
 

gfedc

f) Bulgarian 
 

gfedc

g) Albanian 
 

gfedc

h) Polish
 

gfedc

i) Romanian
 

gfedc

j) No other language, these 5 are enough 
 

gfedc

k) Others (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
26) In your opinion, how useful are the following subjects in a general Master’s course 

in translation (e.g. “M.A. in translation”)? 

27) What subjects are missing from the Master’s course of your institution that, in your 

opinion, should be included in the programme of study? (optional question) 

 

*
  Not at all useful Not that useful Fairly useful Very useful 

Translation theory nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Practical translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Translation memories (e.g. 

Trados) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Machine translation (e.g. 

Systran) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Literature of the languages 

from/into which students 

translate 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Improving mother tongue 

skills (Greek) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Improving foreign 

language skills
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Proof-reading & editing 

texts/translations
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Translation project 

management 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Professional orientation 

seminars 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Interpreting nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

History of translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Audiovisual translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Research skills/ research 

methodology 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linguistics & stylistics nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Sciences/specialised 

subjects, e.g. introduction 

to law

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Terminology management nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Text processing nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Publishing & page layout 

software (FrameMaker, 

QuarkXpress, etc.) 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financial/taxation issues in 

translation market 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Intercultural studies nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

EU institutions nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

55
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers
28) In translation technology classes (translation memories, machine translation, etc.) 

what are the main issues/problems that students have? (one or more answers) 
*

 

a) The software does not always work
 

gfedc

b) Teaching time is not long enough to learn the software adequately
 

gfedc

c) The teacher does not explain things well
 

gfedc

d) Technical support is not satisfactory/There is no technical support
 

gfedc

e) Translation technology is not taught in our institution
 

gfedc

f) I do not know
 

gfedc

g) Other (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc

55
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

29) In general, do you believe that market conditions should be reflected in the 

classroom in a Master's in translation (e.g. students should translate real texts from the 

professional world)? 

30) A work placement/internship in a translation agency as part of a Master’s course in 

translation is essential. 

31) When students graduate from the Master's, to what extent do you think they are 

qualified to do professional translations? 

32) The Master’s programme(s) in translation of your institution prepare(s) students fully 

for the market. 

 
6. Market

*

*

*

*

 

a) yes
 

nmlkj

b) no
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment) 

a) agree completely
 

nmlkj

b) agree mostly
 

nmlkj

c) disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

d) disagree completely
 

nmlkj

a) completely qualified
 

nmlkj

b) fairly qualified
 

nmlkj

c) so and so
 

nmlkj

d) fairly unqualified
 

nmlkj

e) completely unqualified
 

nmlkj

a) agree completely
 

nmlkj

b) agree mostly
 

nmlkj

c) disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

d) disagree completely
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

33) In your opinion, what do students usually want to do after they finish their Master’s? 

34) In your opinion, what are the main shortcomings in the Master’s programme of your 

institution? (optional question) 

 

35) In your opinion, what are the strong points of the Master’s programme of your 

institution? (optional question) 

 

36) In general, to what extent do you think students are satisfied with the Master's in 

translation of your institution? 

Other comments (optional): 

 

 
7. Final part

*

55

66

55

66

*

55

66

 

a) Be professional translators 
 

gfedc

b) Find a job that has to do with foreign languages, translation, etc.
 

gfedc

c) Find any kind of job that does not necessarily have to do with translation, foreign languages, etc.
 

gfedc

d) Pursue PhD studies
 

gfedc

e) I do not know
 

gfedc

F) Other (please, specify): 
 

 
gfedc

a) very satisfied
 

nmlkj

b) fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

c) not that satisfied
 

nmlkj

d) completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

e) I do not know
 

nmlkj
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Translation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachersTranslation student needs: The opinion of teachers

Thank you very much for your time! 
If you have any question or comment, please, contact Michail Sachinis: 
michail.sachinis@imperial.ac.uk 
michail.sachinis@hotmail.com 

 
8. End of questionnaire
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

What the market needs from a Master's course in translation 

Do you work in a translation agency/company in Greece as an IN-HOUSE employee? 

 
1. Introduction

 

Α) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

Age 

Undergraduate studies 

 

Field of studies: 

Postgraduate studies at Master's level (leave blank, if you do not possess a Master's 

level degree): 

How many years have you been working in the field of translation? 
 

 
2. Profile of translation company employee

*

*

*
 

Α) 20-30
 

nmlkj

Β) 31-40
 

nmlkj

C) 40-50
 

nmlkj

D) 50+
 

nmlkj

Α) Translation/Interpreting
 

nmlkj

Β) Foreign language/literature
 

nmlkj

C) Greek language/literature
 

nmlkj

D) Other (please, specify):
 

 
nmlkj

A) Translation/Interpreting
 

nmlkj

B) Foreign language/literature
 

nmlkj

C) Greek language/literature
 

nmlkj

D) Other (please, specify):
 

 
nmlkj

H) 

K) 
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

In which translation agency/company do you work? (optional question) 
 

In which town/city is your agency/company based? (optional question) 
 

Number of people employed by your agency/company (leave blank, if you do not know):  

In your agency/company you work as a: (one or more answers) 

 
3. Profile of your translation agency/company

Α) In-house employees

Β) External employees 

(freelancers):

*

 

Α) translator
 

gfedc

Β) proof-reader/editor
 

gfedc

C) owner of the translation agency/company
 

gfedc

D) translation project manager
 

gfedc

Ε) terminologist
 

gfedc

F) ΙΤ specialist
 

gfedc

G) Other (please, specify):
 

 
gfedc
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

1) Are there graduates of Greek Master's courses in translation working in your 

agency/company? 

2) If there are graduates of Greek Master's courses in translation working in your 

agency/company, how satisfied are you with them? (optional question) 

3) A Master's in translation is a great asset, when it comes to employing someone in our 

agency/company. 

 
4. General questions

*

*

Α) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

C) I do not know
 

nmlkj

If yes, approximately how many? 

Α) Very satisfied
 

nmlkj

Β) Fairly satisfied
 

nmlkj

C) Fairly dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

D) Completely dissatisfied
 

nmlkj

Ε) I do not know
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55

66

Α) Agree completely
 

nmlkj

B) Agree mostly 
 

nmlkj

C) Disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

D) Disagree completely 
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment)  

55

66
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
4) Do you know what is taught (subjects, languages, modules, etc.) in Master's courses 

in translation in Greece? 

5) Which are the 3 (three) most important selection criteria of your translators in the 

agency/company where you work? 

6) Would you employ in your agency/company a graduate of a Greek Master's course in 

translation with no prior professional experience in translation? 

*

*

*

Α) Totally
 

nmlkj

Β) To a large extent
 

nmlkj

C) To a limited extent
 

nmlkj

D) Not at all
 

nmlkj

Α) Translation samples/tests
 

gfedc

Β) Personal interview
 

gfedc

C) Previous professional experience in translation
 

gfedc

D) Previous professional experience, unrelated to translation
 

gfedc

Ε) Third-party recommendations/references
 

gfedc

F) Bachelor's/Master's in translation
 

gfedc

G) Bachelor's/Master's in languages
 

gfedc

Η) Bachelor's/Master's in another field
 

gfedc

I) Membership/participation in a translation organisation/association (e.g. PEM, IoL, ITI)
 

gfedc

j) Other (please, specify):
 

 

gfedc

55
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Α) Yes, by all means
 

nmlkj

B) Yes, but under certain conditions (e.g. if s/he had passed the Master's with a satisfactory score)
 

nmlkj

C) No
 

nmlkj

D) Other (please, specify):
 

 

nmlkj

55
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Other 

Other 
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
7) Would you offer to a graduate of a Greek Master's course in translation a higher 

salary than to someone with no academic qualification in translation? 

8) If universities asked for your contribution, would you be interested in cooperating 

with them so as to set up a Master's course in translation (i.e. to define the course 

content, the subjects/fields of study to be taught in the Master's, etc.)? 

9) In your opinion, if someone deals with translation for the first time at Master's level, is 

it better for him/her to do a general Master's in translation (e.g. "Master's in translation") 

or a specialised one (e.g. "Master's in technical translation")? 

10) In your opinion, how long should a Master’s course in translation last? 

*

*

*

*

 

Α) Yes, by all means
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

C) Yes, under certain conditions (please, specify):
 

 

nmlkj
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Α) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 
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Α) General Master's
 

nmlkj

Β) Specialised Master's
 

nmlkj

C) It depends (please, specify):
 

 

nmlkj
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Α) Οne year (two semesters)
 

nmlkj

Β) Three semesters
 

nmlkj

C) Two years (four semesters) 
 

nmlkj

D) More than two years 
 

nmlkj
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

11) In a Master’s course in translation there should be taught: 

12) In your opinion, in a Master's course in translation that lasts 1-2 years, apart from the 

mother tongue (Greek), the translation of how many foreign languages should be 

taught? 

13) In your opinion, the projects (not only the translation projects) that students have to 

do within the context of the Master's should be: 

 
5. Content of Master's courses in translation

*

*

*

Α) only translation from language B (foreign lang.) into lang. A (mother tongue: Greek)
 

nmlkj

Β) only translation from lang. A (mother tongue: Greek) into lang. B (foreign lang.)
 

nmlkj

C) both language directions, but more hours translation into mother tongue
 

nmlkj

D) both language directions, but more hours translation into foreign language
 

nmlkj

Ε) both language directions, with equal hours each
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55

66

Α) Of one foreign language
 

nmlkj

Β) Of two foreign languages
 

nmlkj

C) Of three foreign languages
 

nmlkj

D) Of more than three foreign languages
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55

66

Α) Only individual projects
 

nmlkj

Β) Only group projects
 

nmlkj

C) More individual and less group projects
 

nmlkj

D) More group and less individual projects
 

nmlkj

Ε) There should be a balance between individual and group projects
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55

66
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
14) In a Master’s course in translation there should be: 

15) In your opinion, what types of texts would it be most useful for students to be taught 

to translate in a Master’s in translation? Name 3 (three). 

*

*

Α) a balance between translation theory and practical translation modules
 

nmlkj

Β) more emphasis on practical translation than on translation theory
 

nmlkj

C) more emphasis on translation theory than on practical translation
 

nmlkj

D) no translation theory
 

nmlkj

Ε) no practical translation
 

nmlkj

F) Translation theory should be an optional module
 

nmlkj

G) It depends on the type of Master’s
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

55
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Α) Financial texts 
 

gfedc

Β) Legal texts
 

gfedc

C) Literary texts 
 

gfedc

D) Medical & pharmaceutical texts 
 

gfedc

E) Scientific texts
 

gfedc

F) Technical texts 
 

gfedc

G) EU texts 
 

gfedc

H) Other types of texts (please, specify): 
 

 
gfedc
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
16) Apart from English, French, German, Italian and Spanish, which other 3 (three) 

foreign languages should be offered, in your opinion, in a Master’s translation course in 

Greece? 

*

Α) Russian
 

gfedc

Β) Arabic 
 

gfedc

C) Chinese 
 

gfedc

D) Japanese 
 

gfedc

Ε) Turkish 
 

gfedc

F) Bulgarian 
 

gfedc

G) Albanian 
 

gfedc

Η) Polish 
 

gfedc

I) Romanian
 

gfedc

J) No other language, these 5 are enough 
 

gfedc

K) Others (please, specify): 
 

 

gfedc

55
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
17) In your opinion, how useful are the following subjects in a general Master’s course 

in translation (e.g. “M.A. in translation”)? 
*

  Not at all useful Not that useful Fairly useful Very useful

Translation theory nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Practical translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Translation memories (e.g. 

Trados) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Machine translation (e.g. 

Systran) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Literature of the languages 

from/into which students 

translate (e.g. English 

literature) 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Improving mother tongue 

skills (Greek) 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Improving foreign 

language skills
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Proof-reading & editing 

texts/translations
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Translation project 

management 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Professional orientation 

seminars 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Interpreting nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

History of translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Audiovisual translation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Research skills/ research 

methodology 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Linguistics & stylistics nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Sciences/specialised 

subjects, e.g. introduction 

to law

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Terminology management nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Text processing nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Publishing & page layout 

software (FrameMaker, 

QuarkXpress, etc.) 

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Financial/taxation issues in 

translation market 
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Intercultural studies nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

EU institutions nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
18) In your opinion, is it possible that students acquire the following skills within the 

context of a Master's course in translation? 

19) In your opinion, which 2 (two) of the following translation memory and machine 

translation programs should students be taught in a Master's course in translation? 

*
  Yes, to a large extent To a rather limited extent Probably not at all I do not know

Time 

management/meeting 

deadlines

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Organisation nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Client management nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Attention to detail nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accuracy in expression nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Openness to criticism nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Networking with other 

translators
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Flexibility/Adaptability (.e.g 

to new working conditions)
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Techniques for extracting 

information from clients
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Negotiation techniques nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Creative writing nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Technical/scientific writing nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

*

Optional comment: 

55

66

Déjà vu
 

gfedc

MultiTrans
 

gfedc

Trados
 

gfedc

SDLX
 

gfedc

Star Transit
 

gfedc

Wordfast
 

gfedc

LogiTrans
 

gfedc

Systran
 

gfedc

I do know know/I do not deal with translation technology
 

gfedc

Other (please specify):
 

 
gfedc
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
20) In your opinion, which 2 (two) of the following terminology management programs 

should students be taught in a Master's course in translation? 
*

 

MultiTrans Termbase
 

gfedc

Trados Multiterm
 

gfedc

Termstar
 

gfedc

Webterm
 

gfedc

Déjà vu Termbase
 

gfedc

LogiTerm
 

gfedc

Term It
 

gfedc

SDLX TermBase
 

gfedc

I do not know/I do not deal with terminology management programs
 

gfedc

Other (please specify):
 

 
gfedc
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

21) In a Master's in translation it is very important for students to be taught how a 

translation agency/company is organised and how it works. 

22) Do you believe that the deadlines in the translation projects that students have to do 

in a Greek Master's course in translation should reflect the strict deadlines of the 

market? 

23) A work placement/internship in a translation agency as part of a Master’s course in 

translation is essential. 

 
6. Translation market

*

*

*

Α) Agree completely
 

nmlkj

B) Agree mostly
 

nmlkj

C) Disagree mostly 
 

nmlkj

D) Disagree completely 
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 

A) Yes
 

nmlkj

Β) No
 

nmlkj

For what reason? (optional comment)  

55
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Α) Agree completely
 

nmlkj

B) Agree mostly 
 

nmlkj

C) Disagree mostly
 

nmlkj

D) Disagree completely 
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation
24) In your opinion, to what extent do Greek Master's courses in translation teach 

students all that the market requires? 
*

 

A) To a large extent
 

nmlkj

B) To a limited extent
 

nmlkj

C) Not at all
 

nmlkj

D) I do not know
 

nmlkj

Optional comment: 
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

25) In your opinion, what are the main shortcomings in the Greek Master’s courses in 

translation, as reflected through their graduates? (optional question) 
 

26) In your opinion, what are the main strong points of the Greek Master’s courses in 

translation, as reflected through their graduates? (optional question) 
 

Other comments (optional): 
 

 
7. Final part
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What the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translationWhat the market needs from a Master's course in translation

Thank you very much for your time! 

If you have any question or comment, please, contact Michail Sachinis: 

michail.sachinis@imperial.ac.uk 

michail.sachinis@hotmail.com 

 
8. End of questionnaire
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Appendix 4

URLs of Greek
translation companies
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Name of 
translation company

URL of 
translation company

Alphavitos www.alphavitos.com/
Business & bytes http://bandb.gr/index.html
Chryssafi www.chryssafi.gr/
Commit www.commit.gr
El-translations www.el-translations.com/
Erminia www.erminia.gr/
EuroGreek www.eurogreek.com/
Glossima & Wehrheim www.glossima.com
Metafrasi (Alexandroupoli-
Thrace)

n/a

Lexis Land www.lexisland.com/
LBO (Heraklion-Crete) n/a
Orco SA www.orco.gr/
Orizontas www.orizodas.gr/
SDL Hellas www.sdl.com/en/about-us/company-

information/locations/sdl-athens-
greece.asp

XLence www.xlence.gr/
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